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d) Section 6.3 of the FSAR refers to a decay heat removal exchanger

(Pg. 6.3-2) which can be used to remove decay heat in the event

the main condenser is not available. The need for an LCO on

this heat exchanger should be addressed,

e) An LCO or definition describing the physical reactor configuration

required for POWER, LOW POWER and STARTUP operation and for the

SHUTDOWN MODE should be considered. Examples of items which

would be included in such an LCO or definition are:
.

o Configuration of PCRV Penetrations

o PCRV He Inventory or Pressure

o Core Avg. Temperature

o Power to Control Rods

Such an LCO is provided for the REFUELING MODE (LCO 3.9.1) and

could be helpful in defining the other modes.

2. The applicability of these Tech Specs to one-loop operation is not

clear. Is one-loop operation acceptable? Do the Tech Specs support-

one-loop operation?
.

O
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g TECH SPEC UPGRADE - ADDITIONAL NRC CO TENTS ON 4/1/85 DRAFT

1. The following are items which are not included in the 4/1/85 draft but

which should be considered for inclusion:

a) It seems appropriate that an LCO on the He Purification System

be included. The basis for this LCO is FSAR Section 9.4 which

states that both He Purification trains need to be operable for
.

reactor operation (FSAR Pg. 9.4-16). LCO 3/4.7.5 in the 4/1/85
,

|
draft can then be included in-this LCO. The other safety features j

' of this system listed in the FSAR should also be included in
'

this LCO. (Continuous operation to remove 0 and N , FSAR
2 2

Pg. 4.2-4; standby pipe spools for emergency cooling, FSAR

Pg. 9.4-11; automatic closure of block valves upon a leak,

FSAR Pg. 9.4-15. )
,

b) FSAR Table 1.4-2 lists two-items as required for safe shutdown

which are not apparent in the 4/1/85 draft. These are:

|
o Item 5 - Inlet and outlet secondary coolant system piping

from the PCRV up to and including the first isolation valves,

o Item 6 - Circulating water makeup system and connections
!

- from it to the service water pump pit and the fire pump pit.

There is an LC0 in the existing Tech Specs (LCO 4.2.5 " Circulating

Water Makeup System"). Why was it dropped? '-. .

The need for LCOs addressing these needs to be addressed.

c) Section 6.2.3.2.5 of the FSAR "PCRV Support Ring Cooling" discusses

H&V cooling and temperature limits associated with the PCRV

support ring. The need for an LCO addressing this system and

limits needs to be addressed.
-

_ - _ . _ _ . _ . - . - . . . .. . _ . - _ . .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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d) Section 6.3 of the FSAR refers to a decay | heat removal exchanger

(Pg. 6.3-2) which can be used to remove decay heat in the event

the main condenser is not available. The need for an LCO on

this heat exchanger should be addressed.

e) An LCO or definition describing the physical reactor configuration

required for POWER, LOW POWER and STARTUP operation and for the

SHUT 00dN MODE should be considered. Examples of items which
'

would be included in such an LCO or definition arc:
,

o Configuration of PCRV Penetrations

o PCRV He Inventory or Pressure

o Core Avg. Temperature

o Power to Control Rods

Such an LCO is provided for the REFUELING MODE (LCO 3.9.1) and

could be helpful in defining the other modes.

2. The applicability of these Tech Specs to one-loop operation is not

clear. Is one-loop operation acceptable? Do the Tech Specs support

one-loop operation?
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O
These Technical Specifications apply to the Fort St. Vrain
Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 1. These Technical
Specifications pertain to certain features, characteristics and
conditions governing the operation of this facility which are
important in protecting the barriers in the facility that
separate the radioactive materials in the facility from the
environs.

These Technical Specifications may not be changed except as part
of a license amendment approved by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
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DEFINITIONS
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DEFINITIONS
D 3 01965,

O,

id The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications.

ACTION

1.1 ACTION shall be that part of a Specification which prescribes
remedial measures required under designated conditions.

ACTUATION LOGIC TEST

1.2 An ACTUATION LOGIC TEST shall be the application of various
simulated input combinations, considering system design, inconjunction with each possible interlock logic state and
verification of the required logic output.

ALLOWABLE VALUE

1.3 The ALLOWABLE VALUE shall be the least conservative acceptable
"as found" value for a TRIP SETPOINT.

BASES (BASIS)

1.4 The BASES shall summarize the reasons for the SAFETY LIMIT, the -

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS, the Limiting Condition of
Operation, and the Surveillance Requirements. In accordanceQ with 10 CFR 50.36, the BASES are not a part of the Technical
Specifications.

CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE

1.5 The CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE shall be the calculated
average temperature of the core, including graphite and fuel
but not the reflector, assuming a loss of all forcedcirculation of primary coolant flow.

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

1.6 A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as necessary, of
the channel such that it responds within the required range and
with the required accuracy to known values of input. The
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass the entire channel,
considering system design, including the sensors and alarm,

>

interlock and/or trip functions and may be performed by any
series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps such
that the entire channel is calibrated.

Om

--. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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V CHANNEL CHECK

1.7 A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative assessment of channel
behavior during operation by observation. This determination
shall include, where possible, comparison of the channel
indication and/or status with other indications and/or status
derived from independent instrument channels measuring the same
parameter.

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.8 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection of a simulated
signal into the channel as close to the sensor as practicable,
considering system design, to verify OPERABILITY including
alarm, interlock, and/or trip functions.

COMPARISON REGION

1.9 A COMPARISON REGION shall be a core refueling region whose
power, flow, and coolant outlet temperature character.istics are
used to determine the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE of a region for which the measured outlet
temperature is unreliable. Experience has shown that Regions -

20 and 32 through 37 have the potential for significant

(- [9 discrepancies between measured and actual region outlet
'v/ temperature. To compensate for these discrepancies Regions 20

and 32 through 37 shall have their region outlet temperatures
determined by the relative power and flow characteristics of
other regions in the core referred to as a COMPARISON-REGION.
These discrepancies are caused by a transverse flow of
relatively cool helium from the core reflector interface along
the region outlet thermocouple sleeves. This flow passes over
the region outlet thermocouple assemblies of these regions and

i depresses the indicated outlet temperatures.
l

CONGESTED CABLE AREAS (S)

1.10 CONGESTED CABLE AREA (S) shall be the THREE ROOM CONTROL'

COMPLEX, the area containing redundant cable concentrations on
the reactor building side of the "J" wall, and the area
containing redundant cable concentrations on the turbine

| building side of the "G" wall.

! CORE ALTERATION
l

1.11 CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement or manipulation of any
component within the PCRV that alters the core reactivity
crc:;; Tw. 4. el .d ;d :- or that could otherwise cause,

damage to core components, while fuel is in the vessel.
l p\ Suspension of CORE ALTERATION shall not preclude completion of
I

| (d movement of a component to a safe conservative position or
condition.

- - .
. --
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O
V CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE

1.12 The CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE shall be the arithmeticaverage of the operating circulator inlet temperatures,adjusted for circulator power input, steam generator
regenerative heat loads, and PCRV liner cooling system heat
losses.

CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE

1.13 The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall be the arithmetic
average of the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES.

CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

1.14 a. During SHUTDOWN and REFUELING, CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
shall be the arithmetic average of the CORE AVERAGE INLET
TEMPERATURE and the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE.

b. During STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER, CORE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE shall be thermodynamically calculated based on
CORE AVERAGE INLET and CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURES,
PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW, and reactor power. -

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 g

1.15 DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131(microcurie / which'alone would produce the same thyroid dose
as the quantity and isotopic mixture of I-131, I-132, I-133, I-
134, and I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose conversion
factors .used for this calculation shall be those listed in
Table III of TID-14844, " Calculation of Distance Factors for
Power and Test Reactor Sites" (for accident analysis), or in
Table E-7 of Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory Guide
1.109, Revision 1, October 1977 (for releases associated with
routine operation or emergency situations).

E-BAR - AVERAGE DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

1.16 E-BAR shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the
concentration of each noble gas radionuclide in the sample) of
the sum of the average beta and gamma energies per
disintegration (MeV/d) for the noble gas radionuclides in thesample.

FREQUENCY NOTATION TA6LE 1.2.

1.17 The FREQUEN NOTATION specified for the performance of
Surveillance Requirements shall correspond to the intervalsdefined ina 4;. ii;ced e , 4.0.2, or as otherwise specified in
the Surveillance Requirement.
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O
Cl INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE

1.18 The INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall be
defined as follows:

a. For Regions 1 through 19 and 21 through 31, the measured
refueling region outlet temperature.

b. For Regions 20 and 32 through 37, whichever of the
following temperatures is hottest: 1) the measured
refueling region outlet temperature or 2) the refueling
region outlet temperature based upon the following
quantities:

1. The ratio of the relative power in each of these
regions to that in their COMPARISON REGIONS as
determined from physics calculations,

2. The ratio of the helium flow rate through each of these
regions to that through their COMPARISON REGIONS as
determined based upon inlet orifice valve positions,
and

.

3. The measured refueling region outlet temperatures of
their COMPARISON REGION.

IRRADIATED FUEL

1.19 IRRADIATED FUEL shall be fuel that has a radiation level
greater than or equal to 100 mR/hr measured perpendicularly one
foot from a fuel element surface.

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING (S)

|
1.20 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING (S) shall be the ALLOWABLE VALUE

| specified in Specification 2.2, for the automatic protective
devices that ensure corrective action to prevent exceeding the
SAFETY LIMITS.

MEMBER (S) 0F THE PUBLIC

1.21 MEMBER (S) 0F THE PUBLIC shall include all persons who are not
occupationally associated with the plant. This category does

! not include employees of the licensee, its contractors, or
vendors. Also excluded from this category are persons who
enter the site to service equipment or make deliveries. This
category does include persons who use portions of the site for
recreational, occupational, or otherpurposes not associated
with the plant.

v

_ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ __ _ _ . - _ - - - - ' ' - ~
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OEFINITIONS D 30SF
F
\ OPERABLE - OPERABILITY

1.22 A system, subsystem, train, component or device * shall be
OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing
its specified safety function (s), and when all necessary
attendant instrumentation, controls, electrical power, cooling
or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment that
are required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or
device to per orm its safety function (s) are also capable of
performing their related support function (s) g j

s or a system, suosystem. usin. _....gunent or device
need not be oneratJemri prvviced tMt t% epa fied safety
' nu. ion is maintained.

OPERATING - IN OPERATION

1.23 A system, subsystem, train, component or device shall be
OPERATING or IN OPERATION when it is actually performing itsspecified safety function (s).

OPERATIONAL MODE- MODE

1.24 An OPERATIONAL MODE (i.e. MODE) shall correspond to any one -

inclusive combination of Reactor Mode Switch Setting, Interlock
Sequence Switch Setting, and '.' RATED THERMAL POWER, specified
in Table .

PHYSICS fESTS

1.25 PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to measure the
fundamental nuclear characteristics of the reactor core and
related instrumentation and (1) described in Chapter 13 of the
FSAR, (2) authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, or(3) otherwise approved by the Commission.

PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS)

1.26 The PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS) shall be the reactor
protective circuitry and the circuitry that protects various
plant components from major damage. This system initiates: (1)
scram, (2) loop shutdown, (3) circulator trip, and (4) rodwithdrawal prohibit functions, as addressed in Specification
3/4.3.1.

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO (P/F)

1.27 POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO (P/F) shall be the percentage of RATED
THERMAL POWER divided by the percentage of design PRIMARY
COOLANT FLOW at RATED THERMAL POWER.

O -
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PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW

1.28 The PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW shall be the sum of the helium
massflow (lb/hr) for each of the OPERATING circulators. The
design PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW at RATED THERMAL POWER is 3.5E+06
lb/hr.

RATED THERMAL POWER

1.29 RATED THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat
transfer rate to the reactor coolant of 842 MWt.

KEACTbK SVILDW#. CoNFWE MENT" WTf.G RIM (gNggg)
REACTOR PRESSURES

1.3/ REACTOR PRESSURES shall be:
I

NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE (NWP) = 688 psig,a.

b. PEAK WORKING PRESSURE (PWP) = 704 psig. PWP includes
allowance for transients and variations in PCRV helium
pressure control above the NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE.

c. REFERENCE PRESSURE (RP) = 845 psig. RP is the maximum -

internal pressure allowed over the PCRV 30 year operatingO life except for the initial pressure test.

d. NORMAL OPERATING PRESSURE (NOP). NOP varies in the POWER
range between 610 psia and 700 psia.

REFUELING CYCLE

1.37 REFUELING CYCLE shall be that interval of time between1 successive scheduled refuelings of a significant (greater than
or equal to one-tenth) portion of the core. An "n" refueling
follows the REFUELING CYCLE with the same number i.e., the-

sixth refueling follows the sixth REFUELING CYCLE.

REPORTABLE EVENT

1.3/ A REPORTABLE EVENT shall be any of those conditions specified
.5 in Sections 50.72 and 50.73 of 10 CFR Part 50.

SAFE SHOT 00WN COOLING

1.3[V energySAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING shall be the removal of core stored
and decay heat using Safe Shutdown Equipment as

described in Specification 3/4.5. The reactivity condition in
the core during SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING shall be suberitical
(keff less than or equal to 0.99).

O
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bV SAFETY LIMIT

1.3/ SAFETY LIMIT (S) shall be limitations on process variables as
I identified in Specification 2.1. These limitations are defined

to protect the fuel particle integrity and the integrity of the
primary coolant system boundaries.

SHUT 00WN MARGIN

1.3g' by which the reactor is subcritical, orSHUT00WN MARGIN shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivitywould be subcritical
from its present condition assuming that all OPERABLE control
rod pairs are fully inserted, except for the single control rod
pair of highest reactivity worth capable of being withdrawn,
which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.

SITE BOUNDARY

1.3/ The SITE BOUNDARY shall be that line beyond which the land is
7 neither owned, nor leased, nor otherwise controlled by the

licensee.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS -

p) 1.3[< A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of:.- ,
'

a. A test schedule for "n" systems, subsystems, trains, or
other designated components obtained by dividing the
specified test interval into "n". equal sub-intervals, and

b. The testing of one system, subsystem, train, or other
designated component at the beginning of each sub-interval.

SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL

1,3{The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall be the nominal period of time
for the performance of Surveillance Requirements. Specific
intervals are identified in Specification 4.0.2.

THERMAL POWER

1. M THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat transferredW to the reactor coolant, as determined by an appropriate heat
balance calculation, or from calibrated nuclear
instrumentation.

,

- _ _ _ . - - __ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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OO THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX

1.4jr The THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX shall be that area of the
I turbine building which includes the control room, the auxiliary

electric equipment room, and the 480 volt switchgear room.

TRIP

1.4[1.TRIP shall be the switching of an instrument or a device from
fts normal state to a state such that it is performing its
protective function. The result of a TRIP on a system level
may be control rod scram, pressure relief, loop shutdown, etc.

TRIP SETPOINT

1.4/ The TRIP SETPOINT shall be the least conservative "as left"$ value (as indicated) on' a protective device to prevent a
measured quantity from exceeding the ALLOWABLE VALUE.

UNRESTRICTED AREA -

1.4[YSITEBOUNDARYtowhichaccessisnotcontrolledbythelicenseeAn UNRESTRICTED AREA shall be any area inside or outside the

for purposes of protection of individuals from exposure to

O\ radiation and radioactive materials.

nm

__ - _ . _ _ _ . ._- _ . _ _ - - _ _ - - _ . _ _ _ - - -
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TABLE .1 4=.1.

OPERATIONAL MODES

INTERLOCK REACTOR
SEQUENCE MODE SWITCH % RATED

MODE SWITCH SETTING h SETTING @ THERMAL POWER *

POWER (P) Power Run > 30%

LOW POWER (L) Low Power Run > 5% and 1 30%

STARTUP (S/U) Startup Run 1 5%

SHUT 00WN (S/0) Off 0
**

REFUELING (R) Fuel Loading 0
**

.

A

_ * Excluding decay heat.
" Interlock Sequence Switch (ISS) may be in any position in

SHUTDOWN and REFUELING
Includes Reactor Internal Maintenance, See Specification 3/4.9.1.***

C.',; ; 8 a; the setting of this switch for the nornnea e ' p r ';, ,,, ; n f
surveillances or other * T , iv, ;; *a Q rs, does not constitute !
a 4= ;; ;n vytRATIONAL MODES. j

,

E

.

-- . . - - -. _ _ - . _- . . _ _ _
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v
3. uS% SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCIES

'

Where eillance frequencies o . ENCY NOTATIONS are
identified, s lance e performed at least once
per SURVEILLA AL as specified below. An>{.

survell frequency prece "at least" shall bidered a nominal time interva he extensio ipermitted by Speci fication 4.0.3 may be applie Othe -;,a ' ; y m. m. -': ? - oo o . _ ' ' _ . ; q : g ; , ,_,
thBLE \1

naqueNC.Y NOTATiotd

FREQUENCY SURVEILLANCE
NOTATION INTERVAL

S At least once per 12 hours h
0 At least once per 24 hours @
W At least once per 7 days @

.

M At least once per 31 days

Q At least once per 92 days

SA At least once per 184 days

A At least once per 366 days

1.5A At least once per 18 months

R At least once per R [[[[[[[[[/[
!

P Prior to each reactor
startup, if not

| performed within
i previous 7 days

x

*
hour SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS shall requirw

rmanceof the spe ed surveillances once duri ny of the AM
*

f| hours and on any of the PM rs,
,

| A 24 hour SURVEILLANC RVAL shall require performance of
"

the specified ury ances once p endar day.

*" A day SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall require per ce of!

he specified surveillances once per calendar week. 'Q
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SECTION 2.0

SAFETY LIMITS and LIMITING

SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
'
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS-
~

g 2.1 SAFE _TY LIMITS h
'( REACTOR CORE SAFETY LIMIT

3 0 MS

2.1.1 The total Integrated Operating Time of transients with core-
_

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS that exceed the limits of b^M Hertron
3.2.6 during the 11fetime of any fuel segment shall not exceed
the following limits:

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Equal to 1.17:a.

100 hours.

b. POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 1.17 and less than or
Equal to 2.5:

The SAFETY LIMIT given in Figure 2.1.1.-1

c. POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater than 2.5:
,

2 minutes.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER *

O ACTION: With any of the above Integrated Operating Time limits
exceeded:

Be in at least SHUT 00WN within 24 hours, anda.

b. Comply with the requirements of Specification 6.7.

* Applicable only above ISP. RATED THERMAL POWER.

.

I

.

a

__ _
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.1.1

NOV30 55
h SAFETY LIMIT 2.1.1 limits the Integrated Operating Time of the

summation of a number of individual transients. Thexj individual transients are limited by LCO 3.2.6. The Basis for'

Figure 3.2.6.-1 below also applies to Specification 3.2.6. -

To ensure fuel particle integrity as a fission product
barrier, it is necessary to prevent the failure of significant
quantities of fuel particle coatings. Failure of fuel
particle coatings can result from the migration of the fuel
kernels through their coatings. During power operation,
there is a temperature gradient across each fuel rod, with the
higher temperature being at the center of the fuel rod and the
lower temperature at the outer edge of the fuel rod. In an
overtemperature condition, fuel kernels can move through their
coatings in this temperature gradient, in the direction of the
higher temperature.

The reactor core SAFETY LIMIT has been established to ensure
that a fuel kernel migrating at the highest rate in the core.

will penetrate a distance less than the combined thickness of
the buffer coating, plus the inner isotropic coating on the
particle..

The fraction of failed particle coatings in the core at all
times is determinable by measurement of gaseous fission
procuct activity in the primary coolant loop.

's) Calculational Methods and Assur:tions for Curves of Fiqures
2.1.1-1 and 3.2.6-1

In Figure 2.1.1-1 of this Safety Limit and Figure 3.2.6-1 of
LCO 3.2.6, the quantity p (percent RATED THERMAL POWER) is

THERMAL POWER (MW) divided by 842(MW), and multiplied bycore
100*. . The quantity F (Percentage of design PRIMARY COOLANT
FLOW rate) is the total coolant flow rate measured at thecirculators (in Ib/hr) divided by 3.SE+06 lb/hr, andmultiplied by 100%.

I

Ov

*

,
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NOV3 hemThe Ifmiting combinations of percentage of RATED THERRAI""'$ POWER and percentage of design PRIMARY COOLANT FLOW rate
=

3"G *E'3w are established using a series of short time conservativea,
assumptions. All hot channel factors discussed in Section 3.6"&8o and all power peaking factors discussed in Section 3.5.4 ofI 0 .a ,*
the FSAR were applied in determining this limiting curve. 9mpu .gg

__ _

_ _ . . _ _-- -- te 7 s ..__ r enn ~..$ ._ . _.
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^

... .

...,u.,.g8; W The maximum intra-region po peaking factor -g' , ,, h (average power density in a fuel colum , divided by the I ,g,dgg average power density in a fuel region, reg) used was 1.46 =
g

a as

plusorminus0.2forregionswithcontrolrodpairsinserted,Ps 2 ,

o4=gm and 1.34 plus.or minus 0.2 for all unrodded regions. A%5*ma
conservative estimate of the most unfavorable axial poweri43EI

3IEa1 distribution was also used. That is, the ratio of powerdensity in the bottom layer of fuel elements of a core
-

*.|G * * 4 P 7 low
region, Treg,er layer, to the average power" *lo density of theregion, is less than or equal to 0.90 plus or minus". 73 C N p O.09 for regions with control rod pairs fully inserted or.

'

g~$1,* m) wi thdrawn, and 1.23 plus or minus 0.12 for regions with
***

t control rod pairs inserted more than 2 feet.5b**I
*""*

The measured INDIVIOUALu ,

.
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE3 g 8,1 * for the nine regions with their orifice valves most fully;* ; *, 3 closed and all regions with control rod pairs inserted morewg,,a than 2 feet, was assumed to be not more than 50 degrees F

g & * g 3, greater than the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE, consistent*I

G '3. g ( I, *
=a with some4Heatina '

:.2.;.'.. The measured INDIVIOUALI
.

. QEFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE for the remaining core= .-*
wIE*O regions was conservatively assumed to be up to 200 degrees F

greater than the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE, (, ~Z n'.I=0Ij 4 4=99 A measurement uncertainty for the core region outletEa temperaturea 3 ,.* f & of plus or minus 50 degrees F was assumed, and 5%
3 OISI E uncertainty in flow rate measurement and a 5*. uncertainty in

reactor THERMAL POWER rreasurement were assumed in establishing7"wu *

the limit consis, tent with FSAR Section 3.6.7. . " - --d-a- n __w y u, ga -

,,, .w. .... . >; - ,u. , . . . , t..., _

,oa yu . . . . , , , , . . ' > - , , -- -- __; ; _ .. , e--- '

,,_ --;

o .2 ,

g%z g ,.. ,o____ . -,___m
- - m-._, 2... -- -

,

3. "J.1. 3. l. 4.
I

k
Q$,a.9aa1>3*''#

7

F iS * * 3,'2,.1

95% confidence interval on experimental data was used in the most con-
servative manner to determine the rate of migra:!on of the fuel kernel as a
function of the fuel kernel temperature profile.'
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For tha total fuel Itfetime in the core, based gpiglg%Tns
incorporating plant parameters and uncertainti'4Y rpsto atefor longer times, migration of the fuel particle kernelo through its coating would be less than 20 microns for the fuel( with ;

the most damaging temperature history, and with the coreN

operated constantly at any of the POWEA4 G= %GW W 4Q1 .and..
power combinations shown on the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1. Outof a total inner coating thickness of 70 microns, only
50 microns have been used for the determination of fuelparticle failure in establishing the limit curve in Figure2.1.1-1.

Basis for pCWER-TO-FLCW RATIOS Above 2.5

Very high core PCWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can be obtained as a
result of a reduction or loss of primary coolant circulation.
The core negative temperature coefficient of reactivity
provides an instrinsic means to reduce the core power and the
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and the plant control system will usuallyinitiate scram sequences in such cases. Nevertheless, for
brief periods of time prior to or during the scram, high
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist. Due to the slow thermalresponse of the core as a result of its high heat capacity,
these POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist for short periods of timewithout significantly increasing fuel temperatures and fuel
kernel migration lengths. Additional information is provided
in Specification 3.2.6 " Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Above

,2.5".

O The allowable Integrated Operatirg Time, after the delay time
calculated in accordance with Specification 3.2.6, for alltransients which lead to a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO in excess of
2.5 is set at 2 minutes, which is also the allowable time for
a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO of 2.5 given by Figure 2.1.1-1

.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW PATIOS 8elcw ! .17

The limitation of allowable Integrated Operating Time to a
value of 100 hours for transients with a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOabove the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1 and below a value of 1.17 '

provides a conservative limit, since this is the allowable
'

time for a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO of 1.17 given by Figure 2.1.1-1.

Basis for APPLICABILITY

APPLICABILITY is limited to power levels above 15'.' RATED
THERMAL POWER, in that Figure 3.2.6-1 covers only the range of
15*. to 100". power. Specification 3.2.4, Core Inlet Orifice
Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to power levels below 15".,
where core temperatures are lower.

\v
.

_ _____ _
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Basis for Orderly Shutdown Following Integral Evaluation in
ACTION Statement

O Following determination (Specification 3.2.6 ACTION c.1) that4

an Integrated Operating Time limit of SAFETY LIMIT 2.1.1 has'

been exceeded, shutdown is allowed to be performed in an
-

orderly manner (24 hours to be in at least SHUTOOWN), thusminimizing unnecessary transient effects on other plant
components. Any severe transient that significantly exceeds
the limits of Specification 3.2.6 would require a much faster
plant shutdown (Specification 3.2.6 ACTION b), if it did notresult in a scram by automatic response of the PLANT

jPROTECTIVE SYSTEM.
t, -

DRAFT

NOV 3 0 885
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGSx _ . . . . . .o c
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2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

REACTOR VESSEL PRESSURE - _.JJ

2.1.2 Neither the PCRV internal pressure nor the penetration
interspace pressures shall exceed the REFERENCE PRESSURE of
845 psig.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

With the PCRV internal pressure or the penetration
interspace pressure exceeding 845 psig, be in SHUT 00WN
within 5 minutes, with the pressure within its limit within
1 hour, and comply with the requirements of Specification
6.7.

SHUTOOWN and REFUELING

With the PCRV internal pressure or penetration interspace
,pressure exceeding 845 psig, reduce the pressure to within

its limit within I hour, and comply with the requirements ofs

) Specification 6.7.

.

I

!

I
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.1.2

The restriction of this SAFETY LIMIT protects the PCRV and its
penetrations from overpressurization, and thereby ensures theintegrity of the PCRV as a fission product barrier.

A detailed discussion of the PCRV and penetrations, including design
bases, is contained in FSAR Section 5. All pressure containing
elements for the primary coolant system are designed for a pressure
equal to the PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE of 845 psig. (FSAR Section5.8.2). Fecm initial reactor startup, after completion of the
initial proof test, pressurization of the PCRV above REFERENCE
PRESSURE is prevented by means of the safety valve installation,
described in Section 6.8 of the FSAR and in Specification 2.2.1. The
SAFETY LIMIT of 845 psig is consistent with the design criteria.

Prior to initial operation, the Fort St. Vrain PCRV was subjected to
an initial proof test pressure (approximately equal to 1.15 times
REFERENCE PRESSURE) to demonstrate integrity, verify the structural
response of the vessel to an internal pressure greater than REFERENCE
PRESSURE, and demonstrate at an early age that the PCRV, when
pressurized to the REFERENCE PRESSURE level, will remain in a net
compressive condition at the end of design life.

NOTE: Specification 3.9.1 contains pressure limits applicable during -

the handling of IRRADIATED FUEL in the reactor vessel.

.

.

O
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SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.2 LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS TRIP SETPOINTS:

2.2.1 The PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (PPS) instrumentatWIf ano esxv
pressurization setpoints shall be set consistent with the TRIP
SETPOINT values shown in Table 2.2.1-1.

APPLICABILITY: PLANT PROTECTIVE SYSTEM: As shown for each channel ;in Table 3.3.1-1

PCRV PRESSURIZATION SETPOINTS: As shown in
Specification 3.6.1.1

ACTION: With a LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING less conservative than
the value shown in the ALLOWABLE VALUE column of Table2.2.1-1, declare the channel inoperable and apply the
applicable ACTION requirement of Specification 3.3.1 (PPS)
or 3.6.1.1 (PCRV Pressurization).

.

O

o
V

. _ - - _ . __ __ _
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I y Table 2.2.1-1

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

TRIP ALLOWABLE
PARAMETER FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE

_ _ _ _ -- ..

1. Reactor Core

!a) Linear Scram Varies as a Varies as a
,Channel-High Function of Function of |(Neutron Indicated Indicated

Flux) Thermal Thermal
Power (a) Power (a)

b) Reheat Scram 5 1055 1 1061Steam degrees F degrees F |

Temperatura-
High

c) Primary Scram 1 64.6 psi 5 67 psi
Coolant below Normal, below Normal,

,

Pressure- programmed programmed
Programmed with Circu- with Circu-
Low lator Inlet lator Inlet -

Temperature. Temperature
Upper Trip per Figure
Setpoint of 2.2.1-1. Upper
> 635.4 Limit to
psia, produce trip

at > 633

FoA cittC.uL AToK m.ET
Tr.MfeMTV8E .h.742 des.AEE5 F

|

.

.

|

,

- - - - - - - - - - - -- _
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS NOV 3 0 885

TRIP ALLOWABLE
PARAMETER FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE

. . . . . . . _2. Reactor Vessel
Pressure

a) Primary Scram and 5 44 psi 5 47 psi
Coolant Preselected above Normal, above Normal,
Pressure- Loop Shutdown programmed programmed
Programmed and Steam / with Circu- with Circu-High Water Dump lator Inlet lator Inlet

Temperature. Temperature
Upper Trip per Figure
Setpoint of 2.2.1-1. Upper
5 744 psia A limit to
tower trip produce trip
Setpoint of at 5 747
5 536 psia psia, ower3

limit to
produce trip
at 5 539 psia, -

O b) Primary Scram, Loop 5 60.5 5 60.5Coolant Shutdown, degrees F degrees F
Moisture- and Steam / dewpoint dewpoint
High Water Dump temperature temperature

c) PCRV Pressure kPressure: Relief *

Rupture Disc 812 psig plus 5 820 psi
(Low Set or minus 8

I Safety Valve) psi

! ic A CI RtoL AToA int.ET TEmrER AtutE'e

; 2 742,. DEG-McE E

pog c,tscvLAToA INLET TurfRATURE

6. Als usuas v.,

i
,

O
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g Table 2.2.1-1 (Continued)

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS gQy 3 Q 198$

TRIP ALLOWABLE
PARAMETER FUNCTION SETp0 INT VALUE

Low Set Safety 796 psig plus ""! co+ psig = "-'" ' ''

Valve or minus 8 psi

Rupture Disc 832 psig plus 5 840 psig(High Set Safety or minus 8 psi
Valve)

High Set Safety 812 psig plus 1 820 psig
Valve or minus 8 psi

d) Helium Pressure
Circulator Relief
Penetration
Interspace
Pressure:

Rupture Disc 825 psig plus 1 842 psig
(2 Per or minus 17 -

Penetration) psi
'

Safety Valve 805 psig plus 5 829 psig
(2 Per or minus 24
Penetration) psi

e) Steam Pressure
Generator Relief
Penetration
Interspace
Pressure:

Rupture Disc 825 psig plus 1 842 psig
(2 For Each or minus 17
Steam Generator) psi

Safety Valve 475 psig plus 5 489 psig
(2 For Each or minus 14
Steam Generator) psi

.

4
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m Table 2.2.1-1 (Continued) h
TABLE NOTATION

11 0 V 3 0 2 6 5
.

(a) The curve specifying the linear channel high neutron flux trip
ALLOWABLE VALUE and TRIP SETPOINT limits as L I"a-+!nn- of
indicated power level, which accounts for neutron detector

. . _ .,

decalibration and instrumentation errors, shall be established
for each REFUELING CYCLE. The neutron detector decalibration
curve shall be determined using the following procedure:

1. Establish, using nuclear analysis, the Decalibration Factors
for each channel for each sequential full-in control rod |bank configuration associated with different power levels,

2. Determine the maximum additional Decalibration Factor for
each sequential fully inserted control rod bank
configuration that would occur if the reactor power were
increased to 140*.' reactor power during various postulated
Rod Withdrawal Accidents, and

3. Prepare the curves for the PPS setpoints as a function of
indicated power level. The necessary reduction from 140% is -

the product of the above established Decalibration Factors.

.

|
*

|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 NOV3 0 W
TRIP SETPOINTSs

SAFETY LIMITS have been specified in Specification 2.1.1 and
2.1.2 to safeguard the fuel particle integrity and The ~ reactor ..

primary coolant system barriers. Protective devices included in
Specification 2.2 have been provided in the plant design to
ensure that automatic corrective action is taken when required
to prevent the SAFETY LIMITS from being exceeded during normal
or abnormal operation. This specification establishes the TRIP
SETPOINTS and ALLOWABLE VALUES for these automatic protective
devices.

Operation with setpoints less conservative than the TRIP
SETPOINT but within the ALLOWABLE VALUE is acceptable since an
allowance has been made in the safety analysis to accomodate
this error, as described below. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is the
threshold for REPORTABLE EVENTS. That is, if the "as found"
TRIP SETPOINT exceeds the ALLOWABLE VALUE, it shall be reset and
the reporting requirements of Specifications 6.9.1.5, 6.9.1.6
and 6.9.1.7 are applicable.

General Methodology

The Analysis Value is the value of a parameter for which a TRIP
.

O and initiation of automatic protective action is assumed to
occur in FSV accident analyses (FSAR Chapter 14). Provided thatthe trip occurs at a value equal to or more conservative thanthe Analysis Value, analyses demonstrate that consequences of
the accident or transient are acceptable.

ISk Standard, S67.04-1982 has been applied to these Analysis
Values to arrive at ALLOWABLE VALUES and TRIP SETPOINTS for eachPPS parameter.

The factors which are identified by the ISA Standard and
considered in the determination of Analysis Values are:

The effects of potential transient overshoot,a.

b. The effects of transient time response characteristics, and
c. Process measurement inaccuracy.

.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued) NOV 3 0 25s

The ISA Standard states that "For each LSSS a TRIP SETPOINT and
its associated ALLOWABLE VALUE shall be established." An
ALLOWABLE VALUE is defined in the ISA Standard by t h Llaug sts, , ,
for instrument error between the ALLOWABLE VALUE and the SAFETY *

LIMIT. These allowances are divided into six factors in Section
4.3.1 of ISA S67.04-1982. Three of these factors are accounted
for in the determination of the analysis value (as described
above). The remaining three factors contributing to instrument
error and used to determine the ALLOWABLE VALUES are:

Accuracy (including drift) of components not tested when thea.
setpoint is measured,

b. Accuracy of test equipment, and

Environmental effects on equipment accuracy.c.

A " total inaccuracy" value was calculated which was used to
determine the margin between the analysis value and the
ALLOWABLE VALUE.

The TRIP SETPOINT, according to the ISA Standard, is to be
established by determining the margin for drift between the -

ALLOWABLE VALUE and TRIP SETPOINT. This margin is defined by
the ISA Standard as " Drift of that portion of the instrument

.

(' channel which is tested when the setpoint is determined." The
test selected to be utilized for this drift consideration is the
monthly functional test, as opposed to the annual calibration
test. (The drift of the latter is taken into consideration in
the allowances between the analysis value and the ALLOWABLE
VALUE.) For certain parameters, the portion of the instrument
channel which is tested monthly is checked only for logic
operability, hence no monthly drift is determined. Therefore,
the ALLOWABLE VALUE and the TRIP SETPOINT are the same for those
parameters.

I

l

l

i
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued) .

Linear Channel - High (Neutron Flux) NOV 3 o m83

The neutron flux TRIP SETPOINTS are established to protect the
fuel particle integrity during rapid overpower transients. The
power range nuclear channels respond to changes in=ne" m n nox .
During normal power operation, the channels are calibrated using^^ '

plant heat balance so that the neutron flux that is sensed isa

indicated as percent of RATED THERMAL POWER. For slow
maneuvers, those where core thermal power, surface heat flux,
and the heat transferred to the helium follow the neutron flux,
the power range nuclear channels will indicate reactor THERMAL
POWER. For fast transients, the neutron flux change will leadthe change in heat transferred from the core to the helium due
to the effect of the fuel, moderator and reflector thermal time
constants. Therefore, when the neutron flux increases to the
scram TRIP SETPOINT rapidly, the percent increase in heat flux
and heat transferred to the helium will be less than the percent
increase in neutron flux. TRIP SETPOINTS that ensure a reactor
scram at no greater than 140*.' RATED THERMAL POWER are sufficient
for the plant because the negative temperature coefficient of
reactivity and large heat capacity of the reactor limit the
transient increases in fuel and helium temperatures toacceptable values. Control rod shim bank movement :an result in -

decalibration of the external-core neutron flux detectors. To

O account for this potential decalibration and other
instrumentation errors, the actual TRIP SETPOINT is
administratively set less than 140*.' RATED THERMAL POWER based
upon indicated power. These administratively set flux TRIP
SETPOINTS ensure the scram will occur at or less than 140*.' RATED
THERMAL POWER for those postulated reactivity accidents
evaluated in FSAR Section 14.2. Additional discussion on
detector decalibration is given in FSAR Section 7.3.1.2.1.Further discussion and details on the methodology for
determining the TRIP SETPOINTS to allow for decalibration are

| given in Updated FSAR Section 3.5.4.*
!

l

i
l

* 8eginning with Updated FSAR, Revision 4.

O
V'

|
|

|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued) h
Reheat Steam Temperature - High

M3 0 M
High reheat steam temperature indicates either an increase in
THERMAL POWER generatfor, without an_ appropriate increase in
helium cooling flow rate or a decrease in steam flow rate.
(Reheat steam temperature in lieu of reactor eere coHe W elfcm- e

temperature is used because of the difficulty in measuring gross
helium temperature for protective system purposes.) The design
of the steam generator is such that changes in hot helium
temperature due to a power increase first affect the reheat

|steam temperature, thus allowing the latter to serve as an index '

of the helium temperature. A reheat steam temperature scram is
provided to prevent excessive POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO due to a power

!increase or steam flow imbalance. (FSAR Section 14.2) '

Primary Coolant Pressure - Programmed Low

The low primary coolant pressure TRIP SETPOINT has been
established to maintain the fuel particle coating integrity due
to loss of primary coolant as a result of a coolant leak.

Primary Coolant pressure - Programmed High

The major potential source of primary coolant pressure increase
.

Q above the normal operating range is due to water and/or steam
Q inleakage by means of a defective evaporator economizer-

superheater subheader or tube. For a double-ended offset tube
rupture, the rate of water and steam inleakage will not exceed
35 lbs/sec initially, resulting in a maximum rate of primary
coolant pressure increase of approximately 1 psi per second.
The normal PPS action upon detection of moisture is reactor
scram, loop shutdown, and steam / water dump (FSAR Section
7.1.2.5), occurring after approximately 12 seconds, assuming
rated power and flow conditions. In this situation, the peak

{ PCRV pressure at 100% reactor power does not exceed 705 psia.
! The TRIP SETPOINT of less than or equal to 44 psi above the

normal operating pressure between 25% and 100% rated power is
! selected: (1) to prevent false scrams due to normal plant

transients, and (2) to allow adequate time for the normalprotective action (high moisture) to terminate the accident
while limiting the resulting peak PCRV pressure in the unlikely
event that the normal protective action was inoperative. In
this case, REACTOR PRESSURE would continue to rise to the high'

pressure TRIP SETPOINT. The resulting peak PCRV pressure would
be less than the PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE. The high pressure,

TRIP SETPOINT is programmed as a function of load, using helium
circulator inlet temperature as the measured variable indicative
of load, as shown in Figure 2.2.1-1. The PCRV safety valves
provide the ultimate protection against primary coolant system
pressure exceeding the PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE of 845 psig.

a

!
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued) HV 3 0 2V Primary Coolant Moisture - High

IThe high moisture TRIP SETPOINT corresponding to 60.5 degrees F
dewpoint was established, considering the moistYre~ mohtter. -

characteristics and the necessity to minimize water inleakage to a

the primary coolant system. A TRIP would be reached after
several hours of full power operation with a minimum water / steam
inleakage rate in excess of about 20 lbs/hr. Below thatinleakage rate, the TRIP SETPOINT would never be reached, but
the indicating instruments would show an abnormal condition.For maximum design leakage rates, the system behavior is as
discussed in the preceding section on Primary Coolant Pressure-
Programmed High. Backup protective action is provided by the
high primary coolant pressure scram, loop shutdown, and cump of
a pre-selected loop and remaining loop steam depressurization.
(FSAR Sections 7.1.2.3 and 7.1.2.4. )

PCRV Pressure

If the pressure in the PCRV were to rise significantly above the
NORMAL WORKING PRESSURE, the low-set rupture disc would rupture
within the range of 804 psig (-1%), to 820 psig (+1%). The lowset safety valve, set at 796 psig plus or minus 1%, would be -

wide open and relieving at full capacity at or above 820 psigp (3% accumulation). If the pressure still continued to rise, the
t high-set rupture disc would rupture between 824 psig and 840

psig. The high set safety valve, set at 812 psig plus or minus
1%, would be relieving at full capacity above 836 psig (3%
accumulation). As the pressure decreased, the high set safety
valve would close at a pressure of approximately 690 psig and
the low set safety valve at approximately 677 psig; the
corresponding primary system pressure would be approximately 737
psig when the low-set safety valve closed. ( FSAR Section6.8.3.) See Specification 3.6.1.1.

i

:

;

i
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION SL 2.2.1 (Continued)

Helium Circulater Penetration Interspace Pressure 30 2
The penetration interspaces are protected against pressures
exceeding PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE. The safety valves are set at

-

805 psig and rupture discs are set at 825 psiv-(neminal). A
redundant safety valve and rupture disc are provided. The

.

rupture discs would burst in the pressure range of 809 psig(-2%) to 842 psig (+2%). The safety valves would open in the
range of 781 psig (-3%) to 829 psig (+3%) and would relieve at
full capacity at 886 psig (105 accumulation). The safety valves
would reseat at about 725 psig. The safety valve and rupture
disc relieving pressures were specified so as to comply with the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Class B,
Nuclear Vessels, for overpressure protection. See Specification3.6.1.2.

Steam Generator Penetration Interspace Pressure

The six steam generator penetration interspaces in each loop are
provided with common upstream rupture discs and safety valves to
protect against pressures exceeding PCRV REFERENCE PRESSURE (845-
psig). A redundant safety valve and rupture disc are provided.The rupture discs would burst in the pressure range of 809 psig

.(-2%) to 842 psig (+2%), with a nominal setting of 825 psig.
The safety valves are each set at 475 ::sig which allows for a

1' O pressure drop in the inlet lines of 370 psi when relieving atvalve capacity. See Speci fication 3.6.1.2.

1
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$n u.o3 mwsoses$ LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

#hw
Y
#$F 3/4.0 APPLICABILITY

*k
#*t
h N 3.0 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
mh
o wwt

fw 3.0.1 Compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation
E

Ew contained in the succeeding Specifications is required during
%*0 the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions specified therein,

p except that upon failure to meet the Limiting Conditions forago Operation, the associated ACTION requirements shall be met.
-FN 3.0.2 Noncompliance with a Specification shall exist when theF1 requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation and

1** associated ACTION requirements are not met within the
g8 specified time intervals. If the Limiting Condition for

U Operation is restored prior to expiration of the specifiedo
pg time interval, completion of the ACTION requirements is notj- required.
ic

(h 3.0.3
7 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as ~-

%y provided in the associated ACTION requirements, ACTION shall
be initiated within 1 hour to place the unit in and OPERATIONAL MODE in which the Specification does not apply by
placing it, as applicable, in at least STARTUP within the,@ next 12 hours and in at least SHUTDOWN within the followinga

F 12 hours. This requirement is not applicable in SHUTDOWN or
M' 3 u. ELING. g

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
shall not be made unless the conditions for the Limitinge ,3p (,
Condition for Operation are met without reliance on<v '
provisions contained in the ACTION requirements. This

aMkk provision shall not prevent passage through or to OPERATIONAL$rFF MODES as required to comply with ACTION requirements, r n-

<$g $3 ' es. rew!d by .z: nf: ~ ---" ' ~"- " ""

Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual.

Specifications.

D[dbEw 4.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS$EQ
W$ '

,

% W'E| 4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable only during the
$<$ OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions specified for

;

rjs 8 individual Limiting Conditions for Operation unless otherwise
KO stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement.

- -- -- -- -
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
[ '

4.0./ Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the
specified time interval with:,

a. A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25% of the
SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL, and

b. The combined time interval for any 3 consecutive
SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS not to exceed 3.25 times the
specified SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL.

4.0.f Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within the
specified SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL shall constitute a failure to
meet the OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition
for Operation. Exceptions to the'.1 Surveillance Requirements
are stated in the individual specifications. Surveillance
Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable
equipment.

4.0./ Entry into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other specified condition
shall not be made unless the Surveillance Requi rement( s)'
associated with the Limiting Condition for Operation have
been performed within the stated SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL.

-

Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the individual
Specifications.

4.0.)if Surveillance Requirements for inservice inspection and
testing of essential components shall be applicable as
follows:

Inservice inspection and testing of essential systems anda.
components shall be performed in accordance with the Fort
St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and Testing Program.

.

(N .

O
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

b. SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS specified in The Fort St. Vrain
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program shall be
applicable as follows in these Technical Specifications:

Fort St. Vrain Inservice Required frequencies for
Inspection and Testing performing inservice
Program terminology for inspection and testinginservice inspection and activities
testing activities

Weekly At least once per 7 days
Monthly At least once per 31 days

Quarttrly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days

Every 9 months At least once per 276 days
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days

1
c. The provisions ofSpecification4.0./areapplicableto

the above required frequencies for performing inservice
.inspection and testing activities;

d. Performance of the above inservice inspection and testingC activities shall be in addition to other specified
Surveillance Requirements;

e. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code or-

the Fort St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program shall be construed to supercede the requirements
of any Technical Specification.

O

- - - - - -
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O
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.0/SR4.0

The Specifications of this section provide the general requirements
applicable to each of the Limiting Conditions for Operation and
Surveillance Requirements within Section 3/4. The Limiting Conditions
for Operation specified in these Technical Specifications define the
lowest capability or performance levels necessary to ensure safe
operation of the facility. These Limiting Conditions for Operation
provide for operation with sufficient redundance and/or diversity to
meet the single-failure criterion as relied upon in the plant's safety
analysis. The Limiting Conditions for Operation do not replace plant
operating procedures. Plant operating procedures establish plant
operating conditions with at least the capability and performance
specified in these Limiting Conditions for Operation. The
Surveillance Requirements specified in these Technical Specifications
define the tests, calibrations, and inspections which ensure the
performance and OPERABILITY of equipment essential to safety or
equipment required to prevent or mitigate the consequences of abnormal
situations.

-

3.0.1 This Specification defines the applicability of each

(- specification in terms of defined OPERATIONAL MODES or other
specified conditions and is provided to delineate
specifically when each specification is applicable.s

3.0.2 This Specification defines those conditions necessary to
constitute compliance with the terms of an individualLimiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION
requirement.

3.0.3 This Specification delineates the measures to be taken for
those circumstances not directly provided for in the ACTION
statements and whose occurrence would violate the intent of a
specification. For example, Specification 3.7.3 requires two
instrument air systems to be OPERABLE and provides explicit
ACTION requirements if only one instrument air system is
OPERABLE. Under the requirements of Specification 3.0.3, if
both of the instrument air systems are inoperable, measures
must be initiated within I hour to place the unit in at least
STARTUP within 12 hours and in at least SHUTOOWN within the
next 12 hours.3M WT'-

x l

|
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS |

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

3.0.4 This Specification provides that entry into an OPERATIONAL
MODE or other specified applicability condition must be made

i

with: (1) the full compliment of required systems, equipment, '

or components OPERABLE and (2) all other parameters as
specified in the Limiting Condition for Operation being met
without regard for allowable deviations and out-of service
provisions contained in the ACTION statements.

The intent of this provision is to ensure that facility
operations is not initiated with either required equipment or
systems inoperable or other specified limits being exceeded.

Exceptions to this p:ovision have been provided for a limited
number of specifications when startup with inoperable
equipment would not affect plant safety. These exception are
stated in the ACTION statements of the appropriate
specifications.

4.0.1 This Specification provides that surveillance activities
necessary to ensure that the Limiting Conditions for

-

Operation are being met and that they will be performedp during the OPERATIONAL MODES or other conditions for which<

the Limiting Conditions for Operation are applicable.
Provisions for additional surveillance activities to be
performed without regard to the applicable OPERATIONAL MODES
or other conditions are provided in the individual
Surveillance Requirements. Surveillance Requirements for
Special Test Exceptions need only be performed when the
Special Test Exception is being utilized as an exception to~
an individual specification.

4.0.2 This Specification pro rides a clarification of the
frequencies for performing Surveillance Requirements. Thisclarification is provic ed to ensure consistency in 4

l<
(U "EILLAN^E initusvAL5 tnrougnauw Oese I;ch- 5 1
Specifications and to remove any ambiguities relative to the
frequencies for performin g the required inspection and

i testing activities._

i
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Om
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

4.0./ The provisions of this Specification provide allowable
1 tolerances for performing surveillance activities beyond

those specified in the nominal SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL. These
|tolerances are necessary to provide operational flexibility

because of scheduling and performance considerations. The |

phrase "at least" associated with a surveillance frequency
does not negate this allowable tolerance value and permits
the performance of more frequent surveillance activities.

The tolerance values, taken either individually or
consecutively over three test intervals, are sufficiently
restrictive to ensure that the reliability associated with
the surveillance activity is not significantly degraded
beyond that obtained from the nominal specified interval.

4.0[3
The provisions of this Specification set forth the criteria
fr determinati n f c mpliance with the OPERABILITY
requirements of the Limiting Conditions for Operation. Under
these criteria, equipment, systems, or components are assumed
to be OPERABLE if the associated surveillance activities have -

been satisfactorily performed within the specified time
O interval. Nothing in this provision is to be construed as

Q defining equipment, systems or components OPERABLE when such
items are found or known to be inoperable although still
meeting the Surveillance Requirements.

4. 0.[ This Specification ensures that the surveillance activities
4 associated with a Limiting Condition for Operation have been

performed within the specified time interval prior to entry
into an OPERATIONAL MODE or other applicable condition. The
intent of this provision is to ensure that surveillance
activities have been satisfactorily demonstrated on a current
basis as required to meet the OPERABILITY requirements of the
Limiting Condition for Operation.

Under the terms of this specification, for example, during
initial plant STARTUP or following extended plant outages,
the applicable surveillance activities must be performed
within the stated SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL prior to placing or!

l

returning the system or equipment into OPERABLE status.

|
i

O
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-NOV 3 0 g,

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION 3.0/SR4.0 (continued)

4.0.[5
This Specification ensures that inservice inspection and
testing of essential systems and components will be performed
in accordance with the periodically updated Fort St. Vrain
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program.

This Specification includes a clarification of thefrequencies for performing the inservice inspection and
testing activities required by the Fort St. Vrain Inservice
Inspection and Test Program. This clarification is provided
to ensure consistency in SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS throughout
these Technical Specifications and to remove any ambiguities
relative to the frequencies for performing the required
inservice inspection and testing activities.

Under the terms of this Specification, the more restrictive
requirements of the Technical Specifications take precedence
over the Fort St. Vrain Inservice Inspection and Testing

4~ Pro ram. For example, the requirements of Specification
4. to perform surveillance activities prior to entry into
an PERATIONAL . MODE or other specified applicability -

condition takes precedence over the Inservice Inspection and
3 Testing Program provision which allows pumps to be tested up

to 1 week after return to normal operation. And for example,
the Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does not
grant a grace period before a device that is not capable of
performing its specified function is declared inoperable and
takes precedence over the Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program provision which allows a valve, to be incapable of
performing its specified function for up to 24 hours before
being declared inoperable.

i

O
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3/4.1.1 CONTROL ROD PAIR OPERABILITY .

. . . : . . .'
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1 All control rod pairs not fully inserted shall be OPERABLE
with;

a. A scram time less than or equal to 152 seconds

b. A control rod drive (CRO) motor temperature less than or
equal to 250 degrees F, ed -Q

c. A helium purge flow to each CRD penetration when reactor
pressure is above 100 psia,

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
W rDiiN 10 MWMS

ACTION:

With one or more control rod pairs inope rabl due to beinga.
-3 immovable (i.e., not capable of being fu y inserted),

\ 'ndMtel,initiateareactorshutdownkandbeinatleast4SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours,

b. With one control rod pair inoperable due to having a scram
time greater than 152 seconds, operation may continue

, provided that within 24 hours:
l

1. The control rod pair is restored to OPERABLE status,
or

2. The control rod pair is fully inserted, or
3. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.3

is satisfied with the control rod pair considered
inoperable in its present position.

If none of the above conditions can be met, be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

.

.

O
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c. With two or more control rod pairs inop rable due to
[] having a scram time greater than 152 seconds,4f- :di m ly
G' initiate a reactor c h"* r .ow va iN*at least SHUT 00WN

-

within 12 hours.

d. With one or more control rod pairs having a CR0 motor
temperature greater than 250 degrees F, operation may
continue provided that within 24 hours:

1. The control rod pair (s) is restored to OPERABLE
status, or

4.l. l .b. l.4
2. Surveillance testing per Specification A+.1.1. E is

performed on the control rod pair ( s) once every 24
hours when the CRD motor temperature exceeds 250
degrees F.

>

With one or more control rod pairs exceeding a scram time
of 152 seconds, comply with ACTIONS b or c above.

e. With no purge flow to one CR0 penetration, operation may
continue provided that within 24 hours:

1. Purge flow is restored to the CR0 penetration, or

2. The control rod pair is fully inserted, or
.

Os 3. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.3
is satisfied with the control rod pair considered
inoperable in its present position.

If one of the above conditions cannot be met, be in at
least SHUT 00WN within 12 hours.

I

f. With no purge flow to two or more CRD penetrations:

1. Restore purge flow within 2 hours, or

2. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 12 hours,

g. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable
for changes between STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER. Prior
to entry into STARTUP from SHUTDOWN, all requirements of

; this LCO must be met, without reliance on provisions
contained in the ACTION statements.

l

I
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.s

t !
U

4.1.1 Each control rod pair shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:.

a. Within 24 hours after entering STARTUP from SHUTDOWN, (if
)not performed in the previous 7 days) by performing a jpartial scram test of at least 10 inches on all control

rod pairs, and verifying that the extrapolated scram time
is less than er equal to 152 seconds.>

1+ A
b. At least once per 24 hours by:

1. Verifying that all CRD motor temperatures are less
than or equal to 250 degrees F.

a) With one or more CR0 motor temperature (s)
exceeding 215 degrees F:

1) The temperature of any CRD motor exceeding 215
degrees F shall be recorded,

2) A partial scram test as described in
Specification 4.1.1 shall be performed at -

least once per 24 hours on the control rod
pair with the highest motor temperature, and

3) A report on the partial scram test results and
the maximum daily temperature of any control
rod pairs with motor temperatures exceeding
215 degrees F shall be submitted to the NRC
once every 31 days.

b) If CR0 motor temperature instrumentation is
| inoperable, an engineering evaluation shall be
| performed to determine CR0 motor temperature by
, comparison.

2. Veri fying purge flow to each CRD by verifying flow in~
each subheader, when reactor pressure is above 100
psia; and

3. Veri fying that the purge flow is not carryino _ 3
| condensed water by ver.ifying that the%ater level in
; the knock-out pot is less than 6 inches.
1_

l
.

c. At least once per 7 days by:
!

1. Performing a partial scram test of at least 10 inches
on all partially inserted and fully withdrawn control
rod pairs, except the regulating rod pair, and
verifying that the extrapolated scram time is less

-- -
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than or equal to 152 second
!

Q 2. Performing a partial scram test of approximately 2
inches on the regulating rod pair and veri fying
control rod pair movement.

d. Prior to withdrawal of control rod pairs (if not performed
in the previous 7 days) by performing a partial scram test
of at least 10 inches on all control rod pairs being
withdrawn, and verifying that the extrapolated scram time
is less than or equal to 152 secondsj y

e. During. each shutdown of 10 days or longer (if not
performed during the previous 31 days) by performing a
full stroke scram test on all control rod pairs and
verifying a scram time less than or equal to 152 seconds

f. Following any maintenance on a CR0 mechanism which could
affect the control rod pair scram time, by performing a
full stroke scram test and verifying a scram time of less
than or equal to 152 seconds

g. At least once per REFUELING:

1. By performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION and a CHANNEL ~

-

FUNCTIONAL TEST of the eight subheader CR0 purge flow
measurement channels,

b 2. By performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the CR0
motor temperature and cavity temperature
instrumentation,

3. By performing preventive maintenance on each CR0 in a
scheduled sequence such that none of the drives
installed in the reactor will have gone more than six
REFUELING CYCLES without receiving preventive
maintenance. During these six REFUELING CYCLES, no
CRD shall be in regulating rod pair service (without
performing preventive maintenance) for more than one
REFUELING CYCLE. The preventive maintenance shall
consist of inspecting and replacing as necessary the
CR0 gears, bearings, brake pads, cables, and position
ir.strumentation, and

4. By performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the CRD motor
and cavity temperature instrumentation on those CRDs.
undergoing preventive maintenance as described in
Specification 4.1.1.g.3 above.

|

/

|
'
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\ Control rod pair OPERABILITY ensures that a minimum SHUTDOWN
MARGIN is capable of being maintained.

The control rod pair withdrawal accident analyses described in
FSAR Sections 14.2.2.6 and 14.2.2.7 were performed assuming a
rcram insertion time of 152 seconds and a ramp reactivity
insertion of 0.080 delta k.

Requiring the scram time to be less than or equal to 152
seconds will ensure that the ramp reactivity rate is
consistent with that assumed in the accident analyses. The
total calculated reactivity worth of all 37 control rod pairs
is 0.210 delta k, which is significantly greater than the
value of 0.080 delta k assumed in the accident analyses.
Therefore, a single control rod pair with a scram time greater
than 152 seconds, as allowed in ACTION b of the
specifications, will have no impact on the calculated
consequences of the control rod pair withdrawal accident.

Temperature Limitation -

Control Rod Dr.ive Mechanism (CRDM) qualification tests were
performed in a 180 degree F helium environment. The motor and -

brake were energized and deenergized in severe duty cycles up
. to once every 5 seconds for 630,000 jog cycles and 5000 scrams
5 of the CRDM. CROM motor temperatures ranged from 200 degreesx

F to 230 degrees F with an average of 215 degrees F during
these tests. During power ascension testing, CROM
temperatures up to 213 degrees F were experien~ced at power
levels up to 70*;. Using data obtained during power ascension
testing, a CROM temperature of 260 degrees F was predicted for
100% power conditions with an orifice valve fully closed. The
minimum predicted open position for an orifice valve at 100% 'N-

., ,

.

power is- about 10*; for which the predf cted CROM temperature is
, 250 degrees F. Tests conducted te G % power indicated these

predictions to be conservat 7e tz": Jse the maximum measured
CRDM motor temperature was 21, 6 tes F. The~ operating
temperature of the CROM is iim.u r by the motor insulation
which is derated for 272 degrees F to account for motor
temperature rise, frictional torque increase, and winding life
expectancy.

n
.

s
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CRDM motor temperatures are monitored to verify that they areO less than or equal to 250 degrees F. CRDM motor temperatures
V are recorded on a multi point recorder when they exceed 215

degrees F. This recorder provides frequent monitoring (at
least one reading per minute) and the data is retrievable as
required. Any CRDM with a motor temperature greater than 215
degrees F shall be recorded every 24 hours to document that
the temperature is less than 250 degrees F. In addition, the
partial scram test frequency is increased from once per 7
days to once per 24 hours on the control rod pair with the
highest motor temperature. A partial scram test will be
performed once every 24 hours on all control rod pairs with
motor temperatures exceeding 250 degrees F, to verify that the
scram time is less than or equal to 152 seconds. Verifying a
control rod pair scram time of less than or equal to 152
seconds, will ensure CRDM reliability with a motor temperature
greater than 250 degrees F. These surveillances ensure that
CRDM motor temperatures exceeding 250 degrees F do not degrade
the CRDM's reliability to perform its design function when
required.

If the CRDM motor temperature instrumentation is inoperable,
an engineering evaluation will be completed within 24 hours
from the time the instrumentation is found to be inoperable,
to verify that the CRDM motor temperature is currently less
than 250 degrees F. Additional temperature instrumentation

-

(A located on the underside primary closure plate and the orifice,

valve motor plate can be used to infer the CRDM motorV)N

temperature by comparing these temperatures with those on
another CRDM in a similar region. Other factors such as
orifice valve position and historical temperature data may be
used to determine CRDM motor temperatures by comparison.

Purce Flow

The purge flow into the CRD assembly limits the upward flow of
contaminated primary system helium coolant. Purge flow to
each CRD penetration is ensured by verifying that purge flow
is maintained to each subheader and by sealing all the valves
between the subheaders and the CRD penetratiens in an open
position.

A knock out pot, moisture element, and pressure transmitter
are installed in the CR0 purge line, between the purified
helium header and the CRD purge flow valve. Just before the
knock out pot, an independent source of dry helium is
connectible in the event the purified helium header becomes
unavailable. The pressure in the helium ~ header will be
maintained above reactor pressure. The knock out pot reduces
the probability of moisture in the helium purge header
entering the CR0 penetrations by trapping any entrained water
in the helium. An alarm indicates that water is collecting in

O)
the pot.

\
b

|

|
'

_ - _ _ _ _ - _ . - - _ -
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( n The knock out pot is approximately 10 inches deep and
(V) verifying that the water level in the knock out pots is less

than 6 inches once every 24 hours ensures that the helium !

purge flow is not carrying condensed water.

Actione,
.

The ACTION to immediately initiate a reactor shutdown if one
or more control rod pairs are inoperable due to being
immovable as a result of excess friction or mechanical
interference is implemented because the cause of the problem
may be indicative of a generic contrcl rod pair problem which
may affect the ability to safely shutdown the reactor. When
ACTIONS are to be taken immediately, no restoration is
intended. The ACTION should be taken without delay and in
accordance with established procedures.

The ACTION providing for continued operation with one control
rod pair trippable but incperable due to causes other than
excess friction or mechanical interference is less restrictive
because the SHUTDOWN MARGIN can be met with the highest worth
control rod pair fully withdrawn (FSAR Section 3.5.3). '

Because the SHUTOOWN MARGIN can be met with the. highest worth
control rod pair fully withdrawn, an exception to 3.0.4 (which -

prevents moving up to a higher OPERATIONAL MODE while in an
ACTION statement) can be made in this case.

If purge flow is not maintained to two or more CR0
penetrations, 2 hours is provided to restore purge flow to the
penetrations. This restoration time will provide time to
change out a helium bottle or clear any blockage in the

,

subheader, in order to restore purge flow to the CRD
penetrations. Degradation of the CR0 assembly due to lack of
purge flow is a long term effect, and will not occur over a
short period of time.

Surveillances

The regulating rod pair is the only control rod pair with
! automatic response capability to a change in flux and is used
! to offset the negative effects of partial scram tests'

performed on other control rod pairs. A partial scram test of
2 inches on the regulating rod pair does not induce
unacceptable power transients and demonstrates that the'

control rod pair is moveable.
.

Performing a partial scram test prior to achieving criticality
ensures control rod pair OPERABILITY prior to entering into an
OPERATIONAL MODE. The full stroke scram test performed during
each shutdown is the most accurate method of determining the
scram time because the actual scram time is measured over the[n whole length of the control rod pair versus being extrapolated

i from a partial distance.

_-___ _ _ _----
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' Performing a full stroke scram test following any CRD[s\v) maictenance ensures that the OPERABILITY and scram time of the
control rod pair was not affected by the maintenance.

The specified CHANNEL CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST lassures that the instrumentation monitoring the eight jsubheaders providing purge flow to the control rod drive
penetrations is OPERABLE and loss of purge flow is detectable.

The specified CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the CRD motor
temperature and cavity temperature instrumentation will assure
that the instrumentation monitoring the CR0 temperatures is
OPERA 8LE and capable of detecting any increase in CRD motor
temperature.

The preventive maintenance program performed on those CR0s
replaced each REFUELING CYCLE ensures that by inspecting and
replacing as necessary any degraded parts the potential for
CRD failure is significantly reduced. Since the regulating
rod pair CR0 is used more than any other CRO, it will be
substituted with another CR0 after each REFUELING.

.

4

n'
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3/4.1.2 CONTROL ROD PAIR POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS - OPERATION

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 The position indication iristrumentation listed in Table
3.1.2-1 for each control rod pair shall be OPERABLE and
capable of determining control rod pair position within 10
inches.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: As shown in Table 3.1.2-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 a. Control rod pair position instrumentation OPERABILITY
.

shall be verified by performing a CHANNEL CHECK on the
control rod pair position instrumentation, as follows:

C' 1. Prior to withdrawal from the fully inserted
position.

2. Upon full withdrawal, and

3. At least once per 7 days on all fully withdrawn,
partially inserted, and fully inserted control rod,

i pairs except for fully inserted control rod pairs
! incapable of being withdrawn.

.

1

i

|

|

Ci
; 1

.

!
l
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a) During partial scram surveillances on fullyO withdrawn a'nd partially inserted control rod
pairs, the analog rod position indication shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying that the
change in analog indication is consistent with
the direction of control rod pair travel. Tne
analog and digital position indications must
agree within 10 inches of each other. If a
larger difference is observed, it shall be
assumed that the analog indication is the
inoperable channel, unless the analog
indication can be proven to be accurate and
OPERABLE by another means, and gp

b) During partial scram surveillances on fully D*"
withdrawn control rod pairs, the rod-out limit 2ere
indications shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by in d es
verifying that the rod-out indication clears J bor
when the control rod pair is insertedfless than
or equal to 6 inches and is on when the control
red pair is fully withdrawn following the
partial scram test.

b. Prior to each reactor startup and the first time during
or after startup when the control rod pair is withdrawn

-

from the fully inserted position, the OPERABILITY of
, the rod-in limit indication sha!' ce verified for eachi, ) control rod pair by:V

1. Ve ri fying that the rod-in limit light is on, when
the control rod pair is fully inserted, and,

2. Veri fying that the rod-in limit light clears, when
the control rod pair is withdrawn less than or
equal to 6 inches. i

| [3 real e r-)
Thaw

! a c.r o
i vi d e.f
but

\
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c. Prior to each reactor start-up, and during the first

('''/) outward motion of a control rod pair, the OPERABILITYx_, of the analog and digital position indications shall be
verified for each control red pair by:

1. Verifying that the rod-in limit light is on, when
the control rod pair is fully inserted, and

2. Verifying that when the control rod pair is
withdrawn a short distance, the rod-in limit light
clears, when the analog and digital instrumentation
indicates less than 6 inches o f w i T k.[ r- 2 W 4 I,f

o r-If the analog -aad- digital position indicationsg reat er "C ga n
indicate 6 or more inches, an engineering

7 g y., i n c h es evaluation shall be performed to determine the
h> d E maximum insertion limit for that control rod pair.

_

.

m

V

_

%
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x.s/ CONTROL ROD PAIR POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS

.

| | | MINIMUM POSITION | |
| POSITION OF | POSITION INDICATION | INDICATION | |
| CONTROL R00 | INSTRUMENTATION [ INSTRUMENTATION | || PAIR | SYSTEMS AVAILABLE -| SYSTEMS OPERABLE | ACTION |
| | 1 I I| Fully | Roc-in Limit, i 1 | 1, 2 || Inserted | Independent Means | | |
| | (Watt Meter Test) | | |
| | 1 I i| Partially | Rod-in Limit, t 2 | 1, 2 || Inserted | Analog, Digital | | |
| 1 1 I I| Fully | Rod out Limit, | 2 | 1, 2 || Withdrawn | Analog, Digital | | |
1 I I I I

ACTION STATEMENTS -

ACTION 1 With the number of OPERABLE post:fon instrumentation/ systems less than the Minimum Position Indication
Instrumentation Systems OPERABLE recuirements, restore the
required number of inoperable position indication system (s)
to OPERABLE status within 12 hours, or be in SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours.

ACTION 2 The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable
for changes between STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER. Prior
to entry into STARTUP from SHUTDOWN, all the requirements
of the LCO must be met, without reliance on the provisions
contained in the ACTION statement.

i

:

fv

. __. . __ .
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-

FSAR Section 7.2,2 assumes a long term misalignment of plus or
minus 12 inches on control rod pair position to ensure an
acceptable power distribution for core burnup. This allows for a
2 foot separation distance for the control rod pairs of any
partially inserted shim group. Assuring a position accuracy of
plus or minus 10 inches is consistent with this misalignment
allowance and provides for a 4 inch margin for operation when
manually adjusting the control rod pairs of the shim group. Eachshim control rod pair is normally moved in approximately 2 inch
increments during operation to adjust the regulating rod pair to
its mid operating position. A 10 inch position accuracy for all
control rod pairs is also consistent with a reactivity uncertainty
of about 0.003 delta k, which allows for detecting core
irregularities, such as an inadvertant release of reserve shutdown
material within a single core region. Control rod pair withdrawal
procedures require an evaluation if the actual critical control*

rod pair position differs from the predicted position during
initial criticality by this reactivity worth.

- Control rod pair position indication system OPERABILITY is
required to determine control rod pair positions and to ensure
compliance with control rod pair alignment and position
requirements of Specifications 3.1.4.1 and 3.1.4.2. ' --

/ Rod-out and rod-in position indication is provided by cam-actuated
' gj switches. The cams are mounted on the same shaft as the rod

position potentiometer. The shaft is directly coupled to a cable
drum through a gear train and rotates as required for the full
length of control rod pair travel. When a control rod pair is
withdrawn from the fully inserted position, the limit switch cams
release the rod-in switch causing the rod-in light to extinguish.
Rod position is transmitted to the console by a potentiometer
coupled directly to the drum gearing. The rod-in and rod-out
limit switches and the rod position potentiometer transmitters are
duplicated to protect against the loss of position indication.

Actions

If analog and rod-in limit indications are OPERABLE but digital
and/or rod-out limit indications are inoperable, operation may

! continue. Since both the analog ano digital indications are taken
from the same shaf and potentiometer, control rod pair position
is still capable sf being established with only the analog
indication. Rod-in limit indication capability is more critical
than rod-out limit indication for the purpose of determining
SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

I

N.J
;

- _ _ _ . _ . __ .___ _____ ______ _ _ _______
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A If the analog indication is inoperable, operation may continue
with one of the following conditions satisfied:

a. If the control rod pair is fully inserted, the position can
be established by the rod-in limit indication or verified by
an independent means such as the watt-meter test. Since the
control rod pair is fully inserted, any other position
indication is not required because its position of being
fully inserted can be verified and used in the SHUT 00WN
MARGIN calculation.

b. For the case when the control rod pair is partially inserted
and the digital and rod-in limit indications OPERABLE,
control rod pair position can still be established by digital
indication and if the control rod pair were to be fully
inserted its position could be verified. Rod-in indication
OPERABILITY is demonstrated when last tested.

c. For the case with the control rod pair fully withdrawn and
rod-out and rod-in limit indications OPERABLE, the control
rod pair's position can be established (i.e. fully withdrawn)
or if the control rod pair were to be fully inserted, its
position could be verified for the SHUT 00WN MARGINcalculation.

.

If rod-in limit indication were inope rable, operation may/9 continue, because a fully inserted control rod pair's position can.

' (#) be established by an independent means such as the watt-meter
test. At a partially inserted or fully withdrawn position, thecontrol rod pair's position can be determined by both digital and
analog indications.

If control rod pair position cannot be determined within 12 hours,
reactor shutdown is required within 12 hours. This ACTION is
required to satisfy the control rod pair worth and position
requirements of Specification 3.1.4.1, which prevents anunacceptable power distribution.

Surveillances

Control rod pair position indication instrumentation OPERABILITY
is verified by performing a CHANNEL CHECK before the control rodpair is withdrawn from the fully inserted position, when it is
fully withdrawn, and at least once per 7 days. This surveillance
ensures position indication OPERABILITY prior to a reactor startup
and during operation.

During the partial scram test (ance per 7 days during operation)
analog indication is verified OPERABLE by confirming that the
change in analog indication is consistent with the direction ofcontrol rod pair travel.

O
V
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If a difference of greater than 10 inches exists between the- fm\(b analog and digital position indications, the analog indication isconsidered inoperable, unless proven accurate by another means.
The analog indication may be proven to be accurate and OPERABLE by
fully inserting the control rod pair and verifying that the analog
indication is more accurate than the digital indication at the
fully inserted position as determined by the rod-in limit
indication or the watt-meter test.

The rod-in limit indication is verified to be OPERATING at the
fully inserted position when the control rod pair is withdrawn a
short distance. This surveillance ensures that a fully inserted
control rod pair's position can be established during operation by
veri fying OPERABILITY of each control rod pair prior to each
startup and also when the control rod pair is first withdrawn from
the fully inserted position.

To ensure position indication is capable of being established at
the partially inserted to fully withdrawn position (during
operation) both the analog and digital positions are verified
OPERABLE at the fully inserted position when the control rod pair
is withdrawn a s,ho rt distance. This surveillance is performed
prior to startup or during the first outward control rod pairmotion.

The position indication potentiemeters and associated coupling can
..

be damaged by an overtravel of minus 6 incres. This damage is

Y prevented by initially requiring the cor rol rod pair position
indication to indicate less than 6 inches when the rod-in limit
indication clears and then by procedurally preventing control rod
pair insertion past zero, even if rod-in limit indication is not
received. The requirement for position indication to be less than -

6 inches when rod-in limit indication is received imposes an
enhanced accuracy requirement at this position. The result is
that since procedurally the control rod pair is not inserted past
a zero indication, and if the position indication is within 6
inches of the actual position, then the control rod pair will not
be inserted beyond the minus 6 inch damage limit, even if the rod-
in limit instrumentation fails. Since control rod pair position

; instrumentation cannot be recalibrated without removing the CR0
from the PCRV, the engineering evaluation provides the necessaryi procedural controls to establish individual control rod pair

!
insertion limits for control rod pairs whose position indicationsexceed 6 inches.

|

(v)
i

_____ _ __ _ _ _
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V
3/4.1.2 CONTROL ROD PAIR POSITION INDICATION SYSTEMS - SHUTDOWN

1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OfcRATION

3.1.2.2 The position indication instrumentation shall be OPERABLE
for each control rod pair capable of being withdrawn, except
for those control rod pairs removed from the PCRV, and
capable of determining control rod pair position within 12
inches with:

a. A rod-out limit indication or analog or digital
position indication, when the control rod pair is fully
withdrawn, or

b. A rod-in limit indication and either an analog or
digital position indication, when the control rod pair
is fully inserted.

APPLICABILITY: SHUTOOWN and REFUELING ' -

'

ACTION: With any of the above required position indication,

'
' instrumentation inoperable, within 12 hours either:,

a. Restore the inoperable position indication
instrumentation to OPERABLE status, or

b. Verify full insertion of the control rod pair by other
independent means (e.g., watt-meter testing), or

c. Consider the control rod pair fully withdrawn and meet
the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements of Specification
3.1.3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 a. Control rod pair position instrumentation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performing a CHANNEL CHECK as
follows:

1. Prior to withdrawal from the fully inserted
position,

2. Upon full withdrawal,
(

.
._ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ - .__
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3. At least once per 7 days on all control rod pairs
.O except for fully inserted control rod pairs which |V are incapable of being withdrawn, and

4 After an OPERATIONAL MODE change to SHUTOOWN from
STARTUP. 1

IThe analog and digital position indications shall be
within 12 inches of each other. If a larger difference
is observed, it shall be assumed that the analog
indication is the inoperable channel, unless the analog
indication can be proven to be accurate and OPERA 8LE by
another means.

b. During each REFUELING CYCLE, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
of each control rod pair's redundant "in" and "out"
limit switches and analog and digital rod position
indication systems, shall be performed.

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the control rod pair redundantc.
"in" and "out" limit switches, and the analog and
digital rod position indication systems, shall be
performed on all CR0s removed for'
refueling / repair / maintenance.

.

d. When in REFUELING, prior to each control rod pair

C) withdrawal (unless the surveillance has been performed
within the previous 7 days) the OPERABILITY of the
analog and digital position indications shall be
verified for that control rod pair by:

I1. Veri fying that the rod-in limit light is on, when gnah,

the control rod pair is fully inserted, and Chan

f "O *5
2. Verifying that when the control rod pair is "

withdrawn a short distance, the rod-in limit 8"! indication clear's when the analog and digital
instrumentationindicatesgessthan6 inches.

-bo u t

Or
If the analog amF digital instrumentation
indicates 6 or more inches, an engineering
evaluation shall be performed to determine the
maximum insertion limit for that control rod pair.

O'
.

, _ _ . , _ _ . . _ _ - __ __ - -- - - '
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O BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.2.2/SR 4.1.2.2

This specification involves control rod pairs that are either
fully inserted or fully withdrawn, therefore the accuracyrequirements are different from those in LCO 3.1.2.1 for
operational considerations. The relative reactivity worth for
the total control rod pair bank as a function of withdrawal
position is given in FSAR Section 3.5.3 (Figure 3.5-2).Experimental results on control rod pair worth versus
withdrawal position have indicated a reduced worth for the
first portion of control rod pair withdrawal and has been
substantiated with new analyses. From this revised calculated
data and a calculated bank worth of 0.210 delta k, it can be
shown that a reactivity uncertainty of 0.003 delta k results in
the total bank position uncertainty of 17 inches at full
insertion and 13 inches at full withdrawal. The reactivity
uncertainty of 0.003 delta k is acceptable for the SHUTOOWN
MARGIN and is consistent with that used to detect core
irregularities, such as occasions of inadvertant release of
reserve shutdown material within a single core region. Control
rod pair withdrawal procedures require an evaluation if the
actual critical control rod pair position differs from the
predicted position during the approach to criticality by the
reactivity worth of 0.003 delta k.

If position indication instrumentation is inoperable, a 12 hour
.

(p ACTION time is allowed because the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements( j have been met prior to position indication instrumentationv inoperability.

Control rod pair position indication instrumentation
OPERABILITY is verified by performing a CHANNEL CHECK before
the control rod pair is withdrawn from the fully inserted
position, when it is fully withdrawn, at least once per 7 days,
and after an OPERATIONAL MODE change to SHUTDOWN from STARTUP
on those control rod pairs capable of being withdrawn.,

'

Specification 3.1.4.2 lists the methods of making a control rod
pair incapable of being withdrawn. This surveillance ensuresi position indication OPERABILITY when the reactor is shutdown
and during any refueling operations.

!
Ouring each REFUELING CYCLE a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will be
performed on the control rod pair redundant "in" and "out"
limit switches and the analog and digital rod position

I

indication systems. This surveillance ensures that the en ti r.e
position indication system is OPERABLE prior to a reactor
startup.

.

{
i

l

\

_ _ - _ . ._. . _ _ _ _
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In conjunction with CRD installation in the PCRV, a CHANNELg; CALIBRATION will be performed on the control rod pair redundant(v "in" and "out" limit switches, and the analog and digital rod
position indication systems. A CHANNEL CALIBRATION on the CR0
position indication instrumentation cannot be performed while
the control rod pairs are installed in the PCRV, therefore acalibration is performed only on the control rod pairs removed
for refueling / repair / maintenance.

During REFUELING, the rod-in limit indication, and analog and
digital indications will be verified OPERABLE (for thosecontrol rod pairs capable of being withdrawn) prior to control
rod pair withdrawal. ~ M ':::t : :: ~~- ' t;: \

delete,

does n. T
3 p l t C.
W ',' C 4

s R 4. l. 2.2 .d

.

O

. - - - . . - -
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h 3/4.1.3 SHUTDOWN MARGIN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3 The reactor SHUTOOWN MARGIN shall be greater than or equal
to 0.01 delta k.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. When in POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP, with the SHUTOOWN
MARGIN less than 0.01 delta k:

1. '''U in 1 5: r, * ::rt : d 'f:f: t :: tr:1 r:d paf :-
.te .unieve sne spec i f i.J SM'F00* "*".0:N, er- -

12.
K Be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next,2( hours.

b. When in SHUT 00WN, with the SHUT 00WN MARGIN less than
.

,' O.01 delta k, within I hour, either:
x (

1. Insert sufficient contral rod pairs to achieve the
specified SHUTDOWN MARGIN, or

2. Actuate sufficient reserve shutdown material to
achieve the specified SHUTDOWN MARGIN.

c. When in REFUELING, with the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than
: 0.01 delta k:

WnTm/ TEtJ MINUTE 5
1. I. ndt M y 3 suspend all control rod pair or fuel

manipulations involving positive reactivity changes,'

and
1

2. Within 1 hour aither:
;

a) Fully insert sufficient control rod pairs to
achieve the specified SHUTOOWN MARGIN, or

b) Actuate sufficient reserve shutdown material to
achieve the specified SHUTOOWN MARGIN.

!
!

|
_

. . -. . - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----- - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ -____. __
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/
t iV

4.1.3 SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be verified as follows:
_..

a. When in POWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP:

1. Once per 7 days,

2. In assessing the SHUTOOWN MARGIN the following
conditions shall be assumed:

a) The highest worth control rod pair is fully
withdrawn,

b) All OPERABLE control rod pairs are fully
inserted with all inoperable control rod pairs
in their pre-scram position,

c) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to 220
degrees F, and

d) Full decay of Xe-135, no buildup of Sm-149, and
no decay of Pa-233 beyond that present at

-

shutdown.

b. When in SHUTDOWN:C/ o n- m o r t.
1. Within 12 hours after each reactor shutdown when M4-

control rod pairs cannot be verified fully inserted,
W2. Prior to control rod pair withdrawal, if A.% control any

rod pairs are not fully inserted prior to withdrawal
action, and og

; 3. Prior to control rod pair withdrawal to achieve (ta ar fj;

criticality, to confirm that upon reaching
; criticality the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirement can be

met.
,

i
;

r

O

- - - _ - - - m--- - . - - - . .-.% . . _ _ - - - - - - - - . - - - - , - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4. In assessing the SHUT 00WN MARGIN the wing
conditions shall be assumed:

a) The' highest worth control rod pair is fully ,

withdrawn, - - ~ ~'~_ _ - - -

b) All OPERABLE control rod pairs are fully
inserted and inoperable control rod pairs in
their known position or fully withdrawn,

c) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to 80
degrees F, and

d) Full decay of Xe-135, full buildup of Sm-149,
and Pa-233 decay as a function of time after
shutdown.

c. When in REFUELING:
,

.

1. Prior to control rod pair withdrawal, if all control
rod pairs are not fully inserted prior to withdrawal
action, and.

2. Prior to the removal of the control rod pair in a
region to be refueled or repaired.

.

3. In assessing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN the following
k. g conditions shall be assumed:

a) The highest worth control rod pair capable of
being withdrawn is fully withdrawn,

b) Control rod pairs being withdrawn for
refueling / repair, SHUTDOWN MARGIN verification,
or test purposes, are fully withdrawn,

c) All other OPERABLE control rod pairs are fully
inserted and incapable of being withdrawn,

d) Inoperable control rod pairs are in their known
position or fully withdrawn,

O
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e) For planned CORE ALTERATIONS,, the cMskab $h
in its most reactive configura' tion,

k'
f) The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE is equal to 80

degrees F, and
... . , , . . _ . . _ . . . . . . ..

g) Full decay of Xe-135, full buildup of Sm-149,
and Pa-233 decay as a function of time after
shutdown.

.

(9

.

;

- - - - w .,----- - -
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A. SHUTDOWN MARGIN - OPERATING

The purpose of this LCO is to ensure that during operation a
sufficient amount of negative reactivity in control rod pa4rs. is
capable of being inserted by the automatic and manual scram
functions to shutdown the reactor with the highest worth control
rod pair fully withdrawn. A SHUTDOWN MARGIN of at least 0.01
delta k has been specified at a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE of 220
degrees F. The CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE will normally be
significantly above 220 degrees F for several days following a
scram from power yielding a SHUTOOWN MARGIN greater than 0.01
delta k.

Changes in the isotopic inventory following a reactor shutdown,
of fission product poisons Xe-135 and Sm-149, and heavy metal Pa-
233, are also considered. These changes are due to the buildup
and decay of precursors as well as decay of their current
concentration. For Xe-135, both the precursor and Xenon isotope
decay in hours, with half-lives of 6 and 9 hours respectively,
and consequently Xe-135 initially builds up to a peak value in
about 6 hours, and the'n fully decays in a few days. Since full
decay occurs in a few days, it is conservatively assumed to be
fully decayed at the time of shutdown. The precursor for Sm-149

.has a half-life of a few days, while the decay of Sm-149 occurs
over several years, so the buildup occurs over many days and is

(nv) conservatively assumed to remain at its current value atshutdown. The decay of Pa-233 to fissile U-233 occurs over a
period of about 100 days, and it also is assumed to remain at its
current value at shutdown.

.

Any control rod pair that is demonstrated OPERABLE per
Specification 3.1.1 will be assumed to be fully inserted and any
inoperable control rod pair will be assumed to be at its pre-
scram position. This is consistent with FSAR Section 3.5.3,
which demonstrates that there is at least 0.014 delta k SHUTDOWN
MARGIN with one control rod pair fully withdrawn under any corecondition in the equilibrium core and larger for any core
condition prior to the equilibrium core.

Verification of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements at least once
per 7 days ensures that changes in the core reactivity as a
result of burnup have not occured which would make the previous
verification invalid. The cure reactivity changes as a result of
burnup occur slowly and a 7 day surveillance during operation is
sufficient. In addition, the ACTION statements of Specification
3.1.1 require more frequent verification if a control rod pair is
determined inoperable, or its exact position is uncertain.

O
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B. SHUTDOWN and REFUELING NOV 3 0 ES5O
The purpose of this specification is to ensure that during
SHUTDOWN and REFUELING a sufficient number of control rod pairs
are fully inserted to keep the reactor in a 3,butclowo_cpadition... *
A SHUT 00WN MARGIN of at least 0.01 delta k has been specified at

CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE of 80 degrees F with decay of Xe-135,a

buildup of Sm-149 and some decay of Pa-233. The CORE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE will normally be significantly above 80 degrees F for
many months after shutdown, and the decay of Pa-233 occurs over a
few months. Therefore, the SHUTOOWN MARGIN immediately after
achieving shutdown will normally be larger than the 0.01 delta k
spec i fi e.d, and the 12 hour delay in verification of the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN is sufficient for the purpose of this specification.

This specification need only require that the control rod pair be
actually inserted to achieve the specified SHUTOOWN MARGIN.
Since full insertion can be verified by either rod position
indication or another independent means, such as watt-meter
testing per Specification 3.1.2.2, some additional time has been
allowed.

The Reserve Shutdown System was provided to ensure shutdown even
in the event of failure to insert control rod pairs. It is
adequate to ensure shutdowm even if all control rod pairs fail to -

insert (FSAR Section 3.5.3). However, the contribution to the
SHUTDOWN MARGIN by the addition of reserve shutdown material into:

'

a core region already containing an inserted control rod pair is
minimal. There fore, it is sufficient to activate the reserve
shutdown material only in those regions whose control rod pairs
are not fully inserted.

For SHUTDOWN, the specified SHUT 00WN MARGIN assumes the full
withdrawal of the highest worth control rod pair. For REFUELING,
(which can include either fuel or control rod pair manipulations)
since all control rod pairs are disabled, except those involvedwith REFUELING per Specification 3.1.4.2, the requiremant,

' includes the addition of the highest worth control rod pair
capable of being withdrawn in the SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculation.

i Disabling of control rod drives by di~sabling the eiectrical
supply to the drive motors or placing the reactor mode switch in

] the "off" position results in the inability to withdraw the
control rod pair by action of the drive motor. Therefore, thel' accidental withdrawal of any control rod pair in this manner does
not have to be assumed in the SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculation.

; The ACTION statement of Specification 3.1.4.2, Control Rod Pair
| Position Requirements-SHUTOOWN, requires completion of the
j verification of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN within 12 hours.

:

U

__ _ - _ _ _ _
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significantly larger than specified due to higher core
temperatures and the presence of Xe-135 and Pa-233. A 12 hour
delay will not compromise the validity of this Specification.

.

Verification of this LCO prior to any control rod pair
withdrawal, if all control rod pairs are not fully inserted,
prior to withdrawal to achieve criticality, and prior to removal
of a control rod pair for refueling / repair, ensures that the
requirements of this Specification will be met during these
ACTIONS.

.

.

|

|

<

t

'

>

|
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3/4.1.4 CONTROL ROD PAIR AND POSITION REQUIREMENTS - OPERATIONv

-

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
~~ ~ ~"

3.1.4.1 Control rod pair position and worth requirements chall M
Q g s pe s;;,.ej .r e g u o e < sppewd,7as fo110ws:

a. Control rod pairs (except the regulating rod hy Ge
shall be withdrawn or inserted in groups (three g g,,p jcontrol rod pairs pergroupMxceptcuring partial fscram survefilance, scram, or control rod pair f3,;;,,pIrunback.

Sefety
b. All control rod pairs shall be either fully inserte

or fully withdrawn except that: d**=iIIec
1. One shim group and the regulating rod pair may be

in any position, and

2. Up to six additional control rod pairs may be
.

inserted up to 2 feet.

C c. The maximum calculated control rod pair worth shall
not exceed:

1. 0.047 delta k, with the reactor critical at
approximately percent RATED THERMAL POWER
(source power), and

, o E[
2. At full power, that worth which would result in

Rod Withdrawal Accident (RWA) consequences equal
to those described for the worst case RWA in the
AEC Safety Evaluation of Fort St. Vrain dated
January 20, 1972.

APPLICABILITY: POWER *, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

.

.

* See Special Test Exceptions Specification 3.10.1.

Ov
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\
,

1. Restore the control rod pair (s) to an acceptable
configuration within 4 hours, or

i
,

, . . , . . _ . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . .

2. Be in at least STARTUP within the subsequent 12
hours, and SHUTDOWN within the following 12 hours,

b. With any control rod pair not in compliance with its
worth limits, be in at least SHUT 00WN within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

,

4.1.4.1.1 At least once every 12 hours, each control rod pair
position shall be verified to be in compliance with the
above requirements. ,

4.1.4.1.2 At the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE, the reactivity
worth of the control rod pair groups withdrawn from LOW
POWER to POWER in the withdrawal sequence, shall be
measured. The measured group worths shall be compared -

with the calculated group worths to verify that the
( calculated criteria upon which thi selection of the,

control rod pair sequence was basec has been satisfied.,

j The measured group worth shall agree with the calculated'

group worth within plus or minus 20% for all groups except
i groups 4A and 40, for which the measured group worth shall

be within plus 100%, minus 50% of the calculated group
worth.

>

\

l

|

|

!

I

l

|
|
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V The specification of a control rod pair withdrawal sequence
(Specification 5.3.4, Reload Segment Design) and position

requirements during STARTUP and LOW POWER operation,i,s, requ,tr,ed
,to:

a. Assist in evaluating the reactivity worth of control rod
pairs withdrawn during the approach to criticality by
indicated changes in the multiplied source neutrons,

b. Ensure that an acceptable power distribution is
maintained (peaking factors within design limits) for the
condition when many control rod pairs are still inserted,
and

c. Ensure that the calculated maximum worth control rod pair
in STARTUP and LOW POWER if assumed accidentally
withdrawn, would result in a transient with consequences

,

no more severe than the control rod pair withdrawal
accident analyzed in the FSAR (Sections 3.5.3.1 and
14.2.2.7). *

The specification of a control rod pair withdrawal sequence and
position requirements during POWER are required to yield an
acceptable power distribution. In addition, the sequence ensures

-

[ that the combination of maximum single control rod pair worth and
t available core temperature coefficients, in the event of an

accidental control rod pair withdrawal, will result in atransient with consequences less severe than those analyzed in
the FSAR. The control rod pair withdrawal accident (RWA)analyzed in the FSAR is consistent with the RWA evaluation in the
AEC Safety Evaluation of Fort St. Vrain dated January 20, 1972.

The control rod pair withdrawal accident analysis at rated power,
as described in the FSAR, is based on a maximum control rod pair
worth of 0.012 delta k, using temperature coefficients equivalent
to a reactivity defect from refueling (220 degrees F) to
operating temperature (1500 degrees F) of 0.028 delta k. For
operation in the range from 0 to 100 percent power, the fuel
temperature may be lower than the full power operating fuel
temperature of 1500 degrees F. This results in a greater number

j of control rod pairs inserted for the critical configuration, and
i a larger maximum single control rod pair worth. In addition,i

since the temperature coefficients are greater at the beginning
of the cycle, a single control rod pair worth as much as 0.016
delta k is acceptable, i.e., the consequences of a control rod
pair withdrawal accident are less severe (FSAR Section 14.2.1).,

! A value larger than .012 delta k for a single control rod pair
| can be safely accommodated if fuel temperatures are lower than

1500 degrees F and/or the temperature defect between refueling
i temperature (220 degrees F) and operating temperature (1500

degrees F) is greater than .028 delta k (FSAR Section 14.2.1.1).
(

|
_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The specified range of power peaking

factors . gt eS hhe#O Specification 5.3, Reactor Core, was used in i n: --
deve16tifgReactor Core SAFETY LIMIT of Specification 2.1, since the

limiting combinations of core THERMAL POWER and core coolant flow
; rate are a function of the region, intra-region, and axial power'

peaking factors. Specifying a control rod pair. . withdrawal -
sequence for each REFUELING CYCLE which has peaking factors
within these power peaking factor limits ensures that the
criteria upon which Specification 2.1 is based, are met.

The presence of too many partially inserted control rod pairs in
the core will tend to push the flux into the bottom half of the
core and raise the fuel temperatures. The intra-region and axial
power peaking factors used in determining the control rod pairwithdrawal sequence for each REFUELING CYCLE will be maintained
during normal operation if the control rod pairs are inserted and
withdrawn in sequence and if partially inserted control rod pairs
are limited as noted above (FSAR Section 3.5.4).

The six additional control rod pairs which may be inserted up to
2 feet into the core will permit the operator to move control rod
pairs to assist in regulating the core region outlet temperatures
to those specified in Specification 3.2.2. This has a minimal
effect on the axial power distribution, resulting in an increase
in the average power density in the lower layer of fuel of less '

-

than 5%.

The runback function inserts two pre-selected groups of threev control rod pairs during rapid load reduction (FSAR Section
7.2.1.2). The partial insertion of these control rod pairs,
(FSAR Section 3.5.4J in addition to those noted above would1 increase the average axial power peaking factor in the lowerlayer of fuel to about 0.85. Negligible fuel particle migration
(Specification 2.1) would occur with this condition in the core
for up to 4 hours.

The ACTION requirement to be in at least STARTUp within the next
12 hours is prudent, since the core temperatures are
significantly reduced at lower power levels. In STARTUP,
negligible fuel particle migration would occur as long as the
minimum helium flow requirements (Specification 3.2.4) are
maintained. It is desirable to reduce plant load andtemperatures in a controlled manner.

Verification of control rod pair positions (by monitoring
position indication) once per 12 hours is con:istent with the
verification of INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMDERATURES
once per 12 hours (Specification 4.2.2.1).

i

O

. - -- .
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NOV 3 01985The measurement of control rod pair group worths in the normal
withdrawal sequence at the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE will

t provide an evaluation of calculational methods in determining the\
control rod pair group worths in the core configuration for that :>

cycle. The criteria used in selecting the contr'o t~rb'd'~p'aTF~ ~
sequence is based on calculated data for the maximum worth for
any individual control rod pair as well as the calculated peaking
factors, (region, intra-region, and axia7) in the normal
operating control rod pair configuration. Since the core
configuration changes for each REFUELING CYCLE (a new segment
includes approximately one sixth of the total core) thisevaluation confirms the ability to predict control rod pair
worths in that specific configuration.

The acceptance criteria for the comparison of measured versus
calculated control rod pair group worth within plus or minus 2 0*.'
includes an allowance for the calculated uncertainty of plus or
minus 10% (FSAR Section 3.5.7.4) and uncertainty in the
measurement. A larger acceptance criteria is needed for control
rod pair groups 4A and 40 because of a larger uncertainty in the
calculated values. Groups 4A and 40 are five column regions
located at the core-reflector interface, and the analytical model,

for control rod pair worth calculations was developed for seven
column regions. In addition, since the control rod pairs are
located in the central column and this column for a five column .

region is immediately adjacent to the reflector, their reactivity
(- worth is substantially less than the other control rod pair

groups. These groups are typically worth less than 0.010 delta
k. Because of the low worth and the analytical uncertainty, a
larger range for the acceptance criteria is required.

O
-
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/ 3/4.1.4 CONTROL R00 PAIR p0SITION REQUIREMENTS - SHUTDOWN

'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.4.2 a All control rod pairs shall be fully inserted and
incapable of being withdrawn except: h

ANY E IT1ttA1. -4p- to atwo control rod pairs may be removed from the
PCR and 4

V 06 5 6G |MMoVA 8Lt |W A wtTHOMWW Pos mort,
2. Additional control rod pairs may be withdrawn for

SHUTOOWN MARGIN verification j r te3;+ o

[ (he
*

SHUTOOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.3
for SHUTOOWN and REFUELING) shall be maintained during

Qlloftheabovecontrolrodpairconfigurations.
APPLICABILITY: SHUTOOWN AND REFUELING

ACTION: a. Within 1 hour after each reactor shutdown, if more than
.

two control rod pairs are not verified to be fully.
-

'
g inserted, either:

-

V
1. Insert at least all but two control rod pairs to the

fully inserted position, or

2. Insert reserve shutdown material in at least those .
regions where control rod pairs are not verified to
be fully inserted, beyond the allowable two.

STAartNC AT
b. M ; m... . ;q 1 hour after reactor shutdown, with less

than the above requirements:
wtTHtu T)tt NG)G* TGU MtWVTES

1. I.T ,. ; n. rf suspend all operations involving CORE
'

ALTERATIONS,3 control rod pair movements resulting in
positive reactivity changes or movement of IRRADIATED
FUEL.

THe NEXT-
2. Within 12 hours either:4

a) Insert any control rod pair capable of being
inserted and veri fy the SHUTOOWN MARGIN
requirements of Specification 3.1.3 are met, or

b) Actuate sufficient reserve shutdown material to
achieve the specified SHUTOOWN MARGIN.

*
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS gnu q g 1935

I

4.1.4.2 a. Control rod pair positions for all control rod pairs
capable of being withdrawn shall be monitored for
compliance with Specification 3.1.4.2.a abover at least-
once every 12 hours.

b. Following each reactor shutdown, each control rod pair
shall be verified to be at the fully inserted position
by:

1. The rod-in position indication, or

2. 'The use of an independent control rod pair position
verification nethod (e.g., watt-meter test).

Control rod pairs known to be fully inserted prior to the
shutdown may be excluded from the above verifications.

c. Prior to the removal of more than one control rod drive.
assembly from the PCRV, the SHUT 00WN MARGIN shall be
explicitly ' calculated per the requirements of
Specification 3.1.3.

d. Upon full withdrawal of a control rod pair; selected for
.

removal from the PCRV, and prior to disabling its scram,-

\. capabilities, the SHUT 00WN MARGIN shall be verified by
with'rawing one or more additional control rod pairs withd

a calculated worth greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k,
plus any calculated positive worth of the planned CORE -

ALTERATION, veri fying subcriticality, and then -

reinserting.

.

b

$

O

- - - - - - - - -
-
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.4.2/SR 4.1.4.2

NOV 3 0 GB5
(Oj This Specification ensures that a sufficient number of controlv rod pairs are fully inserted to keep the reactor in a shutdown '

condition (SHUTDOWN MARGIN greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k)
in SHUTOOWN and REFUELING. !.

-~- -- ---'

Prior to refueling a region, the control rod pair in that region
and the control rod pair in the region next in sequence to be
refueled will be withdrawn. Additional predesignated control rod
pairs will also be withdrawn and subcriticality will be verified.
The minimum reactivity worth of the additional predesignated
control rod pairs is 0.01 delta k plus the reactivity difference
between the new and spent fuel in the region to be refueled, plus
the temperature defect between the refueling temperature and 80
degrees F. After subcriticality has been verified, thepredesignated control rod pairs will be fully reinserted.Withdrawal of the predesignated control rod pairs ensures a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k at 80
degrees F with new fuel loaded into the refueled region.

Making all of the fully inserted control rod pairs incapable of
being withdrawn by placing the reactor mode switch in the "off"
position or disabling the electrical supply to the motors,
ensures that an un-analyzed core configuration which might result
in criticality will not exist. .

O A SHUTDOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k afterh reactor shutdown (automatic scram or controlled) is ensured by
the 1 hour ACTION to either insert all but two control rod pairs
or insert reserve shutdown material in those regions where
control rod pairs cannot be verified to be fully inserted, beyond
the allowable two. Control rod pairs may be verified fully
inserted by rod-in indication, or by other independent means

.

(e.g., watt meter test) as time permits. The 12 inch limit
ensures reactivity control, as discussed in the Bases for LCO3.1.2.2. Experience has shown that a control rod pair which isnot fully inserted by a scram may still be fully inserted
manually with its control rod drive motor. If the control rod
pair cannot be fully inserted with its drive motor, reserve
shutdown material will be inserted into that region, ensuring a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k.

O
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If any

requirementsoftheLCOarenotmetwhilethergg8torisqpg,

in SHUTDOWN or REFUELING, any control rod pair Ur 4thl~Q manipulations which would result in a positive reactivity
addition will be suspended immediately and within 12 hours any
withdrawn control rod pairs will be fully inserted. If a
SHUT 00WN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k-..is-- not.-- ,

met by fully inserting the control rod pairs, sufficient reserve
- -

shutdown material will be inserted to achieve the speci fied
SHUT 00WN MARGIN. This ACTION ensures a SHUT 00WN MARGIN of
greater than or equal to 0.01 delta k during reactor shutdown orrefueling operations.

The reserve shutdown material provides an effective method of
reactivity control when inserted into core regions where the
control rod pairs have not been fully inserted. Because of the
proximity to the control rod pairs, it has almost no additional
worth when inserted in regions where the control rod pairs are
inserted. Therefore, to ensure an adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN, it
need only be inserted into those core regions where full
insertion of the control rod pairs cannot be demonstrated.

Verifying control rod pair positions once every 12 hours, ensures
that control rod pair position can be monitored during control
rod pair manipulations performed in refueling operations.

After each shutdown, veri fying that each control rod pair is
.

fully inserted ensures that the position of each control rod pairO is known and that the SHUTDOWN MARGIN calculation is accurate.

Verifying that a SHUT 00WN MARGIN of greater than or equal to 0.01
delta k exists prior to removing more than one control rod drive
assembly from the PCRV ensures that criticality will not be,

achieved and the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements will be maintained
after the control rod pair is removed.

.

N

d
.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Cs tiOV 3 01985-

3/4.1.5 REACTIVITY CHANGE WITH TEMPERATURE

,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.5 The reactivity change due to a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
increase between 220 degrees F to 1500 degrees F, shall be at
least as negative as 0.031 delta k, but no greater than 0.056
delta k throughout the REFUELING CYCLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With the reactivity change outside of the above limits, be
in SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.5 At the beginning of each REFUELING CYCLE the reactivity change
.

as a function of CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE change (temperaturem,
'

coefficient) shall be measured and integrated to verify that
- the measured reactivity change is within the above limits.

,

.

!
.

v
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.5/SR 4.1.5

(D HOV 3 01985() The negative temperature coefficient is an inherent safety
mechanism that tends to limit power increases during
temperature excursions. It is a stabilizing element in flux !

,

tilts or oscillations due, for example, to xenon transients.
. -

. . . . . ~ .

Fuel temperatures during a power excursion beginning from a
high power level are well within design limits regardless of
the magnitude of the negative temperature coefficient, provided
protective action is initiated by a power level signal.
However, if protective action occurs much later, such as from a
manual scram or activation of the reserve shutdown system, peak
fuel temperatures will be .ensitive to the magnitude of the
negative temperature coefficient. '

Requiring a reactivity change at least as negative as 0.031
delta k for a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE increase from 220
degrees F to the 1500 degree F temperatures associated with the
nominal RATED THERMAL POWER value, ensures temperature
coefficients at least as negative as those used in the FSAR
accident analysis. All control rod pair withdrawal transients'

h., a reactivity temperature defect of 0.028 delta k which
when comWad ith an uncertainty of plus or minus 10*4, yields
the specifier * defect of 0.031 delta k.

-

S The maximum reactivity temperature defect of 0.056 delta k
(0.062 delta k minus 0.006 delta k for uncertainty) ensures,

that there is sufficient reactivity control to ensure reactor
SHUTDOWN in the unlikely event that all control rod pairs
cannot be inserted and the reserve shutdown system has been
activated.

The reactivity worth of the reserve shutdown system was
calculated to be 0.120 delta k in the equilibrium core (FSAR
Section 3.5.3). From calculated excess reactivity data in

i Table 3.5-4 of the FSAR it is seen that the maximum excess! reactivity in the equilibrium core with the CORE AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE of 220 degrees F, Xe-135 decayed, and some Pa-233
decay, is 0.097 delt.a k (1 week of Pa-233 decay) and 0.102 (2weeks of Pa-233 decay). The calculated reactivity temperature
defuct for that cycle is 0.044 delta k and the excess SHUTDOWN
MARGIN allowing 2 weeks of Pa-233 decay is 0.018 delta k.Therefore, if the reactivity temperature defect were as large
as 0.062 delta k (0.044 delta k plus 0.018 delta k) reactor
SHUTDOWN could be ensured for at least 2 weeks even in the
unlikely event that all control rod pairs failed to insert, and
the reserve shutdown system was activated.

(
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The major shifts in reactivity change as a func fcr
3 temperature change will occur following refueling. Thej specified frequency of measurement following each refuelingv will ensure that the change of reactivity as a function of

changes in core temperature will be measuredson a 4fmely basis -

to evaluate the limit provided in Specification 3.1.5.

The maximum value of reactivity temperature defect occurs at
the beginning of the cycle and slowly decreases through the
cycle to a minimum value at the end of the cycle. Since the
measurement is made at the beginning of a cycle and the minimum
value occurs at the end of a cycle, a direct evaluation cannot
be made. However, by comparing the calculated value at the
beginning of the cycle with the measured value, an evaluation
for compliance can be made using the calculated value at the
end of cycle. Performance of the Surveillance Requirement
verifies the assumptions used in the analysis.

.

*

.

.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.6 RESERVE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.6 All reserve shutdown (RSD) units shall be OPERABLE with:

a. At least 1500 psig pressure in their individual helium
gas bottle supplies, S Q

b. At least 500 psig pressure in the Alternate Cooling
Method (ACM) nitrogen bottles which provide a backup
means of actuating the RSD hopper pressurization valves.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: a. With one RSD unit inoperable, operation may continue
provided that an OPERABLE spare RSO unit is available.

FeA wsTALLAT1oWb. With two or more RSD units inoperable, restore all but
one inoperable RSD unit to OPERABLE within 24 hours, 'or
be in at least SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.C.4 are not applicablec.
for changes between STARTUP, LOW POWER, and POWER.

!

| Prior to entry into STARTUP from SHUTDOWN, all the
requirements of this LCO must be met, without reliance
on the provisions contained in the ACTION statements.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.6 The reserve shutdown system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the pressure
| of each helium gas bottle is at least 1500 psig.
! b. At least once per 7 days by verifying that the pressure

of each ACM nitrogen bottle is at least 500 psig.

i
|

. - - -
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c. At least once per 92 days by: M3 0 M

1. Pressurizing each of the 37 RSD hoppers above,

reactor pressure, as indicated by operation of the
hopper pressure switch, -

2. Operating the ACM quick disconnect couplings, and

3. Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the
instrumentation which alarms at low pressure in the
RSD actuating pressure lines.

d. At least once per 366 days by performing a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the gas pressure instrumentation.

e. At least once per REFUELING by:

1. Demonstrating that each subsystem is OPERABLE by
actuating each group of pressurizing valves from the.

control room and verifying that the valves open.
The capability of pressurizing the corresponding
hoppers need not be demonstrated during this test.,

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the RSD hopper
pressure. switches at the time of control rod drive _

preventive maintenance (Specification 4.1.1).

3. Visually examining the pipe sections which require
disassembly and reassembly within the refueling,

penetrations, after they have been disassembled for
preventive maintenance (Specification 4.1.1), and
veri fying that there is no deformation or corrosion
that could affect RSO system OPERABILITY.

,Removt0 Pasm m coge avaws. Tw S AeNetwGj
4. Functionally testing two RSD assemblies out of the

4core. One assembly shall contain 20 weight %
boronated material and the other 40 weight %
boronated material. The tests consist of
pressurizing the RSD hopper to the point of
rupturing the disc and releasing the poison
material.

-
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Dage 3/4 4i{lfl[y
l)lt.

NOV 3 01985
The absorber material from the tested RSD hoppers

O shall be visually examined for evidence of boric
acid crystal formation and chemically analyzed for
boron carbide and leachable boron content. Failure
of a RSD assembly to perform acceptably during

.

functional testing or evidence of extensive boric
acid crystal formation will be reported to the
Commission within 30 days per Specification 6.9.

f. Following entry of condensed water into any RSD system
hopper (s), by performing the Surveillance Requirements
identified in Specification 4.1.6.e 4.

,

e

|

!

.

{
i

|

- - - -
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION t.C0 3.1.6/SR 4.1.6

MOV 3 01985
The reserve shutdown (RSD) system must be capable of achieving
reactor shutdown in the event that the control rod pairs fail toinsert.

After extended power operation, the RSO system must add
sufficient negative reactivity to overcome the temperature defect
between 1500 and 220 degrees F, the decay of Xe-135, the buildup
of Sm-149, and some decay of Pa-233 to U-233.

j

The core reactivity increase due to core cooldown and Xe-135
decay occurs within a few days and was calculated to be between
0.089 delta k and 0.081 delta k, at the beginning and end of the

!initial cycle, respectively, and about 0.076 delta k for the mid '

cycle of the equilibrium core. The reactivity increase is
largest in the initial core where the thorium loading is high and
decreases through the first six cycles to a minimum value for the
equilibrium core. The reactivity increase due to Sm-149 buildup
and Pa-233 decay occurs over several weeks to months and
increases the core excess reactivity for the equilibrium core by
about 0.007 delta k during the first 14 days, and by about 0.024
delta k after a few ' months, including full Pa-233 decay.
Therefore, the reactivity control requirement for the RSD system,
including an. allowance of 0.01 delta k for SHUTDOWN MARGIN, in
the absence of any control rod pairs being inserted is 0.098

.

delta k for the initial core and 0.093 delta k for the['t equilibrium core after 14 days of Pa-233 decay and 0.121 delta k
and 0.110 delta k after full Pa-233 decay. (FSAR Section 3.5.3).

The calculated worth for the RSD system as noted in FSAR Section
3.5.3 is at least 0.13 delta k in the initial core, and 0.12 -

delta k in the equilibrium core. Although not summarized in the
! FSAR, the calculated worth for an inoperable RSD unit is about

0.020 delta k, which reduces the total worth to 0.110 delta k, in
the initial core and 0.100 delta k in the equilibrium core, which
is sufficient to ensure SHUTDOWN during the first 14 days of Pa-
233 decay.

Generally, inoperable RSO units are capable of being restored to
OPERABLE status within 24 hours. However, in the unlikely event
that an inoperable RSD unit cannot be restored to OPERABLE within
this time, there is adequate time (at least 14 days due to the
slow Pa-233 decay as discussed in the BASIS for Specification
3.1.3) following a shutdown using the RSD system, to allow for
corrective action of changing out a CR0 assembly.

|

0

- - -
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Ensuring SHUTOOWN MARGIN requirements for a CORE $IEM/EMd5

O. TEMPERATURE greater than or equal to 220 degrees F is acceptable
and provides for changing out a Control Rod Drive (CRD)assembly, if necessary. Under normal conditions when the reactor
has been operated for several months (which is required for Pa-
233 buildup), a CORE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE greater than 220 degrees
F is retained - for a period of 2-4 weeks even with the CORE
AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE as low as 100 degrees F. This is
adequate time for the replacement of a CRD assembly.

Two or more RSD units may be inoperable for 24 hours to provide a
reasonable time for repair. This is permissible because the
control rod pairs are available to shut down the reactor in the
unlikely event that a shutdown would be required during this
short period of time.

A minimum pressure of 1500 psig in the individual helium gas
bottle supplies is adequate because the pressure required to
burst the rupture discs is 1100 psig (FSAR Section 3.8.3). The
rupture discs are designed and have been tested to burst at a
differential pressure of 165 plus or minus 50 psi.

A minimum pressure 'of 500 psig in the ACM nitrogen bottles is
adequate because the required set pressure is 220 psig. A set
pressure of 220 psig is based on stroking a bank of 10 RSD valves

-

one time and keeping the regulator fully open. This value also
compensates for minor line losses and system leakages.

N Each of the 37 RSD hoppers shall be pressurized above reactor
pressure at least once per 92 days. Two redundant pressurizing
valves will be opened using local test switches and the
corresponding hopper pressure observed to increase. To prevent
releasing absorber material, the high pressure gas cylinder is-

isolated and the pressurized actuating line is vented prior to
the test. Pressurization is accomplished using test gas at a
pressure differential of approximately 40-70 psi above reactor
pressure, which is below the 115 psi differential pressure
required to rupture the disc. The hopper pressure should

! increase at least 10 psi above reactor pressure, as indicated by
the hopper high pressure alarm.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will be performed on the low pressure
alarm instrumentation at least once per 92 days to ensure that
the minimum require rupture gas pressure can be monitored.

A CHANNEL CALIBPATION will be performed on the gas pressure
instrumentation at least once per 365 days to ensure reliable
monitoring of the helium and nitrogen gas supplies.

O
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In the event that condensed waterentersintoanyRNddt$mf\ hoppers, (and during each refueling outage) two RSD hoppers shall
\ be functionally tested out of the core. One assembly will

contain 20 weight percent and the other 40 weight percent
boronated inaterial . The RSD hopper will be pressurized to the
point of rupturing the disc and releasing the poison material.
The material will be visually examined for boric acid
crystallization and chemically analyzed for boron carbide and
leachable boron content. '

At each refueling, each group of pressurizing valves will be
actuated from the control room to verify that the valves open.

At each refueling, the RSD hopper pressure switches which measure
the pressure differential between the hoppers and the reactor
will be calibrated as individual control and orifice assemblies
are removed ?'rm the reactor for servicing and maintenance.
These switches alarm high pressure for pressurization testing or
actual system operation.

The refueling penetration pipe sections will be visually examined
for deformation and corrosion following disassembly for refueling
or mai.tenance.

.

O<

.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS l

HOV 3 0 ISB"a
3/4.1.7 REACTIVITY STATUS

1

|
.

-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.7 The difference between the observed and expected core excess
reactivity, shall not exceed 0.01 delta k.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With a core reactivity difference greater than the above
limit, t ... LJT 1'" within 12 hours:
4. ge w sW U Too* 6 4'8

gggigg m g M44W PEA IfECIFICAT1oM 3.l.3,
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.7 a. At each startup upon reaching initial criticality, 100*; of
.

RATED THERMAL POWER, and at least once per 7 days while in
-

POWER, the reactivity status of the core shall be determineds,

and compared with expected reactivity to ensure that the
i above limit is satisfied. The expected reactivity is based'

upon current core burnup at full power, and therefore
reactivity must be normalized to a calculated reactivity for
that core burnup.

| b. The requirementsofSpecification4.0./arenotapplicable.
4

l

.

.

N
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.1.7/SR 4.1.7 HOV 3 0 E85
An unexpected and/or unexplained change in the observed core'b excess reactivity could be indicative of the existence of
potential safety problems or of operational problems. Any
reactivity anomaly greater than 0.01 delta k would be unexpected,
and its occurrence shall be thoroughly investigated and
evaluated. The value of 0.01 delta k is considered to be a safe
limit since a SHUTOOWN MARGIN of at least 0.01 delta k with thehighest worth control rod pair fully withdrawn is alwaysmaintained (Specification 3.1.3).

Normalization to an initial base steady state core condition will
eliminate discrepancies due to manufacturing tolerances,
analytical modeling approximations and deficiencies in basic data
at the beginning of operation. Short term reactivity changes
involving the reactivity worth of Sm-149, Xe-135, Pa-233 and fuel
temperature can be evaluated explicitly as a function of reactorpower / flow history. However, long term reactivity effects
involving fuel and lumped burnable poison depletion and fission
product poison buildup can only be evaluated via a long term base
reactivity- curve generated as a function of core burnup.Consequently, to evaluate short term changes in core reactivity,-
values must be normalized to a base reactivity for theappropriate core burnup.

.

The calculated base reactivity curve for use with each cycle as'O weil as any changes to this data during the cycle will be\ approved by the NFSC prior to use. This will ensure that thecause for all calculated changes is adequately understood andcontrolled.
:

The specified frequency of the surveillance check of the core
reactivity status will ensure that the difference between the; observed and expected core reactivity will be evaluatedregularly.

|

|

|

|

|

|
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20V 3 $85m CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS
\

3/4.2.1 CORE IRRADIATION

--~ .... ... . ... . .

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.1 The maximum in-core irradiation of the fuel elements,
control rods, and reflector elements immediately adjacent to
the active core shall not exceed the equivalent of 1800
Effective Full Power Days (EFP0s).

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With the in-core irradiation lifetime of any fuel element,
control rod, or reflector element adjacent to the active
core exceeding the above limit be in SHUTDOWN within 72
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

h v e r ! f e' e d c.a l c o 12T ie
4.2. Prior to enterin STARTUP following each refueling, it shall

be determined t at the in-core irradiation lifetime of all
fuel elements, control rods, and reflector elements adjacent
to the active core will be less than the above limit for the
duration of the next cycle.

.

-4

l
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.1 / SR 4.2.1

h The integrity of the fuel particle coatings and graphite
dimensional changes is dependent on many variables. Prime -

variables are the total burnup accumulated by the coated fuel
particle and the fast fluence. Limiting the allowable
irradiation lifetime to 1800 EFPDs will ensure that the coated
fuel particles and graphite will remain within the
demonstrated irradiation test values. The burnup and
irradiation test results (FSAR Appendix A.2) are generally
described in terms of percent Fissions per Initial Metal Atom
(FIMA) for both the fissile and fertile particles.

The basis for the design lifetime for the fuel elements,
control rods, and replaceable reflector elements is described
in Sections 3.2 and 3.8 of the FSAR. For the fuel and
reflector elements (FSAR Section 3.2.2.2), consideration is
given to mechanical loads and stresses for handling,
supporting, earthquakes, thermal and irradiation
differentials, and steam reactions during both steady state
and transient operation. The elemtnts' integrity will be
sufficient to permit safe removal from the core after 1800

'

EFFOs of operation.

For the control rods (FSAR Sections 3.2.2.6 and 3.8.1.2), this .

litetime will ensure that reactivity control is maintainedp if the control rods are inserted for the total duration,evel

(] witt:out any significant loss of absorber worth or structural
' or functional deterioration.

Since the in-core irradiation lifetime of the fuel elements,
control rods, and replacement re flector- elements is not
readily determinable by plant operations, it can be determined

i using the Fort St. Vrain Fuel Accountability System (FSVFAS).
This system is updated semi annually and for each refueling by
using the calculated data which is generated for inventory
purposes. Determination by evaluation that this specification
will not be exceeded during the next cycle of operation will
ensure compliance. The core irradiation limit of 1800 EFPDs
is related to a residence time in the core for each element.

.

| J
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS DEC 2 3 rE5

\ 3/4.2.2 CORE INLET ORIFICE VALVES / REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.2 The INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE shall not
exceed:

a. With the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE greater than or
equal to 950 degrees F:

1. The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE plus 50 degrees
F, for:

a) Any of the nine regions whose inlet orifice
valves are most fully closed, and

b) Any -region with control rods inserted more than
2 feet.-

'

2. The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE plus the,

Lp mismatch limit shown in Figure 3.2.2-1 for any,

remaining region.

b. With the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE less than 950
degrees F:

The CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE plus 400 degrees F
and the conditions of Specification 3.2.4 must be met

i for all 37 regions.
l APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

a. With an INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE
exceeding the above limits by less than 50 degrees F,
restore the out-of-limit condition within 24 hours, or
be in SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hours.-

V

_
__ ._ . _ _ _ .__
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b. With an INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET T RTR
g exceeding the above limits by greater than or equal to

50 degrees F, but less than 100 degrees F, restore the
out-of-limit condition within 2 hours, or be in SHUTOOWN
within the next 12 hours.

c. With an INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE
exceeding the above limits by greater than or equal to.,g;, 100 deorees F_ i--^d' Me% initiate a reduction in
THERMAL POWER and restore the out-of-limit condition, or#'go mia be in SHUT 00WN within 12 hours.

u

(
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.2 All INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES shall be
determined to be within the above limits at least once per
12 hours, by obtaining the INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION
OUTLET TEMPERATURES as determined from either the region
outlet temperature thermocouples or from the calculated-
value using the COMPARISON REGION- W h en d eT e e vn i n i nj

re9 on o uT I n T T e rw p e r 2 T v r e 5 -fof-
'i

'

O a > >2 -' '' t" a" ' ' 9
J

r
(

lIf the measured region outlet temperature in any of Regions ~

'

20 and 32 through 37 is higher than that based upon the
; COMPARISON REGION conditions, the measured INDIVIDUAL

REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE 4+ assumed to be
Correct. #b *
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.2 / SR 4.2.2

During the rise-to power and fluctuation testing above 70%
power, the difference between the measured INDIVIDUAL
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE of any region and the
CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE at 100% power was maintained
within the limits of Specification 3.2.2. The limits in
this Specification are more conservative than those used to
develop Specification 2.1.1 and those contained in this
Specification at the time the testing was conducted. In
addition, Specification 3.2.2 directly limits the maximum
region outlet temperature to 1,555 degrees F, which is
consistent with Table 3.6-1 of the FSAR. By requiring that
the limits in Figure 3.2.2-1 be met, maximum fuel
temperatures are kept within the values stated in the FSAR
regardless of the power level or the amount of core bypass

,

flow which may exist.

Ouring power operation with a CORE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE less than 950 degrees F, sufficient over-cooling
of the core is provided with a plus 400 degrees F deviation
between the maximum INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE and the CORE. AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to-
ensure that Specification 2.1.1 remains valid and that the
integrity of the fuel particles is preserved.

.

g The ACTION times provided for corrective action when
b; temperatures exceed the limits of the Specification,

represent conditions significantly below the core SAFETY
LIMIT determination, Specification 2.1.1.

A COMPARISON REGION is a core refueling region whose power,
flow rate, and coolant outlet temperature characteristics
are used to determine the outlet temperature of a region for
which the measured INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE is unreliable. Experience has shown that'

Regions 20 and 32 through 37 have the potential for
significant discrepancies between measured and actual
INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE. These
discrepancies are caused by a transverse flow of relatively
cool helium from the core reflector interface in the region
outlet thermocouple sleeve. This flow passes over the
region outlet thermocouple assemblies of these regions and
depresses the indicated outlet temperature.

___
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To compensate for these potential transverse flow-induced

O temperature measurement errors, Regions 20 and 32 through 37
shall have their region outlet temperatures determined by
the power and flow rate characteristics of other regions -in-
the core referred to as COMPARISON REGIONS. The COMPARISON
REGION method of operation was first developed for use
during rise-to power and fluctuation testing above 70%
power, in test procedure RT-500K. Experience obtained
during that test indicated that, by the use of COMPARISON
REGIONS, Regions 20 and 32 through 37 can be operated in a
manner consistent with the original reactor design intent
and consistent with the criteria upon which Specification
2.1.1 is nased.

If the measured region outlet temperature in any of Regions
20 and 32 through 37 is higher than that based upon the
COMPARISON REGION conditions, the measured INDIVIOUAL
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE is assumed to be
correct. -

The region outlet temperatures are dependent on power
density and coolant flow rate within each refueling region.
The region power density is dependent primarily on the
control rod configuration, and the coolant flow rate within
each region is controlled by the core inlet orifice valve
position. The control rod and orifice valve position ,

,
. configuration is determined by the reactor power level'

rather than by variations in fission product poisons or core
burnup, which are slowly varying. Therefore, monitoring thes

region outlet temperatures once per shift (12 hours) forchanges in reactor power will ensure that the temperature
limits in Specification 3.2.2 can be satisfied.

O
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE A.H9 FLOW LIMITS

k 3/4.2.3 CORE INLET ORIFICE VALVES / COMPARISON REGIONS

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.3h[he measured Region Peakir_ Factor (RPFi thall not be less
[ than 00% of the calculated r any region used as a
(COMPARISONREGIONy

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER

ACTION: With a measured RPF for a COMPARISON REGION less than 90". of
the calculated RPF, either:

a. Choose another COMPARISON REGION which is within the
limit, or

b. Increase the inferred INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET
TEMPERATURE for the region being controlled by a
COMPARISON REGION, by increasing the inferred primary --

coolant temperature rise (INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION
( A OUTLET TEMPERATURE minus CORE AVERAGE INLET

(Ny TEMPERATURE), by a percent amount greater than or equal
to the amount by which the measured RPF is less than 90%
of the calculated RPF.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.3 The calculated Region Peaking Factors (RPFs) shall be
determined according to the following schedule for each
REFUELING CYCLE:

a. Calculated RPF for power levels greater than 30% RATED
THERMAL POWER:

1. Prior to startup after each refueling,

2. At 20 plus or minus 5 Effective Full Power Days
(EFPD) after each refueling,

3. At 40 plus or minus 5 EFDPs after each refueling,
and
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4. At least once per 31 days thereafter, provided the j/, ,h core has accumulated 10 EFPDs since the previous ~

V calculation. If the core has not accumulated 10. '

EFPDs since the previous calculation, it may be
deferred until the next applicable interval,

b. The percent RPF Discrepancy,(RPF meas - RPF calc) x 100
(RPF calc)

shall be determined according to the following schedule:

1. Above 30*4 RATED THERMAL POYER but prior to exceeding
40*4 RATED THERMAL POWER for the first time after
each refueling, and

2. Within a total elapsed time of 10 calendar days at
reactor power levels above 40*4 RATED THERMAL POWER
after completing any of the RPF calculations
required above. If the total elapsed time at
reactor power levels above 40". of RATED THERMAL
POWER does not exceed 10 calendar days prior to the

-

subsequent RPF calculation, the Percent RPF
Discrepancy evaluation is not required, but the
total elapsed time at reactor power levels above 40%
of RATED THERMAL POWER between Percent RPF -

Discrepancy calculations shall not exceed 45
calendar days.

.

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.3 / SR 4.2.3

/^\ ,
I

Q Use of COMPARISON REGIONS requires that conditions in the
COMPARISON REGION (power, flow rate, and outlet temperature) |be known. Region Peaking Factor (RPF) discrepancies result i

~

from combinations of errors or uncertainties in measured !region outlet temperature, region flow inferred from orifice
valve position, and calculated region power. Based upon
calculations from data obtained during the rise-to power
testing program, RPF discrepancies up-to 10% (positive or
negative) are not unexpected or considered to be excessive.
Using the COMPARISON REGION method of operation, only
excessively negative RPF discrepancies in a COMPARISON
REGION could result in prolonged, high fuel temperatures in
the region being operated with the COMPARISON REGION.

The requirement that the measured RPF is at least as large
as 90% of the calculated RPF ensures that any region being
used as a COMPARISON REGION, will not have large negative
RPF discrepancies, i.e., are not less than minus 10%.

The percent RPF discrepancy is defined as follows:

(% RPF discrepancy) = RPF measured - RPF calculated X 100%
RPF calculated -

p\ The calculated RPFs for Regions 20 and 32 through 37 and
\

(b their COMPARISON REGIONS will change during the REFUELING
CYCLE as fission product inventories saturate, fissile
material and burnable poison are depleted, and control rods
are withdrawn from the core. Evaluations based upon
operating experience gained prior to completion of rise-to-
power testing (i.e., Cycles 1 and 2 and part of Cycle 3)
indicate that the ratio of the calculated RPFs in Regions 20
and 32 through 37 to the calculated RPFs in COMPARISON,

| REGIONS as a function of control rod configuration, changes
gradually in a predictable manner during a REFUELING CYCLE.
A surveillance check of the calculated RPFs at the specified
frequency will ensure that appropriate RPFs c u tinue to be

i used in determining the region outlet temperature f:r
Regions 20 and 32 through 37.

In using the COMPARISON REGION method it is assumed that
the INDIVIOUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE for the

i

| region being controlled by a COMPARISON REGION is incorrect.
The correct value is determined from a calculation involving
inferred power and flow and the primary coolant temperature

j rise in the COMPARISON REGION as follows:

INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE equals the
inferred region temperature rise plus the CORE AVERAGE INLET
TEMPERATURE.

\

|
|

_ _ _ _ _
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- The inferred region temperature rise equals the ratio of

, [O calculated RPFs;
1,

(RPF REGION) -

(RPF COMPARISON REGION)

timos the ratio of the primary coolant flows

(Flow COMPARISON REGION)
(Flow REGION)

times the prima ry coolant temperature rise for the
COMPARISON REGION.

Therefore, if the COMPARISON REGION has an uncertainty
(percent of RPF discrepancy), the inferred region
temperature rise has to be increased to compensate for the
uncertainty. The ACTION statement ensures that this
uncertainty is included.

A surveillance evaluation of the percent RPF discrepancy
will provide ensurance that the requirements of
Specification 3.2.3 are being met for COMPARISON REGIONS.
The frequency for surveillance has been established based
upon conservative evaluation of potential fuel kernel
migration, which could occur if a region with an excessively

-

/ large, negative RPF discrepancy were used as a COMPARISON
4

REGION.

;

O
|

_ __
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('S CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS
(

3/4.2.4 CORE INLET ORIFICE VALVES / MINIMUM HELIUM FLOW
'

AND CORE REGION TEMPERATURE RISE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.4 The total reactor helium coolant flow or the helium coolant
temperature rise for all core regions, shall be maintained
within their respective Ifmits given in Table 3.2.4-1.

.

APPLICA3ILITY: LOW POWER *, STARTUP, AND SHUTDOWN **

ACTION: With any of the above limits exceeded, either:

a. Increase the region helium coolant flow and correct
the out-of-limit condition within 15 minutes, or

'

b. Be in at least SHUTOOWN within 1 hour, and adjust the
inlet orifice valves for equal region coolant flows
within the following 8 hours.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.4 At least once per 12 hours the total reactor coolant flow or
the helium coolant temperature rise through all core regions
shall be determined to be within their respective limits of
Table 3.2.4-1.

| * Applicable for power levels up to 25% RATED THERMAL POWER.
l

| **Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F.
l

's

V
|
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q Table 3.2.4-1 30V 3 0 W .

| Region Orifice | Reactor Pressure | Total Reactor Helium Coolant | 3
| Position | Helium Density | Flow or Helium Coolant | -

| | | Temperature Ri's'e 'Reqlilrements |
| || All regions set | Greater than 50 | The total reactor helium || for equal region | psia, with | coolant flow shall be greater |
| coolant flow | helium density | than equal to the minimum |
| EXCEPT | greater than- | allowable value shown on || Up to 5 regions | 60%. | Figure 3.2.4-1. || may have their | | || orifices further| | || open. | | |
| 1 I I| All regions set | Greater than 50 | The total reactor helium |
| for equal region | psia, with helium | coolant flow shall be greater |
| coolant flow | density less than| than or equal to the |
| EXCEPT | or equal to 60*.'. I minimum allowable value || Up to 5 regions | | shown on Figure 3.2.4-2 |
| may have their | | || orifices further| | [[ open. | | |
| | | 1

-

| All regions set | Less than or | The helium coolant temperature |
| for equal region | equal to 50 psia.| rise * througn any core region |g | coolant flow. | | shall not exceed 600 o grees |
| | | F. |
| | | || Not set for | Greater than | The helium coolant temperature [
| equal region | 50 psia. | rise * through any core region |
| coolant flow. | | shall not exceed the limit |
| | | shown in Figure 3.2.4-3. |
| | | || Not set for | Less than or | The helium coolant temperature |
| equal region | equal to 50 psia.| rise * through any core region |
| coolant flow. | | shall not exceed 350 degrees |
| | | F. |
1

I

I
| Helium coolant temperature rise equals INDIVIDUAL REFUELING*

REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE minus CORE AVERAGE INLET
'

TEMPERATURE.

|

'

.

b
|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.2.4 / SR 4.2.4 1

The minimum reactor helium coolant flow or the maximum core
region helium coolant temperature rise as a function of
calculated reactor THERMAL POWER (including power from decay
heat) have been specified to prevent very low helium coolant
flow rates through any coolant channel. Very low helium
coolant flow rates may result in laminar flow conditions with
resultant high friction factors and low heat transfer film
coefficients and potential for possible local helium flow
stagnation or reverse flow, which could result in excessive
fuel temperatures. (f,,s T

IThis specification addresses minimum flow requirements for all
coolant channels. Since low coolant flows exis t lower
reactor powers, its applicability is limited t pproximately
25% RATED THERMAL POWER. Since THERMAL POWER is continuously
generated by decay heat even after the reactor is shutdown,
the flow requirements are also applicable in SHUTDOWN. In
addition to this Specification, fuel integrity is ensured for
power levels from 0 to 100%, by limiting the INDIVIDUAL
REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURES to values given in
Specification 3.2.2.

The CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is the calculated average -

temperature of the core, including graphite and fuel, but not
( the reflector, that occurs following a loss of all forced

circulation of primary coolant flow. The calculation assumess

that all decay heat is retained in the core with no heat
transfer to the reflector, PCRV internals, or primary coolant.
If the decay heat is sufficiently low, the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE will not exceed 760 degrees F, even if all
primary coolant flow is terminated. This specific 1 tion is not
applicable in this case. Below this temperature, there is no
damage to fuel or PCRV internal components.

The limits of this specification have been developed based
upon a number of conservative assumptions. For the limits in
Figures 3.2.4-1 and 3.2.4.3, it was assumed that the primary
system was pressurized to full inventory (107.5 percent of

| design helium density was used in the analysis). At lower
densities higher region temperature rises and lower core

; coolant ficw are acceptable. Since startup operations can
proceed with lower helium densities, after the reactor has
been pressurized to greater than 100 psia, which corresponds
to about 30 percent helium inventory at 200 degrees F, flow
requirements were calculated for 60% helium density and are
given in Figure 3.2.4-2.

|

O
V

:
i

_-_ - _-_
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p Percent helium inventory equals
.|

0.373 x Reactor Pressure (psia) -

(Circulator inlet temperature (degrees F) plus 460) x 0.00213 '

The core inlet helium temperature used in the analysis covers
the range of 100-400 degrees F between 0 and 5% RATED THERMAL
POWER and 100-700 degrees F between 5 and 25% RATED THERMAL
POWER. These are reasonable assumptions for low power
operation.

In the analysis to determine the limits, the effects of heat
conduction between columns in a region, or between regions,
were conservatively neglected. Envelope values of RPF/ Intra
Region Peaking (3.0/1.25 and 1.6/1.61) were used to anticipate
worst case cond;tions considering all future fuel cycles.
Consistently conservative nominal values and uncertainties

used for bypass flows and measured parameters throughoutwere
the analysis. For the condition with orifice valves at any
position, the allowable region delta T is based upon a region
power density (P reg /P-core) equal to 0.4. For regions with
higher power densities, higher region delta T's are
acceptable.

Besides the minimum flow requirement curves with the orifices -

set for equal region flows in Figures 3.2.4-1 and 3.2.4-2,([] flow requirements are provided with a number of orifice valves
y/ positioned further open. These curves allow for a minimum

number of orifices stuck open as well as assisting in the
transition between equal region flows and equal region outlet
gas temperatures.

By monitoring the total reactor coolant flow when the orifices
are adjusted for equal region coolant flows, minimum flow
through each region at the appropriate power can be ensured.
When the orifice valves are adjusted to different positions,
minimum coolant flows can be ensured for each region by
monitoring the helium coolant temperature rise i- that region.

! For depressurized operations, limits are also specified to
| prevent very low helium coolant flow rates through any coolant

channel. These limits have been established based upon a 50
psia reactor pressure.

To ensure that flow stagnation in a fuel column or region does
not persist, an ACTION time of only 15 minutes is allowed to

i correct the out of limit condition.
I
1

!
l

V
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p The requirament to be in SHUTDOWN within 1 hour, and with the '!
(x orifices set 'or equal flows in an additional 8 hours is '

realistic bucause it takes approximately 4 - 6 hour's to set
the orifice valves from equal temperatures to equal region
flows. This is considered acceptable since there is
sufficient helium coolant flow from resideral heat in the
system following reactor shutdown, and the heat generation
rate has been minimized by reactor shutdown.

In performance of the surveillance, the total reactor helium
coolant flow is determined by calculation based on measured
circulator inlet nozzle low range delta P, temperature, and
pressure. This is consistent with the method used to
determine the required flow for the analysis. Procedures
require that the flow rate be monitored whenever the power
level is being changed to ensure that the requirements of this
specification are satisfied, but the surveillance is required
once per shift (12 hours) and is consistent with other -

specifications.

.

O
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS,

x 3/4.2.5 REGION CONSTRAINT DEVICES

q LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.5 The Region Constraint Devices (RCDs) shall be OPERABLE with:

All RCDs in place on top of the core,a.

b. All RCD pins engaged in the plenum elements, and

c. RCD structural integrity maintained.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With one or more RCDs inoperable, the reactor shall remain
in SHUTDOWN or REFUELING until the inoperable RCDs are
restored to OPERABLE status.

.

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.5 The Region Constraint Devices (RCDs) shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE during each refueling outage by:

.

a. Visually inspecting the upper core plenum from those
regions being refueled to ensure that the RCDs within
visible range are in place on top of the core.

b. Monitoring the fuel handling machine vertical location
coordinates and lifting force as RCDs are being removed
and installed, to ensure that the RCD pins engage in the
plenum elements and that they disengage as expected.
Upon reinstallation, the vertical location of the fuel
handling machine shall be within 3 inches of the

iexpected coordinates to verify proper engagement.

c. Visually inspecting at least two selected RCDs from the
regions being refueled to ensure that there are no
abnormal cracks, deformations, loose or missing parts,
or other visible defects affecting structural integrity.

OO
1

. 1
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.P.S / SR 4.2.5
-D>OQ Region Constraint Devices (RCDs), located on t'op of p'lenum

elements of generally three adjacent fuel regions, restrainregion movements in relation to one another by means of
centering pins inserted in the handling hole of the upper
plenum elements (FSAR Section 3.3.1.1). The RCDs are used
to limit horizontal movement of the fuel columns whichmitigates temperature fluctuations' in the primary coolant
circuit at the individual core region outlets as discussed
in Section 3.6.6 of the FSAR.

Visuall) inspecting the RCDs will ensure that they are
performing their design function by restraining the fuel
columns.

Monitoring the lifting force required to remove the RCOs
with the fuel handling machine will provide early
indications, should a phenomenon occur over time which might

-

eventually prevent them from moving with the fuel columns or
prevent their removal from the reactor.

.

Monitoring the vertical location coordinate ensures the RCDs
have been properly installed with the pins engaged in theplenum elements.

-

'O
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CORE IRRADIATION, TEMPERATURE AND FLOW LIMITS N bM E
3/4.2.6 POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.6 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO shall be maintained below the curve ofFigure 3.2.6-1.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER *

ACTION: During any individual transient, if the maximum POWER-TO-
FLOW RATIO exceeds the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1:

a. With the ruximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO less than or
equal to 1.17:

1. Restore the plant to below the curve of Figure
3.2.6-1 within 30 minutes, or

2. Be in' at least STARTUP within the next 12 hours, ' -

and
'

3. Perform the evaluation required by ACTION c below,

b. With the maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO greater than
1.17:

1. Reduce power so that the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO is-
reduced below 1.17 within 2 minutes plus any delay
time defined in ACTION c.1 below, or

2. Be in SHUTDOWN within the next 5 minutes, and

3. Perform the evaluation required by ACTION c below.

| * Applicable only above 15% RATED THERMAL POWER

- - - - -- --
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fQ c. Integration of Operating Times
') ;

1. As soon as practicable, but no more than 12 hours N

after any individual transient with the maximum POWER-
T0-FLOW RATIO exceeding Figure 3.2.6-1, for each fuel
segment .within the core, determine the total
Integrated Operating Times above the curve of Figure |

i

3.2.6-1. The total Integrated Operating Time shall be
the sum of all the individual Transient Operating
Times accumulated over the lifetime of each fuel
segment within the core, which are determined as
follows:

a) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Equal to 2.5

The individual Transient Operating Time shall be
that time interval from the point where the POWER-
T0-FLOW RATIO exceeds the limit of Figure 3.2.6-1,
until it drops below that limit,

b) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater than 2.5 and LessThan or Equal to 15:

The individual Transient Operating Time shall be -

that time interval from the point where the POWER-
T0-FLOW RATIO exceeds the limit of Figure 3.2.6-1,((n<

V) until it drops below 2.5, not including the first
100 seconds. The calculation of additional time
for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS less than 2.5 are given
in c.1.a above.

.

c) POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 15:

The individual Transient Operating Time shall be
that time interval from the point where the POWER-
TO-FLOW RATIO exceeds the limit of Figure 3.2.6-1,
until it drops below 2.5, not including the first
60 seconds. The calculation of additional time
for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS less than 2.5 are given
in c.1.a above.

2. Compare these total Integrated Operating Times with
the Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT of Specification 2.1.1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

i 4.2.6 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO shall be determined to be within theabove limits at least once per 12 hours.

'
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[ BASIS FOR LCO 3.2.6 / SR 4.2.6
\~

SL 2.1.1 limits the Integrated Operating Times of the -

summation of a number of individual 1_ransients, - The'
'~

fndividual transients are limited by LCO 3.2.6. Much of the
BASIS for LCO 3.2.6 is the same as the BASIS for SL 2.1.1, and
for brevity those parts of the Basis are not repeated here.

Basis for Curve of Figure 3.2.6-1

See Basis for SL 2.1.1.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Less Than or Equal to 1.17

For an individual transient with a maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO
above the curve of Figure 3.2.6-1 and less than or equal to
1.17, a 30 minute limit has been established from an operating
viewpoint as adequate f?r reactor operator action. This
provides sufficient conservatism since SL 2.1.1 allows a total
of 100 hours for the Integrated Operating Time of all such
transients. If the transient is not reduced below Figure
3.2.6-1 within 30 minutes, an orderly reduction in power to at
least STARTUP is appropriate.

Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Greater Than 1.17 and Less Than
.

'" g or Equal to 2.5
,

'-
The minimum time to prevent exceading the SAFETY LIMIT curve
of Figure 2.1.1-1 is 2 minutes, which occurs at POWER-TO-FLOW
RATIOS of 2.5.

.

To reach a POWER-TO-FLOW RAYIO of this magnitude through an
increase in core power, significant equipment malfunction or
failure, and/or significant deviations from operating
procedures would have to occur.

Therefore, a 2 minute limit on individual transients is
sufficiently conservative. For example, as can be seen from
Figure 2.1.1-1, sufficient time (at least 9 minutes) isavailable for the reactor operator to take corrective action
to prevent the core SAFETY LIMIT from being exceeded for
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS less than or equal to 2.0.

.

I

_ __ _ . . - .- . -_ -- .
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Basis for POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS Above 2.5

V
High core POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can also be obtained as a
result of a reduction or loss of primary coolant circulation.
The core negative temperature coefficient of reactiv'it9 -

provides an instrinsic means to reduce the core power and the
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and the plant control system will usually
initiate scram sequences in such cases. Nevertheless, for
brief periods of time prior to or during the scram, high
POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist. Due to the slow thermal
response of the core as a result of its high heat capacity,
these POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS can exist for shcrt periods of time
without significantly increasing fuel temperatures and fuel
kernel migration distances.

Under fast transient conditions, either abnormal rapid power
increases or sudden flow rate decreases, the allowable
Integrated Operating Times of Figure 2.1.1-1, which were
derived from steady state calculations, are not a meaningfulindicator of fuel kernel migration and fuel particle
integrity, i.e., they are overly conservative. Accordingly, a
delay period is appropriate for such transients. This delay
period represents the time required for the fuel to heat up
from normal operating temperatures to the steady state -

temperatures at higher POWER-TO-FLOW RATIOS represented by the
( core SAFETY LIMIT curve. This delay period can be allowed\ without compromising the integrity of the fuel. The behavior

of the core during numerous transients has been discussed in
the FSAR. The slow th~ermal response of the core is evident
from the analyses results shown in Chapter 14 and Appendix 0.
As a result of many transient ar.alyses, including those shown
in FSAR Section 14 and Appendix 0, the delay period has been
conservatively set at 100 seconds for transients resulting in
a maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO above 2.5 but less than or-equal
to 15, and 60 seconds if the maximum POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO is
greater than 15.

Basis for APPLICABILITY

APPLICABILITY is limited to power levels above 15'; RATED
THERMAL POWER, in that Figure 3.2.6-1 covers only the range of
15% to 100*; power. Specification 3.2.4, Core Inlet Orifice
Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to power levels below 15*;,
where core temperatures are lower.

.

.

O
:
!
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Basis for 12 Hours for Integral Evaluation in Action c.

%j .. ,

A

Following a deviation from the normal power-to-flow operating '
,

range, up to 12 hours are allowed by ACTION statement c to
perform an evaluation, determine if an Integrated Operating
Time Limit has been exceeded during the deviation, and
initiate an orderly shutdown. Twelve hours is considered a
sufficient period for determining if the added increment to
Integrated Operating Time caused by a transient has caused a
conservatively determined Integrated Operating Time limit to
be exceeded, because the plant will have either been shut down
or restored to normal conditions. An additional 12 hours of
operation under normal conditions will not significantlycontribute to any additional fuel failures.

.

ov

7
._ _ _ __ _. . _ - _
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NOV 3 0 Ts%EINSTRUMENTATION
-

O
C/ 3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

ANALYTICAL MOISTURE MONITORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.1 The following analytical moisture monitors shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Upon entry into and operation in STARTUP from SHUTDOWN,
two analytical system (or alternately PPS dewpoint
monitors placed in the " Indicate" mode) moisture
monitors shall be OPERABLE,and

b. Upon entry into and operation in STARTUP from LOW POWER,
one analytical system (or alternately PPS dewpoint
monitor placed in the " Indicate" mode) moisture monitor
shall be OPERABLE.

APpLICABLILITY: STARTUP

ACTION:
.

a. Upon entry into and operation in STARTUP from SHUTDOWN:

1. With only one moisture monitor OPERABLE, restore a
second monitor to OPERABLE status or be in SHUTOOWN,
LOW POWER or POWER within the next 12 hours.

'

2. With no moisture monitors OPERA 8LE:

a) Restore one monitor to OPERABLE status or be in
SHUTDOWN, LOW POWER, OR POWER within the next 4
hours, and

b) Restore a second monitor to OPERABLE status or
be in SHUTDOWN, LOW POWER, or POWER within 12
hours of the first monitor being made OPERABLE.

b. Upon entry and operation in STARTUP from LOW POWER, with
no moisture monitors OPERABLE, restore one monitor to
OPERABLE status or be in SHUTOOWN or LOW POWER within 4hours.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.1 The analytical system primary coolant moisture
instrumentation shall be demonstrated OPERA 8LE by:

a. Performance of a CHANNEL CHECK within 12 hours of
entering STARTUP from LOW POWER,

b. Performance . a CHANNEL CHECK less than 48 hours prior
to ente ir g STC TUP from SHUTDOWN,

c. Performai.m of a CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 48
hourswhileoperatinginSTARTg,

d. Verifying the sampling line flow rate is between 250 and
2500 cc/ minute, at least once per 7 days, when the
analytical moisture monitors are in use,

,

e. Verifying that the sampling line heat tracing is
energized, at once per 7 days, and

,

f. Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per
REFUELING CYCLE.

-

U
( NT LEAST ONCE 9eK4 Hovgi wmLe MEL4ltVG ON 11E PfS DEWfosM1' McNirodt

.

N

o
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'n BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.2.1 / SR 4.3.2.1 t)OV 3 O M
\C While starting up or shutting down the plant, primary

coolant analytical system moisture monitcrs are required
below 5% reactor power as backup to the PPS moisture 1

monitors (per Licensing Amendment Number 13) for )administration of Specification 3.4.3. A description of the i
moisture monitors can be found in Section 7.3.2 of the FSAR.
One moisture monitor is sufficient to detect primary coolant
moisture content on a continual ba s t.s . However, two are
specified to be OPERABLE for single failure considerations.

The analytical moisture monitor sample line is heat traced
to ensure that the limiting temperature for the sample line
will occur in the PCRV wall, ensuring that a coolant sample
will be delivered to the instruments under essentially the

Y& same conditions as the dew point moisture monitor sample.e

(, ,V Two analytical system moisture monitors (ME-9306, ME-9307)
will normally be in service sampling primary coolant. These

e-

analytical moisture monitors do not provide any automatic
protectiveaction) Alternate moisture monitors can also be
placed in service sampling primary coolant, such as through
re-alignment of a moisture monitor in the analytical system
or utilization of OPERABLE (as defined in Specification ~-
3.3.1) PPS dewpoint moisture monitors. The reactor operator

O) is required to take corrective action in the event of high
( moisture levels in the primary coolant while the plant is in'"

STARTUP.

Reactor operator action to shutdown the reactor in the event
of high moisture levels in the primary coolant system at
reactor power levels of 5% or less is acceptable because the
fuel graphite oxidation rate is low at 5% power (e.g., 0.4%
by weight in 8 hours, assuming water-saturated helium and
core hot streaks). As indicated by Figure 4.2 in Document
GA-A13677, Test and Evaluation of the FSV Dew Point Moisture
Monitors System, one of the limiting parameters for
determining required response times to shut down the reactor
in the' event of high primary coolant moisture is graphite
oxidation. The allowable weight loss of the hottest fuel
element in the core is 1%.

The 4 hour ACTION times are based on the time required to
limit grachtte oxidation to a small amount.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for demonstrating
OPERABILITY and for calibration of this instrumentation will
ensure the proper operation of these detectors.

%

- .-. . . _ - - - - - - - ~ _ _ .
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.2 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in
Table 3.3.2-1 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm / TRIPSETPOINTS within the specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3.2-1

ACTION:

a. With a radiation monitoring channel alarm / TRIP SETPOINT
exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.2-1, adjust the
setpoint to within the limit within 4 hours or declare
the channel inoperable,

-

b. With one or more radiation monitoring channels'a) inoperable, take the ACTION shown in Table 3.3.2-1, and,

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notc.
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.2.2 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL
CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
operations for the OPERATIONAL MODES and at the frequencies
shown in Table 4.3.2-1.

O

- - ---- - -
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 g|Gy30 fffs
V RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

MINIMUM.

CHANNELS APPLICABLE ALARM / TRIP MEASUREMENT |
INSTRUMENT OPERABLE MODES SETPOINT RANGE ACTION |

1. PROCESS MONITORS

a. Steam / Water Dump
Tank Monitors

Radiation Shine 1 P,L < 3.0 1 E-1 2
(RT-93250-12, mR/hr to 1 E+3

*

RT-93251-12) mR/hr

b. PCRV Relief Valve
Piping Monitor

Radiation Shine 1 P,L,S/U < 3.0 1 E-1 2
(RT-93252-12) mR/hr to 1 E+3

mR/hr

2. ACCIDENT MONITORING
.

O a. Reactor Building
Accident Monitoring

Refueling Floor- 1 P,L,S/U,R < 3.0 1 E-1 2
East Wall R/hr to 1 E+4
(RT-93250-14) R/hr

b. Reactor Plant 1 " L,5/" < 2.0 1 E-1 2,

Exhaust Filter ALL R/hr to 1 E+4
Monitoring R/hr,

| (RT-93251-1)

c. Criticality Alarm 1 Only when >5 1 cpm to 1
for the New Fuel new fuel ER/hr 5 E+5 cpm
Storage Building is being but < 20 (approx.

stored in mR/hr 2 E-4
the New mR/hr to
Fuel 1 E+2.

Storage mR/hr)
Building.

l

O
,

I
- . _ _ . - - - _ ._.- .-_ __. .. _ - - _ -

__ , - - _ _ _ _ .
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ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the
minimum channels OPERABLE requirement, place a portable
monitor equipped with an alarm in the area within 6
hours and notify potentially affected personnel.

ACTION 2 - With the number of OPERABLE channels less than the
minimum channels OPERABLE requirement, restore the
inoperable channel (s) to OPERABLE status within 7 days,
or be in SHUT 00WN within the next 36 hours.

.

b

e

|

{

i

|
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TABLE 4.3.2-1 bbb
O

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
j

CHANNEL MODES FOR WHICH
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL SURVEILLANCE IS

INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION TEST REQUIRED

1. PROCESS MONITORS

a) Steam / Water Dump D R M P,L
Tank Monitors
(RT-93250-12,
RT-93251-12)

b) PCRV Reitef Valve O R M P,L,S/U
Piping Monitor
(RT-93252-12) .

2. ACCIDENT MONITORING

a) Reactor Building 0 R M P,L,S/U
'

Accident Monitoringi

!
(RT-93250-14)

L

b) Reactor Plant 0 R M J , L , S/U- A1.L
Exhaust Filter '

(RT-93251-1)

c) Criticality Alarm W A M Only when
for the New Fuel new fuel

i Storage Building is being
!

stored in
{ the New

Fuel Storage
Building

i

|

O

__ ._- _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.3.2.2 / SR 4.3.2.2

Q The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensures
that: a) the radiation levels are measured in the areas
served by the individual channels, and b) an alarm is
initiated when the radiation level TRIP SETPOINT is
exceeded. The ACTIONS are commensurate with industry
practice for this type of equipment.

Process and area radiation monitoring systems that are
required to protect the health and safety of the public arelisted in FSAR Table 7.3-2 (FSAR 7.3.5.3). Additionally,
NUREG 0737 Item II.F.1.3 requires accident-monitoring;
containment high-range monitor. PSC installed a high-range
reactor building radiation monitor which also serves as a
criticality monitor (refueling floor-east wall) with an
uppe'r limit of 1 E+4 R/hr (RT-93250-14). The refueling
floor east wall monitor (RT-93250-14) and the reactor plant
exhaust filter monitor (RT-93251-1) may be used for Design
Basis Accident Number 2, Rapid Depressurization of the
Primary Coolant System. (Ref. FSAR Amendment 24
Attachment B). When new fuel is stored in the new fuel
storage building, a criticality monitor is located in the
building, with an upper limit of 5 E+5 cpm. (5000 cpm
equals approximately 1 mR/hr). -

The basis for the instrument groupings in Table 3.3.2-1 is,
' as follows:

a. Process monitoring addressed elsewhere in the Technical
Specifications, as indicated below, are not included in
Table 3.3.2-1. The process monitoring given in FSAR.
Table 7.3-2 is addressed in the following manner *:

1. Table 3.3.2-1 includes the steam / water dump tank
monitors and PCRV relief valve piping monitor, which
are not addressed elsewhere in the Technical
Specifications.

While Table 7.3-2 is titled Process and Area Radiation
*

Monitors, they are herein functionally considered to all
be process monitors.

[
\
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2. Radioactive gaseous effluent monitoring includes the

(O following, for which requirements are given in
1 Specification 8.1.1. This includes control room

ventilation system recirculation control on high
radiation (FSAR Section 7.3.5.2).

a) Ventilation exhaust monitors - RT-7324-1, -2
RT-73437-1, -2
RT-4801
RT-4802
RT-4803

b) Gas waste header exhaust RT-6314-1, -2-

c) Secondary coolant air ejector- RT-31193

3. Radioactive liquid effluent monitoring includes the
following, for which the requirements are given in
Specification 8.1.2 and Specification 8.1.3.

a) Radioactive liquid waste RT-6212, 6213-

discharge
.

b) Gas waste compressor cooling - RT-46211, 46212
water activity

4. The secondary coolant reheat steam piping monitors
.

lq (RT-93250-10, -11; RT-93251-10, -11; and RT-93252-
Uj 10, -11) are included as part of the PPS loop

'

shutdown (Specification 3.3.1).

5. The reheater / steam generator interspace process
monitors (RT-2263 and RT-2264) have requirements as
specified in Specification 3.6.1.5.

b. The accident monitoring instruments included in Table
3.3.2-1 involve the high range reactor building
radiation monitor (RT-93250-14), the reactor plant
exhaust filter monitor (RT-93251-1), and the criticality
alarm for the new fuel storage building.

|

| x

__ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .
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'

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for CHANNEL CHECK,
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION conform to

4

industry practice and the SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS given in
the Standard Technical Specifications for LWRs and are
therefore considered adequate to ensure the proper operation*

of these detectors.

The ACTION statement is consistent for comparable
instrumentation in the LWR Standard TechnicalSpecifications.

4

.
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SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.3 The seismic monitoring instrumentation shown in Table
3.3.2-2 shall be OPERABLE.

ApplICA8ILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE seismic monitoring
instruments less than the minimum instruments OPERABLE
requirement for more than 30 days, prepare and submit
a Special Report to the Commission _oursuant to ,,

Specification 6.9.2 within the next ,RTfdays outlining' p
the cause of the malfunction and the plans for
restoring the instrument (s) to OPERA 8LE status. -

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
'( not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

4.3.2.3.1 Each of the seismic monitoring instruments shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL
CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.2-2.

4.3.2.3.2 Following a seismic event, all of the seismic monitoring,

! instruments shall be restored to OPERABLE status within 24
hours and the calibration of the vertical seismic triggers

VI A A shall be checkedAwithin 5 days following the seismic event
^

C.p NNEL (out of tolerance vertical seismic triggers shall beS ~

defined inoperable). Data shall be retrieved fromWNN- actuated instruments and analyzed to determine the.
| TE 21~ magnitude of the vibratory ground motion. Upon the
i

*
actuation of a seismic trigger due to a seismic event, a
Special Report shall be prepared and submitted to the

! Commission pursuant to Specification Q 2 within )8 W D
i describingthemagnitude,frequencygindre,sultant effect

u po n C4. . . ' " -" "--- - " ' + = = mad ~------"
A

( UNIT f tMuAtS ImrtATAuf 70 SAFETY,

.- . - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - . . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - _ . _ _ _
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MINIMUM
INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
SENSOR LOCATIONS SETPOINT RANGE OPERABLE

1. Triaxial Time-History
2Accelerographs and

Vertical Seismic
Triggers

a. PCRV Support Ring * 5 0.015g -Ig to +1g
b. Top of PCRV* 1 0.015g -1g to +1g

c. Visitors Center 5 0.015g -1g to +1g

7. SEISM 0 Scopes 2
A.PCRV S u n0NT &* N/A
b. Tor oF Pcgv N/A -

g c . Vis :Torf CcmsA N/A

*With control room alarm
;

; o
,

, - - - . - . , - . _ _ , - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . _ . . - - - - - - _ . - - - - -
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'

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHANNEL CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL

INSTRUMENTS AND SENSOR LOCATIONS CHECK CALIBRATION TEST

1. Triaxial Time-History
Accelerographs and

i

Vertical Seismic
Triggers

a. PCRV Support Ring ** )(M* 18 Mos. SA

b. Top of PCRV** 7M* 18 Mos. SA *

c. Visitors Center gM 18 Mos. SA

1. SE11MO S toMI
,

| q. Pcnv surMr Pts M A h'|"
i b. To r *F fC RV M A "/*'d C. vssureAt CcMrA M A W/A

,

"Except seismic trigger
,

**With control room alarms
.

5

O :
.

>
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( )

The OPERABILITY of the seismic instrumentation ensures that' ''
sufficient capability is available to determine the magnitude
of a Sefsnic event, the respor.se af the facility, and to sound*

an alarm in the event that a disturbanca Greater than the
setpcint is experienced, (The minimum instruments OPERABLE
also reflects the need to send instruments off-cite forcalibration.) This cap 6'ility permits comparison of theo
measured response to that used in the design basis for the
facility to determine if plant shutdown or inspection is
necessary purtuant to FSAR Section 7.3, and the plant
emergen:y procedures.

The nominal setpoint for the vertical seismic triggers is
0.01g. The 0.015g figure in Table 3.3.2-2 reflects
instrumentation calibration tolerances.

The intervals specified for testing and calibration of the
seismic instrumentation are consistent with the Standardleennical Specificatiens fer LWR's ard industry practice and
are, therefore, considered adequate to ensure the instruments
operate as intendad.

31
A CHANNEL CHECK will be performed once per,SE' days to verify
the OPERABILITY of the battery pack and charger. The time-
history accelerographs including seismic triggers are sent tobs'

i

\ _ -) the manufacturer for calibration en an 18 nonth cycle (in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommandation). The

s

calibration of the seismic triggers is additionally verified
on-:ite. This on site calibration verificatien will also be
performed following seismic events which cause the instruments
to be actuated. Instruments so determined to be out of
calibratian will be sent to the manufacturer for CHANNEL
CALIBRATION.

The Special Report required in Specification 4.3.2.3.2 to be
submitted to the Commission following a seismic event does not
include response spectra data. Response spectrum data, when
deemed necessary, will be cbtain.ed by off-site digitization of
the film cata and subsequent data reduction which requires
several weeks. '--'"d"> ir *b4e ' a r a -+ '''''- "- --- "* a+
sf+--* cf the set cfc evant nn the ties; ' 5truc4ures_

,A yST9ms, and CompGnFUTs T 4 ited '"_I.Abl^ 1.d-l 0# *e C3 *fc
.
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t ]/ NOV 3 0 ESU 3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATICN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels shown
in Table 3.3.2-3 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE meteorological monitoring
channels less than the Minimum OPERABLE requirement for
more than 7 days, prepare and submit a Special Report to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within

/O f tne nexg)ff days outlining the cause of the malfunction
!

and the plans for restoring the channel (s) to OPERABLE
status.

b. The previsions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

, 4.3.2.4 The meteorological monitoring instrumentation channels!

required in Table 3.3.2-3, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by
the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
operations at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3.2-3.

Om

. - - . . - _ . . .- - - . _ __
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~

METEOROLOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

MIllIMUM
INSTRUMENT OPERABLE

-
.

,

1. WIND SPEED

a. Primary Tower - 10 meters 1*

'. Primary Tower - 58 meters
1

b
<

2. WIND OIRECTION

4. ' Primary Tower - 10 meters la.

b. Primary Tower - 58 meters -
1

3. DELTA TEMPERATURE -

Primary ToEer - 10/58 meters
1

a.
.

_ . . _ . -,
,

* The backup (NOAA 10 reter) tower may be used as an acceptable
alternate channel for.these parameters.

.
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HETEOR0 LOGICAL MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHANNEL
INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION

1. WIND SPEED

a. Primary Tower - 10 meters O SA

b. NOAA 10 Meter Tower - 10 meters 0* SA

c. Primary Tower - 58 meters O SA

2. WIND DIRECTION

a. F-imary Tower - 10 meters O SA

b. _NOAA 10 Meter Tower - 10 meters 0* SA

c. Primary Tower - 58 meters O SA

3. DELTA TEMPERATURE
.

a. Primary Tower - 10/58 meters O SA

The daily CHANNEL CHECK only has to be performed when*

the NOAA 10 meter tower is used as an alternate channel.

|

1

|

|
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The OPERABILITY of the meteorological instrumentation ensures that
sufficient meteorological data is available for estimating potential
radiation doses to the public as a result of routine or accidental
reletses of radioactive materials to the atmosphere. This !instrumentation provides the capability to evaluate the need for |

initiating proper protective measures to protect the health and
safety of ~the public, and as outlined in PSC letter P-82400, reflects
the guidance given in Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.23, |

Meteorological Programs in Support of Nuclear Power Plants, September
1980. The primary data for accident release dose assessment
calculations utilizes wind speed at 10 meters, wind direction at 10
meters and delta temperature (for atmospheric stability). The
remaining measurements serve as backups. The backup (NOAA 10 meter)
tower may be used to meet the Minimum OPERABLE channel requirement as
shown on Table 3.3.2-3. CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL CALIBRATION
frequencies applicable to the NOAA 10 meter tower are listed on Table
4.3.2-3.

:
The intervals specified for testing and calibration of the '

meteorological instrumentation ensure instrumentation OPERABILITY and
consistent with nuclear plant practice and recommendations givenare

in Proposed Revision I to Regulatory Guide 1.23, Meteorological
Programs in Support of Nuclear Power Plants, September, 1980. -

(
,
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.5 The fire detection instrumentation for each fire detection
area shown in Table 3.3.2-4 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: With the number of OPERABLE fire detection instrument (s)
for a fire detection area less than the minimum number
OPERABLE requirement of Table 3.3.2-4:

a. Within 1 hour establish a fire watch patrol to
inspect the area (s) with the inoperable instrument (s)
at least once per hour, -

p b. Restore the inoperable instr. ent(s) to OPERABLE
status within 14 days, or in lieu of any other report
required by Specification 6.9.1, prepare and submit a
Special Report to the Commission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2 within the next 30 days outlining
the action taken, the cause of the inoperablility and
the plans and schedule for restoring the
instrument (s) to OPERABLE status, and

c. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable.

!

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

3 3.1' A
4.3.2.5.1 Each f the required fire detection instruments listed in

Table d.:.2.4 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once
per 6 months by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
Fire detectors which are not accessible during plant
operation shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST during each

, SHUT 00WN exceeding 24 hours unless performed in the
( previous 6 months.
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NOV 3 0 5854.3.2.5.2 The fire detection supervised circuits associat.ed with the

detector alarms of each of the required fire detection
instruments listed in Table 3.3.2-4 shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at
least once per 6 months.

4.3.2.5.3 The non-supervised circuits associated with detector
alarms between the instruments and the control room shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days.

1

i
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( \
'y/ FIRE DETECTION INSTRUMENTS

TOTAL NUMBER MINIMUM
INSTRUMENT OF INSTRUMENTS

LOCATION INSTRUMENTS OPERABLE (Note 3)

.

1. Control Room 6 4

2. Auxiliary Electric Room 6 4(Note 1)Return Air Duct 1 1

3. 480 V Switchgear Room 6 4(Note 1)
4. Reactor Bldg "J" Wall:

Elevation 4756 to 4791 4 2
Elevation 4791 to 4829 4 2
Elevation 4829 to 4849 2 1 -

Elevation 4849 to 4881 2 1

(3'

( 5. Turbine Bldg "G" Wall:
'

Elevation 4791 to 4811 2 1
Elevation 4811 to 4829 2 1

6. Refueling Floor HVAC Intake 1 1

7. Reactor Building HVAC 10 6
Return Air Ducts

See Footnote explanation on following page.

J
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TOTAL NUMBER MINIMUM
INSTRUMENT OF INSTRUMENTS

LOCATION INSTRUMENTS OPERABLE (Note 3) |
.

8. Building 10:
Switchgear Room & Ground Level 6 4(Note 1)
Ground Level Under Mezzanine 5 4(Note 1)Battery Room 2 1(Note 1)

9. Radwaste Compacting & Storage Area 1 1

10. Hydraulic Valve Area (Level 6) 6 4

11. Hydraulic Power Unit (Level 1) 3(Note 2) 1 Smoke or
1 011 Mist
Detector
per Unit

12. Turbine Plant MCC2 & MCC3 2 1 -

i p 13. Service Water Pump Building 2 1

14. Circulating Water Makeup 2 1
Pump Building

15. Reactor Plant Exhaust Filter:
Filter IA 3 2(Notes 1,4)
Filter 18 3 2(Notes 1,4)
Filter 1C 3 2(Notes 1,4)

16. Diesel Generator Rooms:
Room 1A 2 1(Notes 1,4)
Room 18 2 1(Notes 1,4)

Notes to Table 3.3.2-4
4C.TUATE FISE

1. Detector (s) automatically suppression systert(;)g

2. includes one oil mist detector which samples from both.Hydraulic Power Units

3. Smoke detectors, unless otherwise indicated.
.

4. Heat Detectors

O
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OPERABILITY of the fire detection instrumentation ensures thatadequate warning capability is available for the prompt
detection of fires. This capability is required in order to-

detect and locate fires in their early stages. Prompt
detection of fires will reduce the potential for damage to
safety related equipment and is an integral element in the
ovarall facility fire protection program.

In the event that a portian of the fire detection
instrumentation is inoperable, the establishment of frequent
fire watch patrols in the affected areas is required to
provide detection capability until the inoperable
instrumentation is restored to OPERABLE.

The smoke detection and alarm systems provide detection and
alarm capability for the control room, auxiliary electric
equipment room, the 480 volt switch gear room, the congested
cable areas located at the "G" and "J" walls, selected reactor
building HVAC return air ducts, and selected safety related
equipment items.

Smoke detection will automatically initiate operation of the
Halon fire suppression system in the auxiliary electric room,
the 480 volt switch gear room, or the building 10 safety
related equipment areas.

Heat sensors associated with the reactor building exhaust
filters and diesel generator rooms will automatically initiate
operation of water spray and carbon dioxide suppression
systems respectively.

The Fire Hazards Analysis dated November 13, 1978 (P-78182)
forms the basis for installation of fire detectors.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified for this instrumentation
is consistent with industry practice for this type equipment
and ensures proper operation in the event of a fire.

-

.
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.7 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system and recording
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICA8ILITY: POWER and LOW POWER *

ACTION: With the above required instrumentation inoperable:
4 %,

a. Within 12 hours provide a back up means of recording3
data for computing the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO, and restore
the permanent recording instrumentation to OPERABLE
status within%s, or

71 % urs
b. Be in a condition at which the LCO does not apply within

the next 12 hours.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are n
j applicablej. Jur! * 3 o per s T t en s w irls 2 boek=P
i -

|
. -

means e.T ree.ordins a sta -f o r
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEN 4 * * P wT < = 3 T h e. Pow E R- To- FLOW 8 A *-

4.3.2.7 The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO recording instrumentation shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by performance of a CHANNEL
CHECK,

;

b. At least once per REFUELING CYCLE by performance of a
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

* Applicable only above 15P. RATED THERMAL POWER.

++

O
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The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system and recording
instrumentation (XMS-11262-1 through XMS-11262-16, and XR-11262) provides an indication of the balance between theheat generation and removal within the primary coolant
system. The POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO measurement system includes
unique components, is not safety related (not PPS, Class I,
nor safe shutdown), and does not initiate any automatic
protective system or control system actions. It i: _
-;;;p...wi. a ,~;t :::fd -t cai+^-ing fae+e"==atst*:sv
e"-h :: LW" r:::t:- 2 0 : ! c.. . e >y u.io ..b;;;1ing m. , 3 ; ,r

f--i t:r , pr;;; c u , .. , 1;;;! , e t: . _

The OPERABILITY of the recording instrumentation ensures 'l

that sufficient capability is available to determine the
magnitude of a transient event affecting the POWER-TO-FLOW
RATIO. This capability permits a post-transient computer
calculation or manual computation of the integrated time of
the measured POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO transient and comparison
with the allowable integrated time limits in Specification
2.1.1. *

The Data Logger can provide backup for the strip-chart
recorder when the strip-chart recorder is out of service. -

However, long-term operation with the data logger as the
only POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO recorder is not desirable because
the Data Logger is not controlled under the Technical
Specifications. "; :: d:' ie ~ "fd:d, 0; 11 6 :-

;;;n _.-64aa ,.".pma.n.ee. u4c4 ; th; e
es+,4.4.; wit.wi.m

r; p i os.u..n c pa ru , cm. 'ht; i; ;;n-Jet-a* 'i+h +ha
I24',;r.waun Limu aaiyw w by ih; $ ' ' "'i ' "d 7 " h " i "2 l_!;;; t e t ;;,, ,,n : 4*w +h. nnms.- : Or:rf,0L .;;id:nt
mnnitorina chma e': 1- - +h-- J,. " n . , , , ,,, ,. ; ch:. ,:L:

-07:~ L;".4

Operation for 12 hours without a means of recording data for
computing the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIC is acceptable, since 12
hours of of operation at a POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO as abnormally
high as 1.4 is acceptable, per Figure 2.1.1-1.

Veri fying that the POWER-TO-FLOW is recording on a daily
basis during operation above 15% RATED THERMAL POWER is
adequate to ensure the instrument is recording properly. In
addition, any change in reactor power level, should produce
a change in the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO indication. A CHANNEL
CHECK daily, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the instrumentation
on a once-per-REFUELING CYCLE basis, is acceptable by
industry standards for this type of equipment.

._. .
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APPLICABILITY is limited to power levels above 15% RATED
THERMAL POWER, in that the POWER-TO-FLOW RATIO recorder is
only required in the range of 15% to 100f. power to ensure :

icompliance with Specification 2.1.1. Specification 3.2.4 |

Core Inlet Orifice Valves / Minimum Helium Flow, applies to
power levels below ISP., where core temperatures are lower,
and the POWER-TO-FLOW-RATIO recorder is not required.

.

|

|
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3/4.3.2 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

CORE REGION OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

WDefespEN I
3.3.2.8 At least twoA thermocouples for each INDIVIOUAL REFUELING

REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE indication shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: THE STmvS o F Titt coltE Powrit DlITB18viloN oft TME cogs.
Flow Distmsumou as Nor cHws.cp,og

a. With only one[ thermocouple OPERABLE, operation may
continueprovidedthathwithin24 hours:

A spare thermocouple is made OPERABLE within the
refueling region g #

.h earnearinuvaluath- ;mciurmea _ .

and the '
r on is deter

b. With none of the thermocouples OPERABLE, restore at
least one thermocouple to OPERABLE status within R o d
hou or be in at least SHUTOOWN within the next 24,

hou , sad .

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable, c.
'

for 7 days after reaching 2". RATED THERMAL POWER, to
allow CHANNEL CALIBRATION PAloA To Low F0W64 o pugh1)oM.

O
V
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4.3.2.8 Each core region outlet thermocouple shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by performing a CHANNEL
CHECK,

b. At least once per 92 days by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST on the high temperature alarm, and

c. At least once per 18 months with the reactor power
greater than 2% RATED THERMAL POWER and stable core

(temperatured by performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The 4provisions or Specification 4.0.grare not applicable for
7 days after reaching 2% RATED THERMAL POWER.

' f RtoK To Low fow R of&tNTIoA0
=_

.

a

|
*

.
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j The region outlet temperatures are determined by the region
outlet thermocouples. These thermocot,ple measurements form
the basis for adjusting the region flow orifices, and thus,
the coolant flow through each refu0 ling region. Together
with the overall coolant flow, averall core power, orifice
position, and control rod ind kators they are used to ensure
acceptable fuel temper 4t.ures during POWER. A complete
description of the temperature measuring system as well as a
discussion of the impact that failures within that system
have on fuel temperatures is given in FSAR Section 3.6.7.

Any failure of the temperature measuring system is of little
consequence, provided the status of the core power
distibution or the core flow distribution is not changed.
Short-term changes in the core power distribution can only
be obtained by power level changes and/or anticipated or
accidental control rod movement. Flow distribution changes
can only be caused by changes in the orifice position. With
the loss of all thermocouple readings from single regions or
the total core, analytical data, as well as operating.

experience gained during power operation, is available to
evaluate the power distribution in the reactor for a period
of days, if the power level is not changed and control rod -

movements are kept to a minimum.
'

The complete loss of all temperature indication from aL single region is highly improbable. Two independent
thermocouples from each region will be simultaneously
readable. Failure of one of these thermocouples leaves the
operator the same flexibility for reactor operation as he
has with both thermocouples operating and only temporarilyi

reduces the reliability of the measurement. Therefore the
specified ACTIONS and ACTION times within this specification
are acceptable.

-

- - _ - - - _ _ _ _ ___ - _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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NOV 3 0 SESLong term thermocouple drift is estimated to be less than or

O equal to 15 degrees F per year. This drift was included in
the measurement uncertainty of plus or minus 50 degrees F
used to establish Specification 3.2.2. With this
measurement uncertainty, a root mean square difference of
greater than or equal to plus or minus 75 degrees F would be
an indication of a faulty measurement. Daily CHANNEL CHECKS
and an 18 mcnth CHANNEL CALIBRATION are considered adequate
since the expected dri f t in calibration is small and hasbeen included in establishing Specification 3.2.2 (FSAR cAusMATwSection 7.3.3). The CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed by wet oglocating a calibrated thermocouple within a . tube g h p ,m,7
ye: , cut'. * th g e: cup'.: p ;md,', y 6 phe game, s w a y i e r. * * Coot.Avr1.: regier, e n . n ...er eeewp.e .v. catn vi me as w.e 7g,g773re;; e.. ;, Consequently, it can require up to 7 days for wsmsmcompletion. In addition, the reactor power shall be greater An.w.e.ur r,
than 2*." with the core temperature stable (thermal we
equilibrium), so that the calibration is performed at near Wwv eert.1,
normal operating temperatures. WsT4ttep

mntmecoveter
Each INDIVIDUAL REFUELING REGION OUTLET TEMPERATURE is OF ANT
equipped with an audible and visual high temperature alarm M.EAoA/(FSAR Sections 7.3.3 and 3.6.7). A quarterly CHANNEL CoVEECD
FUNCTIONAL TEST of this abnormal alarm is considered M NT
adequate since actual conformance with the temperature A53cM8LL -limits of Specification 3.2.2 is accomplished utilizing

O temperature indications on both the control panel and Data
Logger. This test will be performed by manually adjusting
the setpoint to actuate the alarm.

,

O

_ _ _ _ _ __- . - - - -
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3 THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX TEMPERATURE MONITORING.

,.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3 The temperature of the control room, auxiliary electric
equipment room, and the 480 volt switchgear room shall be less
than 115 degrees F.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: With one or more of the above areas exceeding 115 degrees
Fi fM n;-- %J W = : -

. Declare the equipment in the area inoperable an
app appropriate ACTION requirement (s) the
inoperable eqttpme and

b. Perform an -engineering evaluation etermine the -

e of the out-of-limit temperature the(
service life of the equipment located in the area. Jl

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3 At least once per 24 hours, the temperature in each of the
above areas shall be determined to be less than 115 degrees F.

A. FOR MonE TMAN BL6.wr WovRs, rggpAgt Awo susMsT 4 sfec M., REfoAT To TliE c_eMMISileN
PURsvArrr TO SPECIFICAf tov s.S.1 WIT 14W T19e Nexy so p Ays PAoviosus. A nacono
OF THE AMOUNT B1 WHICH AND TMG CUM VLATWE TIME THE rEMMRATURe. IN Tile
AFFECTED ARE A E.XCGEP ED 175 LIMIT AVD 4M 444L4 315 To DE MONST4TE THE
CoNTtNUEp OPEthsiLITY op.TnE Appectep Est uf fMENT,

__

b, S1 MoKE.T%AN 30*F,tN ADD ITsoN 'I'o Tue 3,PeCIAL REPORT REQUIRED AsovE
3

WlT*N 4 hours E:ITNER gesTDgg rue Age 4 TD WITHiM TT5 TEb1PERATURE
LIMlY eR, DECL4RE TifE EQulPMe WT IN THE AFFECTED AREA IN o fE R48LE.,

O
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The limiting temperatures in the THREE ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX
are established to ensure no overtemperature condition exists
which could cause damage to essential instrumentation and-

control equipment. Satisfactory operation of safety related
control and electrical equipment located in the THREE ROOM
CONTROL COMPLEX for temperatures up to 120 degrees F is
discussed in FSAR Section 7.4.1.

Exposure to excessive temperatures may degrade equipment and
may cause a loss of its OPERABILITY. The temperature limits
inc.lude an allowance for instrument error of 5 degrees F.

The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL specified ensures adequate
monitoring of temperatures in the designated plant areas.

.

.

.
-
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PRIMARY COOLANT

g p3 0 ag$
.

^
3/4.4.1 PRIMARY COOLANT ACTIVITY

|
1

%

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION %.. !,
,

3.4.1 The primary coolant gaseous and plateout activity levels shall
be limited to:

a. 2.40 curies-MeV/lb at 15 minutes after sampling (product
of primary coolant noble gas beta plus gamma activity
times E-BAR),

b. 24 curies of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 circulating in the
primary coolant,

c. 5000 curies per loop of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 plateout
within the primary circuit, and

d. 140 curies per loop of Sr-90 plateout within the primary
circuit.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
.

'
ACTION: With the primary coolant circulating gaseous activity

level exceeding Limit a or b above, or with the plateout
~

| activity level exceeding Limit c or d above, restore the
primary coolant activity level to within the above limits
within 48 hours or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next
12 hours.

!

|0

- - - - --- - -
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Wau 3 0 sie
4.4.1 The primary coolant gaseous and plateout activity levels shall

be determined to be within the above limits follows:

At least once per 24 hours by:a. * * * * "

1. Use of the gross activity monitor (RT-9301), or

2. If the primary coolant gross activity monitor or
associated recorder is inoperable, by collecting and
analyzing a primary coolant sample.

b. At least once per 7 days by taking and analyzing a grabsample of primary coolant. This grab sample analysis
shall be used to veri fy the sensitivity of the gross
activity monitor, and shall determine the following:
1. E-BAR (See NOTE 1),

2. Curies - MeV/lb,

3. Circulating and plateout curies of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-
131,

-

4. Total plateout Sr-90 activity level.
oO

o r
c. If the primary coolant activity level reaches 25*4 of the

limits of Specification 3.4.1.a. b,.#' c bove, at least
once per 24 hours a grab sample of primary coolant shall
be taken and analyzed for the parameters listed in
Specification 4.4.1.b above. Normal sample frequency
(i.e., at least once per 7 days) may be resumed when the
activity level is reduced to below 25?; of the limits of
Speci fication 3.4.1.a b, #' or when the activity level
reaches a new equilibrium .value, as defined by four
consecutive daily samples whos esults agree within 10*;
of the average of the four sample or M

d. One plateout probe shall be removed for evaluation
coincident with the second, fourth, and sixth refueling,
and at intervals not to exceed 5 REFUELING CYCLESthereafter. If, during the fifth REFUELING CYCLE, or any
REFUELING CYCLE following the sixth REFUELING CYCLE, the
primary coolant circulating gas activity is greater than7,725 C1, the plateout probe shall be removed at the end
of that REFUELING CYCLE. The probes shall be analyzed for
Sr-90 and I-131 inventory in the primary circuit. The
results shall be used to verify the plateout activitylevel of Sr-90 and I-131 in the primary circuit, asdetermined by Specifications 4.4.1.b.3 and 4.4.1.b.4above.
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requiredtodetermineE-BARshallchskd$f!S85NOTE 1: Calculations
the following:

a. Quantitative measurement of the radionuclides making
up at least 95% of the noble gas beta 1!Ttts 3st- d-my ,

energy in the primary coolant in units of Cf/lb of _
, , ,

belium corrected to 15 minutes after sampling,

b. A determination of the beta and gamma decay energy per
disintegration of each nuclide determined in NOTE 1.a
above, by applying known decay energies and schemes,
and

c. A calculation of E-BAR by appropriate weighting of
each nuclide's beta and gamma energy with its
concentration as determined in NOTE 1.a above.

.

O:
:

.

=

o.

O

___ - - _ .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.4.1 / SR 4.4.1

Basis for Noble Gas Beta plus Gamma Activity Limit
f

The whole body dose is a direct function of the gross gamma activity f
in the primary coolant. The dose to the skin of the k l.t.,bodv i_s_ a. ~- (
direct function of the gaseous beta activity in the primary coolant. "

The primary coolant noble gas beta plus gamma concentration limit,
(Specification 3.4.1.a) is based on the Maximum Credible Accident
(MCA) (FSAR Section l'4.8) wherein the entire " design" primary coolant
circulating gaseous radioactive inventory is carried out of the PCRV
and is released to the atmosphere through the reactor building
exhaust system.

Correcting the noble gas beta plus gamma activity to 15 minutes after
sampling would conservatively indicate the activity that would reach
the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB), following the postulated accident,
taking into account the decay of short half-life isotopes during
atmospheric transport to the EAB.

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Staff (Table 4.1 of Ref.1) used a
number of conservative assumptions to calculate the MCA doses at the
EAB. These conservatisms included a short-term atmospheric dilution
factor of 2.6 E-3 sec/m3 resulting from an assumed downdraft of the ~-
exhaust plume at a wind speed of only 0.3 m/sec during Pasquill

pi atmospheric condition F. This produced a whole body dose for the MCA
'

of 8.6 rem at the EAB, which is well below the 10CFR Part 100
guidelines.

Basis for SR-90 and I-131 Activity Limits

The Sr-90 and DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 limits are based on the Design
Basis Accident No. 2 (PCRV rapid depressurization-FSAR Section 14.11)
wherein the entire primary coolant circulating inventory and
fractions of the plateout iodines and strontium are carried out of
the PCRV and out of the reactor building through the louvers.

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Staff (Table 4.2 of Ref.1) used a
j number of conservative assumptions to calculate the accident
i consequences. However, these maximum equivalents result in calculated

EAB doses which are well below 10 CFR 100 guidelines. The maximum
equivalent activity levels (e.g., Sr-90 and I-131 limits) determined
by the Commission staff from the Design Basis Accident No. 2 (DBA-2)
are summarized in the following table:

- - - --- -
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s LCO Activity Levels Determined by NOV 3 01985(J) The Depressurization Accident (OBA-2)

LCO Limit Max. Rewittnn
Oose Nuclide Equiv. Curies % Released EAB ~ ** J

Category Equivalent Plated Out to Environ. Dose ( rem)

THYROID:

Plateout I-131 5000/ loop 6% 139

Circulating I-131 24(Not Plated Out) 100% 11

Total Thyroid Dose 150

BONE Sr-90 140/ loop 5% 75

The activity levels shown are based on the resulting doses at the
EAB, assuming a dilution factor of 8.4 E-4 sec/m3 and effectivities
of 1,480 rem per milli-Curie of I-131 inhaled, and 36,700 rem per
milli-Curie of Sr-90 inhaled. These effectivity values are based on ~-
information in ICRP II. More recent, less restrictive data,
especially for Sr-90, is provided in ICRP VI. However, the AEC staffN

directed that the ICRP II data be used.

Should information become available which leads to a change in the
given dilution factors (2.g. , Ref. 2), or should the data given in
ICRP VI become acceptable, a proposal for an amendment to the
allowable activity levels (LCO limits) of this specification may be
submitted.

Action Statement Bases

The ACTION statement permits 48 hours of continued operation to -

correct the situation. The 48 hour delay allows time for the,

'

activity level to decrease (due to decay, cleanup, and lower fuel
temperatures) and reach a new equilibrium level and is consistentwith the Standard Technical Specifications for LWRs. If the
situation cannot be corrected within 48 hours by cleanup, decay or
power reduction then a reactor shutdown is appropriate.

b

|
|

_ __ --
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Basis For SR 4.4.1.a, b, and c-Sampling and Analysisp

Under normal operating conditions the gross activity of the primary
coolant is measured and indicated on a continuous basis. ,,The 7 daysampling interval provides an adequate check on the sensitWTP7 8f --.. )this monitoring equipment. If the gross activity monitor becomes
inoperable, within 24 hours a sample will be taken and analyzed.
This will be continued on a 24 hour interval basis until the monitoris restored to OPERABLE status. The 24 hour sampling and analysis
interval is adequate to ensure that no significant changes in fuel
performance characteristics will occur undetected, since the HTGR is
not subject to sudden large changes in primary coolant activity level
during normal operation.

The noble gas activity levels are calculated from grab samples and
the readings of the gross activity monitor. It has been demonstratedby theoretical investigations and experiments that the steady state
release rate of noble gas fission products from failed fuel particles
is approximately proportional to the square root of the fission
product half-life. Further information is given in Section 3.7 of
the FSAR. The activity levels of any non-measured noble gasnuclides, Sr-90, and iodine nuclides necessary to compute DOSE
EQUIVALENT I-131 are calculated by assuming that the release rate can
be predicted from the release rate curves established using xenon and
krypton noble gas nuclides.

-

Basis For SR 4.4.1.d-plateout probe Surveillance~

The plateout probes are located in penetrations extending into steam
'

generator shrouds and then into the gas stream of each coolant loop.One sample is accumulated by continuously bypassing a small portion
of the core outlet coolant stream through diffusion tubes and
sorption beds located in the probe body. Another sample can be
accumulated by continuously bypassing a portion of the circulator
outlet coolant stream through the probe. The core outlet sample can
be used to determine the concentrations of fission products in the
coolant stream entering the steam generator. The circulator outlet
sample provides information about the amount of cleanup in each passaround the circuit.

The analysis for I-131 is made to determine the degree of
conservatism of the assumptions made regarding the circulating and
plateout iodine in the primary coolant circuit.

The interval for probe removal and analysis subsequent to the sixth
REFUELING CYCLE may be adjusted based upon the analysis of priorresults.

,

The 7,725 Ci in SR 4.4.1.d is 25*. of the total of 30,900 Ci from the
842 Mw(t) " Design" column of FSAR Table 3.7-1, " Coolant Gas-BorneActivity."

,, _ _ - -
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The Sr-90 plateout activity level is determined by an analysis h{ 0 W
O plateout probes. In the interim between probe removals, the Sr-90

activity level may be tentatively estimated from

=. ... ~ ,-_
,

-lambda t t -lambda (t-tau)
A (t) = A(0)e + integral A(tau)e lambda d tau
Sr-90 Sr-90 0 Kr-90

where A (0) Sr-90 is the total Sr-90 activity level in the loop, as
determined by the most recent plateout probe analyses, t is the
elapsed time since this determination, lambda is the decay constant
for Sr-90, and A (tau) Kr-90 is the time dependent Kr-90 activity in
the coolant stream based on release-rate / birth-rate curves obtained
from the analyses of the weekly grab samples. Note that, if the Kr-
90 activity is constant (or bounded, or can be averaged), the
estimated Sr-90 activity level would be given by

-lambda t -lambda t
A (t) = A (0)e + A-bar (1 - e ).
Sr-90 Sr-90 Kr-90

.

( N This method of estimating the Sr-90 activity level in the interim
between probe removals is based upon the consideration that the
source of Sr-90 is anticipated to be predominantly from Kr-90.
However, the Sr-90 inventory may be periodically updated by the
plateout probe analyses to give the total measured Sr-90 plateout,
regardless of origin.

REFERENCES

1. Safety Evaluation by the Division of Reactor Licensing, U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission, in the Matter of Public Service
Company of Colorado, Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating
Station, Docket No. 50-267, issued: January 20, 1972

2. Regulatory Guide 1.145 " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for
Potential Accident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power
Plants," Revision 1, reissued February, 1983.

)

.
..
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PRIMARY COOLANT'

(h NOV 3 0 BH
3/4.4.2 PRIMARY COOLANT IMPURITY LEVELS - HIGH TEMPERATURES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION **

3.4.2 a. The chemical impurity concentrations in the primary
coolant shall not exceed 10 ppm (by volume) for the sum
of H20, CO, and CO2.

b. The chemical impurity concentrations in the primary
coolant shall not exceed the above limit for more than
1000 ppm-days, integrated per REFUELING CYCLE.

Power, LoWfov(gR;sTARTUP Awo .rwToovW
APPLICABILITY: /henever CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE is 1200h degrees F or greater.

ACTION: With chemical impurity concentrations (sum of H20, CO, and
CO2) exceeding:

a. 10 ppm but less than or equal to 100 ppm: reduce -

chemical impurity concentrations to 10 ppm or less

O within 10 days, or reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE to less than 1200 degrees F within the next
6 hours and comply with Specification 3.4.3,

b. 100 ppm but less than or equal to 1000 ppm: reduce
chemical impurity concentration to below 100 ppm withini

24 hours, or reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to
I less than 1200 degrees F within the next 6 hours and

comply with Specification 3.4.3,

c. 1000 ppm: reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE to less
than 1200 degrees F within 1 hour, and comply with
Specification 3.4.3, or

d. 1000 ppm-days integrated per REFUELING CYCLE: reduce
chemical impurity concentration to 10 ppm or less within
10 days, or reduce CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERAT.URE toless than 1200 degrees F within the next 6 hours and
comply with Specification 3.4.3.

O

|
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

MAY 3 01985O
,I4.4.2.1 CHEMICAL IMPURITIES i
i

The primary coolant shall ce analyzed for H20, CIT"*iiiaTu2i-' != ' -

a. At least once per 24 hours when the sum of H20, CO, and
CO2 chemical impurity levels exceed 5 ppm, or

b. At least once per 7 days at all other times.

c. The integral of ppm-days (incremental concentrations
above 10 ppm, for periods when the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE is greater than or equal to 1200 degrees F)
in each REFUELING CYCLE shall be updated in conjunction
with each analysis of the primary coolant impurities
performed in accordance with a and b above.

4.4.2.2 PGX G'lApHITE SURVEILLANCE

The PGX graphite surveillance specimens (installed in bottom
transition reflector elements as indicated in Table 4.4.2.2-
1) shall be removed at refueling intervals shown in Table
4.4.2.2-1 unless the progressive examination of the

,

specimens dictate otherwise.

Upon removal, these specimens shall be subjected to
examination, and compared with laboratory control specimens
in evaluating oxidation rates, oxidation profiles, and
general dimensional characteristics.

The results of these tests and examinations shall be
utilized to assess the condition of the PGX core support
blocks in the reactor prior to the next refueling outage and
shall also be utilized to modify, as necessary, the planned
removal of subsequent PGX surveillance specimens.

The results of these examinations and assessments shall be
submitted to the Commssion staff for review prior to the
next refueling outage.

4.4.2.3 CORE Supp0RT BLOCK SURVEILLANCE

The top surface of the core support block for fuel regions
fitted with PGX graphite specimens (Regions 22, 24, 25, 27 &
30) shall be v'sually examined by remote TV for indication
of cracks, in particular in areas where analysis shows the
highest tensile stresses exist, during the refueling outages
specified in Table 4.4.2.2-1, when the PGX graphite
specimens are removed from the core in accordance with SR
4.4.2.2.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-
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PGX GRAPHITE SURVEILLANCE

b NOV 3 01985TABLE 4.4.2.2-1

TRANSITION ELEMENT ASSEMBLY WITH0RAWAL' SCHEDULE

'
.

Withdrawal at
Refueling

Fuel Region Column Number"

25 7 2

30 3 4

24 7 6

22 6 9
'

27 2 17;

-

p *The schedule would be adjusted to remove transition element
g assemblies at a faster rate should specimens at any

withdrawal interval show a burnoff significantly greater,

i than predicted.

i

i

>

>

8

i

O

-
.
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-

/ \
V For plant operation in the range of about 25% to -1005 RATED

THERMAL POWER, maximum impurity levels have been established
to restrict graphite oxidation and carbon transport from the
reactor core to cooler portions of the prima ry coolant *

system to about 330 lb/yr. Limiting the quantity of
graphite oxidized or carbon transported from the reactor
core ensures the structural integrity of the fuel elements
and the core support structure, and limits the carbon
deposition effect on the steam generator heat transfer
properties. The carbon corrosion will be fairly uniformly
distributed throughout the outlet third of the core,
resulting in a rate of weight loss from this portion of the
core of about 0.3% per year which is within allowances
assumed in the design. (FSAR 4.2.1).

PGX graphite specimens have been placed in modified coolant
channels in five transition reflector elements in the
hottest columns of regions 22, 24, 25, 27, and 30. The
surveillance test specimens are subjected to the same
primary coolant conditions, as well as othar reactor
parameters, as seen by the PGX core support blocks.
Examination and tests of the surveillance test specimens at
regular intervals can readily be utilized to assess -

oxidation rates, oxidation profiles, as well as general'
degradation of the PGX core support blocks to adequately,

t

predict the structural integrity of the core support blocks ,

over the operating life of the reactor. (FSAR Section
; 3.3.2.2 and Appendix A.12.5.5).

Visual examination of the core support blocks in those
regions chosen for insertion of PGX graphite specimens
provides additional ensurance that integrity of the core
support blocks cces not cegrade due to plant operating
concittens, since those regions were selected because of

. their higner potential for PGX graphite burnoff. Analysis| shows that the highest tensile stresses occur on the top
surface of the core support blocks, ut the keyways, and at
the web between react.or coolant channels. Consequently any
cracking wculd be expected to criginate at these locations,
and should be discovered during inspection.

| Tne FGX- graphite surveillance specimen examination,'

evaluatien, assessment and reporting prior to the next
refueling outage, provides ample time to determine if the
next specimirrs should crudently be withdrawn at an earlier
refueling number tnan shcwn in Table 4.4.2.2-1.

l

. - -. _ _ _ _ . --__. -
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PRIMARY COOLANT
NOV3 0 WV 3/4.4.3PRIMARYCOOLANTIMPURITYLEVELS-LbWTEMPERATURE

1,
-

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
'

__,
_

: .

3.4.3 Primary coolant chemical impurity conceritrations shall not
exceed the following:

a. IMPURITY _ LIMIT
4

The\ ew point limits shown in FigureH2O d
3.413-1 as " Acceptable" or " Limited
Acceptable".

CO2 1,000 ppm (by volume)

CO 15,000 ppm (by volume)

.

b. The cumulative time during which the dew point is in the
" Limited Acceptable" region on Figure 3.4.3-1 shall not

s /

exceed a total of 90 days during any one REFUELING CYCLE.

Q SHv7 cow U,

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, M STARTUP, A when CORE AVERAGE
OUTLET TEMPERATURE is less than 1200 degrees F.

_

'

.

E

m
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ACTION: M30W

a. With primary coolant H2O impurity concentration exceeding
the specified limit, reduce the concentration to within
" Acceptable" or " Limited Acceptable" values per Figure
3.4.3-1 within 1 hour or reduce C9RE AVERAGE OUTLET
TEMPERATURE to less than 725 degrees F within the next 6 '

hours. If concentrations cannot be restored to within the
specifled 1icits within this 6 hours be in SHUTCOWN within
the following 6 hours.

b. With primary coolant moisture dew point in the " Limited
Acceptable" region of Figure 3.4.3-1 for greater than 90
cummulative days during a REFUELING CYCLE, discontinue
operation in the " Limited Acceptable" region for the
remainder of the REFUELING CYCLE.

c. With primary coolant CO2 or CO impurity concentration
exceeding the specified limit, reduce the concentration to
within the speci fied limit within 6 hours or be in
SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS -

O'O 4.4.3 The primary coolant shall be analy:ed for H20, CO, and CO2:

a. At least once per 24 hours when the chemical impurity
concentrations exceed 50*. of any of the above limits, or

b. At least once per 7 days at all other times.

|
~

-

.

.

/

(J

_ _ _ __ ___ _ ___
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O BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.4.3 / SR 4.4.3

V During plant startup, CORE AVERAGE OUTLET IEMPERATURES will be
below 1200 degrees F until the final stages when steam
temperatures are increased to rated. At these lower
temperatures, graphite oxidation and corrosion by the various
chemical impurities is minimal and there is reduced concernfor carbon transport.

There is a need to prevent corrosion of metals in the primarycoolant system and to limit oxidation of burnable poison
material in the core to acceptable levels.

In the presence of moisture, boron carbide (84C) is subject to
oxidation at a temperature-dependent rate to form boron oxide
(8203). In the event of subsequent significant steam
inleakage, the baron oxide is converted to volatile boric
acid, which is capable of being steam-distilled from the core.
Such an occurrence could produce an increase in corereactivity due to the loss of B-10.

Taken in the context of the other constraints imposed.by the
presence of moisture in the primary coolant, it is only at
CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURES above 725 degrees F that the
rate of oxidation of boron carbide becomes sufficient to -

become a limiting parameter. At CORE AVERAGE OUTLET

C TEMPERATURES above 1200 degrees F, however, boron oxidation is
of reduced significance because:

a) Moisture reaction with graphite significantly reduces the
moisture concentration before it can react with the boroncarbide, and,

b) Since the reactor must be at power to develop sustained
temperatures in this range, the rate of B-10 depletion by
burnup significantly exceeds the rate of B4C oxidation for
allowable impurity levels (Specification 3.4.3).,

t

The criterion used to establish the limits of Figure 3.4.3-1
in the range from 725 degrees F to 1200 degrees F was that not
more than 10% of the beginning of life (BOL) Boron can be
present as oxide over a REFUELING CYCLE. This criterion is
based on the BOL Baron worth of 0.06 delta k, and the fact
that 10*. worth, 0.006 delta k, is less than the minimum core
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 0.01 delta k (Specification 3.1.4), and
only about one-half of the reactivity anomaly of 0.01 delta k
specified in Specification 3.1.7.

a.
,

__ __
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The requirement used in developing the curve of Figure 3.4.3-1
is that with the CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE in the range
between 725 degrees F and 1200 degrees F, and with a primary.

<

coolant dew point temperature higher than -20 degrees F,
operating time under these conditions would be limited to no
more than 90 days over any REFUELING CYCLE. By combining this
requirement with the dew point limits shown in Figure 3.4.3-1
for this temperature range, the criterion that no more than
10*.' of the 80L B-10 will be present as oxide during a |REFUELING CYCLE is met. The 90-day ACTION statement is overly 1conservative, since operation need only be limited to 90 days !

per REFUELING CYCLE only on the dew point curve itself.
Operation well in excess of 90 days per REFUELING CYCLE could
be allowed in the " Limited Acceptable" regime without
violating the criteria which serve as the BASIS of LCO 3.4.3. ,

'

The dew point limit of 67 degrees F below 725 degrees F CORE
AVERAGE OUTLET TEMPERATURE was selected to prevent corrosion
of metal parts. It is an effective limit since all metal
parts within the PCRV exposed to primary coolant are
maintained at or above 75 degrees F.

The interval specified in Specification 4.4.3 will ensure that
chemical impurities will be measured and controlled to
minimize corrosion of core materials. ~

-

O, The baron-carbide balls of the reserve shutdown system are not
exposed to primary coolant during normal operations because of
purge flow from the helium purification system. Specification
3.1.6 addresses requirements following entry of condensed
water into any reserve shutdown system hopper (s).

.
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SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEMS m '. ' 535'*

/j\
3/4.5.3 EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEE 0 WATER HEACERS(

EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEE 0 WATER HEADERS 0RERATI.ON-------- E

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.3.1 The emergency condensate header and the emergency feedwater
header shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP*, and SHUTDOWN *

ACTION: With either the emergency condensate header or the emergency
feedwater header inoperable, restore the inoperable header
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or:

1. When in F0WER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP, be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUT 00WN, suspend all operations involving
control rod movement resulting in positive reactivity ' -

changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.
/3
! /N./

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.1 No additional Surveillance Requirements are required other"

than those surveillances identified in Specification 4.5.2.1
a.

i

|
'

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater s'.an 760
degrees F.

,Q
v/t
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SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SYSTEMS

/3 NOV 3 0125
/ 3/4.5.3 EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEEDWATER HEADERS

EMERGENCY CONDENSATE AND EMERGENCY FEEDWATER HEADERS - SHUTOOWN
,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.3.2 Either the condensate header or the emergency feedwater
header shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: STARTUP", SHUTDOWN *, and REFUELING

ACTION: Wfth both the emergency feedwater and emergency condensate
header inoperable, restore at least one header to OPERABLE
status prior to the time calculated for the core to heat up
from decay heat to reaching aCALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE of 760 degrees F and suspend all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or control rod movement resulting
in positive reactivity changes, or movement or IRRADIATED
FUEL.

.

O''
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSNj

4.5.3.2 No additional Surveillance Requirements are required other_

than those surveillances identified in Specification
4 5.2.1 a.

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is less than or equal to -

760 degrees F.

V
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICAlION LCO 3.5.3 / SR 4.5.3 NOV 3 0 W

The OPERABILITY of the emergency condensate header and the
emeripncy feedwater header ensures redundant water supply
paths to the helium circulators and steam generators for.. . .--

,

'

SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING of the olant. In the eve t~l ao
failure of the normal feedwater line, the availability of
either the emergency feedwater or emergency condensate lines
provides adequate shutdown capability. CPERABILITY of the
aforementioned headers is accomplished during SHUTDOWN by
verifying flow through each header to the steam generators
and helium circulators.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a
core inlet temperature greater than 760 degrees F. The
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative
calculation of the maximum potential temperature in the core
and surrounding components. The conservatisms are such that
if the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760
degrees F, the design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is
not exceeded. Systems used for accident prevention and
mitigation are required to sati sfy the single failure
criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is
greater then 760 degrees F. However, when CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 degrees F, it ' -
is acceptable to require only one OPERI.8LE system for

'

accident prevention and mitigation witraut single failure'

consideration, on the basis of the limited core cooling
requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance
purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not
exceeded. However, if forced circulation is temporarily
restored, a recalculation shall be performed, based on
present conditions, to establish a new time period for
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F.
Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surveillance testing provided that forced
circulation is maintained; and the time to reach CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may be
recalculated as often as required.

The emergency feedwater header is not normally placed in
service until approximately 30*; reactor oower, to prevent .
unnecessary long-term wear of components associated with the
emergency feedwater header. Nevertheless it is still -
required to be OPERABLE during the aforementioned MODES.

--_-- {
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OQ 3/4.5.4 SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM NOV 30 ass

LIMIT!NG CC'iDITION FOR OPERATION ^

= . . .;

3.5.4. The SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water supply system shall be
OPERABLE with:

a. At least two OPERABLE circulating water makeup pumps (P-
4118-P, P-41185-P, or P-4118SX-P) connectible to anessential bus,

N
b. TWO OPERA 8LE Cl$tOL4 TING- WATER MAK EVP HEADER $(M4W AND EMERGEMCY )

C, K Two OPERABLE firewater pumps, both the motor driven (P- '

4501) and the engine driven (P-45015), including the
associated pumo pits and at least 370 gallons of fuel in
the day tank, for the engine driven pump.

d , e ,, Two circulating water makeup ponds OPERABLE with a
minimum combined inventory of 20 million gallons.

.

. e, % An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the
I

\ circulating water makeup storage pc as and transferring
the water via the circulating wate- makeup pumps and the
firewater pumps to the fire supression headers :nd t; ;.h e
emergency condensate header isolatte, valve n.,3 A ND Emiv,. ENC 1 SurfL.1e
isot ATiorJ vhLVES FoA THE INSTRUMENT AIR CoMPl%SSolt AND AFTERAPPLICABILITY: At all times COOLERS AND KMeWNCY DIESEL C.ENER AToK

C oLERS.
ACTION:

With CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE grcater than 760 degrees
F:

, MAKE u? HG ADERS, -

a. With one of the above required pumps 3and/or makeup ponds
inoperable, restore the inoperable eauf pment to OPERABLE
status within the 72 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours.

b. With two of the above recuired pumps and/or makeup ponds
inoperable, restore at least one pumo or makeup pond to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or be in at least SHUTOOWN
within the next 24 hours.

c. With the SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water system otherwise
inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status within
1 hour or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24hours.Og

_ . . - - - . - - - - _
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With CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE less than or equal to 760O degrees F:U

a. With one of the above required pumps and/&'maketp Wnds '
* '

inoperable, restore the inoperable equipment to CPERABLE
status with 14 days or previ4. an alternate backup pump
or water supply. The provisions of Specification 3.0.t
are not applicable.

b'. With the SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water system otherwise
inoperable, establish a backup system for firesuppression purposes within 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.4.1 The SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water supply system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

2A HoVMS
a. At least once per > en by verifying the contained water

supply volume in each of the circulating water makeup
poney.

,

b. At least once per 31 days by starting the electric motor-
driven fire pump and operating it for at least 15 -

minutes.
't

'

'
, c. At least once per 31 days by starting each circulating'

water makeup pump that is not alrea:/ running.

d. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve in
the flow path, that is not locked, sealed, or otnerwise
secured in place is in its correct position /,

e. At least once per 12 months by performance of a system
flush /,

i f. At least once per 12 months by cycling each testable'

valve in the flow path through at least one complete
cycle of full travelf,

g. At least once per 18 months by performing a system
functional test which includes simulated automaticactuation of the system throughout its ope" -ingl sequence, and:,.

1. Verifying that the automatic valve in the flow path,

actuates to its correct position.

2. Veri fying that each pump (motor-devien and engine-
driven) develops at least 4446-gpm at .119. psig,

1500 115

-- . -
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*
1 3 3. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is not<( testable during plant operation through at'least
%

onet 2 g complete cycle of full travel, and
-. . . . . , _

$ 4. Ve ri fying that each fire water pump starts62 < (sequentially) to maintain system pressure greater
g {w than or equal to M9- psig.$ ,

o
12.5 |

f y, 9)(.
g

lW ec ; At least once per 3 years by performing a flow test of'k 3g the system in accordance with Chapter 5, Section II ofgI the Fire protection handbook, 14th Edition, published byk,E
ds2 the National Fire Protection Association.*

h g [:) g 4 f. At least once per 5 years by verifying the alignment and
f settlement of the circulating water makeup pond

o
E$$e embankments, and by examining the embankments and watere 2. < 1 structures for abnormal erosion, cracks, seepage,f-~

gW leakage, and accumulation of silt or debris,et W

Eb $ 4.5.4.2 The fire pump diesel engine shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:u33*
g h At least once per 31 days by verifying:a.
o3g14
9 ;p

g3 1. The fuel day tank contains at least 370 gallons ofgg fuel, and

L" uJ
-

. 3J eo 2. The diesel starts from ar:fent conditions and(b j $ 3. operates for at least 30 minute
j b. At least once per 92 days by veri'ying that a sample of

oiesel fuel from the fuel day tank, obtained in
accordance with ASTM-0270-1975 is within the acceptable
limits specified in Table 1 of ASTM-0975-1977 when
checked for viscosity water and sediment; and

c. At least once per 18 months, by sucjecting the diesel to
an inspection in accordance with procedures prepared in
conjunction its manufacturer's recommendations for theclass of service.,

,

4.5.4.3 The fire pump diesel starting 24 volt battery bank and
charger shall be damanstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying that:a.

1. The electrolyte level of eacn battery is above the
plates, and

2. The overall battery voltage is greater than or eqaul
to 24 volts.

O
|

_ - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . --- ._- ._. . .. . _ ___
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b. At least once per 92 days by verifying that the specific

gravity is appropriato for continued service of the
( battery, and

.

At least once per 18 months by verifying that:c.

1. The batteries, cell plates, and battery racks show ne
visual indication of physical damage or abnormal
deterioration, and

2. The battery-to-battery and terminal connections are
clean, tight, free of corrosion, and coated withanticorrosion material.

.

e

!
5

1

!
i

l

. -- - - . . - - - _ _ . . _
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3If BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.5.4 / SR 4.5.4 160V 3 01985O I: 8

Q
{W

ov The SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING water supply system provides anEy adequate water supply for helium circulator water turbine
U(<fgW Q,operation and emergency cooling water to the s%eam generators * *

for SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING. The SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING water
.

3 u- suoply system also supplies water to the fire suppressionS ,2g[ headers. SAFE SHUT 00WN CCOLING requirements are discussed in*

E{p 3 Section 1.4,10.3, and 14.4 of the FSAR.g
2
F Rgp This specificatton covers the flow path from the circulatingj y2$ water makeup storage ponds to the emergency condensate headerS g$E isolation valves (coverage is continued in Specification

t U 3/4.5.3)gand to the isolation valves for the fire suppression
-

d neaders (coverage is continued in Speci fica t ton 3/4.7.6.1).{ o, y u& -,g n Additionally, this flowpath to the firewater headers includes> -5y those lines to the fire suppression spray system, fire hose
M [3 stations, yard fire hydrants and hydrant hose houses.

-

>2 06
2$ The circulating water makeup system provides at least 20

0

fu$& million gallons of water to the service water and firewater{
w$ systems. During extremely cold weather, formation of ice onyMg(aw

the surface of the circulating water storage pondsw 2 us 0 can occur.The LCO limit of 20 million gallons of water is in addition tos any ice formation. The firewater system has two redundant 100'.' '

capacity firewater
TOH. pumps, each rated for 1500 gpm at 125 psig

O The main pump is electric-motor def en, and the standby
pump is diesel-engine driven. With 370 gallons of fuel in
storage, the diesel-engine driven fi re : ump can operate at
rated conditions for 24 hours which is adequate time to have
more fuel delivered to the site. Each pump has its own driverwith independent power supplies and controls and is located in
a separate room, divided by a 3-hour fire rated concrete wall.'
The fi re water pumps take suction from independent pits which
tie in directly with the main cooling tower basin. Fire wateris supplied to the main cooling tower basin from two storage
ponds via circulating water makeup pumps. The normal coolingtower is used by the firewater systems.

Two sources of makeup via two makeup pumps, headers, and two
firewater pumps are required for single failure considerations.Additionally, 20 million gallons of water in the circulating
water makeup storage ponds is required as well as an OPERABLEflow path aligned to the emergency condensate header and
firewater header.

%

, _ , _ . _ - _ . , _ _ - . . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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With two out of three circulating water makeup pumps inoperable
g or with any one circulating water makeup pond inoperable or afirewater pump inoperable and the CALCU uTED BULK CORE

TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F, a restoration time of'

72 hours is considered sufficient based on redundant flow patns
and pumps. However, with all circulating water makeup pumps,
headers, or firewater pumps inoperable, a restoration time of 1
hour is specified, as all means of SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING water
supply are lost.

The surveillance identified in this specification will ensure
that all equipment, water supplies, and flow paths will remain
OPERABLE as speci fled in order to meet those SAFE SHUTOOWN
COOLING requirements specified above.

The use of 760 degrees F CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE as a
division between the ACTIONS is explained as follows:

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core
inlet temperature ;reater than 760 degrees F. The CALCULATED
BUL4 CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of the
maximum potential temperature in the core and surrounding
components. The conservatisms are such that if the CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760 degrees F, the design

,inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
used for accident prevention and mitigation are required to

(nV) satisfy the single failure criterion wrenever CALCULATED BULK,

CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760
degrees F, it is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE system
for accident prevention and mitigation without single failure
consideration, on the basis of the limited core cooling
requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance
purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED BULK
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F, is not exceeded. However,
if forced circulation is temporarily restored, a recalculation
shall be performed, based on present conditions, to establish a
new time period for CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach
760 degrees F. Redundant systems may also be taken out of
service for maintenance or surveillance testing provided that
forced circulation is maintained; and the time to reach
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may be
recalculated as often as required.

- . -
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS
'

NOV3 01985.

( 3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

PCRV SAFETY VALVES
'

...~._.m.... ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 All PCRV safety valves shall be.0PERABLE with:

a. Rupture disc and safety valve settings as specified in
Table 2.2.1-1,

b. Both inlet block valves locked open,

c. Less than 5 psig between each rupture disc and relief
valve,

d. Less than 20 psig in the safety valve containment tank,
and

e. Less than 195 psig in the safety valve pilot stage
.

bellows.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever pCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

'

ACTION: With any PCRV safety valve inoperable, restore it to
OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least SHUTOOWN
within the next 24 hours and depressurized to less than 100
psia within the following 30 hours.

|

|

|

O
4
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
,

!.

4.6.1.1 The PCRV safety valve installation shall be, demons ~tr'atid' ~ ~
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by veri fying that the
pressure between each rupture disc and relief valve, in
the safety valve containment tank, and in the safety
valve pilot stage bellows, is within the above limits,

b. During each refueling outage by testing one of the PCRV
safety valve and rupture disc assemblies, on an
alternating basis, with the interval between testing
individual assemblies not to exceed 5 years. The test
shall verify the. rupture disc and safety valve relief
settings.

c. The PCRV safety valve containment tank closure bolting
shall be visually examined for absence of surfaceN gddoj defects when the tank is opened for testing of the

To 9 5 C '| '''''*55""' P" ''''' " d**'''5- ''"' '' 5""* '''"S'leak tightness shall be determined following tankg
closure.

.

Hwanws. n C M u el Fv NcneMat yttr ep' a. At least once per 31 days by the
| pressure switch and alarm for e,ach interspace between a

rupture disc and the corresponding PCRV safety valve.|

l

b. At least once per 12 months by:
Psuon.~m s. s CHwaL Cou nhwH or

1.
. alarm . the PCRV safety valve

'

. the pressure
switch and for
containment tank, and

pras uawc. 4 CHA A/Nst. C ALJ e/14790/v **
2. % the pressure switch anc alarm for each3

, interspace between a rupture disc and the
corresponding PCRV safety valve.

c. During each refueling outage by testing one of the PCRV
safety valve and rupture disc assemblies, on an
alternating basis, with the interval between testing.
individual assemblies not to exceed 5 ears. Twe Tu r.rm ovia Pv rw Awrvu wrc.a * .rway we Asuitse rarn#as.
When ^ aam m PCRV safety valve and rupture disc assemblyd.

o g h tested te note etas.4% ng isouewa u s '.
VsWoAm ,q $_H AMAAt,. GA LIMNrloM n

1.
. . the position

indication circuits and alarms associated with the
PCRV safety valve and rupture disc assembly block
valves, and |

PGA$ese. CHAA>s>L cay _sy77ew as+
2. the associated

pressure switch and alarm for the safety valve
bellows.

. ..
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The PCRV safety valve installation (consisting cf a
containment tank containing two parallel trains, each of .. .

.

which has a manual block valve and a rupture disc upTeriaii"
of the safety valve and which discharge to the atmosphere
via a sir.gle particulate filter) provides the ultimate
protection against overpressurization of the PCRV. Although
each train is capable of protecting the PCRV from
overpressure by itself, both trains are required to ensure
protection assuming a single failure. The manual block
valves are locked open and their position is ensured by
administrative controls. (FSAR Section 6.8.2.1). The
position indication circuits associated with each block
valve are functionally tested and calibrated when testing
either train of the system.

In order for the installation to be considered OPERABLE, the
rupture discs and safety valves must be set as specified in
Specification 2.2, the block valves must be open and system
pressures must be within the specified limits.

Pressure buildup between the rupture disc and safety valve
indicates leakage past the rupture disc and shifts the
effective set pressure of the rupture disc. The high-set -

rupture disc has a maximum allowable set pressure of 832 + 8
,

f- = 840 psig. To ensure that the high-set rupture disc
( fractures at less than or equal to the PCRV ReferenceN Pressure (845 psig), the pressure buildup cannot exceed 5

psig. This value is also used for the low-set rupture disc
to maintain the design safety margin. Verification that the
interspace pressure is less than 5 psig may be made by
absence of alarms or other means.

Although designed for 845 psig, the PCRV safety valve
containment tank is normally at atmospheric pressure. The
tank is provided with a pressure alarm (set at a nominal 15
psig) to detect any primary coolant leakage into the tank.
Pressure in this tank does not effect safety valve
operation.

Pressure buildup in a safety valve's pilot stage bellows is
indicative of bellows leakage that would interfere withsafety valve operation. The alarm setpoint is 150 plus or
minus 45 psig.

,

v
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Any pressure buildup in either the PCRV i safetyggp 1985 .

containment tank or the rupture disc / safety valve !
interspaces can be remote-manually released to the reactor i
plant ventilation system, upstream of the exhaust filters. -

The appropriate action when any of the condi.tions..are..not .....-. !
met is to depressurize the PCRV which obviates the need for
overpressure protection. The ACTION statement requires this
after reasonable times for corrective action and SHUTDOWN.

.

.

O

N
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['i PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

^

3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION
e

.-, . , . . , . . . - . . . . . - . .

STEAM GENERATOR / CIRCULATOR PENETRATION OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.2 Ene PCRV penetration overpressure protection train
protecting the penetrations for each steam generator loop
and one train protecting each circulator penetration shall
be OPERABLE with:

a. Rupture disc and safety valve settings as specified in
Table 2.2.1-1,

b. The associated block valve open, and

c. Less than 5 psig between the rupture disc and the
associated safety valve. -

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

D
ACTION: With both PCRV penetration overpressure protection trains

protecting the penetration (s) of any steam generator loop or
circulator inoperable,

a. Within 12 hours either:

1. Restore one train to OPERABLE status, or

2. Depressurize the process piping in the affected
penetrations to less than primary coolant pressure.

b. If neither of the above ACTIONS are performed within 12
hours, be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours
and depressurized to less than 100 psia within the
following 30 hours.

.

v

. _- . . . _ . - _ - -- __ - ..
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS *

'.

, . . .
~

4.6.1.2 The steam generator and circulator penetration overpressure
protection trains shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 24 hours by verifying less than 5 psiga.
,a Neen the ruoture disc and safety valve. _ 3

b.l. Qo r a s; T e r-ma inTen a n e e or Testing or, s u awPMUWt
-

Atleastonceper31dayspyverUyingtheopenposition P "I'# #* "
of the block valve to the OPERABLE overpressure Test =protection train.

J*/ ^ BASIS,'by: "c' P'" 5 c''*"d*" Y''"5' " S m aEREo TESTt '' St

1. Testing each of the two redundant assemblies so that-

one safety valve for each penetration interspace is
tested at an approximate interval of 21/2 years.
The test shall verify the safety valve relief
settings. In conjunction with this test, one
rupture disc from a steam generator penetration
overpressure protection train and one rupture disc .

from a helium circulator penetration overpressure
protection train shall be visually examined to) verify that the membrane is free of defects and the

s/ knife blade remains sharp.

2. Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the control,
interlock, and indication circuits associated with
each of the penetration overpressure protection
assembly block valves.

\

PlaHonmon- A CHAWNIL, /;wcml. ntrar
-2. At least once per 31 days by

the
pressure switch and alarm for e$ch interspace between
rupture disc and the corresponding safety valve. a

PEAFo w dC * CHAWWsL. c4uswrtw orC.At least once per 12 months by4 M the pressure
switch and alarm for each interspace between
disc and the corre'sponding safety valve. a rupture

Iy qr is ii i
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BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.1.2 / SR 4.6.1.2D
The steam generator and circulator penetrations are the only i

PCRV penetrations that contain process fluftfrat"*~ pressures "

high enough to necessitate overpressure protection for the
penetrations. Separate overpressure protection trains are
provided for a) the six steam generator module penetrations
of each loop, and b) each of the four helium circulator
penetrations. Each train consists of two parallel relief
assemblies consisting of a manual block valve, a rupture
disc, and a safety valve. The block valves in a train are
interlocked so that only one valve can be opened and one
valve closed at any time.f Verification that the pressure is 7

Cmeans(han b psig may be made by absence of alarms
ess t or other

g, 3 > f) /

In order for the train to be considered OPERABLE, the
rupture disc and safety valve must be set as specified in
LSSS 2.2.1, the block valve must be open and the interspace I

between each rupture disc and the corresponding safity valve j
interspace must not be pressurized above 5 psig(Since the
relief valves protect the penetrationf from
overpressurization resulting from rupture of high pressure
process piping (e.g. bearing water, feedwater, emergency -

feedwater, steam) within the penetration, the appropriate
action is to either depressurize the high pressure process
piping or shutdown and depressurize the PCRV. The ACTIONV
statement requires this within reasonable times considering
the probability and risks of such an occurence.,

The surveillances verify the settings of the safety valves,
and ensure calibration and function of the pressure
switches, alarms and position control and indication
circuits. The intervals specified are suitable for the
nature and reliability of system components.

Testing of a PCRV penetration overpressure protection
assembly can be performed during plant operation since the
assemblies are accessible and LCO 3.6.1.2 requires only one
assembly to be OPERABLE at any time. The sa fety valve in
each assembly is tested while in place to demonstrate that
it opens at the correct set pressure.

The rupture discs are not provided with a testable design
feature, and therefore, cannot be tested. However one
rupture disc of each type assembly is visually examined to
verify that the membrane is free of defects and that the
knife blade remains sharp.

O
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS
!

| j 3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION
,

INTERSPACE MINIMUM PRESSURIZATION ,,..-"~~~..A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.3 The interspaces between the primary and secondary PCRV
penetration closures shall be pressurized with purified
helium gas as follows:

a. At a pressure greater than primary coolant pressure,
or

b. With a leak pathway from one or more steam generator
interspace (s) to the cold reheat steam system, the
stea generator penetration interspaces for thea f fe,mcted loop (s) may be maintained at a pressure less
than primary coolant pressure, but greater than cold
reheat steam pressure.

-

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

w ACTION: With one or more penetration interspace (s) below the
minimum required pressure, restore the pressurization to
within its. limit within 24 hours or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next M hours and depressurized to -

less than 100 psia within the following 30 hours.

12,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
A The

required pressurization of the PCRV penetration/ interspaces shall be demonstrated:
4.6.1.3 T; ??" pe e m +4c 4-+-~ pere: 91' ' :: :: '"ed tr h

-/tleastonceevery 24 hours by"' '' ' '' '

3* verifying that the PCRV penetration interspace supply
header pressures are above primary coolant pressure, and
that the steam generator penetrations in affected loops
are above cold reneat steam pressure.

.

y- Nuws a CHAWAEL Fvwcws nwAt least once per 31 days by, of
the instrumentation and valves that control and
monitor the pressure of the purified helium supply to
the PCRV penetration interspaces, and

C* N "" * W" ### #

At least once per 12 months by3 6 the,

( instrumentation that controls and monitors the
pressure of the purified helium supply to the PCRV
penetration interspaces.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _____ _ --- - -.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.6.1.3 / SR 4.6.1.3 m3 0 W
(O 1~) Pressurization of PCRV penetration interspaces to a pressure iabove primary coolant pressure 1) positively prevents any

_ }
leakage of contaminated helium from the primary cof ant,,sys. tem- . - "

through the primary closure, and 2) ensures that any leakage
through the secondary closure into the reactor building will
be purified helium and thus will have no radiological
consequences.

An exception to the above is permitted for the steam generator
penetration interspaces because of the potential leakage of
purified helium gas from these interspaces into the cold
reheat steam system piping within the interspaces. In thiscase, the steam generator penetration interspaces in theaffected loop may be maintained at a' pressure less than
primary coolant pressure, but slightly greater than cold
reheat steam pressure. This mode of operation reduces the
driving force for leakage and significantly reduces the
leakage of purified helium gas to the cold reheat system
which, in turn, allows the maintenance of condenser vacuum
required for normal plant power operation. In this mode ofoperation, there exists the potential for contaminated helium
gas leakage through the primary closure and into the reheat
steam system where it would be stripped from the steam by the
main condenser air ejector and ultimately exhausted to

. atmosphere past the air ejector monitor and then through the
( monitored plant exhaust stack. Consequently, more stringentL leak testing and interspace radiation monitoring requirements

are imposed for this made of operation by Specifications
3.6 1.4 and 3.6.1.5, to provide compensatory measures that
demonstrate the integrity of the primary closure and protect
against the leakage of unacceptable quantities of contaminated
helium gas. The condenser air ejector monitor, the reactor
building ventilation system monitors, and radioactive gaseous
effluents from the plant are addressed and controlled by

! Specification 8.0, " Radiological and Environmental Technical
| Specifications".

!
While interspace pressure below 'the minimum required pressure,,

in itself, poses no immediate hazard, leakage through both the
| primary and secondary closures, could lead to primary coolant

leakage from the PCRV to the reactor building atmosphere.
However, other specifications ensure that such leakage would
be limited to an acceptable rate - and would be detected,
filtered, monitored and exhausted from the ventilation exhaust

i stack. The appropriate action is to restore interspace! pressurization to the necessary level in a reasonable time or
be in SHUTDOWN within 24 hours and depressurize the PORV.

; il

O.
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Maximum PCRV and interspace pressures are limited to 845 psig
per SL 2.1.2.

,

The surveillances provide for monitoring the.x penetra. tion. ..-. -

interspace supply pressure. The SURVEILLANCE INTERVAL is
suitable for the type and reliability of the components !involved. Interspace pressure monitoring instrumentation is
tested and calibrated in accordance with administrative
procedures.

.

$

k

e

''
,

.
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3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION i,

i

PCRV CLOSURE LEAKAGE - !
- ~ -.... ... .. .... .:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.4 The helium leakage through PCRV penetration closures shall
be maintained within the following limits:

a. Total helium leakage through all the primary closure
seals in any of penetration groups I through VIII shall
not exceed an equivalent leak rate of 400 pounds per day
at a differential pressure of 10 psi, and

b. Total helium leakage through all the secondary closure
seals combined shall not exceed an equivalent leak rate
of 400 pounds per day at a differential pressure of 688
psi, and

c. Total helium leakage from steam generator penetration
group III or IV to the reheat steam system shall not
exceed 700 pounds per day. -

i:

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia

ACTION: With PCRV penetration interspace helium leakage exceeding
the above limits, reduce the helium leakage to within the
limits within 24 hours or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the
next hours and depressurized to less than 100 psia within
the following 30 hours.

:

11

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.4 The PCRV penetration interspace leakage shall be determined
tobewithintneabovelimitsJtatleastonceper92 days or(within 24 hours after an' unanticipated increase in
pressurization gas flow, by determining the leak rate of the

)PCRV
penetration prima ry and secondary closures, and the

leak rate of steam generator penetration interspace to the
1 (reheatsteamsystem.

& MAMo se a CHAWNet. A/Wettours yngr ea. At least once per 31 days the instrumentation
o

monitormg PCRV penetration intirspace pressurization
gas fl o s, '-""7 ~_ n._'-- -a '-

Ofwull CAU6thrtou wM Ha uns nc. At . east once
,

monthsg the inst mntationt6 monitoring PCRV pene tien interspace pressarizationgas ' l ow ; , ' " - - a -- .a ua m ,%.

_ _ _ _. ___ _ . . _ _ . _ _ . _ _____ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ __.
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BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.1.4 / SR 4.6.1.4

!n

PCRV penetration interspaces are normally maintained at a j i-

pressure greater than the primary coolant pressure eby -supplying -' ' ' I

them with purified helium from either the high pressure helium
storage tanks or from the helium purification system so,that any
leakage through either the primary or secondary closure seals
will be purified helium.

,

The normal gas supply to all the penetration closure interspaces
is from the helium purification system and is continuously
monitored for flow so that an increase in closure leakage can be
sensed and alarmed. The penetration closure interspaces are
supplied with pressurizing gas in groups through the arrangement
of the purified helium piping. The grouping of the penetrations,
defined in FSAR Section 5.12.2, is as follows:

Group I: All penetrations in the top head of the PCRV (37 -
control rod drive, 2 - high temperature filter-
absorber, ard 1 - top access).

Group II: All instrument penetrations (20) plus the bottom
access penetration.

Group III: The 6 steam generator penetrations, Loop I.

m Croup IV: The 6 steam generator penetrations, Loop II.

v)'

Group V-VIII: Each helium circulator penetration.

The leak rate limitations for the primary closures are based on
a differential pressure of 688 psi, which would be the
differential pressure across a primary closure in the event a
secondary closure should fail. The calculated permissible
leakage rate across the primary closure would be in excess of
1145 pounds per hour at a differential pressure of 688 psi.
Converting the 1145 pounds per hour leak rate to normal operating
conditions of 10 psi differential pressure indicates an operatinglimiting leakage rate of 400 pounds per day (16.7 pounds per
hour). Tr.i s leakage flow can readily be detected on the
pressurizing gas flow indicator. It is assumed that under these
conditions, the entire inventory of primary coolant would leak
through the primary closure. (The associated activity release
would be similar to that release resulting from the maximum
credible accident (MCA) discussed in Section 14.3 of the FSAR).
Assuming design primary coolant activity, and assuming a dilution
factor of 2.7 x 10 -3 sec/m3, the resultant dose is at least an
order of magnitude less than the limits of 10 CFR 100 at the -

exclusion area boundary.

O

---
- - .- - --
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i

operation is 'anV 3 01985tSecondary seal leakage during normal Isakage of9 purified helium. The secondary seal leakage is limited to 400
pounds per day at the normal operating differential pressure of
688 psi to ensure that the penetration interspaces can be
maintained at the pressures required by Specification 3.6.4.3.

Because ,of a pctential leak pathway between the steam generator
penetrations and the cold reheat steam system piping within the
penetration, the steam generator penetration interspaces may be
operated at a pressure below primary coolant pressure, but above
cold reheat steam pressure. Cold reheat steam pressure varies
with plant load, but will generally be at least 50 psi below
prima ry coolant pressure. When operating in this mode, there
exists a potential effluent pathway of primary coolant leakage
across the primary closure and into the reheat steam system. The
helium, plus primarily noble gases, would be removed by the
condenser air ejector and exhausted out the plant stack.

.

The allowable leakage of 700 pounds per day of helium from any
steam generator penetration group to the reheat steam system is
based on maintaining a satisfactory main condenser vacuum. Since
this leakage is normally purified helium, there is normally no
radiological impact. Monitcring by the reheat loop activity
monitor (s) per Specification 3.6.1.5 ensures the absence of
radioactive effluent. The air, ejector monitor serves as a backup
to the reheat loop activity monitors. 7na air ejector monitor,
the reactor building ventilation system monitors, and radioactive,

,

gaseous effluents from the plant are addressed and controlled by
Specification 8.0 " Radiological and Environmental Technical
Specifications". i

In the determi. nation of cicsure leakage at the reference '
differential pressure, laminar; leakage flow is conservatively
assumed. Therefore, in correcting the determined closure leakage
to reference differential gressure, the ratio of the reference
differential pressure anc test differential pressure is used.

4

If helium leakage exceeds the limits, the appropriate action is
to take corrective action within a reasonable time or SHUT 00WNand depressurize the PCRV.

i

1
'

O

__
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The survefilances provide for eeasuring closure. leak rates at i/9 surveillance intervals suitable for the type of closures. '

1

Additional _ information on the BASIS, can be found.,_in..the - -
.

references listed below. " ~

References

1. Letter P-82007 from 0.R. Lee (PSC) to Robert Clark (NRC),
subject: Technical Specification Change LC0 4.2.7 and LCO
4.2.8 and Basis, dated January 8, 1982.

2. Letter G-82079 from George Kuzmycz (NRC) to 0.R. Lee (PSC),
subject: Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station,
Amendment Number 26 to Facility Operating License Number
CPR-34, dated March 18, 1982.

3. Safety Evaluation by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation Related to Amendment Number 26 to Facility
Operating License Number OPR-34, Public Service Company of
Cclorado, Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Docket
Numbe- 50-267, dated March 18, 1982.

4. FSAR Sections 5.8.2.3, 5.8.2.5.4, and 5.12.2.
.

v

i

!

i

O
,
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS NOV 3 01985

Q 3/4.6.1 PCRV PRESSURIZATION

STEAM GENERATOR INTERSPACE RADIATION MONITCRING w . . . . . . . . . ..

LIMI1?NG CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.5 a. The gross activity monitors (channel 2263 and/or 2264)for the applicable steam generator penetration
interspace group (s) (III and/or IV) shall be OPERABLE
and aligned to monitor the applicable steam generator
interspace (s).

b. The gross activity for the applicable steam generator
interspace group (s) shall not exceed 200 cpm.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia, and when
any steam generator penetration interspace group (s)
(III and/or IV) is being maintained below primary
coolant pressure. (Per Specification 3.6.1.3). -

.

ACTION:,

i

'

| a. With the gross activity monitor for the affected steam
generator interspace group III and/or IV inoperable:

8
1. At least once per p hours, take a grab sample of

the applicable steam generator penetration
interspace group (s) and analyze it for the noble gas GMoS$
activity, and

L wrmtN 2.1 )+odRS
2. Restore the required channel (s) to OPERABLE status

within 7 days or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the
next 24 hours and depressurized to less than 100
psia within the following 30 hours.;

!

e q .1 and a.2 above facJ. An imu

[ .. Nure to g ;Q3

!
|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - -_
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b. With indication the gross activity monitor for

Ci affected steam ge erator interspace group (s) exceeding
200 cpm, deter ine that the leak tightness of the
affected steam enerator penetration interspace.. primary
closures meet the requirements of Specification 3.6.1.4
within 24 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the
next 24 hours and depressurized to less than 100 psia
within the following 30 hours. fTT"!eakage everen

woe ]i imi n d S ec ! " ci+ "a __u .1.t. sne ACTION of that 4_

ei'icadon shall be performed.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.5 a. At least once per 12 hours, activity monitor channel
2263 or 2264 shall be monitored when its associated
steam generator penetration interspace group is being
maintained below primary coolant pressure, to determine
that the indication does not exceed the above limit.

b. Activity monitor channel 2263 or 2264 shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE when its associated steam

.generator penetration interspace group is being
1. maintained below primary coolant pressure:

1. At least once per 31 days by:

a) Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and

b) Varifying by sample flow or other means, that
each valve (manual, power operated, or
automatic) in the sample flow path that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured inposition, is in its correct position.

2. At least once per 18 months by:

a) Perfor:aing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION and,

b) Cycling each power operated valve in the sample
flow path through at least one complete cycle of
full travel.

!
|

O
,

_ _______ -__--_
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION t.C0 3.6.1.5 / SR 4.6.1.5 :D
lMonitoring of the steam generator penetration interspace J'

group III and/or IV gas activity with radiatiort**'moni tori ng "- *

channels 2263 and/or 2264 provides a means of verifying
primary closure leak tightness while operating with reduced
steam generator penetration interspace pressure, asaddressed by Specification 3.6.1.3.

Penetration groups are defined in FSAR Section 5.12.2, and
in the BASIS for Specification 3/4.6.1.4.

In the event that the monitors become inoperable, grab
samples Are an acceptable substitute for the monitors for alimited time. Alternatively, steam generator penetration
interspace pressure could be increased to above primary
coolant pressure, which would void the applicability of the
specification.

If the interspace gross activity reaches the specified
limits, which are about 200% of the normal background level,
that would be indicative of primary closure leakage, which
is addressed by Specification 3.6.1.4, and the primaryclosure leak rate shall be determined within the timespecified in SR.4.6.1.4.b.

The surveillances ensure that the instrumentation isO functional, accurate, and properly aligned. They also
that the steam generator penetration interspaces areensure

monitored for activity on a frequent basis. The frequency
of grab sample analysis is the same as other Specifications
monitoring coolant activity (e.g., 4.4.1 a). -

The condenser air ejector exhaust radiation monitor provides
a backup means of detecting a steam generator penetration
primary closure leak accompanied by a leak path into the
reheat system. The reac'or building ventilation system
radiation monitors, in turn, serve as backups to the air
ejector monitor. The air ejector monitor, the reactorbuilding ventilation system monitors, and radioactivegaseous effluents from the plant are addressed andcontrolled by Specification 8.0, " Radiological and
Environmental Technical Specifications".

Additional information on the above, can be found in FSAR
Sections 7.3.5 and 11.1.1.

|

!

|
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.4 PCRV INTEGRITY
,,

. . . - .. ..

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

3.6.4 The PCRV structural and primary coolant pressure boundary.
Integrity shall be maintainedp AT A LEVEL Co# SIS 1ENT WIT 14 THE
AccerTarves tsvruw su gree pima 4,g,,q,

APPLICABILITY: Whenever PCRV pressure exceeds 100 psia
qL e, .cfru h~e*l

ACTION:G.With PCRV , integrity not in compliance with the above4

requirement, restore PCRV integrity within 24 hours or be
SHUTOOWN within the subsequent 24 hours and depressurized to
below 100 psia within the next 30 hours.

b. w:Aout pe:,~sey coolan t A*~" *I='t '#*1"N "&pew,ary coela > prurue** A**~l'ds*y W'frv47 W:44:n A h * ~ '~ e r b '' "''
'* cr~' *- 2

*

at lus+ .rnerouwd wiM:n +1s c L.r ym+ J2 A *ur.r.ond d earc~ *te--ySURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT fe 4*/a /** ps /a- wr#La M ^*c* Jo 4 - a r.

4.6.4.1 The structural.. integrity of the PCRV with regard to the
tendons shall be demonstrated:

a. At least once per 6 rnanths by: TENDoM END CAPf3

1. Visually examining the tencon anchor assemblies
specified in Table 4.6.4-1 including 3 tendon wire
button-heads, anchor / bushing assemblies, stressing
washers, shims, bearing plates, and visually verify
the integrity of the anchor assembly, checking for
raised button heads, dad. corrosion and examining the
surrounding concre for struct ral deterioration,

SE#
CONC 4Vrri, WATER ort OTHER AFPARENT

2. Performing lift-offM ests to determine the load FAlturES,t

carried by the control tendons identified in Table4.6.4-2, and verifying that the loads exceed the
minimum allowables given in Table 4.6.4-3.

$ LIFTOFF TEST 5 POR TENDONS Tu%T 84ve. NOT PREvloVSLY BEEN LIFTED OFF
W 9VLD INCLUDE REMov4L OF THE S MM IPLA73s To egEM8T VISU4L.
EX Amt r< 4Tio N AND As NecessAny gsa frLic4T).N op GgshsE To TWE

Accr SSISLE AREAS OF TME TENDON. REPETmVE. LIFToPF TESTS ON Tas
S AME. TENDoM Nor W 4 CONTROL F-ROUP MAY Nor INcLVDT KEMOVAL
OF SRtM PLh1GS FoK vlSUAL EXAMIN4tierJ, LIFTOFF WsT.S FoK TENDeAe3 IN

O DESIG-t'47GB CONT 801 G-Aoura WILL (# CLUDE AG.McVAL oF SHiri PLATES
A#9 VISV9L EX A mi N4T1oel.
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b. At least once p'er 18 months, by performing lift $$N ads

to determine the load carried by the new tendons
-

identified in Table 4.6.4-2, and verifyino that the loads
exceed the minimum allowables given in Table 4.6.4-3.

3,

c. Acceptance Criteria: ~'~
>'

+bs praskene: y .tys+en 1.r parks *h dents f=~s**"*
Engineering evaluations of the above test results shall
be made as the tendon inspect g ! ;tru ur:! '90:;ritj

program progresses with
the intentJf ensuring thaty C.T ;3

af etaf ed/ Specific engineering evaluations shall be
mandatory for any circumferential barrgi tendon with
greater than or equal to 23 failed wires */ and for any
tendon in any of the remaining' tendon groups with greater
than or equal to 34 failed wires, or any tendons not
meeting the minimum lift-off load requirements of Table
4.6.4-3.

d. Reporting:

Special Reports, summarizing the status and results of
this interim inspection / testing program, shall be
submitted ;;risdicell i to the Commission and a final
reportsubmitted[attheconclusionoftheprogram.

.<.s . . . ~
_

fN - PCR'! :tructur:! f,tegrity i; d;" :d :: m int:ining the
C W in 10: :::pr:::ier :t :r '9t:~ ! pre::ure of CMS

' ' ,. u esy Ws. Lee., pw:o </y intfraJ *a f*ds) & v.w I i.vya c+*~1* A
e

failed wire is one that is brokenknd carries no 'oad,
such as one with a raised button headj For tendons that

-

are not accessible on both ends, the total number of
assumed failed wires shall be 1.2 times the number of
failed wires identified on the accessible end.

|

|

I
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4.6.4.2 Reliable conti,nuous monitoring of the structural integrity of
the PCRV tendons shall be demonstrated by performance of thefollowing PCRV Tendon Load Cell surveillance's:

c. At least once per 12 months, by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the load cell alarm circuit between
the data acquisition system room and the control room.

b. At least once per 5 years for representative load cells,
and whenever a lift-off test is performed on a tendon
with a load cell, and whenever a tendon with a load cell
is detensioned, by checking for shift in load cellreference points.

Any degradation of the tendon load cell readings detectedc.
during the tests required by 4.6.4.2.b shall be subjected
to an engineering evaluation.

Any abnormal. degradation that the evaluation identifies
shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary
basis within 30 days after the finding. A final Special
Report shall be submitted to the Commission -

pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2. This re: ort shall include a,C

\ description of the degradation, the inspection procedures
and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.

4.6.4.3 The structural integrity of the PCRV concrete shall be
verified as follows:

a. Crack patterns on the visible surface of the PCRV shall
be mapped prior to and following the Initial Proof Test
Pressure (IPTP). Concrete cracks which exceed 0.015
inches in width shall be recorded. Subsequent concrete
surface visual inspections shall be performed after the
end of the first and third calendar year followirginitial power operation.

Recorded cracks shall be assessed for changes in length
and width and any new cracks exceeding 0.015 inches inwidth shall be recorded. Additional inspections and
mapping shall be conducted at 10 calendar year intervals
thereafter. ~

b. PCRV deformations and deflections at vessel midheig"ht and
at the center of the top head during a vessel
pressurization to operating pressure shall be recorded at
5 calendar year intervals, beginning~ with the fourth
refueling cutage.

OG
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!
The PCRV support structure shall be visually examined forc.

O evidence of structural deterioration at E calendar. year j
-

intervals,

d. Once per 5 years beginning 3 years following initial I

power operation, the permeability of the PCRV concrete
shall be measured ,

y p y ggyt g is 3 .

'

e. Any degradation of the pCRV concrete detected during the
above required tests shall be subjected to an engineering
evaluation. u - 1

Any abnormal degradation that the evaluation identifies
shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary
basis within 30 days after the finding. A final Special
Report shall be submitted to the Commission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2. This report shall include a
description of the degradation, the inspection procedure
and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.

4.6.4.4 The integrity of the PCRV li' er shall be verified as follows:n

a. During the fifth REFUELING CYCLE and every tenth
REFUELING CYCLE thereafter by:

1. Removal and testing 3 sets of 12 specimens with
dosimeters from the specimens onich have been placed

~\ adjacent to the cutside surface of the top nead liner
for the purpose of determining irradiation-inducedchanges in notch toughness of the plate, weld metal,
and heat af fected zones.

2. The testing program shall meet the requirements of
ASTM-E-185-70 with the following exceptions:

a) Tensile specimens are not required.

b) Thermal control specimens are not required.
b. At the end of the third and fifth years following initial

power operation, and once per 10 years thereafter, by
examining the PCRV liner for corrosion induced thinning
using ultrasonic inspection techniques. THiwul*G .:6
is M.t.sPrABLE,

c. At least once per 12 months by performing a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION of the instrumentation which monitors andalarms pressure in the core support floor and coresupport floor columns.

d. Any degradation of the liner detected during the above
required tests shall be subjected to an engineeringevaluation.

v

__
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Any abnormal degradation that the evaluati ddiM^

shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary
basis within 30 days after the finding. A final. Special iReport shall be submitted to the Commission pursant to ;Specification 6.9.2. This report shall.~ include a 1

description of the degradation, the inspection procedures ~

and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.
4.6.4.5 PCRV penetration and well integrity shall be demonstrated:

a. Prior to pressurization above 100 psia by checking all
PCRV closures for proper integrity by ensuring that allbolts, cover plates, seals, etc. , are installed.

b. At least once per 12 months, by functionally testing
automatic isolation valves associated with pressurizing,purging, and venting PCRV penetration interspaces to
verify that they isolate as designed. However, this test
may be performed at the next scheduled plant shutdown if
these valves have not been tested during the previous
year.

At least once per REFUELING outage, by visually examiningc.
and verifying that the accessible portions of the
refueling penetration hold-down plate bolting show no
abnormal degradation. ,

'
d. At least once per REFUELING CYCLE, cy:

AvpavreALeck5
1. Performing a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the

i n struments, -e*4 controls used to automatically
isolate each purification , system,

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the associated,

'

pressure switch and alarm for each heliumpurification cooler well, and

3. Determining closure leak tightness for each helium
-

purification cooler well.

1

I

|

|

|
|
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M0b a 1985e. At least once per 5 years by:
\

1. Surface enmination by Magnetic Particle Test (MT) or
Oye Penetrant Test (PT) of accessible. portions of the
following welds in one steam generator penetration
for indications of surface defects:

a) The penetration shell-to-secondary closure weld,

b) The secondary. closure-to-upper bellows support
weld, and

c) The lower bellows support-to-reheat header sleeve
weld.

2. Visually examining for abnormal degradation
accessible portions of the helium circulator
restraint system (cylinder, ring, and bolting) for
one penetration in each loop

3. Testing the check valves on the High Temperature
Filter Absorber (HTFA) purge lines to ensure they
close as designed. '

4. Testing the check valves integral with HTFA or
.refueling penetrations, only when such a penetrationi

'e[ is open for refueling or ma Meenance, if the check
valves have not been tested ic ne last 5 years, to5-
ensure they function as desigr e.

5. Functionally testing the controls, position
indication, and fail safe operation for remote manual
isolation valves associated with pressurizing,
purging, and venting PCRV penetration interspaces, to
verify they operate as designed.

|

|

|
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i
f. At least once per 10 years by: WOV 3 0 W i

p f
'

tg 1. Surface examination (MT or PT) of accessible portions
of the following 2 welds in the bottom access
penetration: -

|
a) The penetration shell-to-spherical head weld, and

b) The spherical head-to-closure flange weld.

2. Visually examining for surface defects the accessible
portions of the bottom access penetration primary
closure split ring assembly and its secondary closure
bolting, and

3. Visual examination of accessible portions of the PCRV
safety valve penetration containment tank support
components for indica.tions of defects as follows:

.

a) Surface examination (MT or PT) of the support
skirt-to-tank attachment weld.

b) Visual examination of the support skirt between
the tank and PCRV outer wall.

c) Visual examination, and torque or tension test
'

the bolting attaching the saport skirt to the
PCRV outer wall.

g. Any degradation of the penetrati:q detected during the
above required tests shall be subjected to an engineering
evaluation.

Any abnormal degradation that the evaluation identifies
.shall be reported to the Commission on a preliminary
basis within 30 days after the finding. A final Special
Report shall be submitted to the Commission pursuant to
Specification 6.9.2. This report shall include a
description of the degradation, the inspection procedures
and results, and the corrective actions taken, if any.

|

|
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TABLE 4.6.4-1 g3

TENDON VISUAL INSPECTION PROGRAM

-- - ~ . . .
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

_

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
TENDON GROUPS TENDONS (1) NEW TENDONS (2) CONTROL TENDONS (3)

Circumferential 16 13 3Top Cross Head 2 1 1
Bottom Cross Head 8 6 2Longitudinal 30 24 6

NOTES:

1. The total number of tendon anchor assemblies to be inspected shall
correspond to the indicated number of tendons in that group. With
the exception of longitudinal tendons, both ends of all designated
tendons shall be inspected, if accessible. Longitudinal tendonsshall be inspected only from the top end,

w.) s,spu+.u h T+ = M
2. The " Total Number of New Tend jons" shall consist [fatendon .population selected at random form ='nt': ordtesting over the

next specified surveillance period. Sele::'on shall be such thath the total population of accessible tendons '- that group shall beh inspected / tested before beginning any repea; inspection / tests.

3. The " Total Number of Control Tendons" sha!1 consist of the same
population of tendons in each tendon group :nat shall be selected
and shall remain constant for all inspection / test surveil. lance
cycles. The criteria for selection of these tendons shall be to
select those tendons which are accessible and have corrosion.

|

!O
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TABLE 4.6.4-2

TENDON LIFTOFF PROGRAM

~ ' '
TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

-

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
TENDON GROUPS TENDONS (1) NEW TENDONS (2) CONTROL TEN 00NS (3)

Circumferential 16 13 3
Top Cross Head 2 1 1
Bottom Cross Head 4 3 1
Longitudinal 15 12 3,

NOTES:

1. The " Total Number of Tendons" to be subjected to lift-off testing
shall be the indicated number in that group. With the exception
of longitudinal tendons, all tendons designated for lift-off
testing shall have both end-anchor assemblies lifted off if
accessible. Long'itudinal tendons shall have only the top end ~

~

anchor assembly lifted off.

2. The " Total Number of New Tendons" shall consist of a tendon
'

population selected at random for exar.inati:n or testing over theO next specified surveillance period. Selec: tan shall be such that
the total population of accessible tendons ia that group shall be
inspected / tested before beginning any re:: eat inspections / tests.
These tendons may be included in the group of new tendons which
are visually inspected, as indicated in Table 4.6.4-1. .

3. The " Total Number of Control Tendons" consists of the same
population of tendons in each tendca group that shall be selected
and shall remain constant for all inspection / test surveillance

i cycles. The criteria for selection of these tendons shall be to
| select those tendons which are accessible and have corrosion.

These tendons shall be included in the group of control tendons
which are visually inspected, as indicated in Table 4.6.4-1. One
of the tendons in the control group shall be a tendon monitored by
a load cell.

~

-
- -- - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .
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TABLE 4.6.4-3
MOV 3 01985

,

!
TENDON LOA 0 REQUIREMENTS

.

.

TENDON GROUP MINIMUM TENDON
LOA 05 (1)
(kips)

!

Circumferential:

at Heads 765
at Barrel 935

Top Cross Head 725
Bottom Cross Hea 725
Longitudinal 1090

NOTES .

1. Mininum tendon loads at jacking end.

.

,-
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.6.4 / SR 4.6.4

The limitations of this Specification ensure that the structural
and primary coolant pressure boundary integrity of the Prestressed
Concrete Reactor Vessel (PCRV) will be maintatted comparable to
the original design standards for the life of the facility.
Structural integrity is required to ensure the concrete remains in
net compression up to REFERENCE PRESSURE of 845 psig. Thispressure is in excess of the highest setpoint of the two PCRVrelief trains.

If PCRV integrity cannot be restored within 24 hours, orderly
shutdown within the subsequent 24 hours as required and reactor
depressurization within the next 30 hours allow for the removal of
decay heat and for excess primary coolant helium to be purified
and removed to the helium storage system. The deterioration ofPCRV integrity is an extremely slow process (e.g., caused bycorrosion). Therefore, an orderly shutdown and depressurization
is appropriate, considering the extremely large factors of safety
in the PCRV design.

Various monitoring programs are specified to ensure the PCRV
structural and primary coolant pressure boundary integrity. These
are described in Sections 5.13.4 and 5.13.8 of the FSAR. They
consist primarily of. monitoring and evaluating the PCRV with

-

respect to tendon corrosion, tendon load cell surveillance, ifner
; surveillance, and concrete structure surveillance. Details of

each program are identi fied in the appropriate Surveillance,

Requirement.h Monitoring instrumentation is cescribed in Appendixr

A D D irleA/4 L E-17 of the FSAR.
3

b/ FORM YrjoM
PCRV Tendons (SR 4.6.4.1)~

O W TNs

This Surveillance Requirement constitutes an interim accelerated
inspection / testing program to monitor the prestressing system and
develop a tendon corrosion data base. This program will be in
effect until 1988 or until such time that effective corrosion
control is established (References I and 2). -

2 .s
i Visual and lift-off examinations of tendon assemblies ensure that
| the prestressing system has not degradec. Quantities and
i frequency of inspections and tests were agreed to in discussions
! with the Commission. A su~4:llw.- p~pe -e/ / 14 ct-/<. 4-t ar-

kondes cer: Joes J acces.rrble In IVderemu 1.
t
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The substantial increase in the surveillance program to h b ki W
I a very high percentage of tendons that have already been inspectedm

that the PCRV prestressing system is capable of performingensure
its design function.

The basis for the minimum allowable tendon loads of Table 4.6.4-3
'

is included in Reference J.Y

The 23 failed wires are equal to 15*. of the wires in thecircumferential barrel tendons, and the 34 failed wires are equal
to 20*. of the wires in tendons in the other tendon groups. 9
Tendon Lead Cells (SR 4.6.4.2)

Since the relationship between effective prestress and PCRVinternal pressure is directly related and easily calculated,monitoring tendon loads is a reliable means of ensuring that the
vessel is capable of containing its design pressure.

Monitoring tendon load changes ensures that corrosion, concretestrength reduction, or excessive steel relaxation have notoccurred to the extent that they would compromise PCRV integrity.
Load changes, as reflected by load cells, are monitored in thecontrol room by an alarm system which alerts the reactor operator
if the allowable settings are exceeded. Upper scetings will vary
depending on the location of the tendon being monitored, while the _

lower settings for 'all load cells are set tep
times the PEAK WORKING PRESSURE (PWP). (FSM Section 5.13.8).

correspond to 1.25
1

O
Concrete Integrity (SR 4.6.4.3)

Cracks are expected to occur in the PCRV concrete resulting fromshrinkage, thermal gradients, and local tensile strains due tomechanical loadings. The degree of cracking expected is limited
to superficial effects and is not considered detrimental to thestructural integrity of the PCRV. Reinforcing steel is p ovided
to control crack growth development with respect to size andspacing. Model testing has also shown that severely cracked
vessels contain the normal working pressure for,

extended periods| of time as long as the effective prestressing forces are
| maintained.
, |

.

T k e. %:.s L + A=- e n s : ,s < -:r> s e*/~d:o~/-h:hd w: a- ?
.

c -:+aa:s ;.s i.,eis1 :,, Rafm ,,,,g, ) \
\

l
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Cracks up to about 0.015 inches (limits of paragraph bb N
f-- 318-63) for concrete not exposed to weather are generally ;( considered acceptable and corrosion of rebars at such cracks is of :negligible consequence. Larger crack widths will require further j

assessment as to their significance, depending" on-the width, Jdepth, length, and location of the crack 'on the structure, and

must be considered with reference to the observed overall PCRVresponse. Further discussion on the significance of concrete
cracks in the PCRV is given in Section 5.12.5 of the FSAR.

Observed crack development with time during reactor operation will
be related to the PCRV structural response as monitored by the
installed sensors and deflection measurement. Details of the PCRV
structural monitoring provisions are given in Section 5.13.4 and
Appendix E-17 of the FSAR.

Monitoring of overall PCRV deformations and deflection is the best
indication of PCRV structural performance and verifies that the
PCRV response is elastic and that no significant permanent strains
exist.

Visual examination of the PCRV support structure will be made for
evidence of structural deterioration. Significant crackingpatterns or sizes will be subjected to an engineering evaluationwith respect to their impact on the integrity of the PCRV.i
Measurements of the relative helium permeability throughout plant ,

life provides, as a supplement to other surveillance effort,,

[^ information concerning the continued integrity of the PCRV( concrete.

The interval for the above concrete related surveillances after
the fifth year following initial power operation may be adjusted
based on the analysis of prior results.

s
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Irradiation experiments on liner material specimens indicated that
the material was capable of fulfilling its function. throughout the
design life of the plant. Approximately 750 specimens with
dosimeters have been placed adjacent to the outside surface of the

i

I

top head liner to permit detection of any shifts of the nil
ductility transition temperature (NOT) characteristics of tne

|

i

liner plate, weld metal, and heat affected zone materials during |the lifetime of the plant.

The testing program requires specimen removal and testing during
the fifth REFUELING CYCLE and at specified times thereafter which
is adequate to detect significant changes. Tensile specimens are
not required for ASTM-E-185-70 testing because the liner is not aload carrying member, but only a ductile membrane. Thermalcontrol specimens are not required because the liner materials
will normally be maintained at or below 150 degrees F during all

. 1plant operations and there is no appreciable temperature cycling '

of the liner.

The interval for specimen removal and testing subsequent to the-
fifth refueling may be adjusted based on the analysis of priorresults.

The ultrasonic inspection of the PCRV liner is provided to detect
.

f the thinning of the liner due to corrosion c- to detect defects( within the liner at representative areas. Although no corrosion
is expected to occur, this specification albws for detection of~

corrosion or liner defects in the event of some unexpected and
unpredicted changes in the liner characteristics. The provisions
are discussed in Section 5.13 of the FSAR. The SURVEILLANCE
INTERVAL after the fifth year following initial power operation
may be adjusted based on the analysis of prior results.

The interval specified for functional test and calibration of the
instrumentation and alarms monitoring the core support floor and
columns will ensure monitoring of any change in their structural
integrity.

|

|
|

I

|
|

*
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Penetration and Well Integrity (SR 4.6.4.5) NOV 3 0 WO
( Integrity of PCRV penetration secondary pressure retainingboundaries is normally verified by continuous leakage monitoring iand by periodic leakage testing of the penetration interspace per iSpecification 4.6.1.4. The specified examinatf oris of accessible *

circumferential welds at structural discontinuities will ensure
continued integrity of the secondary pressure boundary at these
locations.

Examination of accessible penetration closures, flow restrictors,
and equipment restraint or support components ensures that these
components remain structurally sound and capable of performing
their safety function under both normal and accident conditions.

The interval specified for valve testing is adequate to ensure
proper valve operation when isolation of the interspace auxiliary
piping is required.

The interval specified for testing the helium purification cooler
wells is adequate to verify the well integrity, as well as that of
primary coolant boundary components located therein.

(0 h% S r4ig.s, Fre,. D. v. were- ho
C-o.pw y- S c.I =J. , += f. .Tak.u , , u.c wnc.3 , P.~M fae ** s

4.4 .c e : , om,,ga. iy, i ss.s,/References: --
.

1
< (4 Letter P-85071, from 0.W. Waremcourg, Public ServiceCompany of Colorado, to E. Johnson, US NRC, March 5,1985, Subject: Fort St. Vrain unit Number 1 Revised

Tendon Surveillance Program.

Letter P-85084, from 0.W. Warembourg, Public Service
Company of Colorado, to E. Johnson, US NRC, March 18,1985, Subject: PCRV Tendon Prestressing System,Transmitting attached report: " Tendon Surveillance FortSt. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Pubite ServiceCompany of Colorado".

4
(.W) GA Technologies document 907441/A, " Fort St. Vrain - PCRV

Tendon Evaluation", April 30, 1984.
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS NOV 3 0 Wo

3/4.6.5 REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT

REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT INTEGRITY
, . .

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION

3.6.5.1 Reactor building confinement integrity shall be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, SHUTOOWN*, AND REFUELING *

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

Without reactor building confinement integrity, restore
integrity within 2 hours or be in SHUTDOWN within the
subsequent J# hours.

, it

SHUT 00WN" and REFUELING *
g3

Without reac building confinement integrity. -

immediately uspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS,3 --+-c' :d n.c.-..,= resulting in positiveO'

reactivity changes, @ movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in
the reactor building l.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.5.1 Reactor building confinement integrity shall be
demonstrated:

a. At least once per 31 days by;
l
'

1. Verifying that all reactor building overpressure
protection system louvers are in the closed
position,band

EXCEPT AS SEQVIRED S't SNtlNC4T30N ' 0*I 3 * *
'

2. Verifying that all exterior doors and hatches are in
the closed position except as permitted by
Specification 4.6.5.1.bybelow.

ar,s v. c . c. a. c.

"During CORE ALTERATIONS or handling of IRRADIATED FUEL in the
reactor building.

- - - - - -
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verifying prior to each time that the exterMYd3ods gb. By
to the truck bay are opened, that the reactor floorhatch, the deck hatch, and all personnel doors in the
truck bay are closed.

.

c. B vse:S i.,y p, :.< 4, ese4 +:- +ta -el e,w. F/.. -y y

hant a,.J Joe +4s daaw haki is op.ed , -f Aa+ +4~

4rwek L.y J.. r o., J e yde<> I p.ers.. a i do. s or, .)4 s

a re. cl re.d.+o.use J,sy

.

e

e-

O

*
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BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.5.1 / SR 4.6.5.1 MOV 3 0195 i, -

The integrity of the reactor building confinement, in I

conjuction with operation of the ventilation exhaust system,
limits the off-site doses under normal ,and abnormal
conditions. In the unlikely event of a major release of
activity from the PCRV, the combination of the reactor
building integrity and ventilation exhaust system would act
to keep off-site doses well below 10 CFR 100 guidelines
(FSAR Section 14.10.3.4).

However, the worst postulated primary coolant leak accident,
Design Basis Accident #2 (DBA-2, FSAR Section 14.11), was
analyzed with no . edit taken for the reactor building
exhaust fans and fil ers. In Section 14.11 it is shown that
in the absence o these items the total duration site
boundary doses woulo t'.ill be considerably less than the
10CFR100 limits. Cred'.' has been taken for operation of the
reactor building exhaust 'ans and filters in the analysis of
the Maximum Credible Accident (MCA, FSAR Section 14.8) and
the Design Basis Accident #1 (DBA-1, FSAR Section 14.10) to
mitgate the consequences of these accidents. (FSAR Section
6.2.2).

With confinement integrity intact, the leak rate of the -

reactor building through other v ious and minor pathways is
/ A not a significant parameter with regarc to limiting off-site\ doses, as is shown in FSAR Section 6.2.4.1.

Two hours is a reasonable time to re-establish reactor
building confinement envelope integrity.

The internal doors and hatches of the truck bay are closed
to ensure integrity of the reactor building confinement
prior to the opening of an exterior door.

'.

|

O
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PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS
'

3/4.6.5 REACTOR BUILDING CONFINEMENT M3 0 W
REACTOR BUILDING EXHAUST SYSTEM -

. ,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

l
3.6.5.2 The reactor building exhaust system shall be OPERABLE !with: '

a. Reactor building internal pressure subatmospheric,
and

+ rs:n ,s
b. At least two of the three/exhaust fans (C-7301, C-

fn.sw4 J a f7302, or C-73025) and t1e associated filter
Jum e.t * Qssemblies (F-7301, F-7302, or F73025)f0PERABLE.osb.s " *'
APPLICABILITY: POWER,LOWPOWER,STARTUP,SHUTDOWNDndREFUELING*

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
~

a. With reactor. building internal pressure greater than
or equal to atmospheric pressure, restore it to -

subatmospheric within 6 hours or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

onl ess +m:ny
b. With[:::

then the requir;d exhaust syst;;r ; quip p;ntrestore the inoperable :quf;e::t fra.nOPERABLE,
OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

SHUT 00WNddREFUELING*
AW EVOLdCN

a. With the reactor building i rnal pressure greater
than or equal to atmospher pressure, immediately
suspend all operations nvolving CORE ALTERATIONS,

ec- t- :1 -- -" A resulting in positive
-"

reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in
the reactor building.

e svo LutnNSonly e-e. -hs:n
b. Withi!::: th:n the r:quir:d : h;u;; syste./.. equip..er.:

OPERABLE, restore the inoperable e-dfp : t & #'"#*
ALTERATIONS,a[cc-t!

OPERABLE status within 7 days, or suspend all
operations involving CORE r2,

| resulting in positive reactivity changes,- "-- ^-

i or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL in the reactor
| building.

Os *0uring CORE ALTERATIONS or handling of IRRADIATED FUEL in the
reactor building.

- _ _ _ -_ . - _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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r

4.6.5.2 The reactor building exhaust system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

'y 4 3

4|4t a. At least once per 12 hours by verifying that the
4

1 reactor building internal pressure is negative
relative to atmospheric pressure.

l.? g a JK At least once per 18 months or (1) after any4 C

E{)$ adsorber housings, orstructural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal
(2) following fire, chemical

[ ( release, or painting "fth ethe- th:r 6: c F;: t -

' )g ds p * ts, in any ventilation zone communicating with
the system by:

&*2
s. ? * D 1. Veri fying that the exhaust system satisfies the4sA -
(V -(. h

in place penetration and bypass leakage testing
acceptance criteria of less than l'.' and uses the8+q P test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions

)g}k) C.5.a, C.S.c, and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, and the flow rate

u5e is gN J w than c- ;u9 te ,-15,300 c i per4{h train,A 171oe cSm pl.a or mins.s lo */,
_

4 2. Veri fying within 31 days after removal, that a~
laboratory analysis of a representative carbon
sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory
testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,

i
f a methyl iodide penetration of less than

( 7 0% and
*

IYwo c-Im f ea oo n:"" /o '|*l

3. Verifying a flow rate of g :ter th:r er 0;u:13
to 15,200 :S per train during system operation
when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

g' After every 4400 hours of charcoal adsorberJ operation, by verifying within 31 days after removal,
that a laboratory analysis of a representative carbon
sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of

1 Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978 or a methyl iodide
penetration of less than 0%

n

U
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g At least once per 18 months by verifying that the NOV 3.01935
e, pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters and/' charcoal adsorber banks is less than 6 inches water\ gauge while operating at a flow rate of greater t h:,r,

equel to 15,3an c'- fer :: h filter train.a-
*

s1too efe, plu or m:na to *4 pe, .$
g. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA
4 filter bank, by verifying that the HEPA filter bank

satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage
testing. acceptance criteria of less than 1% in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a DOP test aerosolwhile operating the system at a flow rate of

4 r :::rth r. r :q::1 : 15,300 :f: per train. /7s** Efa rlw *r a * /8 4#

g$ After each complete or partial replacement of a.

charcoal adsorber bank, by verifying that thecharcoal adsorber bank satisfies the in place
penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 1% in accordance with ANSI
N510-1975 for a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant
test gas while operating the system at a flow rate of

3greate- thea er equa! te 15,290 cf per train.
11100 CCom, phas er m:nw /o */.

.

O

%

-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BASIS FOR LCO 3.6.5.2 / SR 4.6.5.2 NOV 3 01985

C) The reactor building exhaust filter system is designed toV filter the reactor building atmosphere prior to release to the
facility vent stack during both normal and most accident
conditions of operation. Additional information is provided
in the BASIS for LCO 3.6.5.1/SR 4.6.5.1 and FSAR Section
6.2.4). .rg,<t f. p.p gy 4-Ft Afewe .f he r
Thesystemconsistsofthreetrains)twoofwhicharenormally
in continuous operation (FSAR Section 6.2.3.2), with the third
normally on standby. The design flow rate for each train is
17,100 cfm plus or minus 10%, e.g.15,390 cfm minimum. One('/v/~Avf) train is sufficient to maintain the reactor buildingL subatmospheric]and thereby minimize unfiltered fission product
release from the building. With only one exhaust fan
operating, the ventilation system controls will throttle fresh
air supply to the air handler in order to reduce the pressure.
The air supply valve will fully close if the building pressure
increases to atmospheric (FSAR Section 14.7.3).

Bypass leakage and penetration for the charcoal adsorbers and
particulate removal efficiency for HEPA filters are determined
by halogenated hydrocarbon and 00P respectively. Thelaboratory carbon sample test results indicate a radioactivemethyl iodide removal efficiency for expected accident -

conditions. The filter /adsorber penetration and bypassp acceptance limits in the surveillances are applicable based on
(] a HEPA filter efficiency of 95% and charcoal adsorber

efficiency of 90% assumed in the AEC staff's Safety Evaluattor
(Table 4.3, Safety Evaluation, Jan. 20, 1972; and FSAR Section
14.12.3).

The surveillance frequencies speci f f.ed establish system
performance capabilities.

| The activated carbon adsorber in the affected unit will be
replaced if a representive sample fails to pass the iodinei

! removal efficiency test. Any HEPA filters found defective
will be replaced.

:

O

|
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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NOV 3 01985If fire, chemical release, or painting, occurs such that the
HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber could become significantlym

(s contaminated from the fumes, chemicals, or foreign materials,
the same tests and sample analysis should be performed, as
required, for operational surveillance. Reactor builuing ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

exhaust train (s) OPERABILITY should be verified per SR
4.6.5.2.b following:

1. Painting, except when water-base or equivalent paint
is used,

2. Any spray (aerosol generating) painting (includes
water-base or equivalent paint),

3. Fires that exceed 1 hour in duration, and

4. Any uncontrolled release / spillage of 5 gallons or
more of any chemical material which could reasonably
be expected to interfere with the charcoal to adsorb
methyl iodide.

A pressure drop across the combined HEPA filter and charcoal
adsorber of less than G inches of water gauge at the filter'

minimum design flow rate will indicate that the filters and
adsorbers are not clogged by excessive amounts of foreign
matter.

-

O
.

e

,

1
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'

PCRV AND CONFINEMENT SYSTEMS '

O 3/4.6.5 REACTGR BUILDING CONFINEMENT
. . -,

REACTOR BUILDING OVEPDRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION OF OPERATION

3.6.5.3 The reactor building overpressure protection system shall be
OPERABLE with at least 70 of 94 louver panels OPERABLE:

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, AND STARTUP

ACTION: With the reactor building overpressure protection system
inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status within 7
days, or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hcurs.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS.
.

, fx
4.6.5.3 The reactor building overpressure protection system shall be

demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 92 days by individually exercising eacha.
louver group through an open-closed cycle.

b. At least once per 18 months by:
p

1. Simulating an overpressuriza on signal and verifying
that each louver group opensg : de f 7:d within one
second at a pressure signal of 3 inches of water gage ~

differential pressure, and fully close when the
pressure signal drops below 2 inches water gage, and

. 2. The pneumatic cylinders for operation of each louver
section have at least 1800 psig in their nitrogen
backup supply.,

,

D(Vl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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KOV 3 01985
8 ASIS FOR LCO 3.6.5.3 / SR 4.6.5.3

'
The purpose of the reactor building overpressure protection
system is to maintain the integrity of the reactor buildinc
by relieving the pressure inside the building when it equaTs[

___

or exceeds atmospheric pressure by 3 inches of water, as
detected in the turbine building. In the unlikely event of
the occurrence of an increase of pressure inside the building

4 exceeding 3 inches of water, the louvers would open,
relieving the pressure, and then begin to automatically close
at 2 inches water pressure, restoring the integrity of the
reactor building (FSAR 6.2.3.4) and maintaining the potential
doses from the occurrence to as low as practicable.

The louvers are opened by spring pressure, and automatically
closed (or held closed) by air pressure acting through a
pneumatic cylinder. The cylinders for each louver section
will operate with 80 to 100 psig service air. A manually
actuated nitrogen supply serves as a backup.

The OPERABILITY of 63 louvers is required to prevent the
pressure buildup ,in the reactor building from exceeding
design limits. Requiring at least 70 louvers to be operable
provides a 10% margin of safety.

Plant administrative controls and Specification 3/4.6.5.1,
.

Reactor Building Integrity, ensure that the quarterly stroket x
'

test of the louvers will be commensurate with overall plant'

safety and will minimize the potential for an unmonitored
radioactive release path through the louvers.

.

:

|

.
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

J10V30 685
3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLE

BOILER FEED PUMPS

LIMITING CON 0! TION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.1 Two of the three boiler feed pumps shall be OPERABLE in any
of the following combinations:

a. The motor driven boiler feed pump (P-3102) OPERABLE and
one of the turbine driven boiler feed pumps (P-3101 or
P-3103) OPERABLE, or

b. Two turbine driven boiler feed pumps (P-3101 and P-3103)
OPERABLE and either auxiliary boiler OPERATING.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP*, and SHUTDOWN *

ACTION: With none of the above combinations OPERABLE, restore either
of the above combinations to OPERABLE status within 72 hoursor:

a. When in POWER, LOW POWER or STARTUP, be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours, or

AND ANY EVOLVT10MS
b. When in SHUT suspend all operations involving CORE

ALTERATIONS [rr ::rt ' ~d c'/ r-tr- resulting in
positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.1 There are no additional requirements other than those
required by Specification 4.0.f. on JNJwicG PN".

*With CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F.

n

.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.1 / SR 4.7.1.1,

Any one of the boiler feed pumps can supply feedwater for
helium circulator motive power and steam generator heat
removal providing sufficient safe shutdown cooling.
Emergency feedwater is required only in the depressurization
accident (DBA-2) as discussed in FSAR Section 14.11.
Requiring a combination of two boiler feed pumps with a
backup steam supply if the two steam driven pumps are used
provides additional redundant capability for safe shutdown
cooling. Either auxiliary boiler will provide adequate
steam supply for driving the turbine-driven boiler feed
pumps if the motor-driven boiler feed pump is inoperable.
Normal steam supply for the turbine-driven boiler feed pumps
is provided via the cold reheat piping. The auxiliary
boilers provide additional motive capability for these pumps
in the event normal steam sources are unavailable.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter' of interest is a
core inlet temperature greater then 760 degrees F. The
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative
calculation of the maximum potential temperature in the core
and surrounding components. The conservatisms are such that
if the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760degrees F, the design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is -

not exceeded. Systems used for accident prevention and
mitigation are required to satisfy the single failure
criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE isgreater than 760 degrees F. However, when CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 degrees F, it
is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE system for
accident prevention and mitigation without single failure
consideration, on the basis of the limited core coolingrequirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance
purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not
exceeded. However, if forced circulation is temporarilyrestored, a recalculation shall be performed, based on
present conditions, to establish a new time period for
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F.
Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surveillance testing provided that forced
circulation is maintained; the time to reach CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may be recalculated
as often as required.
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The ACTION time of 72 hours provides adequate margin should-

the boiler feed pumps become inoperable. Other means for
SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING are availiable using condensate or
boosted firewater coupled with physically redundant piping,
valves and components.

The boiler feed pumps will be inspected and tested in
accordance with the inservice inspection requirements of
Specification 4.0./.

5
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLEO- DRAFTb STE/J4/ WATER OUMP SYSTEM

NOV30SB6

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.2 The steam / water dump system shall be OPERA 8LE with:

a. A water level in the steam / water dump tank (T-2201)
less than or equal to 45 inches;

b. Both steam / water dump valves OPERABLE per loop (Loop
1: HV-2215 and HV-2217, Loop 2: HV-2216 and HV-
2218);

c. The steam / water dump tank safety valves (V-2270 and
V-2275) with a setpoint laer t 9 c- r;=1 ;c 47G-

3psig; op 960 10 -

d. The steam / water dump tank block valves sealed open
(Loop 1: V-2212 and V-2213, Loop 2: V-2242 and V- -

2243);

e. OPERABLE interlocks between Loop 1 and Loop 2 dump
systems which prevent the simultaneous dumping of
both loops; and g

f. OPERABLE feedwater4 1: !:ti:n valves and feedwater
centrol valves (Loop 1: HV-2201 / HV-2203, and FV-f
2205, Loop 2: HV-2202/HV-2204,andFV-2206).

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER
7 71 NOVES

hCTION: 4With an of the above components of the steam / water dump -

system noperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status
j withing 7 i, 3 , or be in at least ST/P. TUP within the next
| 24 hours. s w roowfv

a. V:th .r+*~~ /w*hr du y +n~ k le. sl p s- k r +han Yr 4 ch r,
n &., +e +4 rep. red le n t w : +A :n y 4 ,u n. e r- 1,s

;n a( w. J 4:n 2 9 ho w .r.

.

- -. ____ ___ - - - - - - -- __ _ - , _--
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.2 The steam / water dump system shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours, by verifying that the
tank level is less than or equal to 45 inches.

I,
b. At least once per 92 days, by! [perating the

steam / water dump valves through one co,mplete cycle of
ful1 travel,' 2. Peforma, o.f s. caourt raseri.xax rssr

th .sk / A e J e her levat sas4n. w..,,en

c. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Testing the electrical interlocks between loop 1
and Loop 2, to verify interlock action
preventing the simultaneous dumping of both
loops.

Stocx
2. Verifying the feedwater * :r'st f = valves and

feedwater contral valves close within the timesgspecified below:
og REC 0VM ACTUAT10M AIGAML

VALVE TIME (Seconds)

HV-2201 1
'

-

HV-2202 1t
HV-2203 10
HV-2204 10
FV-2205 2
FV-2206 2

3 Pa C. ua oS a..cHAnas4 cArackrtes e n W
stana /Ma,. % tuk levs/ in t~~+1.*o , .

O
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NOV 30 586
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.2 / SR 4.7.1.2

The steam / water dump system minimizes water in-leakage intof) the core as a result of a steam generator tube rupture (FSAR
N _,/ Section 6.4). Proper operation of the system minimizes damages

to the core from the steam graphite reaction and also reduces
olant downtime required for subsequent cleanup of the primary
coolant. As noted in FSAR Section 14.5 and Appendix A.12, the
steam graphite reaction is strongly temperature dependent and
insignificant below 900 degrees F. The average graphite
temperature in STARTUP is less than 500 degrees F and
therefore the system is not required for operation in STARTUP. j

l

The condensate inventory in the dump tank cools the fluid
dumped from the steam generator. There is no minimum level
required since the final pressure after a dump into a dry
vessel would not lift the dump tank safety valves to create a
potential release path. A maximum level of 45 inches is
established to prevent overfilling the tank and lifting the
safety valves due to hydrostatically filling the tank during a
dump. The tank level is verified once per 24 hours.

The dump valves are required to open, permitting the steam
generator to dump its contents into the dump tank. Only one*

valve is required to handle the inventory for each loop.
However, for single failure considerations, both valves are
required to be OPERABLE in POWER and LOW POWER. Proper -

operation of the valves will minimize core damage and hign
primary system pressure in the event of a steam generator tubev )g

,

-

rupture.;

The dump tank safety valves protect the integrity of the dump
tank which may contain radioactive fluids. The steam / waterdump tank pressure, temperature, and radiation monitors are
used to verify that the proper steam generator has been dumped
in case of a steam generator tube rupture. It also prevents
venting and draining of the tank to the radioactive gaseous
and liquid systems before the contents have been adequately
cooled. The radiation monitors (RIS-93250-12 and
RIS-93251-12) are covered in Specification 4.3.2.2.

The feedwater block valves (HV-2201 and HV-2202), emergency
i feedwater block valves (HV-2203 and HV-2204), and feedwaterflow control valves (FV-2205 and FV-22C6) limit the fluid

inventory being dumped into the steam / water dump tank. The
moisture monitors and pressure monitors initiate steam / water
dump protective action and are covered in Specification 4.3.1.

i

|

i

I

| 's.
t

|

. - ._.
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D30 8'oc k

OPERABILITYp[lves
The only tests which are required to ensur the
system, are confirmation that the feedwater 1::h 6n a vaand the dump valves are OPERABLE. The feedwater *::ht':: 81.ock
valves are also required to function for SAFE SHUTOOWN
COOLING. Each dump valve will be tested individually at 92
day intervals. Since the steam generators are not to be
dumped during the test, which is performed during plant
operation, the block valve is closed downstream of the dump
valve being tested to isolate the cump tank from the secondary
loop. After operation of the dump valve, the block valve is
again leeked open, returning the dump valve to service.

s EALuD

Testing of the interlocks that prevent ' simultaneous dumping of
both loops is performed once every 18 months.

Operat on during the first 11 years at Fort St. Vrain has
resulted in pinhole tube leaks in the steam generators on two
occasions, both of which were characterized by a slow (over
several hours) entry of moisture into the PCRV with eventual
reactor shutdown and loop dump. The design accident as
analyzed in the FSAR, section 6.4, assumes a complete offset
rupture of a steam generator subheader with a significant
amount of moisture entering the PCRV in a short time. The
time from rupture to the automatic inlet initiation of a dump
is about 8.5 seconds at 100% power to 39.5 seconds at 25%
load. o~:: 'The probability for this design accident is

Ave ~ smal P ,the consequences of lesser accidents is insignificant, -and .3s.tasapletimerequiredtorepaireitherthesteam/ water
dump valves o feedwater isolation and flow control valves can

to7 hays,arestorationtimeforthesteam/waterdumpbe upV system of 7 ur: is c:::<e ee ::::;te :. se rataro as isv overnwo3
YL How ktwsuce us s& *s

i ges ro44 tion rime 1=G E'U**^
m1M M Low TWo645JI.d
,.en,. mie-rooc -

ACSULT" W WN#cSSNG ,

uuAVAusitrm M nts l

IVSM:M .

1

I

-

|

:

|
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p PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS kN
_

3/4.7.1 TURBINE CYCLE NOV 3 01985
'

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES

:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
_

I

I;ns
3.7.1.3 The hot reheat steam power operated relief valves (PCV-

5221-1 and PCV-5221-2) 3shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With either hot reheat steam power operated relief
valve (PCV-5221-1 or PCV-5221-2) inoperable, restore
the valve (s) to OPERABLE st'atus within 72 hours or
be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS- .

' O" 4.7.1.3 There are no additional requirements other than those
requiredbySpecification4.0.g.

4

!

|

l

1

|

| 0

-
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i

!

BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.3 / SR 4.7.1.3 D3 01985(h
(#) The hot reheat steam line is equipped [with two power operated !

luz of ee apshd v Nep
pressure relief valves actuated byl turb h: t ri s;, high '

condenser pressure, high hot reheat steam pressure or loss of*

condensate pressure to the reheat desuperheaters. The hotreheat steam line is also equipped with six ASME Code springloaded safety valves. These hot reheat steam relief valvesdischarge to atmosphere. Transients in which the hot reheat
steam power operated relief valves are utilized, coincident
loss of outside electric power and main turbine trip with a
loss of one standby generator, are discussed in Sections
10.3.1 and 10.3.2 of the FSAR.

The ACTION to restore any inoperable power operated relief
valve (PCV-5221-1 or PCV-5221-2) within 72 hours or be in
SHUTOOWN within 24 hours is acceptable since there are six
ASME Code spring loaded safety valves ocated downstream in
that same reheat steam line.

The reheat steam power operated relief valves will be
,

inspected and tested in accordance with the inservice
inspectionrequirementsofSpecification4.0.[.

.

.

9

-

.

,

|
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' PLANT A4C SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT

3/4.7.I TUR9INE CYCLE,

SECONDARY COOLANT ACTIVITY NOV3 0 26

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.4 The secondary coolant activity level shall be limited to
0.009 uC1/cc of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 and 6.8 uCi/cc of
tritium.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With thr pecific activit/ of the secondary coolant system
greater tr.:n 0.009 uC1/cc of DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131
uC1/cc of tritium, be in at least SHUTDOWN within fg

3

srAsrve w.s,, n w,, a '

:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

4.7.1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall
be determined to be within the above limits by analyzing for
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-13 p triti p ,andj beta plw.s jegross n(oncentratiop
. .. ,_... ____ ___ .. <- - < ..

ti0ity 5eveEexceUs 1 abovelimits.

3. once per 7 days, when the a level is'--
th-- IL* Of th :50;; li-it:.

g u g . 9 ;,, c. a a m w..n nhis V. 'r- /,.

1
1

_ . - _ _ . _ _ - - - - - _ - - - - - ,- - - - . . - - - - - - - . _ - . , - - . . - . . , - . - -
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TABLE 4.7-1

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

TYPE OF MEASUREMENT SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS
AND ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY

G e,s.s Ra ds - aa +:.i +y D. h..: .d:,, * ,, p y,,,, , ,,,, , , , 7 ,,
_

and 'C so +=po : <. A n * I ssa fa r- DoJ E'y

Equi nieer 1. n i an.t re. 4;" paa. 2y Lew<e , w k n ~ e ='e r'2. Ones
+L. .see. J. c., ta.,4 <-ef!" 4y

[ eos coe}re h.***%J' 0
level rwl.es g).ar 'A *I 'I4" ';*d'

t . E. . 4. . A_.__.

s. o,,u. p - 1 a.,,, s.a..,e- +4.-

*

. ach.+y levs/ dece m u &
r

,, -
-

-

.7 . . . . . . . . . . . ...,7., ,.

'

', +, las, .f% to Y. -4 H. Bn. h
,

. .

.

*A gross radioactivity analysis shall consist of the quantitative measurement
- of the total specific activity of the secondary coolant except for radio-
nuclides with half-lives less than 10 minutes. Determination of the
contributors to the gross specific activity shall be based upon those' energy
peaks identifiable with a 95% confidence level.

.

* 9

.

A
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.1.4 / SR 4.7.1.4 D30W
The limitations on the secondary coolant activity have beer
established to ensure'that the exclusion area boundary dose is
orders of magnitude less than the 10 CFR 100 dose guidelinev
values, in the unlikely event of an accident involving theloss of outside power, and main turoine trip, combined withfailure of one diesal generator to start (FSAR Section
10.3.2). In this case, about 52,000 <;allons of secondary
coolant water could be vented to the atmosphere as steam ifcorrective action were not taken. Conservatively assuming adilution factor of 2.7 E-3, and no partition factor of theiodine between the steam released and the water not released,
a 2 hour exposure dose of only about 1.5 Rem to the thyroidwould be obtained. Using the same conservative assumptions
for tritium, a 2 hour exposure dose of only about 0.5 Rem to
the whole body would be obtained. Therefore, an orderly (24
hour) shutdown is appropriate if a limit is exceeded.

This LCO is applicable only in POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP
because these are the only times activity can be added to thesecondary coolant. Furthermore, the accident referenced aboveis initiated from a condition in which the turbine is
operating, wnich can occur only in POWER or LOW POWER.

A weekly surveillance interval is sufficient to monitor the
ar.tivity of the secondary coolant when levels are below 10% of -

the limits of Specification 3.7.1.4. More frequent monitoring

O of the secondary system is provided by the daily sampling andmalysis frequency if the activity level exceeds 10% of the
limits of Specification 3.7.1.4.

Large leaks of activity into the secondary system would be
detected and alarmed by instruments and systems as describedin Section 7.3.5 of the FSAR.

:

s

-- - , , . - . - - - , - - - - - - - - . . , - -. -- --
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.2 HYDRAULIC POWER SYSTEM DRAFT
O aav s o ses

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.2 Two hydraulic power systems, providing control to their
respective coolant loops, shall be OPERABLE with:

l

a. One OPERABLE hydraulic valve accumulator and associated
header servicing each group of valves,

b. Hydraulic fluid pressure to each group of valves
maintained greater than 2500 psig,

At least two OPERABLE hydraulic pumps, andc.

d. Hydraulic oil reservoir temperature less than 150 degrees
F.

.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:
.

g' a. With no hydraulic valve accumulator or with loss of
capability to supply at least 2500 psig to the valve
operators of one group of valves, isolate the affected
secondary coolant loop " ' * 1 5% and be in SHUTDOWN
wi thin Xhourf.I

b. With the hydraulic oil temperature exceeding 150 degrees
F, restore the oil temperature to within its limit within
24 hours or be in SHUT 00WN within the following 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.2 The hydraulic power system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
YL

At least once per g hours by verifying:a.

1. That hydraulic fluid pressure to each group of valves
is greater than 2500 psig, and

2. That hydraulic oil reservoir temperature is less than
150 degrees F.

O



..
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Mlv3 o se5 -

b. At least once per 92 days by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST on the system pressure icators and
pressure alarms.

9
c. At least once per 18 months by:.

1. Performin a CHANNEL CALIBRATI of the system
pressure indicators and pressure arms, and

'

2. Veri fying that the standby pump automatically starts
when system pressure drops to less than 2800 psig.

I

e

O'

.

_ --- ---- ---- - - ---- - -----
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.2 / SR 4.7.2

/, Each secondary coolant loop hydraulic power system is designed
with the following: three hydraulic fluid pumps, two hydraulic( accumulators for each group of hydraulic operated valves, and
separate headers to each group of valves. The hydraulic

1system will normally operate with two hydraulic fluid pumps !and both hydraulic accumulators in service. The third
hydraulic pump and one accumulator in each group is redundant.
(FSAR Section 9.11).

The hydraulic oil temperature limit of 150 degrees F
corresponds to the system design temperature and minimizes
oxidation of the hydraulic fluid, thereby enhancing its
service life. The temperature of the hydraulic oil
reservoirs, which are immediately downstream of the hydraulic
oil coolers, is alarmed in the control room.

Loss of two hydraulic fluid pumps or both hydraulic
accumulators servicing a group of valves indicates the
potential for complete or partial loss of valve OPERABILITY in
the affected secondary coolant loop. A 1 hour ACTION time is
provided to isolate the affected loop, in an effort to regain
OPERABILITY of a second hydraulic fluid pump and/or at least'

accumulator for the affected valve group. If OPERABILITYone
of a second hydraulic fluid pump and/or at least one
accumulator is not restored within I hour, reactor shutdown is

-

required within 24 hours.

O
| In the event hydraulic oil is lost to a group of valves, some

degree of control will be lost and the affected secondary
coolant loop is isolated. With only one group of valves
inoperable, the ability to totally isolate the affected
coolant loop is ensured by the selective grouping of valves.

In the event of loss of all hydraulic power in one system, all
flow pressure and speed control as well as ability to totally
isolate the affected secondary coolant loop is lost.
Therefore, the affected loop is isolated with the exception of
cold reheat steam path to the condensor via the circulator
steam-drive bypass line. Heat removal is accomplished with
the non-affected secondary coolant loop. Upon depletion of
steam to drive the circulators, the circulator (s) are operated
on their Pelton drives,

l

|

|

e

O

l
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A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST once per 92 days and a CHANNEL
CALIBRATION once per 18 months on the system pressure i

indicators and alarms ensure OPERABILITY of the pressure
indicators and alarms that monitor system pressure.

Verifying that the standby hydraulic pump starts when system
pressure falls below 2800 psig ensures that a system pressure
of at least 2800 psig will be maintained at the pumps; this
will provide at least 2500 psig at the valve actuators, taking
into consideration line losses. This surveillance will be
performed once per 18 months. Verifying that hydraulic fluid
pressure is greater than 2500 psig once.per.2( hours ensure _sj ft
that the minimum pressure required to operate the hydraulic
valves in the secondary coolant system is available.

N if,'n3 ihet hjdcew!;c fluid pressure i; grc:.tcr then 2500
psig ecce per 2? hesca en;ure; that th; ni n i:= pr ;;ure
r;;uir:d t: Oper:t: the hydrau!'c va!ves 'a da sarmadaryeccleat syste= 's 've41=ble.

Veri fying that the hydraulic oil temperature is less than 150
degrees F once per A C* hours ensures that system oil
temperature is within design limits.

.

U

|

|

|

|

,
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN SUPPORT SYSTEMS MN
3/4.7.3 INSTRUMENT AIR SYSTEM NOV 3 0 585

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION.

3.7.3 At least two instrument air systems, each consisting of one
instrument air compressor, one instrument air receiver, one
reactor buil. ding air header, and one turbine building air
header, shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION: With only one instrument air system OPERABLE, restore at
least two systems to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or
be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.7.3 Each instrument air system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
'

\ 2.
a. At least once per . K hours, by veri fying that the

instrument air header is pressurized to greater than or
equal to 80 psig.

d.g. At least once per 18 months, by performing a system
functional test which includes a simulated loss of header
pressure, and verifying the automatic air compressor start
and alarm functions.

.

k. AT LEAST owcE fER 31 DA13, B1 PERF06 MING. A CHANNEL
INDICATORS

Md DM P8 ESSURE N AND Lov/A
| PRESSURE Al ARMS ON TM INSTRUMENT AIA REtelv6R

TANKS AND HE ADERS.

C. AT LEksT oNCE PER 16s DAMS, SY PERFORMIV/- 4 CHANNEL
_{ All8 A ATleM

_

_ CN PMESSung |NplCATORS AND Low pggggg
ALABMs oN THE INsTAVMe.NT AIR RECEIVER T'4NK5 AND*

H E. APE RS .

O

- - - - - - -
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U
BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.3 / SR 4.7.3 D30W

\s_,/ The instrument air system ensures that sufficient air is
available for continued operation of essential
instrumentation, control devices, the reserve shutdown system,,

and pneumatic power operated valves required for SAFE SHUTDOWN
COOLING.

The instrument air system is a normally operating system. The
system is demonstrated OPERABLE by ensuring that header
pressure is maintained greater than 80 psig. A working
pressure of greater than 80 psig ensures adequate air pressure
for operating essential valves and instrumentation.

The ACTION requirements specified provide restrictions upon
continued facility operation commensurate with the level of
instrument air degradation.

The daily check of the system operating pressure coupled with
the 18 month system functional test demonstrates that the
system is OPERABLE and will perform as described in the
safety analyses. These test frequencies are consistent with
those plant systems that support SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING.

.

I
\

.

.

.
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DRAFT
PLANT AND SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

NOV3 0 E85 i

,

g 3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM-OPERATING j
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.1 The service water system shall be OPERA 8LE with:

a. At least two of three service water pumps (P-4201, F-
4202, or P-42025) OPERABLE,

b. An OPERABLE flow path to SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING users
of service water which are required to be OPERABLE
(emergency diesel coolers, instrument air compressors
and after coolers, and the reactor plant cooling
water /PCRV liner cooling heat exchangers: E-4601, E-
4602, E-4603, and E-4604), and

tAs cinA+:,,3 wake pm W s~d
c. -An- OPERABLE flow paths from athe circulating water

makeup system to the service water pump pit.
-

APPLICABILITY: POWER , LOW POWER, STARTUP*, and SHUTOOWN*

v ACTION:

a. With only one service water pump OPERABLE, restore at
least two pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, or

1. When in PCWER, LOW POWER, or STARTUP, be in at
least SHUTOOWN within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUTOOWN, suspend all operations

cc48"Y ,g;ginvolving CORE ALTERATIONS , ee centr:!
.movemea4+ resulting in positive reactivity
changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.

i

*With the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F.

!

|

J

_ . _ _ . . _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ElV30SBS
b. With an inoperable service water flow path to either

the emergency diesel coolers, or the instrument airQ compressors and after coolers:

1. Declare the affected component (s) inoperable and
r::ter: the '!:.e path te OPERt9LE statu: ;ftFin
72 hau :, :r lcon,p y v.44 +la, ay lie,Ll r qs.:esme Lo
e4' 4essfus 4:en 2. 9.2 =~<l/*e 2.r. l. I , o r

2. Initiate backup cooling from the firewater system
with at least two OPERABLE firewater pumps within,

*

1 hour and restore service water to the affectedcomponent (s) within 72 hours of initial loss ofservice water, or

3. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within the following 24
hours,

c. With an inoperable service water flow path to the
reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner' cooling system
heat exchangers:

1. Declare the affected component inoperable,-4ad.
::ter: the f!^w p:tb t: CPER'.SLE :::tu: withia

72 heur:, :?No w:4 +Asopp/:s. W rep.usmodsF sys..s. gen .r. . :, ee
f[

o

'!: r ' fy b::Eup :: !' g ::p:bf'ity "fth :t !:::t
.

] tu: OPERtBLE '*r:u ter purp: fth'- 1 Seur 2ndvj -e te e re-" fee .:ter to th :ffe:ted : epenent
"!th'- 72 heur ef 4-1tf:1 is : ef ::rvf:: w:t r,

-se--
2
/. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next 24 hours.

M in Ac% b.2d. With backup cooling initiated er th: ::p:bf'fty,
ver'' fed :: '- SCT!OM :.1 above and with only one
firewater pump OPERABLE, restore two firewater pumps
to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or be in SHUT 00WN
within the next 24 hours.

,n A c+.en b.2
*

e. With backup cooling initiated 4 :r th: ::p:bflity
:r''!;: :: 1- SCTION :.1 above and with no firewater

pumps OPERABLE, immediately initiate a reactor
shutdown and be in at least SHUT 00WN within 12 hours.

OO
|

__- - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . . - . - . - _- _ _ _ _ _ _ . .. - . . - _ - _ - - . - _ - _ _ - _ _ ._
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f. With an inoperable flow path from the circulating4

water makeup system to the service water pump pit,Q restore the flow path to OPERABLE status within 24
hours, or

1. When in POWER, LOW p0WER, or STARTUp, be in
SHUTOC'.'N within the next 24 hours, or

2. When in SHUTOOWN, suspend all operations
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or control rod
movements resulting in positive reactivity
changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Th e. servies. ~~he stoh- c L H L~ b h ~:~ L O M o att :
hAt least once per 24 hours,y versh: s 444.7.4.1 a. the above required service3

water pumps :h:'' be d;;= : t - .t:d CoEa2SLC ;nd-
circulat service water ,

b. At least once per 31 days, by verifying that each
valve in the flow path from the circulating water
makeup pump discharge to the service water pump pit.

-

this is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in'

place, is in its correct position.

c. A+ l'a>+ *eu ec<- !! "' Ha , Ly d*> - cl~h u R-
co p .behty +* :

g y .se rv:<.. weh- 4. +A o JAff .tHurnow coctw61. A l

war s v:a. +4 s cseess/4 :ny e d e pu y Las.n .

.1, 4yrky a e e.es .aA r- pumy k.., n.< m y fra n., Afu

c1resIA.y, & o.de ). n-hoo.,
!

N

|

O
| 0
,

-- - - - - - - , . , - - . , - - . , . - , - - - - - -
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DRAPLANT AND SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM-SHUTDOWN 30W

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4.2 The service water system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. One service water pump (P-4201, P-4202, or P-42025)
OPERABLE,

b. An OPERABLE flow path to SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING users
of service water (emergency diesel coolers,
instrument air compressor and after coolers, and the
reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner cooling heat
exchangers; E-4601, E-4602, E-4603, and E-4604), and

4 c:e&di y v.hr jus-p kann o ''
c. An OPERABLE flow path from4 the circulating water

makeup system to the service water pump pit.

APPLICABILITY: STARTUP*, SHUT 00WN*, and REFUELING

p ACTION: With any of the requirements identified in 3.7.4.2 a, b,-

s or c above inoperable, rc:t:r: th: ;uip;;nt t: OPER."0LC-'
st:tu: pri r t reeching CALCULATED BULK CCRE.

TE"PERATURE cf 750 d:gr::: :nd :u:;:nd 11 :p;r ti:n:-
"

,

in;;h' ; CORE ^LTER^TIONS Or centrol red ::;::::::-.

rece!ti"g 'a posit 4"a "=ac*4"i ty c h = ""a s -- d4cd., 44. 4 0 4J
c y .a,s.,Hr) in y rsh/s. ed c.q/y o:44 .H., mped/<. rap;,.a, a,,-u.

A SpratF:nf:m 2. C. 2. 2, 2.7.1, e r- 3./. /. 2 .

*With the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE less than or equal to 760
degrees F.

|

|

|

\
:

(
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

No ad&kusi s w s.Il~s* "+~b e44- Man +M'
refw'"*Y /ide.,M.ed p< rpsed:ad:e f. 7. .

4.7.4.2 At ieast once per 24 hours the aoove requirea serv
water shall be demonstrated OPERABLE and c ating
service water.

b. At least once per ays by verifying that each
valve in the f1 from - circulating water
makeup discharge the servic er pump pit,
th s not locked, sealed, or otherwise s d in

u n12c. << in <+e ener cc nne4+4nn i

.

.

1

|

|

|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATICNS LCO 3.7.4.1 and 3.7.4.2

V Approximately 25% of the capacity of a single service water pump is
sufficient to perform SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING. The SAFE SHUTOOWN
COOLING users of service water are the emergency diesel coolers, the
instrument air compressors and after coolers, and the PCRV liner
cooling heat exchangers. The instrument air compressors and after
coolers and the PCRV liner cooling heat exchangers are continuously
supplied with service water during normal plant operation. Service
water to the emergency diesel coolers is verified by surveillance
testing of the emergency diesels. With the plant in LOW POWER or
POWER, there will normally be at least two service water pumps in
OPERATION. The requirement for two OPERABLE service water pumps is
for single failure considerations during SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING. The
firewater systein serves as a backup to the service water system. The
fire water system OPERABILITY requirements are given in Specification
3.5.4. SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING, including service water requirements,
is discussed in FSAR Section 10.3.9. The service water system is
discussed in FSAR Section 9.8. The firewater system provides an
independent source of cooling water for the service water system for
all safe shutdown essential water requirements The firewater system

,is applicable during all modes of operation. g pg g,. 4 As
In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core inlet escher#.a)*
temperature greater than 760 degrees F. CALCULATED BULK CORE -

TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of the maximum potential
\g]/ temperature in the core and surrounding components, such that the

design inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
,

used for accident prevention and mitigation are required to satisfy
single failure criteria whenever the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE
is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 degrees F, only
one0PERA8LE system required for accident prevention and mitigation is

. acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the'

limited core cooling requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenace purposes
provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not exceeded. However, if
forced circulation is temporarily restored, a recalculation shall be
performed based on present plant conditions, to establish a new time
period for the CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees
F. Redundant systems may also be taken out of service for
maintenance or surveillance testing provided that forced circulation
is maintained; the time to reach a CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE
equal to 760 degrees F may be recalculated as often as required.

>N: ,
%J

I

|

___ ._. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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During POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP, and SHUTDOWN, with.the CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE greater than 760 degrees F, with only one

x service water pump OPERABLE, a restoration time of 72 hours is
provided to restore another pump to OPERABLE status. During this 72
hours, service water needs can be met by the redundant pump.

With an inoperable flow path to the emergency diesel coolers or
instrument air compressors and after coolers, initiation of backup
cooling is required, because the affected component may be
automatically initiated tp perform SAFE SHUT 00WN . COOLING. With an
inoperable flow path to the reactor plant cooling water /PCRV liner
cooling heat exchangers, backup cooling capability must be verified,
so that it can be manually initiated if requred. Actual initiation
of backup cooling to the PCRV LCS heat exchangers is undesirable
except in an actual emergency to minimize possibility of tube
fouling. Seventy-two hours is provided to restore the flow path to
OPERABLE status, this is consistent with the restoration times
provided for in the system OPERABILITY requirements for the above
components. If the flow path cannot be restored within 72 hours,
backup cooling will be initiated (firewater) or the capability
verified within 1 hour to restore the equipment to OPERABLE status.
Both firewater pumps must be OPERABLE. The Surveillance Requirements
for firewater pump OPERABILITY are given in Specification 3.5.4. If
neither of these conditions can be met, the plant must be in SHUT 00WN
within 24 hours. If only one firewater pump is OPERABLE, a second -

pump must be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, or the plant
must be in SHUTDOWN within 24 hours. The I hour restoration tima iss,

j required because service water is unavailable, and the firewater,

V supply has no redundant capability. If no firewater pumps are
OPERABLE, the plant must be in SHUTOOWN within 12 hours because
service water and backup cooling (firewater) are both unavailable.

With the flow path from the circulating water makeup system to the
service water pump pit inoperable, a restoration time of 24 hours is
provided to restore the flow path to OPERABLE status. This ACTION
time is adequate, since backup cooling (firewater) can be initiated,
and considering the makeup requirements of the service water system.

.

During STARTUP, SHUTDOWN, and REFUELING, with the CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE less than or equal to 760 degrees F, a service water
pump, flow path to SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING users of service water, and
a flow path from the circulating water makeup system to the service
water pump pit are required to be OPERABLE prior to the time
calculated to reach a CALCt; LATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE of 760 degrees
F. This ACTION ensures that the plant will remain in a stable
condition when service water is unavailable due to maintenance,.
testing, or unanticipated outages.

No specific surveillances are required as the service water system is
normally operating, including the required OPERABLE flow paths. The
flow path to the standby diesel generators is demonstrated OPERABLE
by the surveillance testing of the diesel generators.

- -----
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

O 3/4.7.5 PRIMARY COOLANT DEPRESSURIZATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5 a. Two flow paths for primary coolant depressurization shall
be OPERABLE, each from the primary coolant system through
a helium purification train to the reactor building
ventilation system exhaust.

b. At least 650 gallons of liquid nitrogen shall be
maintained in the liquid nitrogen storage tank (T-2501).

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, and STARTUP

ACTION:

a. With only one of the above required helium purification
train depressurization flow paths OPERABLE due to
regeneration of the second purification train, '

-

| 1. Initiate action to regenerate the second helium
, purification train within 24 hours of its removal'

from service and restore it to OPERABLE status within
the following 31 days, and

2. Maintain an OPERABLE depressurization flow path ''

through the regeneration piping of the second
purification train, for the duration of the
regeneration process.

3. Be in at least SHUT 00WN within 72 hours after either
failure to regenerate within 31 days or loss of an -

OPERABLE depressurization flow path per ACTION a.2.

4. The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are notapplicable.

b. With only one of the above required helium purification
train depressurization flow paths OPERABLE other than due
to regeneration, establish an OPERABLE depressurization
flow path through the regeneration piping of the
inoperable purification train within 24 hours, and restore
two purification train flow paths to OPERABLE status
within the next g or be in at least SHUT 00WN withinthe following 24 h gours.

7

O
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c. With none of the required helium purification train

depressurization flow paths OPERABLE:

1. Restore at least one train to OPERA 8LE status within
12 hours or be in at least SHUTOOWN within the next
24 hours, and

2. Restore at least two purification train
depressurization flow paths to OPERABLE status within
the following 7 days or be in at least SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours.

d. With less than 650 gallons of liquid nitrogen in the
nitrogen storage tank, restore the liquid nitrogen storage
inventory to 650 gallons within 24 hours or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5 The helium purification train depressurization flow path (s)
shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

-

O a. At least once per 24 hours by verifying that the liquid
nitrogen storage tank (T-2501) contains at least 650
gallons of liquid nitorgen.

b. At least once per 18 months by cycling (through one
complete cycle of full travel) the valves for routing
helium gas to the reactor building ventilation exhaust and'

for cooling the high temperature filter adsorber (HTFA).

c. At least once per REFUELING CYCLE by verifying air flow
through the emergency cooling pipe spools and the heliumi

I and charcoal coolers.
t

,

.

O

. . _ _ _ - _ _ .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.5 / SR 4.7.5(q>v The helium purification system is a normally operating system
with redundant backups and requires no tests or inspections
beyond good power plant operating and maintenance practices to I
verify operability (FSAR Section 9.4.8).

on ham of +W
In the unlikely event ofanaccident(involvinganextended
Loss Of Forced Circulation (LOFC), .ee.Ahelium purification
system must be OPERABLE to depressurize the primary coolant
system. The normal depressurization flow path provides for a
filtered release through the following OPERABLE components:
the high temperature filter adsorber, the helium. purification
cooler, the helium purification dryer, the low temperature
gas-to gas heat exchanger, the Low Temperature Adsorber (LTA),4pefr d
and associated piping and valves leading to the reactor Asc W
building exhaust.

A regeneration train is an alternate depressurization path.
That is, it is the same path as the normal primary coolant
depressurization path with the LTA and/or purification system
dryer bypassed. The LTA would be bypassed because it is
cooled by liquid nitrogen normally and the flow path may be
restricted due to freezing. With the LTA bypasseu, the
regeneration train can be effectively used for .

depressurization of the PCRV and the consequences are still
O well below 10CFR100 limits, e.g. bounded by the accidents

.t (Q described in FSAR Section 14.11.2.8.

If both purification trains are inoperable other compensatory
measures (such as reducing the buffer supply to operating

. circulators) may be taken to minimize the increase in PCRV
pressure during an LOFC accident. This is acceptable for a
limited period of time due to the availability of an alternate
depressurization flow path via the regeneration piping.

| A total of 650 gallons of liquid' nitrogen is required to
! provide refrigeration for the low temperature adsorber during

depressurization. (FSAR Section 9.6.6).
' The only aspect of system operation that must be monitored is

the maintenance of the required quantity of liquid nitrogen in
the liquid nitrogen storage tank and the operability of
isolation valves for routing helium gas to the reactor

l

building ventilation exhaust and for cooling the HTFA.

D
; .

____ . - _ _ . __ __
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The standby pipe spools for emergency water cooling of the

O helium cooler and charcoal cooler are tested once per -

REFUELING CYCLE. These coolers are used only in the event of
an extended loss of forced circulation accident. The coolers
are disconnected and do ,not contain water during normal
operation. The coolers are tested with the standby pipe
spools in place by an air flow test as construction of the
coolers is such that the supply and return piping goes into
the top of the coolers. Any residual water would remain in
the U-tube design. The air flow test is sufficient to verify
proper installation and operation of the pipe spools and !
system cooling piping. I

.

m

,U-

,

1 -

.

O
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING SUPPORT

DRAFT3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMSO 80V3o sesV SPRAY AN0/0R SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.1 The following spray and/or sprinkler systems shall be
OPERABLE:

Dry pipe systems (automatically actuated valves)a.

1. The 4160/480 volt AC transformers.

2. The reactor plant exhaust filters.

3. The turbine lube oil reservoir room.
4. The turbine lube oil storage room.

5. The reserve auxiliary transformer. -

6. The main and unit auxiliary transformers.

b. Wet pipe systems (fused spray heads)

1. Hydraulic power unit 1A.

2. Hydraulic power unit 18.

3. Steam driven boiler feed pump 1A.
; 4. Steam driven boiler feed pump IC.

5. The auxiliary boiler room.

6. The hydrogen seal oil unit.

7. The helium circulator turntable reservoir.
8. The turbine building side of the "G" wall for( the congested electrical cable area.

t
,

; 9. The reactor building side of the "J" wall for
| the congested electrical cable area.
!

~

_ _ _ _ , , , _ - - _ _ . - - - - , - - - - - ' - ' - - " ' ' ' ' '-
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c. Manually operated fixed spray systems

1. The 480 volt switchgear room.
!
|

2. The auxiliary electrical equipment room.

APPLICABILITY: At all times *

ACTION:
I

Wish vne or mvre vi che d'uve required spray ana/. u
sprinkler systems . inoperable, within I hour: ,

'

1. tablish a continuous fire watch with ckup fire
pr ction equipment, or

2. Perform evaluation and cet mine that the area
protected b he inoperable ray / Sprinkler System
contains no afety rel ed equipment which is
required to be OP LE n which case no action is
required, or

3. Perform an e uation an determine that the area
protected b he inoperable s ay/ sprinkler system
includes o redundant systems components, and
estab sh an hourly fire watch patro .

.

b. The ove evaluations may be performed subsequ to the

Os e ablishment of a continuous fire watch. Whe the
requirements of ACTIONS a.2 or a.3 can be justified, t
may he initiated at that timo.

g. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not
b applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.1 Each of the required spray and/or sprinkler systems shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days, by verifying that each
valve (manual, power-operated, or automatic) in the
flow path is in its correct position, and

a , V:4k ons ar noes. e F 44w sh*vu esp:rsd Sp,=y r ,df.e 4 : kler-
syska inoperalI., w 41: i heue eslajhf a e,.,p.s..s $;r-

us+<. 4 w. +4 Aaek F.w. s,.yy,as:,,,, op.p.,4 .% +A. area.y

in aab esdu ,da + sysh,ns or ca,,ym,r.c c. jj h a. Ja n,ay,J j k r.
Q \ e +ke a. rus , anaLI:34 an A.uel S.,.. wah) per ).y

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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b. At least once per 12 months, by cycling each testable

valve in the flow path through at least one complete
cycle of full travel.<ss

( c. At least once per 18 months:

1. By performing a system functional test which

includes simulated automatic actuation of the
system, and:

a. Verifying that the automatic valves in the
flow path actuate to their correct
positions on a simulated actuation signal,
and

b. Cycling each valve in the flow path that is
not testable during plant operation through
at least one complete cycle of full travel.

1

2. By visual inspection of the dry pipe spray and
sprinkler headers to verify their integrity, and

3. By v'sual inspection of each nozzle's spray area
to verify the spray pattern is not obstructed.

d. At least once per 3 years, by performing an air flow
test through each open head spray / sprinkler header
and verifying each open head spray / sprinkler nozzle

-

O is unobstructed.

, -

|

|

|

|

N
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.1 / SR 4.7.6.1 -

,,

The OPERABILITY of the spray and sprinkler system ensures that
) adequate fire suppression cabability is provided by wet pipej sprinklers and dry pipe spray nozzles in areas of the plants

where this system protects safety related equipment, or
equipment that can perform a safety function.

The spray and sprinkler system will minimize potential damage
to safety related equipment or equipment that can perform asafety function should a fire occur.

If one or more of the systems becomes inoperable, a continuous
fire watch with backup fire suppression equipment will be
provided for the inoperable system, if safety related
equipment is present in the affected area.

Verifying valve position, valve actuation, inspecting theheaders and nozzles, and verifying that each header is
unobstructed ensures OPERABILITY should a fire occur.

A continuous fire watch shall be performed once per 20
minutes.

.

C4

,

I

{
,

e
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,

'
3/4.7.6 FIRE SyPPRESSION SYSTEMS

i

CARBON OIOXIDE SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.2 The emergency diesel generator rooms' carbon dioxidesystem shall ba OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever the emergency diesel generators are required
to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:
i

a. With the above required carbon dioxide system inoperable,
within 1 hour establish a continuous fire watch withbackup fire suppression equipment for the affected
emergency diesel generator room (s),

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not '

applicable.

G
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6.2 The emergency diesel generator rooms' carbon dioxide fire
suppression system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the carbona.
dioxide storage tank level is greater than 3 0'.' and

thatthepressureisgreaterthan285psig,C(MANUAL, POWEA orEAhTEDj on AUToM4TI
b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that eachi valve in the flow path is in its correct position,'

and

At least once per 18 months by verifying:c.

1. The system, including valves and associated-

ventilation system fire dampers, actuates
,

manually and automatically upon receipt of a
simulated actuation signal, and

2. Flow from each nozzle during a " Puff Test."

l O
\ G
:

|

|
- - . . - _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ - _ _ .
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8 ASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.2 / SR 4.7.6.2 W3025
The OPERABIt,ITY of the carbon dioxide fire suppression system~

ensures that postulated fires in either of the emergencydiesel generator rooms can be automatically suppressed. In
the event that the carbon dioxide system becomes inoperable, a
continuous fire watch will be established within 1 hour andthe a f fected emergency diesel generator room (s) will beprotected by a carbon dioxide hose station or portable
extinguishers, which will provide an equivalent level of fireprotection for postulated fires.

Verifying level and pressure in the carbon dioxide storagetank once per 7 days ensures that a sufficient amount ofcarbon dioxide is available to suppress any postulated fires
in the emergency diesel generator rooms.

The monthly valve position check includes valves C014, C019,
C031, and C032 and verifies a clear flow path for CO2 deliveryas needed.

Verifying valve and damper actuation by a simulated actuation
signal ensures a discharge of the proper carbon dioxide
concentration (34'4) and a soaking time of 30 minutes.

Performing a " puff test" will ensure that the distribution .

headers are not blocked.n

. (V saastfoe2 4 pukmm *F o ch.sk a+ knaf
; \

A continuous fire watch shall be ge: ": :d once per 20minutes.

r

\
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DRAFT
3/4.7.6 3 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

O\ Novs o as
,

HALON SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.3 The following Halon systems and associated HVAC isolation
dampers shall be OPERABLE:

a. Control room,

b. Auxiliary electric equipment room,

c. 480 volt switchgear room,

d. Building 10 - switchgear room and ground level,

Building 10 ground level under mezzazine floor, ande.

f. Building 10 - battery room.

APPLICABILITY: At all timess

'
ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required Halon systems or
HVAC isolation dampers inoperable, within 1 hour
establish a continuous fire watch with backup fire
suppression equipment for the affected room (s),

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not
applicable.

?r

|

0

-
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O 'Y* SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS\v) + s.
)

wi 4 Each of the above required Halon systems shall bep .7.6.3
demonstrated OPERABLE:

q5 fs -

g p. At least once per 184 days, by:

43( 1. Verifying that the Halon storage tank weight is at
4 least 95*. of full charge weight (or level) andE

4 (( ,o{ pressure is at least 90*. of full charge pressure for
the following systems:

5'4
y a) Control room,s

L L b) Auxiliary electric equipment room, and4 ,
-u

I 1 c) 480 Volt switchgear room
+fg se..yA+ u at tw r 9t *4 of Sut! eLorys ws:p 't ** dl

gy4 2. Verifying that the Halon storage tank pressure is.at3least 90". of full charge pressure for the followings

j systems:S
% c

g a) Building 10 - switchgear room and ground level,
.

b) Building 10 ground level under mezzanine floor,'s and

c) Building 10 - battery room

g At least once per 18 months, by:
c

1. Verifying that the system, including associated HVAC
isolation dampers, actuates correctly upon receipt
of a simulated test signal, and

2. Veri fying that the distribution headers and nozzles
are not blocked by flowing air through the system,

l

|

Om
I

!
.- -_. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - . . . . -. - _ . -
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.3 / SR 4.7.6.3
NOV3 0 885

The OPERABILITY of the Halon systems ensures that adequate
fire suppression capability is available for all postulatedQ fires in the three room control com, lex and in building 10.
The Halon system consists of two main distribution systems,
one for building 10 and the other for the three room control
complex. The main distribution systems are separated into
independent subsections that provide Halon to the following
fire areas that house safety related equipment: 1) thecontrol room, 2) the auxiliary electric equipment room, 3)
the 480V switchgear room, 4) Building 10's switchgear room
and ground level, 5) Building 10's ground level under the
mezzazine floor, and 6) Building 10's battery room.

Halon is scpplied from full capacity main cylinders and 100%
spare reserve cylinders; either the main or the reserve
cylinders may be used to satisfy the Specification
requirements. The OPERABILITY of the associated HVAC
isolation dampers ensures that adequate room isolation will
be available to maintain an effective concentration of Halon
after actuation of the suppression system. In the event
that portions of the Halon suppression systems areinoperable, backup fire fighting equipment is required in
the affected areas until the inoperable equipment isrestored to service. An installed sprinkler system(Specification 3.7.6.1) provides dedicated backup -

suppression for the 480 volt switchgear room and the
auxiliary electric equipment room.

\
The surveillance requirements ensure that the minimum
OPERABILITY requirements of the Halon suppression systems
are met. A semi-annual surveillance ensures that a
sufficient volume of Halon is in the storage tanks by

i verifying either the weight or the level of the tanks. -fet-
the be!! ding 10 h ! r :y:tr , :n!y ster:ge ter' pre::ure f:
-veri' fed, beesure the :t:r:ge taa' weight eaanet be ved 'ied|

w!theut r= v'eg the t a a '. t . Verification that the
i distribution headers are not blocked demonstrates their
i ability to spray Halon when needed to suppress a fire.

Verification that the system, and its associated HVAC! isolation dampers react to a simulated actuation signal will
ensure overall system response to a postulated fire.

(

- . _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS MAR(h FIRE HOSE STATIONS
W30E

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION '

_

3.7.6.4 The fire hose stations listed in Table 3.7.6-1 shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: With any of the fire hose stations listed in Table 3.7.6-1
inoperable:

a. If the hose station is the primary means of fire
suppression, within 1 hour either:

1. Ensure that the nearest OPERABLE hose station
can provide coverage for the area normally
protected by the inoperable hose station, or

2. Route additional equivalent capacity hose from -

'

the nearest OPERABLE hose station, to provide
coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperable hose station.

b. If the hose station is not the primary means of fire
suppression, within 24 hours either:

1. Ensure that the nearest OPERABLti hose station
can provide coverage for the area normally
protected by the inoperable hose station, or

2. Route additional equivalent capacity hose from
the nearest OPERABLE hose station, to' provide
coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperable hose station.

c. Perform an evaluation to determine that t e physical
routing of the fire hose (per ACTION a2 or b.2)
would result in a recognizable hazard to operating
personnel, plant equipment, or the hose itself, in
which case the fire hose will be stored at the outletA
of the OPERABLE hose station. si m .spt.L se Mevuren
AE*M - To )DEUTlF1 "THE PMortfA Hole to ujg,

d. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are
not applicable. *

km

e

- .
. - , - - -_ _ _ . -
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

O 4.7.6.4 Each of the fire hose stations required above shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by a visual inspection o5
the fire hose stations to ensure all required
equipment is at the stations.

b. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Removing the hose for inspection and re-racking,
and

2. Inspecting all gaskets and replacing any
degraded gaskets in the couplings.

c. At least once per 3 years by:

1. Partially opening each hose station valve to
verify valve OPERABILITY and no flow blockage,
and

| 2. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure'

greater than or equal to 175 psig.
.

1

J
|

;

|

|
|

|

O
\

L

;
'
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TABLE 3.7.6-1

FIRE HOSE STATIONS

HOSE STATION NO. BUILDING ELEVATION

TH7 E2 Turbine 4829

TH7 F6 Turbine 4829

TH7 86 Turbine 4829

TH7 C2 Turbine 4829

TH6 C2 Turbine 4811

TH6 E2 Turbine 4811

TH6 G6 Turbine 4811

TH6 86 Turbine 4811

TH5 E2 Turbine 4791.

TH5 G3 Turbine 4791

i THS G6 Turbine 4791

TH5 86 Turbine 4791

TH5 C2 Turbine 4791

TH12 G4 Access Bay 4885 -

THil G3 Access Bay 4885

TH10 H4 Access Bay 4864

TH10 G3 Access Bay 4864

TH8 G4 Access Bay 4846

THil G6 Access Bay 4885

TH14 G3 Access Bay 4940

THIS J4 Access Bay 4960
l

RH13 M2 Reactor 4916

RH13 J2 Reactor 4916

RH12 J2 Reactor 4906

- - - - - --
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TABLE 3.7.6-1 (continued)

IIOV3 0 885
HOSE STATION NO. BUILDING ELEVATION

RH11 MS Reactor 4881

RH11 M2 Reactor 4881

RH11 K2 Reactor 4881

RH11 JS Reactor 4881

RH10 MS Reactor 4864

RH10 M3 Reactor 4864

RH10 K2 Reactor 4864

RH10 J5 Reactor 4864

RH9 M5 Reactor 4854

RH9 J5 Reactor 4849

RH8 M5 Reactor 4839
.

RH8 J5 Reactor 4839O RH7 MS Reactor 4829

RH7 M3 Reactor 4829

RH7 J2 Reactor 4829
,

RH7 J5 Reactor 4829

RH6 M3 Reactor 4811

RH6 J2 Reactor 4811

RHS.5 M3 Reactor 4801

RH5.5 J2 Reactor 4801

RHS MS Reactor 4791,

RHS M3 Reactor 4791i

! RHS J5 Reactor 4791

0

- - - .- - - -
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TABLE 3.7.6-1 (continued)

HOSE STATION NO. BUILDING ELEVATION

RH4 L5 Reactor 4781

RH4 J5 Reactor 4781

RH3 MS Reactor 4771

RH3 J5 Reactor 4771

RH3 M3 Reactor 4769

RH3 J2 Reactor 4769

RH2 M3 Reactor 4759

RH2 J2 Reactor 4759

RH2 MS Reactor 4756

RH2 J5 Reactor 4756

RH1 M5 Reactor 4740
.

RH1 M3 Reactor 4740,

RH1 K3 Reactor 4740

RH1 J5 Reactor 4740
.

4

i

|

|

|
l

i

I

O
'

|
|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.4 / SR 4.7.6.4 g ;

The OPERABILITY of the fire hose stations ensures that
/ adequate fire suppression capability is provided throughoutI the turbine and reactor buildings.

The fire hose stations will minimize potential damage to
safety related equipment should a fire occur.

If one or more of the fire hose stations becomes inoperable,
backup fire suppression coverage will be provided by an
adjacent OPERABLE hose station.

A fire hose station shall be considered a primary means of
fire suppression if there are no Halon, CO2, or spray or
sprinkler systems providing coverage to that area.

Visually inspecting the fire hose stations, removing the hose
and reracking it, replacing any degraded gaskets in the
couplings, verifying flow, and hydrostatically testing the
hose will ensure OPERABILITY should a fire occur.

Fire hose stations may be added without prior License
Amendment to Table 3.7.6-1, provided a revision to Table
3.7.6-1 is included with a subsequent License Amendment
request.

O

.

O
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTOOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

DRAFT3/4.7.6 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

, YARO FIRE HYORANTS AND HYORANT HOSE HOUSES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.6.5 The following yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant hose
houses shall be OPERABLE:

Number i northeast of the circulating water valve pit,a.

b. Number 3 north of the circulating water cooling tower,

Number 6 south of the circulating water cooling tower,c.

d. Number 7 southeast of the service water cooling tower,
and

Number 11 southeast of the turbine building.e.

APPLICABILITY: At all times
.

O' ACTION: With any of the above listed yard fire hydrants or
associated hydrant hose houses inoperacle:

a. Within 1 hour, locate additional equivalent capacity
hose in an adjacent OPERABLE hydrant hose house to
provide coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperable fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose
house, if it is the primary means of fire suppression,
or

b. Within 24 hours, locate additional equivalent capacity
hose in an adjacent OPERABLE hydrant hose house to
provide coverage for the area left unprotected by the
inoperable fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose
house, if it is not a primary means of fire suppression.

The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are notc.
applicable.

.

V

. . . ._. -_ - - -_ _ . _. - _ _ _ .
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NOV 3 0 885
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

4.7.6.5 Each of the above yard fire hydrants and associated hydrant
hose houses listed in Specification 3.7.6.5 above shall bes

demonstrated OPERABLE:
*

a. At least once per 31 days, by visual inspection of the
hydrant hose house to ensure all required equipment is
at the hose house,
(onen. dar,y MmA > ^Pr l, w hay a, J o w~ du y S9+., M., e Nov.)

b. At least once per 184 days, by visually inspecting each
yard fire hydrant and veri ying that the hydrant barrel
is dry and that the hydrant is not damaged, and

c. At least once per 12 months by:

1. Conducting a hose hydrostatic test at a pressure of
greater than or equal to 175 psig,

2. Inspecting all the gaskets and replacing any
degraded gaskets in the couplings, and

3. Performing a flow check of each hydrant to verify
its OPERABILITY.

.

_

|
.

.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.6.5 / SR 4.7.6.5

The OPERA 8LITY of the yard fire hydrants and hydrant hose
houses ensures that adequate fire suppression capability is

v provided throughout the yard area.

If one or more of the yard fire hydrants or associated
hydrant hose houses becomes inoperable, additional lengths
of equivalent capacity hose will be locited in an adjacent
OPERABLE hydrant hose house within 1 hour if the fire
hydrant or associated hydrant hose house is a primary means
of fire suppression, or within 24 hours if it is not a

,

primary means of fire suppression. This will ensure that
any area left unprotected by an inoperable fire hydrant or
associated hydrant hose house will be protected should a
fire occur. A fire hydrant or associated hydrant hose house
shall be considered the pritaary means of fire suppression if
there are no spray or sprinkler systems providing coverageto that area.

Visually inspecting the hydrant hose house, the barrel, and
the hydrant, replacing any degraded gaskets in thecouplings, verifying flow and hydrostatically testing the
hose, will ensure OPERABILITY should a fire occur.

.

;

O

-. -- - _-
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PLANT AND SAFE SHOT 00WN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

d 3/4.7.7 FIRE RATED BARRIERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

$
$ 3.7.7 All fire barriers (walls, flocr/ ceilings, cable trayg enclosures, and other fire barriers) separating safety-related

N 4, fire areas or separating portions of redundant safe shutdown4e systems within a fire area and all sealing devices in barrier
i penetrations ( fi re doors, fire dampers, cable, piping, and4'e ventilation duct penetration seals) shall be OPERABLE.
%

APPLICABILITY: At all timesy

ihACTION:
.i :

d { $4 -

With cae or mare cf the abe e ce;Lired fire berrier-
-

4 (' t
5 nd/or sealing devices inoperable, within 1 hour:,

S' r E ' 4 +ks 1. blish a continuous fi re watch on least one
'

*
4. t side the af fected barrier, orIAh1

v ( N +0 4)
'4 '3 2. Verify the ABILITY of f . etectors on at least-4

,

(C
one side of the erabl arrter and establish an*

4 hourly fire watch pa , or! .'NJ+t v. 3. Perform an ev ation and de mine that the areas on1 }4 f both side the inoperable bar ' r do not containidi '
4 equip t which is required to be 0 BLE.

s

l j
if,g],{% b. Th equirements of ACTION a.3 may be performed s equent

o th stablishment of a fire watch and implemente at
, 4 g , ,3 _ -.

I e e .b e t
% ,7 * 4 [b-'Q The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not

a k 4- applicable.S:all
d

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
!

4.7.7 The above required fire barriers and penetration sealing
devices shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

O. a. At least once per 24 hours, by verifying that each
unlocked fire door is closed.

_ _ .___ ._. _ . - - __ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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b. At least once per 7 days, by verifying the position of

each locked fire door.
\' c. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Performing , a visual inspection of tne exposed
surfaces 07:

a) Eacn fire barrier,

b) Each fire damper and associated hardware, and

c) At least 10% of each type of sealed penetration.
If apparent changes in appearance or abnormal
degradations are found, a visual inspection on
an accitional 10% of each type of sealed
penetration snall be made. This inspection
process shall continue until a 10*.' sample with
no apparent changes in appearance or abnormal
degradation is found. Samples shall be selected
such that each penetration will be insoected
every 15 years.

2. Performing a functional test of the automatic firedampers.

,r d. Following any maintenance or repa' work which disturbst. the fire retardant material in the saa'ed penetrations, by4

v' verifying that the seal is retur ad to an OPERABLE
condition.

:

!

|

|

-. - - _ _- ___ .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.7 / SR 4.7.7

(V The OPERABILITY of the fire barriers and barrier penetrations
ensures that fire damage will be limited, as analyzed in the
Fire Haza rd Analysis. These design features minimize the
possibility of a single fire involving more than one fire area
prior to detection and extinguishment. A safety related fire
area is any area of the plant which ccntains safety related
equipment, as listed in Tables 1.4-1 and 1.4-2 of the FSAR.

In the event that a fire barrier does not remain intact, a
continuous fire watch (cree every twenty minutes) on one side
of the affected barrier or an hourly fire watch patrol in
conjunction with OPERABLE fire detectors will ensure earlynotification of a potential fire hazard.

The fire barriers, fire barrier penetrations for conduits,
cable trays and piping, fire windows, fire dampers, and fi re
doors are periodically inspected to verify their OPERABLITY.

Veri fying the position of each unlocked and locked fire door
once per 24 hours and 7 days respectively, ensures that thefire doors are in their as-designed condition to confine or
retard fires from spreading to adjacent portions of the
facility. Visually inspecting the exposed surface of each
fire barrier, damper and associated hardware, and 10P. of each

,

type of sealed penetration once :er 18 months, and
'

[ functionally testing each automatic fire :amper once per 18
months ensures that the release, closing echanism and latchess'
will be able to perform their design fun: tion when required.
Veri fying that the seal is returned to its original condition
following any maintenance or repair work which disturbs the
fire retardant material in the sealed penetrations, ensures
that it was not damaged or altered in any way to prevent itfrom performing its design function.

,

no
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3/4.7.6 ACM OIESEL GENERATc3 NOV 3 0 M

LIMITING CONDITICN FOR CPERATJL _ _

__

- -
_

3.7.8 The ACM diesel generator unft shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A flow path from any fuel oil storage tank through an
OPERABLE fuel oil transfer pump to the diesel fuel oil day
tank,

b. A minimum fuel oil inventory in the fuel oil storage tanks
'of 10,000 gallons, and

c. The associated switchgear and motor conteel center
OPERABLE.-

APPLICABILITY:-POWEP., LOW POWEP,, STAP, TUP, sad S;;UTCOWN f.f =/l dimes
.

; ACTION:

O) a. With the ACM diesel (generatcrinoperable,restoreitto(
V

OPERABLE status within))4' days or be in at least SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours. k

, ,,.o c.a a ni a e, s w
**' a +1* * ~ n-~4 A j>a. . 1 4;,, p ,.f,, n ..e4 e..:~4<,,<

e.,(5 '7. v. c e > 2
b . I F f k f u e.l e :1 s o ,y le. d r a e p a, sy,ae.4:a d t.,,,J y. s. J. 1. 2. e , n

\

,.s outs:ds +4 wa,ys oZ a.ce.p+~4/e. ml <., a.s g.va.
'

in -thd

Sp Si e..af:en, Ja m eau 4ra+ 14 OPEM.aditITy af +A A CAA

dresst gen..an by p-he ,:ny M Y.7.rL.3 and V.7.r.b.9
v. J4:., 7 Ao s , i4 ne+ par-Gee s d us;+4:n +de. /ta.,J. ') Ay.s ,

Sau yh. tao d:=s*I %i a:I pu. . sit' y. rr.r. c. err. '/. r. J./. 2. c. tn

J }Ain C boues er-f toer.y+ e,4 fA. *~V e 5 -fola en s. La./e:)
.$4yfu l'8$ss]O.1, $k fb e. .S &Cend & ~''f*|e* ah kasa.) er|} , .L ca t;t:Ae*

-rh. ca , S acce,,+~J/<. +1~ * r r<e .cpe.*:ks k ,, y. v.s. < or-.

1. v. l.1. 2. c.1, dea: , tL. Ll *:I F. ..-s 4hs. Corrlw *.:-ds d
insW 4) ank r spla<s u. K Froof F a.] e:) in M 4--/ e.l k k'GJ.,
arJ. s<.y ~ w:ll*s .t Jouau al e.eca.y+ yae .sp' e; Sic.4:--s V. 'X J cl

bY. f. /, }. ,t. C. 2 . enoe ej eney dise ,I y aneas l*<.1 en d ACs*1'T' s.\ co=

0 d:ne.t 9. oa a 4 .11,Il As. dae).-. J ine,. 1/. sy~ re a *.yt *-f
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h SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTSG
4.7.8 The ACM diesel generator unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by:

1. Veri fying that the electrolyte level of each diesel
starting battery is above the plates,

2. Verifying that the overall battery voltage is greater
than or equal to 120 volts, and

3. Verifying that the diesel's water jacket is being
maintained at a tempertture of greater than or equal
to 85 degrees F.

b. At least once per 31 days by:

1. Verifying the contained fuel volume in the fuel oil
storage tanks.

g, >. . a e. a . a. e..., .a, .....c. . . . . . . . . . ,
_

.. .

htransfersfuel trem 4: it._;- 'ystem to the diese
f.J. c: cy trk -

,

- 3. Verifying the diesel starts, idles, and accelerates
to an engine speed of at least 900 rpm. The
generator voltage shall be 4160 plus or minus 416
volts, and the frequency shall be 60 plus or minus
1.2 Hz.

.

4. Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to
greater than 2500 KW, and operates at load for an
additional 60 minutes.,

1

i

( va,.;Syi,,y H.+. *in MA T I eil Msh p nfa ., 4* M s .'
i) A pri .., n .,.4< e y .1+..-* ~+ % seu
1,.a; .4 is..r i ,al..s (t.cpa ik) 1., +h~ ^en say +.a

| a,,J sh.y at a /s ! 4 :?.t. H ,%c 4 (9'x.s'p!4.s),; .?.).

+4. eSa.- y .,y . 4a.+s aI a leni e, S 'r. rs io.cks (2.r. s'y./6 .).

a o J sJ.y., 4 .r.1. .t5 :sse Au ( q 7. s'ya // ) . M 14 p, :m. ,
| h 1, a,u G- pump .11 ~r 1/-eha J j 1) +1a. bg J, t a s.4 s.+7

sb s 14. fump 4.) *+ .t 1 h ineA <., (jia. sy . ,) ,. ,,, jy g

Y) f"; f' r*uur <- Je"> or.: sby 44n. p s.y (s) ,,, J ,j,
O d.uA ,y- (7ojos.*9) er la w sa.eJ.. (2pi .) p..z.n. a.,
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; f. At least once per 18 months by:
l

1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance
with procedures prepared in conjunction with its
manufacturer's recommendations.

2. Verifying that each of the required ACM loads listed
on Table 4.7.8-1 can be energized via the ACM
electrical distribution system.

e.
,d. At least once per 10 years by emptying the fuel oil

storage tank,, removing the accumulated sediment and
cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite solution or
equivalent.

.3 Pe<S..e:~y a. cnwn cA)anrnav as +h d:<s i
eng:n <. w&&"dackd h**he % p *4" ~ c*~4'*I

%s h . .5 a~ d 4L ***e.rr ** d , /-w y waJ< p>>-o.rra ee ,

/-n. m a:,, herzo.g a:/ pra.uure , A r e, A w h -/vry. am}~<<.,.

\ a ,J h:g 4 cmn x ess a. pl.rs.ruea. pr .4. e 4:v. f u .-fra .

O| f C. A+ Jea + ene* yre- 92 dap, by on: . , a. zey /s . -f
ke.I *:1 F* -- +Aa. A C e day 4.., x ;, ace.,Ja e v.44
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;
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TABLE 4.7.8-1

ALTERNATE COOLING METH00 - DIESEL GENERATOR LOADS

a. Fire Water Pump (P-4501)

b. Service Water Pump (P-4201 or P-4202)
c. Service Water Tower Fan (C-4201X or C-4202X)
d. Service Water Return Pump (P-4203 or P-4204)

PCRV Liner Cooling System Pumps (2) (P-4601 or P-46015) ande.

(P-4602 or P-46025)
f. Circulating Water Makeup Pump (P-4118-P, P-41185-P, or

P-4118SX-P) .

g. Reactor Plant Exhaust Fan (C-7301 or C-7302)
,

D h. Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps (2) (P-4803 or P-4804)
'

i. Helium Purification Cooling Water Pump (P-4701 or P-4702)
j. Firewater Pump House Vent Fans (2) & Louvers (C-7521 and C-7522)

k. Motor Operated Valve (HV-2301 or HV-2302)
1. Stack Effluent Radiation Monitor . (PING-1)

m. ACM Plant Lighting
.

n. Breathing Air Compressors (C-4501P or C-4502P)

Start-up Battery for Diesel Generator and D.C. control.o.

|

|

I
|

|

O

|

______ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.8/ SR 4.7.8

The OPERABILITY of the ACM diesel generator ensures that a
reliable and independent source of power will be available to |SAFE SHUT 00WN COOLING equipment and instrumentation in the
event of an incapacitating fire in the THREE-ROOM CONTROL
COMPLEX or other congested electrical areas. The ACM diesel
generator provides power independent of the normal plant
electrical distribution system by manually repositioning
electrical transfer switches. If necessary, the ACM diesel
generator can also be used as an emergency backfeed to the
load centers in the THREE-ROOM CONTROL COMPLEX.

Ensuring that a fuel oil transfer system is OPERABLE with
10,000 gallons of fuel provides for over 72 hours of diesel
ge1erator operation with full ACM load. This is considered
more than adequate time for obtaining additional fuel fromoff-site sources. -

The Specification is not applicable in REFUELING because the
reactor is in a stable condition with low decay heatrequirements, and therefore, low demands on the SAFE SHUTDOWN -

COOLING equipment.

A 14 day restoration time is required to permit maintenance -

and repair considering the limited availability of parts for
| the unique components of the ACM diesel generator. This timeperiod is acceptable because of the limited nature of the
s

specific events during which the ACF diesel is used.

The Surveillance Requirements are adequate for demonstrating
the OPERABILITY of the ACM diesel generator to perform its
intended function. The testing of the diesel generator unit
simulates, where practical, the parameters of operation thati

l

would be expected if an actual demand was to be placed on the
system. Weekly testing of the startup batteries ensures that
adequate voltage is available to start the diesel upon demand.
A weekly check that the diesel water jacket is warm, increases
the probability of a successful start during winter
conditions. Monthly testing of the diesel generator unit
during normal plant operation, demonstrates proper startup and
load-carrying cabability, and verifies that the required
voltage and frequency are attained. This test also verifies
that the components of the diesel generator unit are OPERABLE.

|

|

|

_
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A " diesel generator unit" consists of the engine, generator,

Os combustion air system, cooling system, fuel supply system,
lubricating oil system, starting battery system, automatic and
manual controls, and the diesel generator breaker. Periodic
energization of the ACM loads ensures that power can be
distributed from the diesel to the ACM components upon demand.
The requirements on the fuel oil system provide adequate
assurance that the diesel generator unit will continue to
supply reliable electric power for the duration of the ACM
event. Fuel oil gquality is ensured by Specifications p.7.r.cand 4.8.1.1.2. .5 % ,, A y 2 4 % g ,,97

_

!
,
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.9 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION SYSTEM,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.9 The control room emergency ventilation system shall be
OPERABLE in the recirculation mode with minimum makeup with:

a. Both the control room emergency filter fan (C-7506) and
the control room supply fan (C-7504X) OPERABLE, and

b. The control room emergency makeup ventilation filter
(F-7502) OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION: POWER, LOW POWER and STARTUP
.

a. With nne of the above required fans inoperable, but
with control room positive pressure greater than or -

equal to 0.05 inches water gauge, restore the
| r] inoperable fan to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be
; in SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours,

b. With one of the above required fans inoperable, and
control room positive pressure less than 0.05 inches

| water gauge, restore the inoperable fan to OPERABLE'

status within J4-hours or be in SHUTDOWN within the,

next M hours.
| 2. \

c. With the control room emergency makeup ventilation
filter inoperable restore the filter to OPERABLE

_ "status within 7 ty:
1 4,e < or be in SHUTDOWN within thenext 24 hours.

.

SHUTDOWN and REFUELING

With the above requirements for the control room emergencyi

! ventilation system not met. er+a e the y:t:- t: OPEIu".0LE
< tam ut"- 7 iy: r suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS, re-+-a1 cd = ;;;;c.t: resulting in
positive reactivit changes, or movement of IRRADIATED

*
a.,y u A f;,y

I
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.9 The control room emergency ventilation system shall b'e
demonstrated OPERABLE:

4 '

I k[ h At least once per 18 months, or after any structural3

g; $ h maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber
housings, or following painting, fire, or a chemical

*

i }. release in any ventilation zone communicating with the
,

g44 system by:

)[K
7 1. Veri fying that the ventilation system satisfies the

7 $ in place penetration and bypass leakage testingE4
x . @4
1 acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% and uses the

} test procedure guidance in Regulatory Positions"4j4 C.5.a, C.5.c, and C.S.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
{y A o Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is
4 p ,4 t greater than or equal to 450 ACFM.

4 sf 2. Verifying within 31 days after removal, that a
n

3 4 laboratory analysis of a representative carbon sample
4g 7 % obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b

4 of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, -{ g] d meets the criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.c of

O ,I g$}lj
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978 or a*

methyl iodine penetration of less than '.' t 30
g degrees C, 95% RH. t

khje 3. Veri fying that the pressure drop across the HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorbers is less than 6 inchesti of water while operating the system at a flow rate of
greater than or equal to 450 ACFM.

4. Verifying a system flow rate of greater than or equal
to 450 ACFM during system operation when tested in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

.

%
?

.

O
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/.
C. .b'. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA

filter bank verify that the HEPA filter bank satisfies the\
in place penetration and bypass leakage testing acceptance
criteria of less than 0.05% in accordance with ANSI N510-
1975 for a 00P test aerosol while operating the system at
a flow rate greater than or equal to 450 ACFM.

), /. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal
adsorber bank verify that the charcoal adsorber bank
satisfies the in place penetration and bypass leakage
testing acceptance criteria of less than 0.05% in
accordance with ANSI N510-1975 for a halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas while operating the
system at a flow rate of greater than or equal to 450
ACFM.

c,/. At least once per 18 months, by verifying that the control
room emergency ventilation system maintains the control
room at a positive pressure in the following
configurations:

1. With both the emergency filter fan and the control
room supply fan OPERABLE, with 0.125 inches water~

gauge pressure. (
2. With either the emergency fil ter fan or the control

'

^ room supply fan inoperable, with 0.05 inches water
1 gauge pressure.

},g. After every i = th: er 720 hours of charcoal adsorber
operation, whichever is sooner, by verifying within 31
days after removal, that a laboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, meets the laboratory testing
criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide
1.52, Revision 2, Marc 1978, for a methyl fodide
penetrationjflessthan % at 30 degrees C, 95% RH.

~

?
.

.

O
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LC0 3.7.9 / SR 4.7.9n

The control room ventilation system is designed to supply
filtered, recirculated air at a positive pressure with minimum
makeup. FSAR Table 7.1-1 specifies that a slight positive*

pressure is assumed in the analysis of an operating
4 environment. The recirculation mode with minimum makeup, also
Y known as the hi-radiation mode or the minimum makeup mode,

isolates the normal makeup and uses the normal control room
supply and return fans to recirculate air through the air
handling units. Makeup air is taken from the turbine building '

and passed through a prefilter, a High Efficiency Particulate |
Air (HEPA) filter, and a charcoal adsorber thereby ensuring
that control room personnel airborne radiation exposures I
during and following all credible accident conditions will'not I

exceed 10 CFR 20 limits.
1The control room pressure can be maintained at a positive

pressure of 0.125 inches water gauge in the recirculation mode
with emergency cakeup, with both the emergency filter fan and 1

the supply fan operating. If either of these fans becomes
inoperable, control room pressure can still be maintained
positive, by shutting off the control room return fan and
closing the toilet exhaust damper, in which case a positive
pressure of 0.05 inches water gauge is provided. The channel

-

O accuracy for measuring control room pressure is 2% or less of ,

g the instrument range which is 2 inches. Thus, 0.04 inches
) water gauge may be assumed for total channel accuracy.

| V Specifying a control room pressure of 0.05 inches water gauge
| as the surveillance requirement ensures positive pressure in
t

the control room even in the event of a failure of one of- the
two required fans in the emergency ventilation line-up. Thus,
the FSAR assumptions are verified through required
surveillances. (FSAR Section 11.2.2 and Appendix C. Criterion
11).

The assumptions relative to control room positive pressure
assume the access door to the control room is closed.
However, due to plant security reasons, the access door may be

_

opened and personnel access controlled by a full-time guard.
In the event of an emergency, the door will be closed as,

required by plant operating proced:*es to ensure that a'

positive control room pressure is maintained.

.

.

t

0

. - - - - -- - - - - - -
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Ensuring that an excessive pressure drop does not exist across'

the emergency makeup filter demonstrates that the filters and
adsorbers are not clogged and that the control room pressure
can be maintained positive. The specified surveillance tests
are adequate to ensure system OPERABILITY under normal and
abnormal conditions. Normal makeup requirements to maintain a
slight positi've pressure in the control room have been
calculated to be 450 ACFM. That is, 450 ACFM, is enough to
ensure that a positive reading on the control room pressure
gauge exceeds the maximum channel accuracy.

The addition of these surveillance requirements is in response
to NUREG-0737, Item III 0.3.4.

.

h

J
!

l

|

\
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PLANT AND SAFE SHUTDOWN COOLING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.10 SNUB 8ERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

N
snubbershlass

3.7.10 All ea'et; r:11ted I and I shall beOPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: POWER and LOW POWER

ACTION: With one or more snubbers inoperable on any system, within
72 hours, replace or restore the inoperable snubber (s) toOPERABLE status and perform an -engineering evaluation perSpecification 4.7.10.g. on the attached component or
declare the attached system inoperable and follow the
appropriate ACTION statement for that system.

_

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-

O)
'

l ; c.t., ASS T. AND .Dt.v
4.7.10 Each grafet; rehted snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by

performance of the following inservice inspection program y w Appirs,yTo Tne fLE4UAEMENTS OF SPEClFic4T10rJ 4.0,5.
a. Snubber Types

'

As used in this Specification, type of snubber shall mean
snubbers of the same design and manufacturer, irrespectiveof capacity.

b. Visual Inspections
'

~

rirst inservice visuai inspection of aii snuoc| shall formed within 6 months from issuant this

-

! Technical Spec - tion. For the purpo entering the| schedule described in ectio shall be assumed
'

e
that the facility has a 6 month inspectioninterval. If less two snubbers a nd inoperableduring the st inservice visual inspection, secondins visual inspection shall be performed at the
:'uelia; eutage. Ot he ~i s e , e''h saa"aa+f fi sua linspections shall be performed in accordance with the-following schedule:

i
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No. of Inoperable Snubbers of Each Type Subsequent Visual
o'er Insoection Period Inspection Period * #

0 18 months + 255
1 12 months I 2 5'.'
2 6 months I 25%
3, 4 124 days + 254
5,6,7 62 cays I 25%
8 or more 31daysi25*.'

1

c. Visual Insoection Acceptance Criteria

Visual inspections shall verify that: (1) there are no
visible indications of damage or impaired OPERABILITY, (2) |
attachments to the foundation or supporting structure are
functional, and (3) fasteners for attachment of thesnubber to the component and to the snubber anchorage arefunctional.

Snubbers which appear inoperable as a result of visual
inspections may be determined OPERABLE for the purpose of
establishing the next visual inspection interval, provided
that: (1) the cause of the rejection is clearly
established and remedied for that particular snubber and -

for other snubbers irrespective of type that may bex generically susceptible; and (2) tre affected snubber isa

functionally tested in the as-found condition and'

determined OPERABLE per Specification 4.7.10.f. All
snubbers connected to an inoperable c:mmon hydraulic fluid
reservoir shall be counted as inoperacie snubbers.

; The inspection interval for each type of snubber shall not be
*

'

lengthened more than one step at a time unless a generic problem hasbeen identified and corrected; in that event the inspection interval
may be lengthened one step the first time and two steps thereafter if
no inoperable snubbers of that type are found.

#TheprovisionsofSpecification4.0.farenotapplicable.
1
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d. _ Transient Event Insoection

An inspection shall be performed of all snubbers attached
to sections of systems that have experienced unexpected,
potentially damaging transients as determined from areview of operational data and a visual inspection of thesystems within 6 months following such an event. Inaddition to satisfying the visual inspection acceptance
criteria,

freedom-of-motion of mechanical snubbers shall
be verified using at least one of the following: (1)manually induced snubber movement; or (2) evaluation of
in place snubber piston setting; or (3) stroking the
mechanical snubber through its full range of travel,

e. Functional Tests

At least once per 18 months a representative sample of
snubbers of each type shall be tested using one of the
following sample plans. The sample plan shall be selected
prior to the test period and cannot be changed during thetest period. The NRC Regional Administrator shall be
notified in writing of the sample plan selected for each *

snubber type prior to the test period, or the sample plan
used in the prior test period shall be implemented.

~

1. At least 10*.' of the total of each type of snubbert shall be functionally tested ei:ner in place or in' G bench test. For each snubber of a type that does not
a

meet the functior.al test acceptance criteria of
Specification 4.7.10.f., an ,

acdi ti onal ,5*Q f tha3./ " ,*/

type of snubber shall be functionally tested until no,

l more failures are found or untti all snubbers of thattype have been functionally tested; or -

2. A representative sample of each type of snubber shall
be functionally tested in accordance with Figure4.7.10-1. "C" is the total number of snuLbers of a
type found not meeting the acceptance requirements of .

Specification 4.7.10.f. The cumulative number of
snubbers of a type tested is denoted by "N". At the
end of each day's testing, the new values of "N" and

,

| "C" (previous day's total plus current day'sj

| increments) shall be plotted on Figure 4.7.10-1. If

| at any time the point plotted falls in the " Reject"region, all snubbers of that type shall befunctionally tested. If at any time the point.plotted falls in the " Accept" region, testing of
|

snubbers of that type may be terminated. When the
point plotted lies in the " Continue Testing" region,|
additional snubbers ofI that type shall be tested
until the point falls in the " Accept" region or the

O " Reject" region or all the snubbers of that type have
been tested. Should testing equipment failure| V invalidate functional testing, testing can resume

!

|

|
-

. - __ _
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anew at a later time provided all snubbers tested
with the failed equipment are retested.

The representative sample selected for the functional
test sample plans shall be randomly selec*.ed from tne
snubbers of each type and reviewed before beginning
the testing. The review shall ensure. as far as
practicable, that they are representative of the
various configurations, operating environments, range
of size, and capacity of snubbers of each type.
Snubbers placed in the same location as snubbers
which failed the previous functional test shall be
retested at the time of the next functional test, but
shall not be included in the sample plan. If duringthe functional testing, additional sampling is
required due to failure of only one type of snubber,
the functional test results shall be reviewed at that
time to determine if additional samples should be
limited to the type of snubber which has failed the
functional testing.

f. Functional Test Acceptance Criteria

The snubber functional test shall verify that:

1. Activation (restraining action) is achieved within
the specified range in both tension and compression;

2. Snubber bleed, or release rate where required, is
| present in both tension and com;:ression, within the
'

specified range;

3. For mechanica1 snubbers, the force required to
initiate or maintain motion of the snubber is within
the specified range in both directions of travel; and

4 For snubbers specifically required not to displace
under continuous load, the ability of the snubber to -

withstand load without displacement.

Testing methods may be used to measure parameters
indirectly or parameters other than those specified if
those results can be correlated to the specified
parameters through established methods.

_

_ _ _ - _ - . _ . _ _ _ ----- - - --- -
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s g. Functional Test Failure Analysis> s

)i
\s / An engineering evaluation shall be made of each failure to

meet the functional test acceptance criteria to determine
the cause of the failure. The results of this evaluation
shall be used, if applicable, in selecting snubbers to be
tested in an effort to determine the OPERABILITY of other
shubbers, irrespective of type, which may be subject to
the same failure mode.

For the snubbers found inoperable, an engineering
evaluation shall be performed on the components to which
the inoperable snubbers are attached. The purpose of this
engineering evaluation shall be to determine if the
components to which the inoperable snubbers are attached
were adversely affected by the inoperability of the
snubbers 'n order to ensure that the component remains
capable of meeting the designed service.

If any snubber selected for functional testing either
fails to lock up or fails to move, i.e., frozen-in place,
the cause will be evaluated and, if caused by manufacturer~

or design deficiency, all snubbers of the same type
subject to the same defect shall be functionally tested.
This testing requirement shall be independent of the -

requirements stated in Specification 4.7.10.e. for'( N snubbers not meeting functional test acceptance criteria.
|

h. Functional Testing of Repaired and Re laced Snubbers

Snubbers which fail the visual inspection or the
functional test acceptance criteria shall be repaired or
replaced. Replacement snubbers and snubbers which have
repairs which : night affect the functional test resultsshall be tested to meet the functional test criteria
before installation in the unit. Mechanical snubbers
shall have met the acceptance criteria subsequent to their
most recent service, and the freedom of-motion test must ~

have been performed within 12 months before being
installed in the unit.

.

.. _ -_. _. __ -.
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. 1. Snubber Service Life Program

The service li fe of hydraulic and mechanical snubbers
shall be monitored to ensure that the service life is not
exceeded between surveillance inspections. The maximumexpected service life for various seals, springs, and
other critical parts shall be determined and established
based on engineering information and shall be extended or
shortened based on monitored test results and failurehistory. Critical parts shall be replaced so that the
maximum service life will not be exceeded during a period
when the snubber is required to be OPERA 8LE. The parts'
replacements shall

be documented and the docutaentation
shall be retained in accordance with Specification 6.10.7.

'2

.

.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.7.10 / SR 4.7.10

0-.
,

Clw %d Za.
All e t> - m te t snubbers are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that the structural integrity of Class I systems is
maintained during and following a seismic or other eventinitiating dynamic loads.

The consequence of an inoperable snubber is an increase in the
probability of structural damage to piping resulting from the
dynamic loads. It is therefore necessary that all snubbers I

required to protect the Class I systems, subsystems, or |

components be OPERABLE during reactor operation in POWER and
LOW POWER.

Because snubber protection is required only during relatively
low probability events, a period of 72 hours is provided for
repair or replacement.

Paragraph 6.2 of the Safety Evaluation Report supporting
Amendment 25 permitted operation at power levels up to 2% of
RATED THERMAL POWER if a snubber was found to be inoperable.
This was based on staff performed analyses which resulted in
findings approving the change. Basic energy parameters such
as core temperatures, pressures, and decay heat levels are not
significantly different from the current 5% of RATED THERMAL -

POWER that permits core drying and training in STARTUP to
.

O continue if a snubber is found to be inoperable. Any accident'

consequences at 5% are not significantly different from the
previously accepted 2%.

All Class I and Class la hydraulic and mechanical snubbers are
visually inspected for overall integrity and OPERABILITY. Theinspection includes verification of proper orientation,
adequate hydraulic fluid level, when applicable, and proper
attachment of snubber to piping and structures. Class I
snubbers directly support Class I systems. Class.Ia snubbersare those snubbers supporting non-Class I systems whose
failure could adw rsely effect Class I systems.

The inspection frequency is based upon maintaining a constantlevel of snubber protection. Thus, the required inspect.oninterval varies inversely with the observed snubber failures.
The number of inoperable snubbers found during a requiredinspection determines the time interval for the nextinspection. However, the results of an early inspection
performed before the original required time interval has
elapsed (nominal time less 25%) may not be used to lengthenthe required inspection interval. Any inspection where
results require a shorter inspection interval will overridethe previous schedule. *

(

_ _ _
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The acceptance criteria are to be used in the visualh3 inspection to determine OPERABILITY of the snubbers. For

\d example, if a fluid port of a hydraulic snubber is found to be
uncovered, the snubber shall be declared inoperable and shall
not be determined CPERABLE solely via functional testing.

,

To ensure snubber functional reliability one of two functior.a1
testing methods is used with the stated acceptance criteria:
1. Functionally test 10*. of a type of snubber with an

additional W tested for each functional testing
or 10% failure,

2. Functionally test a sample size and determine sample
acceptance or rejection using Figure 4.7.10-1.

Figure 4.7.10-1 was developed using "Wald's Sequential
Probability Ratio Plan" as described in " Quality Control andIndustrial Statistics" by Acheson J. Duncan.

Permanent or other exemptions from the surveillance program
for individual snubbers may be granted by the Commission ifjustifiable basis for exemption is presented and, if

a

applicable, snubber 11fe destructive testing was performed
4

toqualify the snubbers for the applicable design conditions at
either the completion of their fabrication or at a subsequent '

date. Snubbers so exempted shall ::e listed in a list of{ ] individual snubbers indicating the extent of the exemptions.
The

service life of a snubber is established via manufacturerinput and information through consideration of the snubber
service conditions and associated installation and maintenancerecords (newly installed snubber, seal replaced, springreplaced, in high temperature area, etc.). The requirement to
monitor the snubber service life is included to ensure thatthe snubbers periodically undergo a performance evaluation inview of their age and operating conditions. These recordswill provide statistical bases for future consideration ofsnubber service life.

I

|
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A.C. POWER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power
sources shall be OPERABLE: ,., A yr, y, /+ c/.u f f

pk s:esI9 ind*rden+ c.'re~. 4.s %& b us e.t in a tuhn sy
a. Two off-site sources of A.C. electrical powery:3

1. The Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT)
OPERABLE, and

"

2. The Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT), OPERABLE
with or without the generator output links
installed.

b. Two separate and independent diesel generator-sets
with:

.

1. Each diesel fuel oil day tank containing a| ,_.s

( minimum of 325 gallons of fuel,\''

2. A minimum of 20,000 gallons of diesel fuel in
| an underground storage tank and an OPERABLE

flow path (s) capable of transferring the fuel
oil from the storage tank to each day tank,

3. An OPERABLE water-jacket heater for each diesel
engine, and

4. Lubricating oil storage containing a minimum
_

total volume of 150 gallons of lubricating oil. -

APPLICABILITY _: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP", and SHUTDOWN *

1

.

* Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater
; than 760 degrees F.
!

), ,v

i

!

I
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NOV3 0 SBS(ni a. With either of the above required off-site A.C.
electrical power sources, the Reserve Auxiliary i

Transformer (RAT), or the Unit Auxiliary
Transformer (UAT) inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a
within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours
thereafter. If either diesel generator has not
been successfully tested within the past 24 hours,
demonstrate its OPERABILITY by performing
Surveillance Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 and
4.8.1.1.2.a.7 for each such diesel generator,
separately, within 24 hours. Restore the
inoperable off site source to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours, or be in at least SHUT 00WN within
the next 24 hours.

b. With either diesel generator inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the above required
A.C off-site sources by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour, and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter. If the diesel
generator became inoperable due to any cause other
than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing, -

demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining diesel
generators, separately, by performing Surveillancej Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 and 4.8.1.1.2.a.7 within
24 hours *. Restore the inoperable diesel generator
to OPERABLE status within 72, hours or be in at
least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

.

.

( * This test is required to be completed regardless of when
! the inoperable diesel generator is restored to OPERABLE.

[o'I
U

!
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With one off-site source of the above required A.C.c.

<q sources and one diesel generator of the above NOV 3.01985
( ) required A.C electrical power sources inoperable,,

'V demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C
sources by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour, and at least once per 8
hours thereafter. If a diesel generator became
inoperable due to any cause other than preplanned
preventive maintenance or testing, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel
generators, separately, by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1.2.1.a.5 and 4.8.1.1.2.a.7
within 8 hours *. Restore at least one of the
inoperable A.C sources to OPERABLE status within 12
hours, or be in at least SHUT 00WN within the next
24 hours. Restore at least two off-site sources
and ,two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within
72 hours from the time of initial loss of
OPERABILITY, or be in at least SHUTDOWN within the
next 24 hours.

d. With one diesel generator inoperable as in ACTION
b. or c. above, perform the following in addition
to ACTION b. or c.: Verify within 2 hours that all
the required systems, subsystems, trains,
components, and devices that depend on the -

remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a source areO also OPERABLE, or be in at least SHUTDOWN within
'

V the next 24 hours.

e. With both diesel generators of the above required
A.C. electrical power sources inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the two off-site ~
sources of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources by performing SR 4.8.1.1.1.a within I hour,
and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. Restore
at least one of the inoperable diesel generators
to OPERABLE status withi.n 2 hours, or be in at -

least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours. Restore
both diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72
hours from time of initial loss of -OPERABILITY, or

| be in at least SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

* This test is required to be completed regardless
of when the inoperable diesel generator is restored
to OPERABILITY.

J

|

|
|
'

_ __ _ _ ________________ ______
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L. .1.2.c.2 is outside the range of accept e
NOV 3 01985ralue as given in that Specification, demo rate

;he OP BILITY of both diesel g rators,
separately, by performing SR 4.8.1.1 .1.a.5 and
L.8.1.1.2.a. thin 8 hours, if t performed
<ithin the last days. Sample t diesel fuel oil
)er SR 4.8.1.1.2.c. within 8 rs of receipt of
he out of toleranc uel sample results. If

;he second sample of fue 1 is outside the range
>f acceptable y es per Specificatior
L . 8.1.1. 2. c . 2, drai the f oil from the l

:ontaminated tan s) and repl with fresh fuel
pil in the fue oil tank (s), and s le within 2
tours of r eipt per Specification .1.1.2.c.2.
'he emer cy diesel generators and diese' i
lener r shall be declared inoperable upon ceipi I

if e second fuel oil sample confi int |+ -4n,+4mm ,,n+41 .co<n+ nr now r,. 1 nel

i
With two of the above required offsite A.C. circuits inoperaale,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two diesel generators separately by
performing ghe requirements of Specification 4.8.1.1.2a.5 and
4.8.1.1.2.a.7) within 1 hour and at least* once per 8 hours thereafter,

-
'

'

| unless the diesel generatet s are already operating; restore at least.

one of the inoperable off!ite sources to OPERABLE status within 21'2.,

hours or be*in at least SNUT D04W within the next J4 hours. With:

only one offsite source rest.ored, restore at least two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours fr.om time of initial loss
or be in at least JNOT WWN within thei next 24 hours F* ~ ~

l

|

|
|

|
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DRAFTSURVEILLANCE
'

REQUIREMENTS

\O) gaa a +4 a.. ny:~a za a-Ja c.a h -rn., .a-- NOV 3 0 885 'vv
4.8.1.1.1 .Tae3 off site power sources shall be demonstratede ,

OPERABLE: '

..j, g,. yf, g, u. c/m u h e.'

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying correct
breaker alignments, indicated power availability,
and

b. At least once per 18 months:

1. By verifying automatic transfer of house power
supply from the unit auxiliary transformer to
the reserve auxiliary transformer, and

2. By verifying that the unit auxiliary
transformer's generator links can be tagged out
and removed within 6 hours.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator set shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE: -

a. In accordance with the frequency specified in
Table 4.8.1-1 on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

O 1. Verifying the fuel level in the diesel oil day
tanks is at least 325 gallons,

2. Veri fying the fuel oil quantity in the storage
tank is at least 20,000 gallons ~1n addition to
the day tanks,

3. Verifying the capability to transfer fuel oil
from the storage system to the diesel oil day
tank,

4. Verifying the water-jacket heaters are OPERABLE
.

by ensuring that the coolant water is being
maintained at a temperature of greater than or
equal to 120 degrees F,

5. Verifying the diesel engines start from a
normal pre-heated condition and accelerate to
normal operating speed. The generator voltage
and frequency shall be 480 plus or minus 48
volts, and 60 plus or minus 1.2 Hz. within 10
seconds after the start signal,

6. Verifying the lubrication oil inventory in
storage is at least 150 gallons.

C') 7. Verifying the generator is synchronized, loadedg
V to greater than or equal to 1200 KW with two
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DRAFT
diesels per generator and operates for at

y least 60 minutes. NOV.9 0 585

8. Veri fying the diesel generator is aligned to
provide standby power to the associated
emergency buses.

b. At least once per 31 days and after each operation
of the diesel where the period of operation was
greater than or equal to 1 hour by checking for and
removing accumulated water from the day tanks,

c. At least once per 31 days:

1. By checking for and removing accumulated water
from the fuel oil storage tanks, and

2. By verifying that a sample of fuel oil drawn
and analyzed from each of the following tanks
is obtained in accordance with ASTM-0270-1975
and has a water and sediment content of less
than or equal to 0.05 volume percent, and a
kinematic viscosity at 40 degrees C of greater
than or equal to 1.9, but less than or equal to
4.1, when tested in accordance with ASTM-0975-
1977: -

4 a) Diesel fuel oil storage tank (T-9201)
t

b) Fuel oil storage tank (T-8401)

c) Fuel oil storage tank (T-8402)

d) Standby generator day tank (T-9202X).

,
e) Standby generator day tank (T-9203X)

!
,

1

O\

:

|
|

_ _ _ _
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d. At least once per 18 months, during SHUTDOWN by:

(q NOV 3 0 585
1. Subjecting the diesel engines to an inspectionVj in accordance with the procedures prepared in

conjunction with the manufacturer's
recommendations,

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the diesel
engine water-jacket heater temperature control
functions; and the low exhaust temperature,
overspeed, high water temperature, low oil
pressure, and high oil temperature, " shutdown"
and "declutch" protective functions; and the
inlet manifold delta pressure selective
function,

3. Verifying the generator capability to reject a
load of greater than or equal to 175 KW while
maintaining voltage at 480 plus or minus 48
volts and frequency at 60 plus or minus 1.2 Hz,

4. Verifying the generator capability to reject a
'

load of 1200 KW without tripping the diesel
engines. The generator voltage shall not
exceed 552 volts during and following the load
rejection, -

O 5. Simulating an undervoltage relay actuation.

h signal, and
'

a) Verifying de-energization of the 480 volt
A.C. essential busses and load shedding
from the 480 volt A.C. essential busses,
and

b) Verifying the diesel engines start on the
j auto-start signal, energize the 480 volt

A.C. essential energize the auto- _sequencedloads,guses,
|
' and OPERATE for greater -

than or equal to 5 minutes while their
generator is loaded with the programmed
loads. After energization, the steady
state voltage and frequency shall be
maintained at 480 plus or minus 48 volts
and 60 plus'or minus 1.2 Hz during this
test.

(
' O

,
-
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6. Verifying that the auto-sequenced loads to each

Cs diesel generator set do not exceed 1200 KW, for NOV 3 0 25
two diesel engines operating per generator.

7. Veri fying the diesel generator's capability to
be synchronized with the off-site power source
upon a simulated restoration of off-site power,
while the generator is loaded with its
emergency loads.

8. Verifying the diesel generator sets operate for
at least 24 hours. During the first 2 hours of
this test, the diesel generator shall be loaded
to greater than or equal to 1320 KW, and during
the remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel
generators shall be loaded to greater than or
equal to 1200 KW. The generator voltage and
frequency shall be 480 plus or minus 48 volts
and 60 plus or minus 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds
after the start signal; the steady state
generator voltage and frequency shall be
maintained within the limits during this test.

9. Within 5 minutes after completing a 24 hour
diesel run test, verify the diesel engines
start and accelerate to normal operating speed. -

p' The generator voltage and frequency shall be,

'( 480 plus or minus 48 volts and 60 plus or minus
N 1.2 Hz. within 10 seconds after the start

signal.

e. At least once per 10 years, or after any
modifications which could affect diesel generator
interdependence, by starting both diesel generator -

sets simultaneously, during SHUTDOWN, and verifying
that both diesel generator sets accelerate to
normal operating speed.

_

f. At least once per 10 years by draining each fuel
oil storage tank, removing the accumulated sediment
and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochloritej

' solution or equivalent.

| g. REPORTS - Diesel generator failures, as required by
Table 4.8.1-2, shall be reported to the Commission
in a Special Report pursuant to Specification
6.9.2. ' Additional reporting and requalification
requirements shall be in accordance with Table

| 4.8.1-2.

|

O

:
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TABLE 4.8.1-1
DRAFTIs1 DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULEV

NOV 3 01E85

Number of Failures in
Last 20 Valid Tests * Test Frequency

LTE 1 At least once per 31 days

2 At least once per 7 days **-

GTE 3 See Table 4.8.1-2

.

.

) * Criteria for determining number of failures and number
of valid tests shall be in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.2.e of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1,
August 1977, where the last 20 tests are determined on
a per diesel generator basis. Entry into this schedule -

shall be made at the monthly test frequency.
** This test frequency shall be maintained until 7

consecutive failure free demands have been performed
and the number of failures in the last 20 demands has
been reduced to 1 or less. When the test is done on a
once per 7 days interval, it need not be done on a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS.

Note: GTE = greater than or equal to
LTE = less than or equal to

|

|

|

[
V

t
,

~ _ _ ___ _ _ __
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NOV 3 0 SBS
''

TABLE 4.8.1-2

ADDITIONAL RELIABILITY ACTIONS

No. of Failures No. of Failures
in Last 20 in Last 100
Valid Tests Valid Tests Action

3 6 Within 30 days, prepare and
maintain a report for NRC
audit, describing the diesel
engine reliability improve-
ment program implemented at
the site. Minimum require-
ments for the report are
indicated in Attachment 1
to this table.

.

5 11 If the cause of the failure'

cannot be found and remedied,
declare the diesel generator
inoperable and perform a
requalification test program
for the affected diesel
engine. Requalification
test program requirements
are indicated in Attachment
2 to this table.

N/A N/A Submit a yearly data report
on the diesel generator
. reliability.,

i
|

|

J

._ _ _ _ _ _
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO TABLE 4.8.1-2 DMfn
REPORTING REQUIREMENT

NOV 3 0 585

As a minimum, the reliability improvement program
report for NRC audit shall include:

a ,

A. A summary,df all tests (valid and iwalid) that
~

' occurred within'the time period over which the last
20/100 valid tests were performed.,

" ' ,B. Analysis of failures and ' determination of root. ,

_ causes of failures. [,

C. Evaluation. of''each of the recommendations of
NUREG/CR-0660, " Enhancement of Onsite Emergency:

Diesel Generator Reliability in Operating
Reactors," with respect,to their application to the
Plant. -

_

* '
..

O. Identification of all actions taken, or to be'

teken, to 1) correct the root causei 'of failures, s
defined in B above and 2) achieve a general
improvement of diesel generator reliability.

~ e .

E. The schedule for implementation of each action from'

f')
- D above.

;'/
F. An assessment of the existing reliability of'

electric power to essential equipment.

,Upon completion of the initialreportd$ta'ilingthe- -
.

. diesel generator reliability improvement program at the
' site, ~ as defined above, prepare only a supplemental

report within 30 days after each failure during a valids

demand, for so long as the affected diesel generator
i unit continues to violate the criteria (3/20 or 6/100)l ' for the reliability improver.ent program remedial
, action. The supplemental report need only update the
! - failure / demand history for the affected diesel' '

generator unit since the last report for that diesel~

generator. The supplemental report shall also present
a w analysis of the. failure (s) with a root cause~

,
'

determination, if possible, and shall delineate any
further procedural, hardware, or operational changes to

-~

be incorporated into the diesel generator improvement
program and the schedule for implementation of those

- changes.
x -

,

,

\ )v .

s

i

'r,

-__
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO TABLE 4.8.1-2 Mk!l
N

) DIESEL GENERATOR REQUALIFICATION PROGRAM BN)V3i0HNt5.\- /

A. Perform 7 consecutive successful demands, as
specified in Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a, without a
failure within 30 days of diesel generator being
restored to OPERABLE status, and 14 consecutive
successful demands without a failure within 75 days
of the diesel generator being restored to -0PERABLE
status.

B. If a failure occurs during the first 7 tests in the
requalification test program, perform 7 successful
demands without an additional failure within 30
days of the diesel generator being restored to
OPERABLE status and 14 consecutive successful
demands without a failure within 75 days of the
diesel generator being restored to OPERABLE status.

C. If a failure occurs during the second 7 tests
(tests 8 through 14) of A. above, perform 14
consecutive demands without an additional failure
within 75 days of the failure which occurred during
the requalification testing. -

/ \ D. Following the second failure during the\,_-) requalification test program, be in SHUTDOWN within
36 hours.

E. During requalification testing, the diesel
generator should not be tested more frequently than
at 24-hour intervals.

!
_

p

1
*

!

U[

.-___
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After a diesel generator has been successfully NOV 3 0 25 l,n requalified, subsequent repeated requalification tests
( will not be required for that diesel generator under

the following conditions:
!

-

1. The number of failures in the last 20 valid
demands is less than 5.

|
!

2. The number of failures in the last 100 valid
demands is less than 11.

|

|3. In the event that following successful
requalification of a diesel generator, the
number of failures is still in excess of the
remedial action criteria (1. and/or 2. above)the following exception will be allowed until
the diesel generator is no longer in violation
of the remedial action criteria (1. and/or 2.
above):

Requalification testing will not be required
provided that after each valid demand the
number of failures in the last 20 and/or 100
valid demands has not increased. Once the
diesel generator is no longer in violation of
the remedial action criteria above, the '

provisions of those criteria alone will
prevail.

,

.

k.v)
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AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS DRAFT
3/4.8.1 A.C. POWER SOURCES

NOV 3 0 $85
A.C POWER SOURCES - SHUT 00WN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

|

|
3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources j

1

shall be OPERABLE:
ic ieau. + fr*~ ina wd:n,3 :

a. OneA off-site source of A.C. electrical power and ,
either the Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT) or the
Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT), and

.

to +L fn w i+ cla., d E
b. One diesel generator set with: b e..,

1. The diesel fuel oil day tanks containing a '

minimum of 325 gallons of fuel,

2. A minimum of 10,000 gallons of diesel fuel in an
-

underground storage tank, and an OPERABLE flow
path (s) capable of transferring the fuel oil
from the underground storage tank to the day
tank,

3. An OPERABLE water-jacket heater for each diesel
engine, and

4. Lubricating oil storage containing a minimum
total volume of 150 gallons of lubricating oil.

APPLICA8ILITY: STARTUP*, SHUTDOWN *, and REFUELING
_

*Whenover CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is less than or
equal to 760 degrees F.

(G

-. _ _
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NOV 3 0 I!B5ACTION: With any of the above required electrical power sourcesO inoperable, restore it to OPERABLE status within' 6 hours

or immediately suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS, control rod movements resulting in positive
reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.
Initiate corrective actions to restore the required
sources to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 No additional surveillance requirements are required other
than those surveillances identified per Specifications
4.8.1.1.1 and 4.8.1.1.2.

.

\

\w

__ _ , . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __________
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g BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.8.1 / SR 4.8.1 NOV 3 0 585

(V\

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. electrical power sources and
associated distribution systems during POWER, LOW POWER,
STARTUP and SHUTDOWN (whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F) ensures that
sufficient power will be available, as required to perform the
intended safety functions under postulated abnormal andaccident conditions. The minimum sp'ecified requirements for
independent and redundant A.C. electrical power sources and
distribution systems are adequate to satisfy the basis of
General Plant Design Criterion No. 24 as stated in Appendix C
of the FSAR.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core
inlet temperature greater than 760 degrees F. The CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of the
maximum potential temperature in the core and surrounding

'

components. The conservatisms are such that if the CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760 degrees F, the design
inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
used for accident prevention and mitigation.

are required to
satisfy the single failure criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760 -

degrees F, it is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE
N system for accident prevention and mitigation without single! j failure consideration, on the basis of the limited corecooling requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance
purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED CORE
BULK TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not exceeded.
However, if forced circulation is temporarily restored, a,

recalculation shall be performed, based on present conditions,
to establish a new time period for CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F. Redundant systems may be

.-

also taken out of service for maintenance or surveillance -

testing provided that forced circulation is maintained orsurveillance teting provided that forced circulation ismaintained, and the time to reach CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE equal to 760 degrees F may be recalculated as
often as required.

The normal A.C. electrical power source to plant auxiliaries
is the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) energized by the main
turbine generator. The VAT can also be energized by the off-
site transmission network after the generator links have been
removed to isolate the turbine generator. The UAT is
connected to the 4160 volt A.C. volt buses 1 and 3.

|

0'

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - . -
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The alternate off-site A.C. electrical power source is the
[s Reserve Auxiliary Transformer (RAT), normally energized by the
A off site transmission network. The RAT is connected to the

4160 volt A.C. Bus 2. This bus can supply, or be supplied
from, the other 4160 volt A.C. buses through tie breaker
connections. Upon loss-of power from the VAT, power supply to 1

the plant auxiliaries is transferred to the RAT. I

I
Operation of one diesel generator set provides for adequate

;electric power for one week, assuming approximately 16,000 ;gallons of fuel oil is available. Such a reserve capacity
provides ample time for obtaining additional fuel from off-
site sources for continued operation of the diesel generator
set. The available storage can be distributed between the
diesel generator fuel tank and two auxiliary boiler fuel oil
tanks. Fuel oil transfer and/or auxiliary boiler fuel oil
pumps are provided to supply the day tanks from the fuel
storage tanks.

The ACTION requirements for various allowable levels of
degradation of the electrical power sources provide
restrictions upon continued facility operation commensurate
with the level of degradation. The OPERABILITY of the power
sources is consistent with the initial conditions / assumptions
of the FSAR, and are based upon maintaining at least one of
the redundant sets of on-site A.C. and D.C. electrical powerp)<

sources and associated distribution systeras operable during
accident conditions which postulate the loss of all off-site'

power, compounded by a single failure of the other redundant
on-site sources.

The term veri fy as used in the ACTION statements means to
administratively check by examining logs or other information .
to determine if certain components are out-of-service for
maintenance or other reasons.

The surveillance requirements are adequate to demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the off-site and on-site A.C. electrical power
sources to perform their intended safety functions under
postulated abnormal and accident conditions.

I

d

_. _ _ -_ _
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NOV 3 0 SBSIn particular, the surveillance requirements for the standbyO diesel generator sets are consistent with the intent ofQ Regulatory Guide 1.108 " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator

3Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power
Plants", Revision 1, August 1977 and Generic Letter 84-15
" Proposed Staff Actions to Improve and Maintain Diesel
Generator Reliability".

The diesel fuel oil sampling requirements are sufficient to
assess fuel oil quality at Fort St. Vrain. With over 10 years
of diesel operational experience, there have been no fuel oil
related failures of the standby or ACM diesels. Fuel oil is
distributed between a dedicated diesel fuel oil storage tank
for the standby diesels as well as a shared tank a rrangement
with the auxiliary boilers. See Figure 3.8.1-1, Diesel Fuel
Oil Systems for tank and related piping arrangements.

.

.

U
.

O
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AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

NOV 3 0 E85
3/4.8.2 D.C. POWER SOURCES

0.C. POWER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.1 As a minimum, three independent 125 volt 0.C. electrical
power sources shall be OPERABLE with:

Battery bank no. lA and 1 dedicated battery charger,a.

b. Battery bank no. 18 and 1 dedicated battery charger, and

Battery bank no.1C and 1 dedicated battery charger. -
c.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP,* and SHUTOOWN*

ACTION:

a. With one of the required battery banks inoperable,
energize the O.C. bus with another OPERA 8LE 0.C.' electrical source and restore the inoperable battery
bank to OPERABLE status within 5 days or be in at least'

SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.!

! b. With one of the above requi red battery chargers! inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its
' ~

associated battery bank per Specification 4.8.2.1.a.1
within 2 hours, and at least once per 8 hoursthereafter. If any Category A limit in Table 4.8.2-1 is
not met, declare the battery inoperable.

.

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F.

, _ _ _ , _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . . - - - - -_
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS liov a o ses

I

4.8.2.1 Each 125 volt battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE: .

At least once per 7 days by verifying that:a.
|

1. The parameters in Table 4.8.2-1 meet the Category A
limits, and

2. The total battery terminal voltage is greater than
or equal to 129 volts on float charge.

b. At least once per 92 days, and within 7 days after a
battery discharge with battery terminal voltage below
110 volts, or battery overcharge (for an equalizing
charge) with battery terminal voltage above 150 volts,
by verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8.2-1 meet the Category B
limits,

/s.r:1,Is
2. There is nog h r= 1 corrosion at either terminals

!
or connectors, or the connection resistance of these

.

items is less than 150 E-6 ohm, and

(Vh 3. The average electrolyte temperature of a
representative sample of at least 20*.' of the cells
are above 60 degrees F.

At least once per 18 months by verifying that:c.

1. The cells, cell plates, battery racks, and cell-to-
cell and terminal connections show no visualindication of physical damage or abnormaldeterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean,
tight, and coated with anti-corrosion material, and

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal
connection is less than or equal to 150 E-6 chm.

y, The. L.,Huy c hey er- w:lt .rsy*,oly =+ lees f* { }
. puu s t 3 v. m .c s i. a t 3 .x. ,.

O

- - - - .
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS a v3 o see

O
d. At least once per 18 months, during SHUTDOWN, by

verifying that the battery capacity is adequate to
supply and maintain in an OPERABLE status all of the
emergency loads for the design duty cycle when the
battery is subjected to a battery service test.

At least once per 60 months, during SHUTDOWN, by:e.

1. A performance discharge test on batteries IA and IB
(at an average discharge rate of 85 amps) over a
period of 24 hours, or until the battery terminal
voltage reacnes 101.5 volts. The test shall be
acceptable i f, after 19.2 hours the battery is
capable of producing at least 85 amps, and the
battery terminal voltage is greater than 101.5volts.

2. A performance discharge test on battery IC (at an
average discharge rate of 79 amps) over a period of
12 hours, or until the battery terminal voltage
reaches 101.5 volts. The test shall be acceptable
if, after 9.6 hours the battery is capable of -

producing at least 79 amps and the battery terminal
voltage is greater than 101.5 volts.,

t

Once per 60 month intervci, the performance
discharge tests may be performed in lieu of the
battery service tests in Specification 4.8.2.1.d.

f. At least once per 18 months, during SHUTDOWN,
performance discharge tests of battery capacity shall be
performed on any battery that shows signs of abnormal
degradation or has reached 85% of the service life
expected for the application. Abnormal degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more tnan 10%of rated capacity from its average on previous
performance tests, or is below 90% of the manufacturer's
rating.
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p TABLE 4.8.2-1 NOV 3 0125

,

k BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I || | |
| || (1) | (2) |
| || CATEGORY A | CATEGORY B |
| || 1 |
| || | | |
| || | | (3) |
| Parameter || Limits for each | Limits for each | Allowable |
| || designated pilot | connected cell. |value for each [
l || cell. | | connected cell. |
| || | I I
I || | | |
| 11 1 I || Electrolyte || Greater than | Greater than |Above top of || Level || minimum level | minimum level | overflowing |
| || indication mark, | indication mark, | plates, and not ]
| ||and less than or land less than or | overflowing. I
| || equal to one lequal to one | |
| || quarter inch | quarter inch | I

'

| ||above indication labove indication | |
1 || mark. | mark. | |
| || | | 1 -

| || 1 I I| Float ||1 2.13 volts. It 2.13 volts. (6)|2 2.07 volts. |
\ IVoltage || | | |

| 11 | | |
| || | | || Specific ||1 1.200 (5) |3 1.195 |Not more than || Gravity (4) || | 1 020 below the |
| 11 | laverage of all |
| || | | connected cells. |
| 11 I | |

, I II | | |
| | || I I I

| || | Average of all | Average of all |
| | 11 (connected cells | connected cells |

| || |> 1.205. |> 1.195 (5). |
i || 1 | |

|

|- Refer to footnotes '( )' on following page.
1-
|

O

- - -. _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Footnotes for Table 4.8.2-1:

. NOV 3 0 EMN5

(1) For any Category A parameter (s) outside the limit (s) shown, the
battery may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours
all the Category B measurements are taken and found to be within
their allowable values, and provided all Category A and 8parameter (s) are restored to within limits within the next6 days.

(2) For any Category B parameter (s) outside the limit (s) shown, the
battery may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category 8
parameters are within their ALLOWABLE VALUES and provided the
Category 8 parameter (s) are restored to within limits within the
next 7 days.

(3) Any Category 8 parameter not within its ALLOWA8LE VALUE, declare
the battery inoperable.

(4) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.

(5) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.

(6) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.
.

l'

.

|

|

__. ._ .-,._ -_ - _ _ - _~ ._ - - . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ - _________. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_
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i 3/4.8.2 0.C. POWER SOURCESV NOV 3 0 685

D.C. POWER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.2 As a minimum, two of the following three independent 125
volt D.C. electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE:

Battery bank no. IA and 1 dedicated battery charger,a.

b. Battery bank no. 18 and 1 dedicated battery charger,
and

c. Battery bank no. 1C and 1 dedicated battery charger.,

APPLICABILITY: STARTUP*, SHUTOOWN*, and REFUELING

ACTION:-

a. With more than one of the above required battery
banks inoperable, restore at least two battery banks
to OPERABLE status within 5 days or, immediatelyO suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,i control rod movements resulting in positive
reactivity changes or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL.
Initiate corrective action to restore the required
battery bank to OPERA 8LE status as soon as possible.

b. With more than one of the above required battery
chargers inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of
the associated battery banks by performingSpecification 4.8.2.1.a.1 within 2 hours, and atleast once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A
limit in Table 4.8.2-1 is not met, declare thebattery inoperable.

"Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is less than orequal to 760 degrees F.

'
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.2 The required 125 volt electrical power sources shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Specification 4.8.2.1.

\
i

%

i

.

|O
|
|

|

.

-

O

. - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - -- - - _ ---
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION 3.8.2 / SR 4.8.2 NOV 3 0 885 l

O The OPERABILITY of the D.C. power sources ensures separate and
\.j independent sources of power for essential D.C. powered

auxiliaries and services. Each battery bank is adequate to
supply shutdown D.C. loads for not less than 1 hour following
a loss of all A.C. power. The batteries also provide the
source of power, through separate inverters and static
transfer switches, to the four AC instrument power buses. The
ACTION raquirements specified for the levels of degradation of
the power sources provide restriction upon continued facility
operation commensurate with the level of degradation.

The specified battery surveillances have been demonstrated
through expt:rience to provide a reliable indication of a
battery call initial breakdown well before it becomesunserviceatle. Since batteries will deteriorate with time,
these periodic tests will avoid precipitous failure.

The manufacturer's recommendation to equalize charge is vital
to maintenance of the ampere-hour capacity of the battery. As
a check upon the effectiveness of this charge, each battery is
tested to verify that it meets its service ampere-hour
capacity. In addition, its voltage is monitored. If a cellhas deteriorated, or if a connection is loose, the voltage
under load will drop excessively, indicating need for
replacement or maintenance.

(3/

V) Specification 3.8.2.1 ACTION a allows 5 days to return a
battery to OPERABLE status as equalizing charges specified by
the battery manufacturer require a nominal 3 to 5 days for
completion. The additional time is required to line up the
battery for its charge and cross-connect the D.C. buses so -

that they remain energized during a battery charge. Due tothe infrequent equalizing charge requirements (once per 18
months), and due to the fact that the battery receiving the
equalizing charge could readily be restored to OPERABLE
status, this D.C. bus configuration is not considered a
significant degradation of 0.C. power sources.

;

O
'

_ - - - -- . -- - - _
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.

NOV.'4 01985 iIn the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core I

inlet temperature greater than 760 degrees F. The CALCULATEDO BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of theV maximum potential temperature in the core and surrounding !
components. Tb conservatisms are such that if the CALCULATED l

BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760 degrees, the design
inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
used for accident prevention and mitigation are required to
satisfy the single failure criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760
degrees F, it is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE
system for accident prevention and mitigation without single
failure consideration, on the basis of the limited corecooling requirements.

_All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance
purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED CORE
BULK TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not exceeded.
However, if forced circulation is temporarily restored, a
recalculation shall be performed, based on present conditions,
to establish a new time period for CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F. Redundant systems may
also be taken out of service for maintenance or surveillance
testing provided that forced circulation is maintained; and -

the time to reach CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to -

760 degrees F may be recalculated as often as required.

v

.

|
-

I

|

O'

m

!

| .
. __
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3/4.8.3 ON-SITE POWER DISTRIBUTION NOV 3 012
ON-SITE F0WER DISTRIBUTION - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.1 The following electrical buses shall be energized in the
specified manner with tie breakers open between redundant
buses:

'

480 volt A.C. essential bus 1 energized from the 4160a.
volt A.C. bus 1,

b. 480 volt A.C. essential bus 2 energized from the 4160
volt A.C. bus 2,

480 volt A.C. essential bus 3 energized from the 4160c.
volt A.C. bus 3,

.

d. 120 voit A.C. non-interruptible buses 1A and 1A-1

O energized from their associated inverter connected to
D.C. bus 1A,

e. 120 volt A.C. non-interruptible buses 1B and 18-1
energized from their associated inverter connected to
0.C. bus 18,.

f. 120 volt A.C. non-interruptible buses IC and IC-1
energized from their associated inverter connected to
Battery Bank 1C,

g. 125 volt D.C. bus IA energized from battery bank No.
.

lA, and

h. 125 volt 0.C. bus 1B energized from battery bank No.
1B.

APPLICABILITY: POWER, LOW POWER, STARTUP,* and SHUTDOWN *

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F.

.

s

._ - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ - - . _-
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ACTION: NOV 3 0 G85

Q a. With one of the required 480 volt A.C. buses not energized
in the required manner, reenergize the bus in the required
manner within 8 hours or be in at least SHUTDOWN within
the next 24 hours,

b. With one A.C. non-interruptible bus either not energized
from its associated inverter, or with the inverter not
connected to its associated 0.C. bus:

1. Reenergize the A.C. non-interruptible bus from the

alternate source within 2 hours or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours, and

2. Reenergize the A.C. non-interruptible bus from its

associated inverter connected to its associated 0.C.
bus within the following 24 hours or be in at least
SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

c. With one O.C. bus not energized from its associated
battery bank, reenergize the O.C. bus from its associated
battery bank within 5 days or be in at least SHUTDOWN
within the next 24 hours.

O
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.3.1 The specified buses shall be determined energized in the
required manner at least once per 7 days by verifying
correct breaker alignment and indicated voltage on the
buses.

.

.

O

-
- - -- _- -
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3/4.8.3 ON-SITE POWER DISTRIBUTION

ON-SITE POWER DISTRIBUTION - SHUT 00WN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.2 As a minimum, the following electrical buses shall be
energized in the specified manner:

a. Two 480 volt A.C. essential buses,

b. Two 120 volt A.C. non-interruptible buses energized
from their associated inverters connected to their
respective battery banks, and

c. One 125 volt 0.C. bus.

APPLICABILITY: STARTUP*, SHUT 00WN*, and REFUELING
.

ACTION: With any of the above minimum required electrical buses
not energized in the required manner, immediately suspend

() all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, control rod
movements resulting in positive reactivity changes, or
movement of IRRADIATED FUEL and initiate corrective action
to reenergize the required bus as socn as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

~.
4.8.3.2 The specified buses shall be determined energized in the

required manner at least once per 7 days by verifying
correct breaker alignment and indicated voltage on the
buses.

-.

*Whenever CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is less than or
equal to 760 degrees F.

%/

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . .
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.8.3 / SR 4.8.3. NOV 3 0 S85

,

,

i( The OPERABILITY and surveillance requirements of the on site
distribution systems ensures adequate power will be available
to supply essential equipment required for the safe shutdown
of the facility and to mitigate and control postulated
accident conditions. The BASIS for Specifications 3.8.1 and
3.8.2 contains additional information.

In the FSV HTGR, the limiting parameter of interest is a core
inlet temperature greater than 760 degrees F. The CALCULATED
BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is a conservative calculation of themaximum potential temperature in the core and surrounding

.

components. The conservatisms are such that if the CALCULATED l

BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is limited to 760 degrees F, the design
inlet temperature of 760 degrees F is not exceeded. Systems
used for accident prevention and mitigation are required to
satisfy the singic failure criterion whenever CALCULATED BULK
CORE TEMPERATURE is greater than 760 degrees F. However, when
CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE is equal to or less than 760
degrees F, it is acceptable to require only one OPERABLE
system for accident prevention and mitigation without single *
failure consideration, on the basis of the limited ~ core
cooling requirements.

All forced circulation may be interrupted for maintenance/p purposes provided that the time calculated for CALCULATED BULK
\ CORE TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F is not exceeded.

However, if forced circulation is temporarily restored, a
recalculation'shall be performed, based on present conditions,

>

to establish a new time period for CALCULATED BULK CORE
TEMPERATURE to reach 760 degrees F. Redundant systems may
also be taken out of service for maintenance or surveillance
testing provided that forced circulation is maintained; and
the time to reach CALCULATED BULK CORE TEMPERATURE equal to
760 degrees F may be recalculated as often as required.

.

.

.

i

O'

_ _ _ _
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3/4.9.1 FUEL HANDLING AND MAINTENANCE IN THE REACTOR

1

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 The following reactor conditions shall be maintained:

The PCRV shall be depressurized to atmospheric pressure ora.
slightly below,

b. The CORE AVERAGE INLET TEMPERATURE shall be 165 degrees F
or less ",

The reactivity of the core shall be continuously monitoredc.
by at least two startup channel neutron flux monitors, M
and

~

d. The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification 3.1.3
shall be met.

APPLICABILITY: REFUELING (including reactor internal maintenance)g - o &
.

S

wheneifer both primary and secondary PCRV closuress

N') any PCRV penetration are removed
or

ACTION:

a. With the conditions of a or b above not met, restore the
condition (s) to within the above limits within 1 hour, orterminate fuel handling and vessel internal maintenance,
retract the fuel handling mechanism or any other remote
operated mechanisms from the PCRV, and close the reactor
isolation valve or opening through the PCRV as soon aspracticable. -

Aq gyot,vpw3
b. With one of the above required neutron lux monitorsinoperable, or not OPERATING, immediately suspend all

ALTERATIONS,}aoperations involving CORE cea+-^1 %
resulting in positive reactivity changes, or

=a"a-aa+r

movement of IRRA01ATED FUEL.

" Applicable only when the fuel handling machine is !:c'*ed e-
4.L. .;.;te- 'ferre!, i+h +b c::h i a1**4aa mi f :. - d r;; c t e,-

15e'.wion voivu 4944 IN V SE A e/D LO C ATED c oJ T14e AE Acro A V ET.3 E L ,

J*A pi'c;ble caly & -iag CC"I ALI[RATICN" &ffici'ngpO , . w . , t-y,-. uv r

V

- _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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c. With both of the above required neutron flux monitors
inoperable or not OPERATING:

1. Immediately suspend ali operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS, control rod movements result in positive
reactivity changes, or movement of IRRADIATED FUEL,

2. Retract the fuel handling mechanism or any other
remote operated mechanism from the PCRV,

3. Close the reactor isolation valve or opening through
the PCRV as soon a practicable, and,

4. Within 12 hours evaluate the SHUTOOWN MARGIN per
Specification 4.1.3

d. With the SHUT 00WN MARGIN requirements of Specification
3.1.3 not met, comply with ACTION c of Specification
3.1.3.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.

C) determined to be within the above limits at least once per
4.9.1 a. The reactor pressure and temperature conditions shall be

12 hours,

b. I::S :t:rtup ch:n ;! - - , , , ,.n n fin, -m- m 393!$ 3,
d::;r..W ar.eQ UFtHAt$Lt Oy pc [c ri;;r,;; ;f th t yyn411 3 ;;
raa"4--d 53 h ; f :caior, ;,;,;, ;;d _

c. Verification of SHUTOOWN MARGIN shall be in accordance
with Specification 4.1.3.

t Atu sruruf CH ANNEL Mtfrew Pt.uX Mow.TUR Sn4LL 85 DEMen.trAATwo
ortRA8LE s1 feAFORMAwCE OF:

t

1. A C.94wwat Cucx, AT Least once rug it.HoVRS,

i 1. A C4 ANNE 1 FUM CnoNAL_2131, wlTWM 6 Rovas her 78 ms

INmat. staAr op g ALredATiews_ , wo

( '3 . A cMawwet func.TioA/4L g At teAsr once run voAss.

' x

i
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.1 / SR 4.9.1 NOV 3 01965p)c

U To prevent the outleakage of primary coolant and potential
release of activity during refueling or maintenance in the
reactor vessel, the reactor must be depressurized and
maintained within the required conditions. The CORE AVERAGE
INLET TEMPERATURE is limited to 165 degrees F to prevent
short-term pressurization of the fuel handling equipment over
5 psig (the maximum allowable working pressure of the fuel
handling equipment) as a result of accidental inleakage of
water into the vessel during refueling.

The OPERABILITY of the neutron flux monitors ensures that
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes
in the reactivity condition of the core. (Additional
information is contained in the BASIS for Specification
3.3.1).

The ACTION statement ensures that reactor and fuel handling
machine will be placed in the safest configuration as soon as
practicable, if a required condition cannot be maintained.

The Surveillance Requirement frequency gives adequate
assurance that changes in reactor conditions will be detected
in time to permit corrective actions if required.

C

O

_ _ _ . _ _
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3/4.9.2 FUEL HANDLING MACHINE NOV 3 0 E65; i

!
.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION |

3.9.2 The Fuel Handling Machine (FHM) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A helium * pressure in the FHM at atmospheric pressure or
slightly below,

b. The fuel handling purge system connected and OPERABLE,
with a supply of helium * available, and the gas waste
system available to receive purge gas,

c. One cooling water coil OPERATING with the outlet coolant
water temperature 150 degrees F or less, and

1. An additional cooling water coil OPERABLE, or

2. The backup fire water connections and hose OPERA 8LE.

/.
d. The reactor building overhead crane attached, unless the

.

FHM is bolted to a reactor isolation valve over the
reactor, a fuel storage well, or the fuel shipping cask' loading port, and

e. Switches and alarms which verify correct orientation and
placement of fuel elements OPERABLE.

ApPLICA8ILITY: During use of the FHM for reactor internal maintenance
or any handling of IRRADIATED FUEL *.

.

A helium atmosphere is not required in the FHM when it is*

empty or when handling unirradiated fuel or handling
IRRADIATED FUEL that has undergone fission product decay
for 100 days or more.

.

.

- - . . - - - -
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ACTION: $ 3.1., To 175 u rPEMoST Po.stT1oN
V a. Witha r:; := -t: b, or d above not satisfied, !within I hour initiate action to retract the fuel l

transfer mechanismhand close the reactor isolation
valve and FHM cask valve,

sfeUFiCNT1o H '3. D.2. 4.
b. With ---"*-^-^a+ 2

3 above not satisfied when the FHM
cask valve is closed, within I hour initiate action to
reduce gas inflow to the FHM and/or increase purge gas
outflow to the gas waste system, as appropriate.

S FEtt F tC/tTwN 3.S. 2. C.
c. Witha - qui-e cat c above not satisfied, within 1 hour

initiate action to return the IRRADIATED FUEL elements
within the FHM to the reactor core or to the fuel
storage facility, and terminate fuel handling with the
FHM.

.g ret,ipicA vto N 3.3. 2. 8
d. Witha r q"i"--a* e above not satisfied, terminate

placement of the fuel elements within the reactor
vessel with the FHM. -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-

Q \t
4.9.2.1 At least once per,24 hours, the FHM shall be demonstrated

OPERABLE by verifying that:

The internal pressure is within the above limit, anda.

b. The cooling coil water outlet temperature is within
the above limit.

4.9.2.2 Within 31 days prior to REFUELING, the FHM shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Functionally testing the FHM, FHM cask valve and
reactor isolation valves, and by performing a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the interlocks, limit switches, and
alarms,



_

.[
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NOV 30 EfS
~~ ,tiJ. Fuhetionally testing the redundant cooling water coils and

verifying:,

,

1. The flow rates are sufficient to silence the low-flow
alarms, and

2. The outlet temperatures are less than 150 degrees F.

c. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the cooling water
temperature alarms,

d. Functionally testing the FHM cooling water leak detector
by adding water to the drain header,

'

e. Visually inspecting the backup fire water connections and
hose to verify the hose and connector are in place and
undamaged, and

'

f. Functionally testing the fuel handling purge system,
including availability of a supply of helium" and the
availability of the gas waste system to receive purge gas ~

by evacuating and filling the FHM.

4.9.2.3 Within 24 hours prior to initial attachment to the FHM,
and at least once each day the crane is operated while -

attached to the FHM thereafter, the reactor building
overhead crane shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Performing a visual inspection of crane components,.

including rope and reeving, blocks and sheaves, and
the special Iffting hook for carrying the FHM when it
is installed and secured on the crane, and

b. Functionally testing the upper limit switch of each
hoist under no load by slowly running the block into
the limit switch.

.

*A helium atmosphere is not required in the FHM when empty or
when handling unirradiated fuel or handling IRRADIATED FUEL
that had undergone fission product decay for 100 days or more.

O

U

. - -_.
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO F4.2 / SR 4.9.2 NOV 3 0 $85
)

The objective of this specification is to ensure the
prevention 6f snp uncontrolled release of radioactivity during
handling of IRRADIATED FUEL or reactor internal maintenance,
and to ensure the correct installation of fuel elements intothe reactor core.

The OPERABILITY requirements for the FHM snsure that:

a. Failure of a primary seal at any boundary would result in
- negligible outleakage or no more than slow inleakage of

air, since the machine is maintained at atmospheric
presstire or slightly below,

b. The -FHM is connected to the gas waste system, and can be
.. purged with helium while in transit and/or when the cask.

"

valve is shut, giving assurance that no pressure buildup
in or escape of fission products from the machine should
occur, --

.

c. Fuel elements contained in the FHM will be maintained at
surface temperatures below 750 degrees F to prevent
significant graphite oxidation in the event there is any
inleakage of air. An outlet cooling water temperature 'o f -

less than or equal to 150 degrees F from one of the two

O redundant cooling systems provides adequate cooling to
maintain the fuel elen' ants below 750 degrees F (FSAR,

Section 14.6.3.1). Siiencing of the low-flow alarm
ensures existence of cooling water flow, while the 150

, degrees F limit ensures adequacy of flow, and..

d. A seismic event will not adversely effect the FHM when it'

is bolted to a reactor isolation valve or supported by the
reactor building oversiead crane. -

i

The ACTION statements ensure that the FHM will be promptlys

placed in a safe configuration in the event any of the ~

OPERABILITY requirements can no longer be met during
REFUELING. For example, If a switch or alarm necessary to
verify correct seating of fuel elements becomes inoperable,
the ACTION statement prchibits continuing seating of the fuel
elements in the core. However, it does nct prohibit unloading

i the FHM into a fuel storage well where exact orientation is
not a safety concern. This would permit the FHM to be
unloaded for easier repair and minimize radiation exposure tomaintenance personnel.

. .

The FHM provides for the safe refueling of the reactor. To
ensure the reliability of the FHM during the refueling
operation, the machine and the isolation valve (s) will be

- functionally tested prior to RFFUELING.,

,

m
i

*
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' A functional test of the fuel handling purge system and

cooling water system and an inspection of the backup fire
water connections and hose will be made. These checks ensure
the capability to maintain the proper atmosphere environment
within the machine, to prevent any uncontrollable release of
activity, and the capability to maintain the surface
temperature of fuel elements within the machine below 750degrees F.

-
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-

( Nov 30 sE53/4.9.3 FUEL STORAGE WELLS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

l3.9.3 Each fuel storage well containing IRRADIATED FUEL shall have a '

helium atmosphere maintained at atmospheric pressure or below,
and

a. Both cooling water coils shall be OPERABLE with at least |one coil IN OPERATION, and the outlet cooling water
:

temperature of each OPERATING coil shall be 150 degrees F 1

or less, or

b. One cooling water coil shall be OPERATING with the outlet
cooling water temperature 150 degrees F or less, and the
fuel storage well emergency booster fan OPERABLE and
capable of moving a minimum total air flow of 9000 cfm
through the fuel storage facility.

ONLY REFLEC.70K SLocKS
c. !""OIATO "JEL shall mat, be located in the central column -3

of a fuel storage well.

[g\ APPLICABILITY: When IRRADIATED FUEL is stored in the fuel storage
well

ACTION: With less than the above required conditions satisfied,
within I hour initiate corrective action to re establish
the required conditions within 24 hours, or perform one of
the following within the next 24 hours:

a. Transfer IRRADIATED FUEL to a storage well or wells
for which the required conditions are met, or

b. Establish backup cooling to the affected fuel storage
wells ea.

i

<- M--#---
;;; ,,,3 ;. ;;r ag ovaluatinn +c ccr#4e= th;t thei

tteai [welul...e..tkampernurewill.ei sai6id 750
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k)v

4.9.3 The cooling water, purge, and ventilation systems for each
fuel storage well containing IRRADIATED FUEL shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 24 hours by:

1. Verifying that the outlet cooling water temperature of
operating cooling coil (s) is 150 degrees F or less,
with a flow rate of greater than 7 gpm, and either

a) Both cooling water coils are OPERABLE with at
least one coil IN OPERATION, or

b) One cooling water coil is OPERABLE and IN
OPERATION, and the fuel storage well emergency
booster fan is OPERABLE.

2. Veri fying that the pressure within the well is at -

atmospheric pressure or slightly below.,

b. At least once per 31 days by verifying that the fuel -

storage well emergency booster fan operates upon manual -

initiation.

c. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the fuel storage
facility helium pressure indicators and alarms,

2. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the fuel storage
facility cooling water system flow indicators, and
flow and temperature alarms, and

3. Verifying the capability of the fuel storage well
_

emergency booster fan to draw a minimum of 9000 cfm of
| air through the fuel storage facility.

outy REFLECT 0K SLoCES
d. Verifying during fuel handling that E !."'0!."TED FJCL"

4a'---"- are inserted into the central position of fuel
storage wells.

|
r *

J

|
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.3/ SR 4.9.1n

' The storage well cooling water system is designed with two
100% capability cooling coils supplied from independent water
sources (FSAR Section 9.1.2).

The accident conditions described in the FSAR postulate the
total loss of cooling water to one of the nine fuel storagewells. If this were to occur, adequate cooling could be
achieved by an increase in the normal ventil.ation air flow to
cool the well by convection on the external surface. Theincrease in air flow is supplied by the fuel storage well
emergency booster fan. This Specification is based on the
analysis in FSAR Section 14.6.3.2 which uses the conservative
assumption that a total flow of only 9000 cfm would be drawn
(equally divided) threc;h :11 three vault compartments of the
fuel storage facility, thus adequately protecting the affected
storage well and fuel within it from damaging temperatures.
(There are three fuel storage wells in each of the three fuel
storage vaults). The specified test and testing frequency are
sufficient to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the fuel storage
well emergency booster fan, should it be called upon for
performance of its required safety function.

To prevent significant oxidation of the IRRAOIATED FUEL, the -

fuel storage wells are designed to maintain the IRRADIATED
(% FUEL cool and under a nominally dry atmosphere of helium. All
\ conditions associated with this requirement are monitored by

pressure, temperature, and flow sensitive devices. The
temperature and flow detecting devices maintain surveillance
of the wells' two independent cooling water systems and are
set to alarm at previously determined maximum or minimum
values. An outlet temperature of 150 degrees or less from a

| single c.ooling coil ensures the hottest IRRADIATED FUEL'

elements will be maintained below 750 degrees F, preventing
any significant graphite oxidation in the event of air
inleakage into the storage well. The helium storage system
provides purified helium for this service, giving sufficient
protection against a moist atmosphere. Over pressurization of
a storage well is alarmed to the reactor operator and
additional protection is provided by relief valves. The
specified SURVEILLANCE INTERVALS are sufficient to ensure
proper operation of the instrumentation and to verify adequate
fuel storage conditions.

!

- --
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The ACTION statements provide for corrective actions within an

O adequate time to prevent the hottest stored fuel element from
reaching 750 degrees F, thus obviating any significant
oxidation in the unlikely combined events of air inleakage and
loss of normal cooling.

.
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NOV 3023/4.9.4 SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASK
-

.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.4 A spent fuel shipping cask shall not be loaded or partially
loaded with IRRADIATED FUEL having less than 100 days offission product decay.

APPLICABILITY: At all times

ACTION:

a. IRRADIATED FUEL with less than 100 days of fission
product decay shall be removed from the spent fuel
shipping cask prior to lifting the cask.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are -

not applicable.

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.4 Prior to loading the spent fuel shipping cask, the IRRADIATED
FUEL elements shall be determined to have undergone fission
product decay for 100 days or more.

|

|

|

|

-

|

|
!
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BASIS FOR SPECIFICATION LCO 3.9.4 / SR 4.9.4

The potential radiological consequences of an accident whereby
the spent fuel shipping cask breaks open while being lowered
to the truck, have been analyzed in FSAR Section 14.6.3.3.
This analysis assumes that the cask is loaded with the most
radioactive IRRADIATED FUEL elements contemplated to be
shipped from the plant after 100 days of fission product
decay. Determination prior to loading the cask that the
IRRADIATED FUEL elements have undergone at least 100 days of
fission product decay ensures that a cask loading acciden is
within the assumptions used in the safety analysis.

_
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\
3/4.9.5 COMMUNICATIONS DURING CORE ALTERATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.5 Direct two-way communications shall be maintained between
operations control room personnel and personnel at the FuelHandling Machine (FHM) control room.

APPLICABILITY: Ouring CORE ALTERATIONS

ACTION: With no direct communications between the. operations
control room personnel and personnel at the FHM control
room, suspend all CORE ALTERATIONS.

.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-

i

4.9.5 Direct communications between the operations control room and,

'

personnel at the FHM control room shall be demonstrated within
ono hour prior to the start of and at least once per 12 hours
during CORE ALTERATIONS.

i

i

~.
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s_, The requirement for communications ensures that refueling
personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes in
the facility status or core reactivity conditions during CORE
ALTERATIONS, and operations control room personnel can be
informed by refueling personnel whenever CORE ALTERATIONS are
being performed so that core conditions can be monitored.

The FHM control room and operations control room personnel must
coordinate control rod movements to ensure the required
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained during CORE ALTERATIONS.
Maintaining direct communication also permits the operations
control room to immediately request a stop of any movements
causing excessive count rate changes.

The surveillance times specified give adequate assurance that
communications will be available as needed.

-
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3/4.10.1 XENON STABILITY NOV 3 0 W

..

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION * -"

3.10.1 The requirements of Specification 3.1.4.1.a and b may be
suspendedduringtheperformanceofthegenonstabilityphysics
tests, provided power perturbations do not exceed those which
are predicted, as determined by an engineering evaluation
performed prior to the test.

APPLICABILITY: POWER *

ACTION: With the occurrence of power perturbations, outside of the
predicted values, reduce THERMAL POWER sufficiently to stop
power perturbations.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

,

N
1

4.10.1 There is no specific Surveillance Requirement associated with
LCO 3.10.1. This test is conducted in accordance with the
appropriate B series startup test procedures.

* During Xenon Stability Physics Tests

|
. ._
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In order for thegenong/dability characteristics of the reactor
core to be demonstrated, it is necessary to initiate power
redistributions by inserting an out-of-sequence rod. J q_, _ __. ..' _

limits on the average temperature rise in LCO 3.2.2~ 3 ',11 be
maintained throughout this test. Maintaining operation within

ithese limits will protect plant equipment and the health and :
safety of the public.

'

A detailed engineering evaluation will be performed in advance
of any Xenon stability testing in order to analyze the planned
test configuration to assure compliance with the intent of LCO
3.1.4.1.a and b throughout the test evolution. This
engineering evaluation will assure that the maximum worth rod
pair criteria of 0.012 delta k is met (FSAR Sections 14.2.2.6
and 3.5.5.1), and that the assumptions utilized in the
development of core Safety Limit SL 2.1.1 (with regards to
region, column, and axial peaking factors) remain valid
throughout the test.

.
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OESIGN FEATURES

5.1 SITE
__ .

_

5.1.1 The Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Generating Station, Unit No. 1, is
situated on a tract of land located about 3.5 miles northwestfrom the center of Platteville, Colorado. The tract is
situated in Weld County, Colorado (FSAR Section 2.1).

The exclusion area is approximately 1 mile square and isdefined in Figure 5.1-1. The closest distance from the ;
,

reactor building to the boundary of the exclusion area is
1,935 feet. The limits of 10 CFR 20 shall apply at the )

boundary of this exclusion area. The Low Population Zone
(LPZ) is defined by a radius of 16,000 meters. The exclusionarea is zoned industrial, and the area surrounding the
exclusion area is zoned agricultural. Agricultural activities
may continue on the site, including a portion of the exclusion
area, and an evacuation procedure will be maintained. There
are no permanent residences located within the exclusion area.
An information center is located within the exclusion area,
but outside ofthe main gate. An evacuation procedure will be
maintained for the information center.

Points where radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents are
.

released are shown on Figure 5.1-2, as a a the Itquid effluent
pathways leaving the site.,

.
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DESIGN FEATURES

5.2
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM AND STEAM PLANT SYSTEM

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE REACTOR VESSEL (PCRV)

5.2.1 The PCRV is constructed of high strength concrete reinforced
with bonded reinforcement steel and prestressed with steeltendons. Prestressing tendons, located in conduits emcecdedin the concrete are used to prestress the entire structure.
Access to the tendons is provided so that most tendons can, ifnecessary, be retensioned or selectively removed forinspection and replaced. The type and number of tendons in
the PCRV are shown below:

Number of 1/4"Type of Tendon Wires per Tendon Number of Tendons
Longitudinal 169 90

Circumferential:

a) Head 169 100b) Wa11 152 210
'

Bottom Cross Head 169 24

Top Cross Head 169 24

The temperature of the PCRV concrete is controlled by means of
insulation mounted on the inside surface of the liner, and
cooling tubes welded to the concrete side of the liner. The
whole of the internal surface of the liner is covered by the
thermal barrier which uses Kaowool insulation, a ceramic fiber
blanket material of high chemical purity which is about 50%alumina and 50*. silica. '

~

l

|
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The various PCRV penetrations required for refueling,,m
maintenance, con. trol rods, or operation of circulators and
steam generators, are provide _d with 11_ner,s,that are welded to
the cavity liner and extend througn the concrete to provide
leak-tight access to the reactor internals. Each penetration
is provided with two closures in series, a primary closure and

secondary closure. The primary closures, together with thea

PCRV structure, contain the radioactive primary coolant in amanner analogous to a conventional primary vessel. The
secondary closure encloses the primary closure and containsthe radioactive primary coolant that might be released from aleaking primary closure in a manner analogous to aconventional secondary containment. The primary and secondary
closures are similar to conventional pressure vessel closuresand are flat or formed heads. The closures incorporate
elastomer or metallic seals, depending on the operating
temperatures, and are attached to the penetration linerflanges with bolts or shear rings. Independently anchoredflow restriction devices (FSAR Section 6.6) are in the larger
penetrations to limit the flow rate of primary coolant if both
primary and secondary closures were to fail completely and

-instantaneously.

STEAM GENERATOR ORIFICES
-

5.2.2 The steam generator modules are provided with two sets of .

orifices:

a) The variable feedwater ringneader trim valves, which
include mechanical stops to prevent total closure.

l
| b) The fixed feedwater orifices in the economizer tube inlet'

subneaders.

These flow limiting devices are provided to ifmit water / steam
inleakage to the primary coolant threugh a subheader tube
rupture as described in FSAR Sections 6.5 and 14.5.

.
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STEAM SAFETY VALVES
,

5.2.3 The steam plant contg,rttthe follow.t.aq oeam-tressure safety
valves, with set pressures and capacities as shown below:

.

Set
Press.

Valve Quantity (psig) Type and Cacacity

Bypass Flash 6 975
Tank ASME Code, Section VIII,

to 1020 Spring-Loaded Valves;
105% Plant Capacity (Total)

Hot Reheat 6 700 ASME Code, Section VIII,
to 735 Spring-Loaded Valves;;

105% Plant Capacity (Total)

The bypass flash tank and hot reheat line safety valves
prevent over pressure of the cold reheat and the hot reheat -piping, respectively. As long as either the cold reheat or
the hot reheat block valves are open, these valves alsoprevent over pressure of the reheaters. These valves ~

discharge to atmosphere.
-

The above valves are not safety related and are not relied ons
| (,
. in the safety analysis.

5.3 REACTOR CORE

i 5.3.1 Reactor Assembly
;

The reactor core consists of: (1) removable fuel elements
which contain the fuel (U & Th), the moderator (graphite) andburnable poison (boron), and (2) radial and axial reflect -

which consist of removable reflector elements and "

blocks which are made of graphite, and in someincorporating boron or structural steel. The reactor coreassembly, including reflector, has an overall assembly height
of about 23.9 feet and a diameter of about 27.3 feet. The
approximate weight of the core assembly is 1,348,000 pounds.
The preceding description includes the core support graphiteblocks.

i
!

l
|

|
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The reactor reactivity control consists of 37 pairs of control
-

'

rods containing boron carbide, which are supplemented by
burnable poison (boron) in selected fuel elements as required. I

A reserve shutdown syst M consisting of 37 hopp'ers of boron
carbide graphite balls is also proviced.

A variable orifice flow-control assembly is located at the
inlet to each of the 37 refueling regions to provice
adjustment of the coolant flow through the region.

5.3.2 Active Cere

The active core consists of 1482 hexagonal graphite fuel
elements stacked in 247 vertical fuel columns. The fuel
elements form the active core which is essentially a rightcircular cylinder 15.6 feet in height and 19.5 feet inequivalent diameter. The active core is completely surrounded
by a graphite reflector. Within the core array, the fuel
columns are grouped into 37 refueling regions containing
seven fuel columns each, except for six oute'- corner regions
which contain five fuel columns each. -

The center fuel column of each of the 37 fuel regions is a
control rod column. Each control rod column contains two -

control
rod channels and one reserve anutdown absorber -

material channel. Each control red channel has a diameter of
4.0 inches and the two channels have a centerifne pitch

(nv) spacing of 9.7 inches.
The reserve absorber material shutdown

,

channel has a diameter of 3-3/4 inches. The control rod
channels are continuous from the top face of the top reflector
and terminate in the bottom reflector at an elevation notgreater than 27.0 inches above the top face of the coresupport block.

The reserve shutdown absorber channel iscontinuous from the top face of the top reflector andI

terminates in the bottom fuel element at an elevation notgreater than 47.5 inches above the top face of the core
support block.

.

, Each fuel element is a hexagonal right prism with nominall
dimensions of 14.2 inches across the flats by 31.2 incheshigh.

The fuel beds and coolant channels are distributed on a
triangular array of about 3/4 inch pitch spacing with an ideal
ratio of two fuel beds for each coolant channel. The bottom
of the fuel beds in the bottom fuel element of the control rodfuel column

| does not exceed a length of 23.1 inches from the
.

top face of the fuel element.

\

|
|
!
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5.3.3 Fuel!

The fuel consists of fissile uranium highly enriched (93.15*.')
in uranium 235 and fertile thoriug The initfal fuel loading
is about 773 Kg o /~lTr*'an t um and 16,000 Kg of thorium. The
initial core was loaded with 13 fuel compositions whose
distribution within the core is designed to mock up the fuel
content of the equilibrium cycle refueling regions and to
shape the radial and axial power distribution. Fuel is
designed for up to a six operating cycles. About one-sixth of
the core will be replaced at each refueling interval. Thefuel loading in a reload segment will be about 200 Kg ofuranium ard 2300 Kg of thorium.

All uranium and thorium in the reference fuel elements is in
the form of heavy metal carbide and pyrocarbon, referred to as
coated fuel particles. The coatings form the primary fission
prcduct barrier. The coated fuel particles consist of two
general types, fissile particles (TH:UC/2) and fertile(TH C/2) particles. The fissile particles shall contain
thorium and uranium in a weight ratio of about 3.6 to 1
(+1.2, - 0.2) of thorium to uranium. The fertile particlesshall contain only thorium.

.

In addition to the reference fuel elements, eight test fuel
-

elements are included in the reactor core. These eight test
f 7- elements ( FTEl-8) contain smali quantities of test fueli particles that are in various ways different from thereference fuel. The description of the test fuel elements is

contained in Table 5.3-1.
|

The coated fuel particles are bonded together with a
carbonaceous material to form fuel rods. The fuel rods are
completely surrcunded and contained by graphite which forms
the structural part of the fuel element, and in addition to
the carbon' contained within,the fuel rods, also serves as the
sole moderator. The reference fuel elements are fabricated
from H-327 needle coke (anisotropic) graphite, as described in
the Fort St. Vrain FSAR, Section 3.0. The test fuel elementsare fabricated from H-451 near-isotropic graphite in
anticipation of qualifying this material for future use in all
reload fuel for tne reactor.,

Beginning with core Segment 9 (Reload 3), H-451 near-isotopic
graphite is used in the fabrication of reload fuel elements in
addition to or in place of the previous refarence H-327 needle
coke (anisotropic) graphite.
,

#

:
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Each reload segment comprises about one-sixth of the reactorConsequently, the reactor core after a refuelingcore.

consists of six segments with different degrees of core burnuoscattered throughout the core. In addition, the burnable 4

'

poison being added for reactivity control is only present
within the new fuel elements. As a consequence, each of the
37 core regions has a different effective multiplication
constant, k (eff).

To satisfy the criteria for reactor power distribution andmaximum control rod worth, each refueling cycle has an
analytically justified control rod withdrawal sequence.

1

)

.

6

|

|

1.3. --||.
~* - -

. . , . ,

|

|
|

- . - . - - _ _
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The following criteria shall be used as the basis to establish-

any control rod withdrawal sequence:
(/i
s._s a. The maximum calculated reactivity worth of any cod pair in ,

any normal operating rod configurat'f on'~#f tf, t'he,

reactor
critical shall not exceed 0.047 delta k.

b. The maximum allowable calculated single control rod pair
worth, at any core condition, during power operation shall
depend on the available core temperature coefficient. The
accidental removal of the maximum worth single rod-pairshall resuit. in a transient with consequence no more
severe than those described for the worst case rod-pairwithdrawal accident in the AEC Safety Evaluation of Fort
St. Vrain dated January 20, 1972.

c. Calculated power peaking factors in any normal operating
rod configuration shall be within the following speci fiedrange: .

Region Peaking Factor Average Region P/ Average Core P=

.

t

l CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMP. Core Region Peaking Factor
,

.

I ~ Greater than or equal to Between 0.4 and 1.831250 degree F,

Between 950 and 1250 degrees F Between 0.4 and 2.15

Less than 950 degrees F 8etween 0.28 and 3.00

Axial Peaking Factor Average Lower Layer P/ Average Region P=

|

|

I

k

|

|

. _ _ . _ - . - - - _ _ ___ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ___ .___ _ _ _ _ _____ _ _
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CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMP. Applicable Regions Axial Peaking Factor

O Greater than Regions with control less than220 degrees F rods fully insemed - m equal to '0.90
or withdrawn

Regions with control less than
rods partially or equal to 1.23
inserted more than
two Feet into the
core

Intra-Region Peaking Average Column P/ Average Region P=

CORE AVERAGE OUTLET TEMP. Applicable Regions Intra-region Peaking Factor -

.-

Greater than Regions with control Less than *

! or equal to rods fully inserted or equal to 1.46 -

'

950 degrees F

Greater than Regions with control Less thanor equal to rods partially or equal to 1.40950 degrees F inserted more tnan
two feet into the
Core

Greater than Regions with control Less thanor equal to rods not inserted or equal to 1.24
-950 degrees F more than two feet -

into the core

Less than All regions Less than'

950 degrees F
or equal to 1.61

I
1

!

i (
|

| |
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5.3.5 Reflector
!

Reflector elements above, below, and immediately adjacent to
the side of the active core are hexagonal right prisms with
nominal dimensions of 14.2 inches acrns f-lats-1nd-15-t--23.4, *
or 31.2 inches high, as required. The outer peripheral
envelope of tne reactor core reflector graphite contains baron
to minimize the neutron flux leaving the reflector. The s1de
reflector contains nominal 2.3 weight percent boron stainless
steel pins within the spacer blocks. The middle layer oflower reflector elements, excluding the central element in
each core region, contains 25 weight percent boronatedgraphite pellets enclosed in hastalloy-X cans. The top layer
of reflector elements above the hexagonal columns contains
1 weight percent crushed boronated graphite. The top layer of
reflector elements above the permanent side reflector blocks
contains 1 weight percent boronated graphite enclosed in steel
Cans.

5.3.6 Control Rods

There are 37 control rod pairs, each made up of 3.34 inch 0.0.
.

by 2.05 inch I.D. cylindrical absorber bodies containing baron
carbide in a graphite matrix sheathed in stainless steel cans. -

The effective boron load is 0.48 grams /cc of compact in the .

inner 19 control rod pairs and 0.63 gram /cc of compact in the
- outer 18 control rod pairs. These boron loads correspond to
s baron weight fractions of about 0.30 and 0.40, respectively.\

The absorber compacts with a lower baron concentration have a
greater high temperature stability than the heavier loaded
compacts, which is of benefit during a complete loss of forced
cooling accident.

The two members of a rod pair are separated by 9.72 inches and
operate within 4 inch 0.0. holes provided in the central fuelelement column in each refueling region. Each control rodpair has an independent drive mechanism. The rods Vill"

..

operate in a bank only during a scram. All control rod pair's '

have scram capability and are driven by gravity. The totalinsertion time is approximately 152 seconds. Complete
withdrawal to approximately 4 inches above the active core
takes approximately 180 seconds.

O'

-
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With the exception of the central red pair, which is used forl'

\ automatic regulation, the control rods during operation are
,

usually inserted only about 50% of the time or less. Thedistribution of fuel of different ages,. requires the use of*
alternate shim rods each year of full power operation. Thedepletion of a significant fraction of the-' boron has arelatively small influence on the rod worth. For example, if
a rod were inserted constantly for 6 years, approximately 20%
of the Boron-10 would be lost by neutron capture, but the
reactivity worth of the rod would decrease by less than 5% ofits original value. Therefore, from a neutronic standpoint,
it would not be necessary to replace each control rod asfrequently as every 6 years. However, due to other
irradiation effects each control rod pair is replaced aftersix years of operation.

5.3.7 Reserve Shutdown System

The reserve shutdown system destgr. basis is described insection 5.3.4. The reserve shutdown system consists of
baronated graphite balls, about 0.5 inches in diameter, which

_can be introduced into the core via cylincrical holes in the
'

central fuel column of each refueling region. The balls for
the central 19 refueling regions contain 0.32 gram /cc of boron -in each ball (approximately 20% boron carbide-84C by weight)

,while the balls for the outer 18 refueling regions contain
0.63 gram /cc of boron (approximately 40% baron carbide by''
weight). As with control rod boron loadings, the reserve

.

shutdown system has lighter ::ron loads in the central-

refueling region to enhance tne stability of the poison'

material in the hottest core regions during a permanent loss
Of Forced Circulation accident.

The nominal reactivity worth of the reserve shutdown system is
at least 0.13 delta k in the initial core and at least 0.12
delta k during the equilibrium core, in absence of any control
rods.

.

The reserve shutdown system by itself is capable of safely
shutting down the reactor to refueling temperature and~maintaining it subcritical for an extended period of time. Inaddition, the reserve shutdown system can be used to augment
the shutdown margin by the insertion of the reserve shutdown
balls in those core regions where control rods failed toinsert.

,

e

_ , .-ev ~'
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DESCRI.9 TION OF FORT ST. VRAIN FUEL ELEMENTS FTE-1 THROUGH FTE-8
| | | | | | | ;- " || [ FTE-11 FTE-21 FTE-3 | FTE-41 FTE-5 i Ff$

...t.
*

6i FTE-7 i FTE-8 || | 1 I I I I I I || Segment 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 17 || | | | | l l I I |
*

| Graphite TypelH-451!H-451|H-4511H-451|H-451|H-4511H-451 (H-451 || IUCt I UCs I UCs I UCs I UCs (UCt i I I
IF1ssi1e Fue1 |464 |46-0- |4G-2-|4G-t-|M|4G-0 |(Th,U)C |(Th,V)C |2| Type

| TRIS 01 TRIS 01 TRIS 01 TRIS 0| TRISO| TRISO| TRISOITRISO 2|| | lplus | |plus | |plus | [ [| | ltest | | test | | test | | || | Ifuel | | fuel | | fuel | | || 1 1(a) I f(a) | |(a) I l- || ITh0sInos ITh Osl%0s Inot,1%0,. ITkCs IThC,1 |
|Ferti1e Fuel |40-2|%G-2|40-G|40-2|40-el404|AC=a- 14G4 || Type

| TRISO| TRISO | TRISO | TRIS 01 TRISO | TRISO | TRISOITRISO || | |plus | |plus | |plus | | |
'

| | 18 ISO I |BISO | 18 ISO I I 1.I I I I I I | | | 1| Method of |CIP |CIP |CIP |CIP |CIP |CIP |CIB |CIB |
'

| Fuel Rod 1 -| | | | | | | 1 -| Curing (b) | | | | | | | | || | | | | 1 I I I |O'

| Residence |200 1500 |800 |1100 |14C0 |1700 |1700 |1700 |

-

| Time, Equiva-| | | | | | | | || lent Full | | | | | | | | || Power Days | | ! I I I i 1 |

(a). Test fuel includes: %Q2
k),s.....Y ' TRISO,,C/4 88 rods per element CIB - HEU
UC(x)0(y)* TRISO/ h0/2 BISO, 350 rods per element CIP - HEU-

46-9-VCs. TRISO/Th0/2 TRISO, 176 rods per element CIP - HEU
.-(T'.,0)C/2 - TRISO/Th0/2 TRISO, 88 rods per element CIT - MEU,

'

(.Tbu) Os.
(b). CIP = cure-in place fuel rod carbonization; CIB = cure in alumina

bed - reference FSV process;
CIT = cure-in-tube, graphite crucibles, simulating conditions as

j experienced in cure-in place.
|

*x and y represent the mean quantities of carbon and oxygen and do not
signify a specific compound. These values will be explicit in the
finai fuel specification. All kernels of this type are derived from
WAR beads.

.

O
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5.4~~

gnu g n A".

FUEL STORAGE *

CRITICALITY
.

5.4.1 The fuel storage wells are designed and shall be maintained to
preclude criticality when completely filled with fuel andflooded with water. The multiplication factor for the worst
flooding situation shall be less than 0.85 as described inSection.9.1.2.3 of the FSAR.

CONTAINMENT

5.4.2 The fuel storage wells are designed and shall be maintained to
have gas and water-tight containment.

NEUTRON ABSORBER-HEAT SINK

5.4.3 The fuel storage wells are designed and shall be maintained to
have a space between the inner tank and outer cylindrical

-

filled with a granular m,aterial (iron slag) to act as ashell
built-in neutron absorber and heat sink.

.

.

5.5 METOROLOGICAL TOWER LOCATION

5.5.1 The meteorological tower shall be located as shown on Figure5.1-2.

|

5.6 COMPONENT AND TRANSIENT CYCLIC LIMIT

5.6.1 The components identified in TABLE 5.6-1 are designed and
shall be maintained within the cyclic limits of TABLE 5.6-1
when evaluated against the identified plant tran'sients of
TABLE 5.6-1.

.

. . _ _ .
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ALLOWED NUMBER OF COMP 0NENT TRANSIENTS

..

.

'
| | OC-5-2 T,9ANStENT NUMBER (1)

|| COMP 0NENT I 9 | -5 12a,2b or 815,7 or 91 6 15,6,7 or 913
'

i Steam Generator | | | | | | |
,

| External |470| | | | | |jfeedwater pipe | | | | | | || External | 17001 | | | || main steam pipe | | | | | [ || Internal | | | 1000 | | | |Imain steam bypass piping | | | | | | || -8" X 16"latrolet | | | | 123 | | || | | | | | | || -bypass line | | | 550 | |175| || | | | -| | | 1i Hot rsheat steam piping | | | 560 | | ! 185 | -

I l | | | | | |

'

.

.

(1) DC-5-2 Transient identffication:
| 2a- ShuEdown to' refueling status

2b- Shutdown With full helium inventory
.

s

5 - Reactor' scram
^

6 - Turbine trip

7 - Primary system depressurization

8 - Loop shutdown

9 - Steam leak with loop dump

i
i

1

|

.

_. . * '
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6.1 RESPONSIBILITY

6.2 ORGANIZATION

6.2.1 MANAGEMENT

6.2.2 UNIT STAFF

6.2.3 TECHNICAL ADVISORS
'

.

! 6.3 UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS
.

6.4 TRAINING'

6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

6.5.1 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE (PORC)

FUNCTION

| COMPOSITION
~

'

ALTERNATES
, MEETING FREQUENCY
l QUORUM

RESPONSIBILITIES
AUTHORITY

| RECOROS

i
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O
6.S.2 NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY COMMITTEE (NFSC)

FUNCTION
COMPOSITION
ALTERNATES
CONSULTANTS

MEETING FREQUENCY
QUORUM
REVIEW
AUDITS
AUTHORITY
RECORDS

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENTS ACTION

6.7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS

6.8 PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS -

6J REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

6.9.1 ROUTINE REPORTS AND REPORTABLE EVENTS

STARTUP REPORT
ANNUAL REPORTS'

SEMI-ANNUAL REPORTS
MONTHLY OPERATING REPORTS
REPORTABLE EVENTS

PROMPT NOTIFICATION WITH WRITTEN FOLLOWUP
THIRTY DAY WRITTEN REPORTS
NON-ROUTINE RADIOLOGICAL REPORTS

6.9.2 SPECIAL REPORTS

6.10 RECORD RETENTION

6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA

O
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6.13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP)
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6.1 RESPONSIBILITY

6.1.1 The Station Manager shall be responsible for overall unit
operation and shall delegate in writing the succession to this
responsibility during his absence.

6.1.2 The Shift Supervisor (or during his absence from the control
room and Shift Supervisors office, a designated individual)
shall be responsible for the control room command function. Amanagement directive to this effect, signed by the Vice
President c' El;;tric Pr;du;;i n shall be reissued to allstation personnel on an annual basis.

6.2 ORGANIZATION

MANAGEMENT

6.2.1 The management organization for administrative and
departmental support shall be,,shown in Figure 6.2-1. ~

,

I
| af

UNIT STAFF
-

k 6.2.2 The unit organization shall be as shown in Figure 6.2-2 and:

a. Each on duty shift shall be composed of at least the
minimum shif t crew composition shown in Table 6.2-1.

b. A licensed operator must be in the control room at all
" times when fuel is in the reactor. During reactor
startup, reactor shutdown, and recovery from reactor trip,
two licensed operators must be in the control room.
A Hesus Phyaus %%:a ,5

--c. , An ;;; ret r ;r t: hnfei:n u:1 i't ed r: diction'-

pr tectic: pr:::dar:: shall be present at the facility at
all times that there is fuel on site,

d. ALL CORE ALTERATIONS shall be directly supervised by
either a licensed Senior Reactor Operator or Senior
Reactor Operator limited to fuel handling who has no other
concurrent responsibilities during this operation.

|

|

~(.

:

i
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'OO
at least five mem ,bers shall bee. A site Fire Brigade of

maintained on-site at all time * The Fire Brigade shall
not include three members of the minimum shift crew
necessary for safe shutdown of the unit and any personnel
required for other essential functions during a fire
emergency.

addition to the requirements of section b.2.2, the fallapply:

During SHUTDOWN, o FUELING, an in al (other than theTechnical Advisor) with a va 0 ) license shall be presentin the control room.

During all conditions, an individual (othe the Technical| Advis a valid SRO license shall be present in controlsec .

.

tO
-fA. A#4 F4w 75ck.:cm =J

*
4 Fire Brigade composition may be less than the minimum

requirements for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to
accommodate unexpected absence -ef c' Br';d ::d r:-provided
immediate action is taken to r::te-- +ha ci : Sr';:d- te "'t''c ther-4 'cr wui, emens gststV0tE6 7df mo#J. 4

pg

!

_

| O
|

|

|
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TABLE 6.2-1

MINIMUM SHIFT CREW COMPOSITION

| | |
| | Number of Individuals Required to Fill Position [
| | During SHUT 00WN or | |
| Position | REFUELING | All Other Conditions |
| | | |
| SS (SRO) | 1 | 1 |
| | 1 I
| SRO | Not Required | 1 [
l i I I
| RO | 1 | 2 (a) |
| | | |
| E0 | 1 1 1 |
| | 1 |
| AT | Not Required | 1 |
| | | |
| TA (b) i 1 | 1 |

-

SS - Shift Supervisor with a Senior Reactor Operator's License
.

n SRO - Individual with a Senior Reactor Operator's License
RO - Individual with a Reactor Operator's License

V EO - Equipment Operator
AT - Auxiliary Tender
TA - Technical Advisor (on 1-hour call)

NOTES TO ACCOMPANY TABLE 6.2-1

a. One of the two Reactor Operators may be an Equipment Operator
._

with a valid R0 license provided that the staffing requirement
for Equipment Operators is being met by another individual
qualified as an Equipment Operator.

b. The Technical Advisor shall be scheduled as required by
Specification 6.2.3.2.e.

|

|

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . -A
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Except for the Shift Supervisor, the Shift Crew Composition may be
one less than the minimum requirements of Table 6.2-1 for a period of
time not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence
of on-duty shift crew members, provided immediate action is taken to
restore the Shift Crew Composition to within the minimum requirementsof Table 6.2-1. This provision does not permit any shift crew
position to be unmanned upon shift change due to an oncoming shiftcrewman being late or absent. This provision also does not exclude
the requirement for an SRO licensed individual to be in the control
room at all times other than the SHUT 00WN conditions specified in
Table 6.2-1.

During any absence of the Shift Supervisor from the control room or
shift supervisor office while the unit is in POWER, LOW POWER orSTARTUP, an individual (other than the Technical Advisor) with avalid Senior Operator license shall be designated to assume the
control room command function. During any absence of the Shift -

Supervisor from the control room or shift supervisor office while the
unit is in SHUT 00WN or REFUELING, an individual with a valid Senior
Operator license or Operator license shall be designated to assume -

the control room command function.

(na
l

!

.

O
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6.2.3 TECHNICAL ADVISORS

FUNCTION

6.2.3.1 The Technical Advisors shall function to make objective
evaluations of plant conditions and to advise or assist
plant management in correcting conditions that may
compromise safety of operations.

RESP 0NSIBILITIES

6.2.3.2 The Technical Advisors are responsible for:

a. Maximizing plant safety during and after accidents,
transients, and emergencies by independently
assessing plant conditions and by pr'oviding technical
assistance to mitigate and minimize the effects of
such incidents and make recommendations to the
Superintendent of Operations,

b. Reviewing abnormal and emergency procedures,
i c. Assisting the operations staff in applying the
j requirements of the Technical Specifications,

d. Providing evaluation of Licensee Event Reports from*

other plants as assigned, and

e. The Technical Advisor shall be in the control room
within one hour after an e ergency call. The
Technical Advisors shall- work on a normal day work>

schedule, but will be placed "on call" after normal
working hours.

|

|
|

|

I

O
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AUTHORITY

6.2.3.3 The Technical Advisors shall report to, and be directly
responsible to, the Technical / Administrative Services
Manager. The Technical Advisors shall maintain
independence from normal plant operations to be objective
in their evaluations.

6.3 UNIT STAFF QUALIFICATIONS

6.3.1 Upon commencement of commercial operation, the staffing of the
plant shall be in accordance with American National StandardsInstitute (ANSI) N18.1-1971, " Selection and Training of
Personnel for Nuclear power Plants." -

6.3.2 Each member of the facility staff shall meet or exceed the
minimum qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for comparable ~

position, except for the Radiation Protection Manager who -

shall meet or exceed the qualifications of Re Guide( 1.8,+ September, 1975. 7% I:co, red chwfu ~d '*=gulatory,

~ * f <-ku*Last
4.' *

[6.3.3 MEm'be'rsn n'nta n ri % 2~ % .%'rt u. M 7x:x % ,,of the plant staff who perform safety related _

functions (e.g. , Senior Reactor Operators, Reactor Operators,
Auxiliary Operators, Health Physics technicians, and key
maintenance personnel) should, to the extent practicable, work
an eight-hour day, 40-hour week, while the plant is operating.
In the event that unforseen problems require substantial
amounts of overtime to be used, or during extended periods of
shutdown or refueling, major maintenance or major plantg,,,3 4 1* modifications, on a temporary basis, the following guidelines .gg,, shall be followed: '

b8 # a. An individual should not be permitted to work more than
16 hours straight (excluding shift turnover time).

b. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 16
hours in any 24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any
48-hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any seven-day
period (all excluding shift turnover time),

i

A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between workc.
periods (including shift tyrnover time).

_

,

m
.

r -, -
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d. Except during extended shutdown periods, ttle use of
overtime should be considered on an individual basis and
not for the entire staff on s|if ft.

kv I 6.3.4 If unusual circumstances arise requiring deviation from theSlM;jyn f above guidelines, such deviation shall be authorized by the5' Station Manager or his designee, or higher levels of
;n

/,.2 g management, in accordance with established procedures and with
documentation of the basis for granting the deviation.
Controls shall be included in the procedures such that
individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly by the Station
Manager or his designee to ensure that excessive hours have
not been assigned. Routine deviation from the aboveguidelines is not authorized.

Authorized deviations to the working hour guidelines shall be
documented ano available for Nuclear Regulatory Commission
review.

'

6.4 TRAINING
.

i

6.4.1 A retraining and replacement training program for the facility!
staff shall be maintained uncer the direction of the( Superintendent of Training and shall meet or exceed the| requirements and recommendations of Section 5.5 of
ANSI N18.1-1971 and Accendix "A" of 10CFR Part 55,. Compliance

r with Section 5.5 of ANSI 18.1-1971 snali ce acnieved no laterj than 6 months following commencement of commercial operation.

6.4.2 A training program for the Fire Brigade shall be maintained
under the direction of the Superintendent of Training and
shall meet or exceed the requirements of Section 27 of the
NFPA Code-1975, except for Fire Brigade training / drill

.

sessions which shall be held at least once per calendar
quarter.

enn a +1s. .cylown / re y tes ene.h spa. C a d in S..+ tem A anal C
of fael.ss.e I a, S Hs hwsi Gr, /tts Nac /*Me* 1, all f**~ea.r,e

and sisti ineInd Cm./;a.e, a 4:m yqt, rela a ;,,Jw,y
oftesMI eypeetone a,,

O
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6.4.3 The Technical Advisors shall have a bachelor degree or
equivalent in a scientific or engineering discipline with
specific training in plant design and response and analysis
of the plant for transients and accidents. An initial
training and retraining program for the Technical Advisors
shall be maintained under the direction of the Superintendent
af Training. The Technical Advisors shall also receive
training in plant design and layout, including the
capabilities of instrumentation and controls in the control
room.

6.5 REVIEW AND AUDIT

6.5.1 Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC)

FUNCTION

6.5.1.1 The PORC shall function to advise the Manager of Nuclear ~

Production on all matters related to nuclear safety. -

p COMPOSITION

6.5.1.2 The PORC shall be composed of the following:

1 Chairman: Station Manager
Technical / Administrative Services Manager
Support Services Manager
Superintendent of Operations
Superintendent of Maintenance
Superintendent of Nuclear Betterment Engineering
Health Physics Supervisor
Results Engineering Supervisor
Results Instrumentation and Controls Supervisor (2)
Shift Supervisor Administration
Shift Supervisor Training
Technical Services Engineering Supervisor
Superintendent of Training

. - - - - -
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ALTERNATES

6.5.1.3 An alternate chairman and alternate members, if required,
shall be appointed in writing by the PORC Chairman to
serve in the absence of a chairman or a member; however,
no more than two alternate members shall participate in
PORC activities at any one time.

MEETING FREQUENCY

6.5.1.4 The PORC shall meet at least once per calendar month and
J as convened by the Chairman [er- A.a defm#J .Nem.-/e.

\v
-

9 d.' k QUORUM

d+I
.

t : 6.5.1.5 A quorum shall consist of the Chairman or alternate{ Chairman, and four members including alternates.
"

. RESP 0NSIBILITIES
t '1 N
g .{ wl 6.5.1.6 The PORC shall be responsible for:

.

N 11
.

.f t h a. or all procecures requirea oy tet

g { (j Specificat 6.8.2, and nd changes, .,

( ,/ thereto, and any othe e procedure or changesg ,
,

p t 4* 4g , e tn affect nuclear ufstv.
i h to approve ures as determ he Statfor
u.Aew
y7 * b. Review of all proposed tests and experiments thatjdj,T. c affect nuclear safety.1

3 b9/| y6 4 c. Review of all proposed changes to the Technical'

( M Specifications.,

il
,

% d. Review of all proposed changes or modifications to{9 4ct plant -systems or equipment that a f fect nuclearg' {4 safety.

h E

" y, [ f TechnicalSp[ecifications, includingnvestigation[of all violations of the:: L.f r ;fe.

7 j, 4 ,
the preparationQ and forwarding of reports covering the evaluation andI 4

1hk. recommendations to prevent recurrence to the Manager,
Nuclear Production, and to the Chairman of the NFSC.g

1li3 E
.

4 4 4 [, *f,5 ** %

OOt
.

- - - - - , , , - - _ - _ _m
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O
f. Review of all REPORTABLE EVENTS.

g. Review of facility operations to detect potential
nuclear safety hazards.

o r s n sly.ra r
h. Performance of special revir.ws, investigations,3and

reports thereon as requested by the Chairman of the
NFSC.

1. Review of the Plant Security Plan and implementing
procedures and submittal of recommended changes to
thedhi =P 0# 'h? CS'! S!C'_"*4*y F " 4'*ee.
NfSC -Fse.al:Jy

J. Review of thej!=t 9:di:::;f =1 Emergency 9::;; ::
Plan and implementing procedures.

k. Review of every unplanned on-site release of
radioactive material to the environs, including the
preparation of reports concerning evaluation,
recommendations, and disposition of the corrective -

action to prevent recurrence and the forwarding of .

these reports to the Manager, Nuclear Production, and
the NFSC.

J. Ra.a.s os al- yar 4 +L Pnectn co-1n s pne su~, +4
AUTHORITY ontsors sust cArcusars a popunt, ed +L R*Jmb-

' free l ne. t f ,t m ,ys
6.5.1.7 The PORC shall:

a. Function to advise the Manager, Nuclear Production,
on all matters that affect nuclear safety.

b. Recommend to the Manager, Nuclear Production, in
writing, approval or disapproval of items considered
under 6.5.1.6.a through 6.5.1.6.d above ..

g pging n
THE.1 A IM PLEMENTATioN.

l

'

I

k

i

- -- _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - . - - - - _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-_____ - . -_
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c. Render determinations in writing with regard to.

whether or not each item considered under 6.5.1.6.a
through 6.5.1.6.e above constitutes an unreviewedsafety question.,

:

v:3As 21 A*s..c
d. Provide '- :dutc written noti fication 3 to the

Manager, Nuclear Production and the Chairman of NFSC
of disagreement between the PORC and the Station
Manager; however, the Station Manager shall haveCl#{ responsibility for resolution of such disagreements
pursuant tQ C.S.I.7.-e above.

4k.+|,s.,+, $,,.g.,,4 Js,.,.e s.~.+-
a o. m :n t ,-- J + A. en - /+s * * *!! h * C

RECORDS ,,4 +ta. eupn s. l.a:+r pr.vu.**~ d &.

TeeAn.s=I pd W: s *
6.5.1.8 The PORC shall maintain written minutes of each meetingendfopiesshall be provided to the Manager, Nuclear

Production and Chairman of the Fort St. Vrain NFSC. -

-

.

I

i

|

|

_

.

I

l

!

.

.
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6.5.2 NUCLEAR FACILITY SAFETY COMMITTEE (NFSC)

FUNCTION

6.5.2.1 The NFSC shall function to provide independent review and ;audit of designated activities in the areas of:
i

a. Nuclear Power Plant Operations

b. Nuclear Engineering

c. Cnemistry and Radiochemistry

d. Metallurgy

e. Instrumentation and Control

f. Radiological Safety
.

g. Mechanical and Electrical Engineering -

h. Quality Assurance Practices .

( i. (Other appropriate fieles associated with the unique
characteristics of the nt. clear power plant.)

COMPOSITION

6.5.2.2 The NFSC shall be composed of the following:

Chairman: Vice President, Electric Production
Manager, Nuclear Licensing and Fuels C' vision
Manager, Nuclear Production Division
Manager, Nuclear Engineering Division ,

Manager, Quality Assurance Division
Manager, Risk Management

Consultants, as required and appointed by the Chairman

ALTERNATES
#, , , y. , o . 4,mpey

how6.5.2.3 An alternate chairman and alternate members, if required,shalli

be appointed in writing by the Chairman however,
no more than two alternate members shall participate in
NFSC activities at any one time.

\

. - -

- . _ . __ - _ _ . - ._ ______
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CONSULTANTS

6.5.2.4 Consultants shall be uttitzed as determined by the
Chairman, NFSC, to provide expert advice to the NFSC.

MEETING FREQUENCY

6.5.2.5 The NFSC shall meet at least once per calendar quarter
during the initial year of facility operation following
fuel loading and at least once per 6 months thereafter.

QUORUM

'

6.5.2.6 A quorum of the NFSC shall consist of the Chairman or his
designated alternate and a majority of the NFSC members
including alternates. No more than a minority of the
quorum shall have line respons cilities for operation of -

the facility.

REVIEW
-

6.5.2.7 The NFSC shall review:
.

- a. The safety evaluations for safety significant changes to
procedures, equipment, or systems and safety significant
tests or experiments completed under the provision of 10
CFR 50.59, to verify that such actions did not constitute
an unreviewed safety question.

b. Proposed changes to procedures, equipment, or systems
which involve an unreviewed safety question as defined in
10 CFR 50.59.

c. Proposed tests or experiments which involve an unreviewed
safety question, as defined in 10 CFR 50.59.

d. Proposed changes in Technical Specifications or this
Operating License.

e. Violation of applicable statutes, codes, regulations,
orders, Technical Specifications, license requirements, orof internal procedures or instructions affecting nuclear

-

safety.
,

.--- --- .- .-. _ _ - __. - - _ _ _ - - . . - _ . - . _ _ _ _ - - - -
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d
.

f. Significant operating abnormalities or deviations from
normal and expected performance of plant equipment that

|affect nuclear safety. '

g. All REPORTABLE EVENTS.

h. All recognized indication of an unanticipated deficiency 1

in some aspect of design o r.' operation of structures,
systems, or components, that affect nuclear safety,

i. The calculated base reactivity curve for use with each
cycle as well as any changes to this data, including the
justification of the change, during the cycle.

J. Reports and meeting minutes of the PORC.

AUDITS '

6.5.2.8 Audits of facility activities shall be performed uncier the
.cognizance of the NFSC. These audits shall encompass: '

.

a. The conformance of facility operation to provisionsj contained within the Technical Specifications and.i

applicable license conditions at least once per year.

b. The performance, training, and qualifications, of thefacility staff at least once per year.
c. The results of actions taken to correct deficiencies

occurring in facility equipment, structures, systems, or
method of operation that affect nuclear safety at least
once per 6 months.

d. The performance of activities required by the Quality
.

Assurance Program to meet the criteria of Appendix "B",
10CFR50, at least once per 24 months,

The review of the facility Emergency Plan and implementinge.
procedures at least every 12 months by persons who have no
direct responsibility for implementation of the Emergency-

Plan.

O

- _- -- - - --
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f. The review of the facility Security Plan and implementing
at least every 12 months by individualsprocedures

independent of both security program management andpersonnel who have direct respons.ibility forimplementation of the Security Plan.

g. Any other area of facility operation considered
appropriate by the NFSC.

witn respect to fire protection:

(1 an annual fire protection and los evention
pection and audit u zing either

qual h d off site lice personnel or anoutside f rotect firm;

(ii) a biennial it of fire protection program
and i menting procedurt --

(11 a triennial fire protection and los evention
'

inspection and audit utilizing an ide -

nualified fire enncultant.
i

s y g.
The Off-site Dose Calculation Manual and Process ControlJ program and implementing procedures at least once per 24months.

f. The Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program and theX results thereof at least once per 12 months.

X. The performance of activities required by the Quality/ Assurance Program to meet the provisions of Regulatory
Guide 1.21 Revision 1, June 1974 and Regulatory Guide 4.1, -

Revision 1, April 1975, at least once per 12 months.
'

AUTHORITY

6.5.2.9 The NFSC shall report to and advise the Vice President,;

Electric Production in those areas of responsibilityspecified in 6.5.2.7 and 6.5.2.8.

[ h. Th< 4,u pe.).<.hm p.g m,.,J.. c.,,+n. 4 t,.. tu di tA
kanky pee csduass M lun o ,cu y py ,,,,,,.g 9*nt;

1 ** !!S*1 kes no . 9 A pree,r.,,, s.t .
w _J L , 1h e- %<<. pr +.e. +.'o.,

is J,. p ,. + a J p ,,y ,a ,,, ;,,,p o ..,j .j,.,,,
sp: i

d I,n). o,.o pa + A ., Mtt:, y a.xa. a. a,J, y,aj

Oi eSL'sk 1:conses. Ses gobed.% **y* * * e- *** * n * .s i I.
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RECORDS

6.5.2.10 Records of NFSC activities shall be prepared, approved,
and distributed as indicated below:

a. Minutes of each NFSC meeting shall be prepared, approved,
and forwarded to the Vice President, Electric Production
within)'s& days following each meeting.

pep s J, spree nd > *'' d
Reports of reviews encompassed by Section 6.5.2.7 sh Mb.
forwarded to the Vice President, Electric production
within days following completion of the review.

c. Audit reports encompassed by Section 6.5.2.8 shall be
forwarded to the Vice President, Electric Production and
to the management positions responsible for the areas
auditedwithin30daysaftercompletionoftheaudit[4 1A
sad M My orj a..2 *+:m . 7

6.6 REPORTABLE EVENTS ACTION
.

The following actions shall be taken for REPORTABLE EVENTS: -

\O a. The Commission shall be notified and a report submitted'

pursuant to the requirements of 10 C."R 50.72 2-d 10 CFR50.73, and
.

b. Each REPORTABLE EVENT shall be reviewed by the PORC and
submitted to the NFSC and Station Manager.

,_,--._-.,.,__--..___.-_.-----....__r___ , _ - . . , _ , , . _ _ _ . - , . - _ . _ . ., ___-_m. _ _ _ . _ ..-
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6.7 SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS

If a SAFETY LIMIT is exceeded, as defined in Specifications
2.1 and 2.2, the following actions shall be taken:

a. In accordance with 10CFR 50.72, the NRC Operations Center
shall be notified by telephone as soon as practical and in
all cases within one hour after the violation has beendetermined. The Manager, Nuclear Production and the NFSC
shall be notified within 24 hours.

b. A Licensee Event Report shall be prepared in accordance
with 10CFR 50.73.

c. The License Event Report shall be submitted to the
Commission in accordance with 10CFR 50.73, and to the
PORC, the NFSC, and the Manager, Nuclear Production, -

within 30 days after disco,very of the event,
d. Critical operation of the unit shall not be resumed until

authorized by the Commission.
.

'

.
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6.8 PROCEDURES AND PROGRAMS

6.8.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented and
maintained covering the activities referenced below:

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of
Regulatory Guide 1.33, November 1972.

b. Refueling operations.

c. Surveillance and test activities (except post-maintenance
tests) of safety related equipment.

d. Security plan implementation.

e. Emergency plan implementation.

f. Fire protection program implementation.

g. Process Control Program (PCP) implementation. '

h. Off-site Oose Calculation Manual (00CM) implementation.
.

[ , R w .u :e n .1 >< i. Quality Assurance Program for effluent and environmenTaT
monitoring using the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1. 21,,
June 1974 and Regulatory Guide 4.1 Revision I., April
1975.

J. Fuel surveillance program implementation.
.

k. Personnel radiation protection.
J. 1*n sen:,. in sp ed.'o a d luky peopwe. /*.plo u h m .n

6.8.2 Procedures of Specification 6.8.1, and changes thereto, shall
.

be reviewed by the PORC and approved by the appropriate
management prior to implementation and reviewed periodically
as set forth in Administrative Procedures.

Post-maintenance test procedures of safety related equipment
shall be controlled by PORC in the following manner. PORC may
designate two or more individuals to review and approve post-
maintenance test procedures prior to implementation. Thereview shall verify:

Adequacy in scope of equipment to be tested.a.
.

A

_ -. - . . - . . - - - . - - . - - - . . - . - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-
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b. Sufficient detail of testing procedure.

c. Appropriate acceptance criteria.

d. Quality controls (if needed).
At least one of the designated individuals shall be theSuperintendent of Operation (or his designee). The other designatedindividual (s) shall be PORC member (s) net directly responsible forthe equipment being tested.

Security Plan
procedures, and changes thereto, shall be reviewed by

the .00RC and approved by the designated Plant Security Officer priorth:olementation . Security Planto

shall be reviewed by the FSV Security Committee. procedures and changes thereto,

6.8.3 Temporary changes to procedures of 6.8.1 above may be made
provided:

;

The intent of the original procedure is not altered,a.
-

, b. The change is approved by two members of the plant-

( management staff, at least one of whom holds a Senior
Reactor Operators License, and

c. The change is documented, reviewed by the PORC and
approved by the appropriate Superintendent within 14 days.

of implemcntation.

6.8.4 The following programs shall be established, implemented, and
maintained:

a. In-Plant Radiation Monitorino

A program which will ensure the capability to accurately
determine the airborne fodine concentration in reactor; building areas under accident condition. This programshall include the following:

1) Training of personnel,

2) Procedures for monitoring, and

.

.

I
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3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis
equipment.

b. Secondary Water Chemistry

A program for monitoring of secondary water chemistry to
inhibit steam generator tube degradation. This programshall include:

1) Identification of a sampling schedule for the
critical variables and control points for these
variables,

2) Identification of the procedures used to measure the
values of the critical variables,

3) Identification of process sampling points,
including monitoring the discharga of the
condensate pumps for evidence of condenser in-
leakage, '

.

4) Proceoures for the recording and management of
data,

5) Procedures defining corrective actions for all
off-control point chemistry conditions, and

6) A procedure identifying (a) an[ authority
responsiole for the interpretation of the data,
and (b) the sequence and timing of

. administrative events required to initiate! corrective action.

c. Post-Accident Sampling _

; A program which will ensure the capability to obtain and
; analyze reactor coolant, radioactive iodines and'

particulates in plant gaseous effluents, and Reactor
Building atmosphere samples under accident conditions.|

The program shall include the following:

1) Training of personnel,
2) Procedures for sampling and analysis, and

i 3) Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis'

equipment.
,

Om
,

|
__ _ _
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6.9 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

6.9.1 ROUTINE REPORTS 2 0 R:"0RTO L: CJ "TS
,

In addition to the applicable reporting requirements of
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, the followingidentified reports shall be submitted to the Regional
Administrator of the Regional Office unless otherwise noted.

STARTUp REPORT

6.9.1.la. A summary report of plant startup and power escalation
testing shall be submitted following (1) receipt of an
Operating License, (2) amendment to the license involving

~a planned increase in power level, (3) installation offuel that has a different design or has been manufactured
by a different fuel supplier, and (4) modifications that
may have significantly- altered the nuclear, thermal, or ,

hydraulic performance of the plant. -

b. The report shall address each of the tests identified in,

-

the FSAR and shall in general include a description of the
measured values of the operating conditions or
characteristics obtained during the test program and a
comparison of these values with design predictions and
specifications. Any corrective actions that were required
to obtain satisfactory oaeration shall also be described.
Any additional specific details required in license
conditions based on other commitments shall be included in
this report, wegw t hp Re * W r'quk .M m nee. onery + .le~ sk+ f)un st-H &<ay*f 6 ps

,

c

A< seupFna.M
c. Startup reports shall be submitted within (1) 90 days -rfollowing completion of the startup test program, '

(2) 90 days following resumption or commencement of Icommercial power operation, or (3) 9 months following 5initial criticality, whichever is earliest. If the {Startup Report does not cover all three events (i.e., t
initial criticality, completion of startup test program, hand resumption or commencement of commercial power
operation), supplementary reports shall be submitted atleast every 3 months until all three events have been

,

'

completed.

s

__ _ , _ _ , , , _ , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - ~ " - " ' ' ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~ ~ '
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ANNUAL REPORTS AND SUMMARY
,

6.9.1.2 iAnnual reports covering the activities of the unit for the '

previous calendar year shall be submitted as describedbelow. Reports required on an annual basis shall include:
i

Annual Occupations Excesure Reporta.

I, A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station,utility,. and other personnel (including contractors)receiving exposures greater than 100 mrem / year and their
associated man-rem exposure according to work and job
functionsi e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, in-service inspection, routine maintenance, special
maintenance (describe maintenance), waste processing, and
refueling shall be submitted to the Regional Administratorof the Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn Regional Office by -

March 31 of each year. The dose assignment to various
duty functions may be estimates based on pocket dosimeter,
TLD, or film badge measurements. Small exposures totaling

.

'

less than 20% of the individual total dose need not be -

accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 80% of the. p whole body dose receivec from external sources shall be(
__

assigned to specific major work functions.

b. Annual Radioloalcal Environmental Monitorino Report

A report on the Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Program for the previous calendar year shall be submitted
to the Regional Administrator of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Regional Office (with a copy to the Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation) by May 1 of each

! year.
-

t Tf:s + s k u M e a s y ine.k 16 rep we m 4.e o4 Io efA Poet 2c.+'* 7.

.

I
2.' The results of specific activity analyses in which the primary coolant

exceeded the limits of Specification 3.4 # The following informationshall be included: (1) Reactor power history starting 48 hours prior
. to the first sample in which the limit was exceeded (in graphic and

tabular format); (2) Results of the last isotopic analysis for radio-
iodine performed prior to exceedibg the limit, results of analysis

-

while limit was exceeded and'results of one analysis after the radio-
iodine activity was reduced te hss than limit. Each result should

)

include date and time of sanipl'ing and the radiciodine concentrations;
(3) Clean up flow history starting 48 hours prior to the first sample

O in which the limit was' exceeded; (4) Graph of the I-131 concentra-
tion.(pCi/gm) and one other radioi ine isotope concentration (pCi/gm)

g

as a fetiction of timo- for the dur f the specif,ic activity aboveon
the stegdy state level; and (5) Th 1mc eration when the specific

( activity of the primary coolant exceeded the radiciodine limit.

-_ - _ - .
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The Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Reports
shall include summaries, interpretations, and an analysis
of trends of the results of the radiological environmental
monitoring activities for the report period, including acomparison with pre-operational studies, operational
controls (as appropriate), and previous environmental
monitoring reports, and an assessment of the observed
impacts of the plant operation on the environment. The
reports shall also include the results of land-use
censuses required by Specification ELCO 8.2.1. If harmful
effects or evidence of irreversible damage are detected by
the monitoring, the report shall provide an analyses of
the problem and a planned course of action to alleviate
the problem.

The Annual Radiological Environmental Monitoring Reports
shall include the results of analysis of all radiological -

environmental samples and of all measurements taken.during.
the period pursuant to the Table and Figures in the 00CM,
as well as summarized and tabulated results of these ~

analyses and measurements in the format of the table in -

the Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position,
Revision 1, November, 1979. In the event that somes individual results are not available for inclusion with
the report, the report shall be submitted noting and
explaining the reasons for the missing results. The
missing data shall be submitted as soon as possible in a
supplementary report.

The reports shall also include the following: a summary
description of the Radiological Environmental Monitoring
Program; at least two legible maps * covering all sampling
locations keyed to a table giving distances and directions

-'

l from the center line of the reactor; the results oflicensee participation in the interlaboratory comparison
l

program; and discussion of all analyses in which the lower
limits of detection required by Table 8.2-2 was not
achievable.

|

One map shall cover stations near the SITE BOUNDARY;
*

a second shall include the more distant stations.
!
,

t

i

- _ .
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If the Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program is
not being conducted as specified in Table 8.2-1, in lieuof a Licensee Event Report, a description of the reasons
the program was not conducted as required and the plan for
preventing recurrence shall be prepared and submitted to
the Commission in the Annual Radiological EnvironmentalMonitoring Report.

c. Annual 01esel Generator Reliability Report

An annual data report on diesel generator reliability
shall be submitted to the NRC in a manner consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.108 position C.3.a prior to March 1 of
each year.

.

d. Annual Meteorological Data Summary

DELE M Y An annual summary of hourly meteorological data collected
.

pop To I over the previous year shall be maintained for 5 years.
.This

g et.TtoN 6' I8' I annual summary may be either in the form of an hour- -

by hour listing on magnetic tape of wind speed, wind -direction, atmospheric stability, and precipitation (ifp measured), or in the form of joint frequency distributions( ( of wind speed, wind direction, and atmospheric stability.

O
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SEMI-ANNUAL RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT RELEASE REPORT

6.9.1.3 Routine Radioactive Effluent Release Reports covering the
operation of the unit during the previous 6 months of
operation shall be submitted within 60 days after
January 1 and July 1 of each year.

The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include a
summary of the quantities of radioactive liquid and
gaseous effluents and solid waste released from the unit
as outlined in Regulatory Guide 1.21, " Measuring,
Evaluating, and Reporting Radioactivity in Solid Wastes
and Releases of Radioactive Materials in Liquid and
Gaseous Effluents from Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants," Revision 1, June, 1974, with data summarized on a
quarterly basis following the format of Appendix B
thereof. The annual summary report (submitted by March 1 -

for previous calendar year) shall include an assessment of
the radiation doses due to the radioactive liquid and

,gaseous effluents released from the unit or station during -

the previous calendar year, and shall also include an
assessment of the radiation doses from radioactive liquid

-

and gaseous effluents to MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC due to
their activities inside the SITE BOUNDARY (Figure 5.3-1)

,

'

during the report period. All assumptions used in making
these assessments (i.e., specific activity, exposure time,
and location) shall be included in these reports. Themeteorological conditions concurrent with the time of
release of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents (as
determined by sampling frequency and measurement) shall be
used for determining the gaseous pathway doses.
(Conservative approximate methods are acceptable). The

| assessment- of radiation doses shall be performed in
._accordance with the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual -

,

|

(00CM).

!
,

a w -, _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _
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c
y The Radioactive Effluent Release Report (submitted by*. March I for previous calendar year) shall also include an
L, o assessment of radiation doses to the likely most exposed
g4- MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC from reactor releases (including

doses from primary effluent pathways and direct radiation)L

f4 for the previous calendar year to show conformance with
33 40CFR Part 190, Environmental Radiation Protectionjg Standards for Nuclear Power Operation. Acceptable methods
< s- for calculating the dose contribution from liquid andU g . gaseous effluents are given in Regulatory Guide 1.109,yp Revision 1, October, 1977.
8y
a al The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include the
gw following information for each class of solid waste as13, defined by 10CFR61 shipped off-site during the report

period:

a. Container volume, .

<

0g b. Total curie quantity (specify whether determined by' ~

3K measurement or estimate), -

5,E c. Principal radionuclides (specify whether determined by,-

ag measurement or estimate),

kb d. Source of waste and processing employed (e.g., dewatered
ah3o spent resin, compacted dry waste, evaporator bottoms),

#~ e. Type of container (e.g., LSA, Type A, Type 8, large3g quantity),and

{f f. Solidification agent or absorbent (e.g., cement, urea

9. . formaldehyde).
_EE The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include aE list and description of unplanned releases from the siteof to unrestricted areas of radioactive materials in gaseous*3 1a a }g and liquid effluents made during the reporting period.

"Eg[$ The Radioactive Effluent Release Reports shall include any
e

li. changes made during the reporting period to the PROCESS2 U
CONTROL PROGRAM and the OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATION MANUAL,[ ';8z I. pursuant to Specifications 6.13 and 6.14, respectively, as4 well-

as any major change to Liquid, Gaseous, or Solid
Radwaste Treatment Systems pursuant to Specification 6.15.g

'Thn. Sa : a .aa- I faJ:. &vs. 6%luet' Reyoeb 41I ob. i <tJa. 44<.
fa /J..& ,. : an eut 4:.n aa b wsy +1. ;-.oyor*bd.>y of h u.J .-,

y9* reew eMl~+ o, :4 <:.y. in+ ruo-,. +a4:e- wa a M cau.aaa./J :+A:,

L *- yeeo faa.I i., S,,acitzea-1:o
, r q.e4;4 ; <~ J.

a,e a
J uceg,t.w , & t) , a _ 4, ja.J. y h, /:ywJ. hat) y }. kr o p .cA,,. ,+oks esced: y +1<. /tr,i J.o erf Sjee.4s e.,}:..,

_
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MONTHLY OPERATING REPORT

6.9.1.4 A routine operating report covering the cperation of the
plant during the previous month shall be submitted prior
to the fifteenth calendar day of the following morth.
Submittal shall be to the Director, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D. C. 20555, ATTN: Document Control Oesk
with a copy to the appropriate NRC Regional Administrator.

Each monthly operating report shall include:

a. A narrative summary of operating experience during the
report period relating to safe operation of the facility,
including major safety related maintenance.

b. Report of any single release of radioactivity or radiation -

exposure which accounts for more than 10% of the allowable
-

annual values. -

.

c. Indications of failed fuel resulting from irradiated fuel
-

examinations, completed during the report period.N,

'

d. The monthly statistical information contained inRegulatory Guide 1.16.

REPORIABLE EVENT 5
N

6.9.1.5 Ta ORTABLE EVENTS of Specificat .9.1.6 and*

6.9.1.7 be neluding correcti tions and measures,

to prevent rec ce all be reported to the
Commission. Suppl a rts may be required to fully
describe f resolution of event. In case of dcor or supplemental reports, a L1 e Event Report

all be completed and reference shall be to the!
original reoort date.

d'

|
|
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KRUMPI NOTIFICATION WITH WRIFTEN FOLLOWUP

6.9. 6 The types of events listed below shall be reported with
24 hours by telephone and confirmed by telegrmailgram, or facsimile transmission to the Administ ator

,

of the Regional Office, or his designate no later t n the
first working day following the event, with a ritten

llowup report within 30 days. The written followup
re ort shall include, as a minimum, a complete copy of alic see event report form. Information prov ed on the
licen ee event report form shall be s piemented, as
needed, by additional narrative materi to provide
complete explanation of the circumstanc surrounding theevent.

a. Failure of the reactor pro ction system or other
systems s ject to LIMITING S,AFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS to '

initiate th required proteptive function by th.e time.
a monitored rameter reac es the setpoint specified

,as the lim ing saf y system setting in the
technical speci cation or failure to complete the -

required protecti f crion.

b. Operation of the it or affected systems when any
parameter or o rati subject to a Limiting
Condition for 0 eration 's less conservative than the
least conserv ive aspect f the Limiting Condition

. for Oper ion establis ed in the TechnicalSpecificat ns.

c. Abnorma degradation discovere in fuel coatings,
react coolant pressure boun ry, or primary 4cont inment.

-

d. activity anomalies involving disagr ment with the
redicted value of reactivity balance nder steady

state conditions during power operation eater thanor equal to 1% delta k/k; a calculated eactivitybalance indicating a SHUTDOWN MARG lessconservative than specified in the Te nicalSpecifications; short-term reactivity increases that
correspond to a reactor period of less than 5 sec ds
or, if subcritical, an unplanned reactivity inserti
of more than 0.5% delta k/k; or occurrence of anuncianned criticalitv.

O
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Failure or maifunction of one or more components.

which prevents or could prevent, by itself, t
fulfillment of the functional requirements f
system (s) used to cope with accidents analyzed in the

SAR.

f. Pe onnel error or procedural inadequac which
prev nts or could prevent, by itself, the f fillment

' of th functional requirements of systems quired to
,

cope w h accidents analyzed in the FSAR.

g. Condition arising from natural or an-made events
that, as a frect result of the even require unit
shutdown, o eration of safety sy tems, or other
protective easures required by Technical
Specifications.

/
~

h. Errors discover d in the ansient or accident
analyses or in the ethods us d for such analys'es as '

described in the afety nalysis report or in the ~

bases for the Technic 1 Sp ifications that have or -

could have permitted r actor operation in a manner

O' less conservative than sumed in the analyses.,

i. Performance of stru ture , systems, or components
that requires remedi 1 acti of corrective measures
to prevent opera on in a anner less conservative
than assumed in t e accident a alyses in the safety
analysis report r Technical Sp ifications bases; or
discovery dur g unit life conditions not
specifically onsidered in the sa ty analysis report
or Technical Specifications that equire remedial
action o corrective measures o prevent the -

existence or development of an unsafe endition.

J. Off-si releases of radioactive materi s in liquid
and g seous effluents which exceed the limits of
Spec fications 8.1.1.h or 8.1.2.g. d

k. E eeding the limits in Specification 8.1.1.c or the
aximum amount of gaseous radioactivity in gas

waste surge tank. The written followup report. all
include a schedule and a description of activit es
planned and/or taken to reduce the contents to with
the enecified limitt.

\ \

-
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(HIRTY DAY WRITTEN rep 0RTS

6.9. 7 The types of events listed below shall be the subje ofwritten reports to the Administrator of the Re onal
Office within thirty days of occurrence of the eve

. Thewritten report shall include, as a minimum, a ompletedcopy of a Licensee Event Report form. formationrovided on the licensee event report for shall bes plemented, as needed, by additional narr .ive material
to rovide complete explanation of the circumstances
surro nding the event.

a. Reactor rotection system or engin red cafety feature
instrumen settings which are f und to be lessconservativ than those establis d by the Technical
Specification but which do not pr vent the fulfillment of
the functional equirements of a acted systems. ~

b. Conditions lead g to ope ation in a degraded mode
.permitted by a Limi ing Con tion for Operation or plant

shutdown required by Lim ting Condition for Operation. -

CJ
'' "'''''" '"''''"'''' '" '"' '" ''''"'''' = 'administrative or pro du 1 controls which threaten to

cause reduction of degre of redundancy provided in
reactor protection ystems o engineered safety feature
systems.

d. Abnormal degr ation of systems o er than those specified
in 6.9.1.6c ove designed to conta radioactive material,
resulting f om the fission process.

e. An unpl ned off-site release of: -

1. ore than I curie of radioactive mat rial in liquideffluents,

More than 150 curies of noble gas gaseous
.

effluents, or

3. More than 0.05 curies of radioiodine in g eouseffluents. The report of an unplanned off- ite
release of radioactive material shall include t efollowing information.,

,

!

I

,i

-- -
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1. A description of tne event ano equipment invoiveo

2. Cause(s) for the unplanned release,

3. Acti taken to prevent recurrence, a

4. Consequence of the unplanned r ase.

f. Measured levels of ioac ty in an environmental
sampling medium determine exceed the reporting levelvalues of Table 8.2- whe averaged over any calendar
quarter sampling per d. 4

g. Exceeding th limits in Specificati 8.1.5.a, for the
maximum r ioactive effluent releases. The writtenfollow report shall define the corrective tion to be
ta to reduce subsequent releases and prevent r rrence

exceeding the above limits. It shall also inc easchedule for achieving conformance with the ahnva limit
_

;

SPECIAL REPORTS -

6.9.2 Special Reports shall be submitted to the NRC Regional

fr$2'.1(
Administrator within the time period specified for each
report.s- >"e

6.10 RECORD RETENTIONsss4:,e
G*9.0

In addition to the applicable record retention requirements of
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulation, the following records
shall be retained for at least the minimum period indicated.

..

,

6.10.1 The following records shall be retained for at least fiveyears:

a. Records and logs of facility operation covering time
interval at each power level,

. b. Records and logs of principal maintenance activities,
inspections, repair and replacement of principal items of
equipment related to nuclear safety,.

_ - -
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b
i see Event Reports (LER)

| Licensee Event 11 be submitted to.

i the NRC suant to the conc 1.. and

I rements of 10 CFR 50.73.

G. 9.3
W Non-Routine Radiolocical Recorts

.

a. Radioactive Gaseous Effluent

$j< 1. If the calculated dose from the release

\P of gaseous effluents pursuant to
'

/ ESR 8.1.1.1) exceeds any of the limits in
,

ELCO 8.1.1.h), in lieu of a Licensee -

Event Report, a special report that

identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the

limit and defines the corrective actions

that have been taken to reduce the

releases and the pioposed corrective

actions to be taken to assure that _

.

subsequent releases will be in compliance
'

with the above limits will be prepared

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days.

O

- --
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2. If gaseous waste is discharged without

treatment and in excess of the limits, in

lieu of a Licensee Event Report, a

special report that includes the

following information shall be prepared

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days:

(a) Explanation of why gaseous radwaste
-

was being discharged without
.

treatment, identification of any
,

p0 inoperable equiement or subsystems,

N and the reason for the
'

L -

inoperability,

(b) Action ( s) taken to restore the

inoperable equipment to operable

status, and
.

(c) Summary description of action (s)
| *

.

taken to prevent a recurrence.

I -

'

b. Radioactive Liouid Effluent-

1. If. the calculated dose from the release'

of radioactive material s in liquid

| effluents pursuant to ESR 8.1.2.e)
i

exceeds any of the limits specified in

ELCO 8.1.2.g), in lieu of a Licensee

Event Report, a special report that

identifies the cause(s) for exceeding the

i

i !
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limit (s) and defines the corrective

actions that have been taken to reduce
.

the releases and the proposed corrective

actions to be taken to assure that

subsequent releases will be in compliance

with the above limits will be prepared

and submitted to the NRC within 30 days.,

2. If radioactive liquid waste is discharged

without treatment pursuant to .

. .

$( 0 ELCO 8.1.2.h), and in excess of the

h$
-

limits, in lieu of a Licensee Event\

< - d+4N
.

Report, a special report that includes

the following information shall be

prepared and submitted to the NRC within

30 days:

(a) Exple. nation of why liquid radwaste

was being discharged without

treatment, identification of any
,

'
- inoperable equipment or subsystems,

and the reason for the
1

inoperability,

(b) Action (s) taken to restore the

inoperable equipment to operable
~ .

status, and

|

__
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(c) Summary cescription of action (s)

taken to prevent a recurrence.

c. Radioactive Effluents - Total Oese

1. If the limits of ELCD 8.1.5.a) have been

exceeded, in lieu of a Licensee Event

' Report, a special report that defines the.

corrective action to be taken to reduce

subsequent releases to prevent recurrence,

of exceeding the .above limits and

g( g includes the schedule for achieving

\ conformance with the above limits shall
''

be prepared and submitted to the NRC

within 30 days. This special report, as

defined in 10CFR Part 20.405c, shall
.

include an analysis that estimates the
.

radiation exposure (dose) to a member of

the public from uranium fuel cycle

sources, including all effluent pathways
,

.

- and direct radiation, for the calendar

year that includes the release (s) covered
,

,

by this report. It shall also describe

levels of radiation and concentrations of

radioactive material involved, and the

cause of the exposuru levels or
,

!
'

concentrations. If the estimated dose (,s)

exceeds the above limits, and if the

_
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release condition resulting in violation

of 40CFR Part 190 has not already been

corrected, the special report shall

include a request for a variance in

accordance with the provisions of 40C.:R

Part 190. Submittal of the repor: is

considered a timely request, and a.

variance is granted until staff action on
.

the request is complete.
.

.

d. Radiological Environmental Monitoring
.

1. If the level of radioactivity as a result,

- \Y 54 of plant effluents in an environmentals_-
5L

sample medium at a specified location

exceeds the reporting levels of
. .

Table 8.2-3 of ELCO 8.2.1, when averaged

over any calendar quarter, in lieu of a -

.

Licensee Event Report, pursuant to

Specification ELCO 8.2.1.c), a special
.

report that identifies the cause(s) for
'

exceeding the limit (s) and defines the

corrective actions to be taken to reduce

radioactive effluents such that the
,

potential annual dose to a member of the

g public is less than the calendar years

\s - liinits of Specifications ELCO 8.1.1.h)
'

and ELCO 8.1.2.g) will be prepared and

- - _ __ - - - .. . ._ -
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suomitted to the NRC within 30 days.

When more than one of the radionuclides

in Table 8.2-3 are detected in the

sampling medium, this report- shall be

summitted if:

Concentration (1) Concentration (2)
Reporting Level (1) + Reporting Level (2) .. 2 1.0.

When radionuclides other than those in
.

Table 8.2-3 are detected and are the -

.

result of plant effluents, a report shall
~

-

4 be submitted if the potential annual dose
.

g f to a member of the public is equal to or
C

greater than the calendar year limits of

Specifications ELCO 8.1.1.1) and

ELCO 8.1.2.g). This report is not.

-

required if the . measured level of

radioactivity was not the result o'f plant
_

effluents; however, in such an event, the

.

condition sh'all be reported and described

in the Annual Radiological Environmental

Monitoring Report.

.

-'

4

k
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All REPORTABLE EVENTS submitted to the Commission,c.

d. Records of survefilance activities, inspections and
calibrations required by these Technical Specifications,

e. Records of changes made to the procedures required by
W5egr SECJ10N Specification 6.8.1,
G.O.l 7,d 0F f. Records of sealed source leak tests and results, and
TWS D AA FT-

g. Records of annual physical inventory of all sourcematerial of record.
h.

6.10.2 The following records shall be retained for the duration ofthe FSV #1 Operating License.

a. Record and drawing changes reflecting facility design -

modifications made to systems and equipment described in
the FSAR,

.

b. Records of new and IRRADIATED FUEL inventory, fuel -

transfers and assembly burnup histories,
( Records of radioactive shipments,c.

d. Records of facility radiation and contamination surveys,

Records of radiation exposure for all individuals enteringe.
radiation control areas,

f. Records of gaseous and liquid radioactive material
released to the environs,

.

_- - _ _ - -
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g. Records of transient or operational cycles for thosefacility components d::fgn:d fr : '-f ted = ber of
tr:::f:nt: Or cyc%# /J 4 OsJ Jn 7,4/- t/,-/,

b. Records of training and qualification for current members
of the plant staff,

1. Records of in-service inspections performed pursuant to
these Technical Specifications,

J. Records of Quality Assurance activities required by the QA
Manual,

k. Records of reviews performed for changes made to
procedures or equipment or reviews of tests and
experiments pursuant to 10CFR50.59,

.

1. Records of meetings of the PORC and the NFSC,

m. Records of the service lives of all snubbers (required '

Specification 3.7.10) including the date at which the -

service life commences and associated installation andj maintenance records,'o
Records of secondary water sarpling and water quality,n.

Records of reactor tests and experiments,o.

p. Records for Environmental Qualification which are covered
under provisions of 10CFR50.49 " Equipment Qualification of
Electrical Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power

; Plants", and

!
..

q. Records and logs pertaining to the environmental ~

monitoring program including baseline data from the pre-!

operational environmental monitoring programs (both
radiological and non-radiological).

!

[
\

-. ._
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6.11 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

Procedures for personnel radiation protection shall be
prepared consistent with the requirements of 10CFR20 and shall
be approved, maintained and adhered to for all operations
involving personnel radiation exposure.

Respiratory protective equipment shall be provided in
accordance with 10CFR20.103.

6.12 HIGH RADIATION AREA
R.ww.t +* p~yys 2*.t *3 (c)lf) *4 /* *At M #r

6.12. lyn lieu of the " control device" or " alarm signal" required by
paragraph 20.203(c)(2) of 10 CFR 20, each area accessible to
personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of
the body could receive in 1 hour a dose greater than 100 mrembut less than 1000 mrem shall be barricaded and conspicuously -

posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto shall .be
controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit ;(RWP)*. Any individual or group of individuals permitted to
enter such areas shall be provided with or accompanied by one -

or more of the following:
(. a. A radiation monitoring device which continuously indicates

the radiation dose rate in the area,

b. A radiation monitoring oevice which continuously
integrates the radiation dose rate in the area and alarms
when a preset integrated dose is received. Entry into
such areas with this monitoring device may be made after

.

the dose rate level in the area has been established and!

personnel have been made knowledgeable of them, and

_

|
!

*

Health Physics personnel or personnel escorted by Health Physics!

)ersonnel shall be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement. during
,the performance of their assigned radiation protection duties,
provided they are otherwise following piant radiation protection
procedures for entry into high radiation areas.

~
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c. A health physics qualified individual (i.e. , qualified in
radiation protection procedures) with a radiation dose rate
monitoring device who is responsible for providing positive control
over the activities within the area and shall perform periodic
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified by the facilityHealth Physics staff in the RWP.

6.12.2 In addition to the requirements of 6.12.1, areas accessible to
personnel with radiation levels such that a major portion of
the body could receive in I hour a dose greater than 1000 mrem
shall be provided with locked enclosures to prevent
unauthorized entry, and the keys shall be maintained under the
administrative control of the Shift Supervisor on duty and/or
health physics supervision. Enclosures shall remain locked
except during periods of access by personnel under an approved
RWP which shall specify the dose rate levels in the immediate
work area and the maximum allowable stay time for individuals ~

in that area. -

For individual areas accessible to personnel with radiation a

levels such that a major portion of the body could receive in ^

1 hour a dose in excess of 1000 mrem * that are located within/

large areas, where no enclosure exists for purposes of\ 'j locking, and no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around
the individual areas, then that area shall be roped off,
conspicuously posted and a flashing light shall be activated

I
as a warning-11evice. In lieu of the stay time specification1

of the RWP, direct or remote (such as use of closed circuit TV
cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel
qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide
positive exposure control over the activities within the area.

_

* Measurement made at 18" from source of radioactivity.
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6.13 PROCESS CONTROL PROGRAM (PCP)

6.13.1 The PCP shall be approved by the Commission prior to
implementation.

6.13.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the PCP:

a. Shall be submitted to the Commission in the Semiannual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period inwhich the change (s) was made. This submittal shallcontain:

1. Sufficiently detailed information to totally support
. the rationale for the change without benefit of

additional or supplemental information;

2. A determination that the change did not reduce the '

'

overall conformance of the solidified waste product
to existing criteria for solid wastes; and

.

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been '

reviewed and found acceptable by the PORC.

( b. Shall become effective upon review and acceptance by the
PORC.

I

!

._

l

O-

- . - _ _ . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .
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6.14 0FF-SITE DOSE CALCUt.ATION MANUAL (ODCM)

6.14.1 The ODCM shall be approved by the Commission prior toimplementation.

6.14.2 Licensee-initiated changes to the ODCM:

a. Shall be submitted to the Commission in the Semiannual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period in
which the change (s) was made effective. This submittalshall contain:

1. Sufficiently detailed information to totally support
the rationale for the change without benefit of
additional or supplemental information. Information
submitted should consist of a package of those '

pages
of the 00CM to be changed with each page numbered,
dated and containing the revision number, together
with appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying ,

the change (s); e -

[O 2. A determination that the change will not reduce the<

'

accuracy or re!iability of dose calculations or
setpoint determinations; and

3. Documentation of the fact that the change has been
reviewed and found acceptable by the PORC.

b. Shall become effective upon review and acceptance by the
PORC.

E
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6.15 MAJOR CHANGES TO LIQUID, GASEOUS, AND SOLIO RADWASTE TREATMENT
SYSTEMS

6.15.1 Licensee-initiated major changes to the Radwaste Treatment
Systems (liquid, gaseous, and solid):

a. Shall be reported to the Commission in the Semiannual
Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period in
which the evaluation was reviewed by the PORC. Thediscussion of each change shall contain:

1. A summary of the evaluation that led to the
determination that the change could be made in
accordance with 10CFR50.59;

2. Sufficient detailed information to totally support
the reason for the change without benefit of
additional or supplemental information;

3. A detailed description of the equipment, components,
.

--

and processes involved and the interfaces with other
plant systems;

4. An evaluation of the change, which shows the
predicted releases of radioactive materials in liquid
and gaseous effluents and/or quantity of solid waste
that differ from those previously predicted in the
license application and amendments thereto:

5. An evaluation of the change, which shows the expected
maximum exposures to a MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC, in the
UNRESTRICTED AREA and to the general population that
differ from those previously estimated in the license
application and amendments thereto:

6. A comparison of the predicted releases of radioactive
materials, in liquid and gaseous effluents and in
solid waste, to the actual releases for the period
prior to when the change is to be made;

l

7. An estimate of the exposure to plant operating
personnel as a result of the change; and

8. Documentation of the fact that the change was
reviewed and found acceptable by the PORC.

'

1
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O
b. Shall become effective upon review and acceptance by the

PORC.
|

6.16 FUEL SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM

A. The fuel surveillance program shall be approved by the i

Commission prior to implementation. 1

!
B. Any changes to the fuel surveillance program require

Comm.ssion approval and concurrence prior toimplementation.

C. The fuel surveillance program shall include provisions to
subnit all aspects of the examinations performed to the
Commission in a timely fashion.

6.17 \NSEAVicE INSPECT 10Al AND TESTING. Pgos. GAM
~

_

A. THE INEERVICE )N3 f Sc.TleV AND TESTING. PR0(,-@ 3 HALL St
APPROVED 81 T 49 COMM11SleM prior Tv IMrs.EMENTAfloN,

S. Any CHANGES T'o mq INJERVICS WSPECSON AND TesrWO-;
' fftos.stAM Meeluine COMMis1:a# APPROVAL Ar<p couconneuce

f At o A Tip iMpt.eppsgr4T)on ,

C, Tne Inservice tu.srwemoeJ Ano Tust No- fnosne swAi.L
)NComtpMATe ArrMorslAre ASME gestsA Ano ggessoge

{ ESTEL h 0PS { ECTlav Ej ,D avissov 2; 13 83 Eomou,
-

3

TESTilw. MaTwopoton AND A cesPTANet c.MITs Mia MD

OTusR APPReveD IN3ERVict INJfEC.Tio# AWP TESTlate-

M ETH oDo Lod Yr

.
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| 17 ENVIRONMENTAL OUALIFICATION l |

A. By no later than June 30, 1982, all ety related
electrical equipment in the facility sha e qualified in

ordance with the provisions of: vision of Operating
Rea es " Guidelines for Ev ating EnvironmentalGualifi ton of Class I Electrical Equipment in
Operating actors" (00R idelines; or, NUREG-0588" Interim Sta Position Environmental Qualification ofSafety Related ctri Equipment", December 1979, to
the extent applic to a gas cooled reactor. Copies of
these documents ar a ched to Order for Modification, of
License No. OPR- dated tober 27, 1980.

B. By no lat than December 1, 1 complete and auditible
records st be available and ma ined at a centrallocati which describe the environ tal qualification -

met d used for all safety related electri equipment in
s ficient detail to document the degree o compliance

,ith the 00R Guidelines or NUREG-0588, to th extentapplicable to a gas cooled reactor. Thereafte , such -

records should be updated and maintained current as
t equipment is replaced, further tested, or otherwi's further qualified.

i

.
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e
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The RADIOLOGICAL and ENVIRONMENTAL Technical
Specifications (Chapter 8.0 of the existing
Technical Specifications) are not included
in this submittal. Section 8.0 is not being
revised under the present scope of the Tech-
nical Specification Upgrade Program.
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